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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with the archaeological sites of the Jazirah area of northern Iraq between the end of

the Assyrian and the end of the Sasanian periods. with a particular' concentration on the Parthian period and its
important sites at Hartra and Jaddalah. The work opens with an introductory chapter on the geography of the

area, its economic resources, and its administration in the early Islamic period. A section follows giving the results

of a survey of sites in the Jazirah, most of which was carried out personally by the author; this demonstrates the

chronological and geographical patterns of settlement and trade routes in the region, and confirms the observation

made by others that on many sites, great and small, there seems to have been a gap in accupation bettween the

end of the Assyrian and the Seleucid periods. Hatra is studied next; the author offers new evidence and for a
wide variety of problems, and includes the results of his own archaeological soundings within the city and his

readings of hitherto unpublished inscriptions, which illuminate Hatra's topography, earliest history, administration
and architecture. Then a similar study is made of the problematical fortressor shrine .site at Jaddalah, excavated

under the direction of the writer. Chapters are devoted to discussions of hitherto unpublished graffiti, which

throw light on Hatrene culture, and Parthian-period pottery, typical of north Iraq. A concluding chapter

demonstrates, on the basis of the preceding discussion, the' great significance of Hatra in the area. In a first

Appendix the Hatrene inscriptions mentioned in the text are translated; these include 24 hitherto unpublished. In
a seccond, early Arab sources on Hatra are collected. Abibliography: follows. The text volume is accompanied by

one of illustrations.
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PREFACE

The imposing ruins of the ancient city of Hatra in north Iraq have continued to inspire curiosity ever since the

city was destroyed and emptied of inhabitants by Shapur I, Sasanian King, in A.D. 241. In its heyday, the later
Parthian and early Sasanian period, Hatra became the focal point for the whole surrounding region of the Jazirah,

with which it had intimate connections. Within its walls great limestone shrines arose, filled with statuary;

outside, in the territory around, large structures such as that at Khirbet Jaddalah were built, and innumerable

small settlements prospered. Many inscriptions from in and around Hatra, written mostly in the then

international language of Aramaic, reveal that the inhabitants were primarily Arabs; and so the rise of Hatra was

largely an Arab achievement.

Hatra and the Jazirah have been the the object of considerable scholarly attention this century. The purpose of

this study is to present new evidence concerning Hatra and the Jazirah area, much of it obtained personally by

the author. This evidence is primarily archaeological, and epigraphy plays an important role, A site survey of the

whole Jazirah region in the periods from the end of the Assyrian to the end of the Sasanian eras forms one large

section. New material from Hatra itself is treated next, and then that from Khirbet Jaddalah, a large site on an

important route north that clearly had close links with Hatra itself; previously unpublished graffiti, paintings,
pottery and some inscriptions from the two sites are then given separate treatment. What emerges, it is hoped, is

much revision of earlier interpretations of Hatra and the Jazirah, together with a range of new insights.

As regards the spelling of oriental words and names, I have tried to follow existing conventions.

This study would not have been possible without much generous assistance, which it is a great pleasure to

acknowledge. The Government of Iraq, and the State Orgainzation of Antiquites and Heritage, povided generous

resources for study, travel and excavation. Both the previous Dirctor-General of S.O.A.H., Dr. Isa Salman, and
the present Director-General, Dr. Mu'ayed Said, gave every possible co-operation, especially over excavation. The

author is also deeply indebted to the two supervisors of his work in the University of London , Professor

E.E.D.M. Oates, who very kindly provided access to his unpublished site survery, and Dr. M.A.R. Colledge. as

well as to the staff of the Institute of Archaeology. professor J.B. Segal and Dr. S. Brock, with great kindness,

helped with advice over epigraphical problems. Dr. Lamia AI-Gaylani and Jaulian Wootton gave much welcome

assistance on matters of languge. Heartfelt thanks go also to all the many people at Hatra who made much of the

work possible, and indeed enjoyable, among whom were Mr. Muhammad Subhi Abaullah, Mr. Farhan Azzawi,

Mr. Salih Ahmad and Mr. Azud Din Alsanduq. Last, but not least, I should like to thank my wife for her

constant encouragement.
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~rhe geology of the Jazirah

.The Jazirah is an area of north Iraq.Cpl. I) ~onsisting largely of a rocky plateau ~ith the Sinjar hills (anticline

altitude. 1500 m.) forming its northern part: This anticlinal structure is oriented east-west, parallel to the Taurus

mountain range. On the Jazirah's southern 'boundary lies the town of Ana (also on an east-west trens) whereas

on the east it is bounded by the Tharthar valley, a north-south trending fracture forming one of the major

fractu.r~s of the Abu Jir zone, which runs from the area of the town of Sinjar southwards to the region around
the cities of N ajaf and Kerbela (I )

The Jazirah area is structurally a low dome dipping sharply to the east along the Wadi Tharthar, to the north

towards Sinjar, to the south towards Ana, and to the west towards Sinjar. In each case a trough ,is formed

around it. The rocks of the J azirah belong mostly to the Fars Formation of the Middle Miocene age (15 million

years ago), and are composed alternately of gypsum, limestone and claystone in cyclic order. In the trough areas
the Upper Fars Formation (of the Upper Miocene period, 10 million years ago) is exposed and composed mostly

of an alternation of sandstone and claystone. The Jazirah land surface is covered largely by gypcrete which was
formed by capillary action, due to the dissolution of gypsum from bedrock and its redepostion in the overlying'
soils; this gypsum, which has risen up, is often affected by overly erosion, and is thought to be of the Pleistocene
age (about 1,000,000-10,000 years ago).

The water-bearing strata of the Jazirah. are mostly the sandstone of the Upper Fars Formation and, to a lesser

extent, the fractured limestone of the Lower Fars Formation. Tunnels through the gypsum, created by water, are

common in the area near Tell .Afar and south of Sinjar. Water moves down the dips in the strata which fall
away from the apex of the low rocky dome which is situatedin the Tayarat region, about 30 km. north of Ana.

The geography of the J azirah

The Jazirah region (pl. 2) is surrounded mainly by the steep valleys of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. Its

altitude varies from 150m. to 300m. above sea level, with a number of small, closed basins from which there is
no drainage outlet.(2) The cliff line stretching from Hit on the Euphrates to Samarra on the Tigris divides the

northern region from the flat alluvial plain of the south.r"

A description of the natural features of the region follows, based primarily on the personal observation of the

author.

(a) The hills

The Jebel Mak-hul is a rugged range along the west bank of the Tigris. It is about 60km. long, and on average

in height it is between 360m. and 462m.(4) It forms a high cliff above the river; on its other side it slopes down

very gently towards the Jazirah. Its northern part ends in the Maki-heel and Khanuqa hills, which continue on to

the Sharqat region. There are, as the official description of Iraq and the Gulf puts it, "narrow parallel ridges

similar in characteristics to Jebel Hamrin, and rugged ranges cut deeply by ravines. Apart from goat-tracks no

regular paths exist, except towards the lower north-western end" (5)

(I) The geological information in this section was kindly provided by Hr. Saad Z Jasim of the Iraqi Government Geological Survey

Department.
(2) Jawad, I965: 9.

(3) Oates, 1968: 1.
(4) Stein, 1941: 304; AI-Khalaf, 1965: 67.

(5) Iraq and the Gulf, 1944: 74. 25



Further north, other smaller ranges lie at angles to the west bank of the river Tigris. These comprise the Jebel

Qaiyara, Nejma, Jawan and U mm Al-Shinin, and west of Mosul; they rise more than 150m.-220m. above the
plain.(6)

Another range consists of Jebel Atshana (490m. in height), Jebel 'Addaia (447m.), Jebel Sheikh Ibrahim

(536m.), Jebel Tell Afar (598m.) and Jebel Ishkift (624m.). The longest and highest of these ranges is Jebel Sinjar,

1463m. in height, 72km. in length and I3km. in width.(7)

(b) Valleys

A jnumber of valleys start from the hills which are situated on the north and east of the Jazirah. The three

main valleys are those of the Tharthar (Tartara), AI-Qasab and AI-mur (pl. 2). Smaller valleys connect these main
ones. We shall discuss them in turn.

Wadi Tharthar. (pls. 2, 3). This huge wadi is 300 km. 10ng.(S) In its upper part, it is fed by a number of small

spnngs originating in the Jebel Tell Afar and Jebel Sheikh Ibrahim; the largest of these is Ain Al-Hissan, 32km.

east of Beled Sinjar. (9) Six larger wadis run into the main bed of the Tharthar: the Ibdan, Ibra, Senam, Thrithir,

Mityaha and Ahmar. ~adi Thrithir (the smaller Tharthar) joins the Tharthar south of Tell Abta (pI. 2). Near

Hatra the Tharthar changes its direction to the south; here it is 7.50m. to 9m. wide, with water perhaps between

1.50m. and 1.80m. deep in winter or after rain in the spring. OO) It comes nearer the Tigris west of the town of
Baiji, ending in the great depression of Umm AI-Rahal, west of Samarra.

Rain water runs down the valleys to the Tharthar during winter and spring, but the Wadi becomes dry in the

summer. Springs are the sources of water for the northern hills. Other springs run through valleys from the Jebel

Mak-hul and Maki-hee1. The constant rain water which comes down from the Jebel Sinjar has eroded the Wadi,

which has become 8m. deep, and has exposed its gypsum and limestone strata.

The Wadi Tharthar is mentioned in historical documents. The Assyrian king Tukulti Ninurta II (890-884
B.C.), in his campaign journey from Assur to Babylonia during 885 B.C., mentioned that his army dug in the bed
the Tartara (Tharthar) and found sweet water at is mouth, before it ended in a swamp. (II) A number of Arab
geographers and historians mention the region. AI-Tabari, when dicsussing the fall of Hatra under Shapur the
Sasanian King, takes note of the region of the Tharthar. (]2) AI- Hamadhani defines the Tharthar as a river, with
villages and gardens on its banks, that passes through Hatra, originating in Sinjar and going down to the
Euphrates; he also claims that boats sail down the river. (I 3) Al-Qazweni says that the source of the Tharthar is
the Hermas, a branch of the Khabur river, and that it goes to the Tigris. (14) Al-Mas'udi states that Nadhira, the
daughter of Adh-Dhaizan the last king of Hatra, sent a message to Shapur with directions on how to enter Hatra.
'Throw a spindle on the Tharthar and follow it through an underground stream, which will lead you to the
city" (15) In addition, Yaqut says: "Tharthar water is brackish, and all the wells, generally little more than shallow
holes in the ground, contain yellow. brackish, bad-smelling water" (16) Yaqut also claims that he had seen the

(6) Stein, 1941: 304; Iraq and the Gulf, 1944: 74.

(7) AI-Khalaf, 1965: 15; Oates, 1968: 15.

(8) Al-Khalaf, 1965: 55.

(9) Iraq and the Gulf, 1944: 77.

(J 0) Iraq and the Gulf, 1944: 78.

(Ll r Olmstead. 1923: 12.21, 77; Luckenbill, 1926: vol, r. 128; Herzfeld, 1968: 221; Brinkman. 1968: 183.
(12) Al-Tabari, vol. 2: 50.
(13) AI-Hamadhani, p. 129. Note the Tharthar does not join the Euphrates.
(14) Al-Qazwcni , p. 308.368 This untrue.
(15) ;\I-\t<l~'udi, vol 2: 403.
(16) Yaqut Al-Harnawi. vol. 3: ]0; cf. l.ayard, 1853: 72.
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place where the Tharthar meet the Tigris. (17) Although the Arab geographers agree about the direction of the

Tharthar, their statements about the topography of the region are often very unreliable. In praticular, it is
impossible for the Tharthar to join the Tigris because of the intervening low hills of Qarat Al-Qasa, north-west of
the Tigris, which start from the region of Baiji and in the opposite direction from Jebel Mak-hul, making it
impossilble for the water to flow to the Tigris, by diverting it in the opposite direction. Morever, there are other
hills, such as Marqab AI-Tayor and Hafat AI-Shannanat, ending south-east of the Umm AI-Rahal depression
(3m.-4m. be 10",,' sea level), which also prevent the Tharthar from flowing east. (8)

Wadi AL-Qa~ab C'reeds") (pl. 2). This starts from Jebel 'Atshana. Its main tributaries are the Wadis Salmani,
Ekhbirat. Twaim and Herim, which slope down towards the east, ending in the Tigris at the village of
Romana, (19) north of the modern town of Qaiyara. Ainsworth mentioned encountering this wadi on his way to
Hatra, (.~O) and Layard also crossed it when he visited Hatra in 1846; he noticed a salt stream and a dense marsh
of reeds and water. (21).

\\'adi AI-Mur (pis. 2. 3.). This extremely salty wadi starts from the area of Mkhazaga, to the west of the police
station of Slubi: other small branches join it from Jebel Jawan and Nejma. It finishes in the Tigris south of
Qaiyara.

\\' adi Jaddalahh (pl. 3) This is in the region which starts from the foothills of Jebel Nejma, it goes through the
area, eventually joining such other wadis as the Ru 'gai, Siran and Khnizirat, and ending in the Wadi Jarnaf. Its
bet is dry in summer but flooded during the rainy season.

Another two important valleys in the region are those of the Wadi Shishin, just south of Tekrit, and Wadi
U mm AI-Shibabit, near the ruins of Qala Sharqat (Al~ur). In addition to the above-mentioned wadis, others also
run down from the Jebel Sinjar to the south-east and south, ending in a great salt depression. The largest are the
Wadi Shicasti, which leads to the Wadi and depression of U mm AI-Jaba, and Wadi Qran, which goes into the
salty Sinisla depression. Small valleys also exist where rainfall gathers, forming swamps in the winter and
depressions in the summer. Ashkar and Umm-Diyabah also comprise two further great depressions in the district.

(c) Soil

Soil in the Jazirah differs from area to area (pI. 4). In the southern region it is dark and bright grey sand,
found above the gypsum and limestone levels. The area between Hatra and Baqqa is covered with sand, with a
thin stratum of pebbles sometimes on the surface, but usually below. Occasionally gypsum is found below the
surface, and sometimes it appears above ground. (221 The surface level in the zone of Umrn-Dabaghiyah contains,
as Dorrell says, "redeposited silts and clays more or less cemented by gypsum, lying upon gypsiferous rocks. (23)

Soil in the region between Qtr(24) Siubi and the foothils of Nejma. Jawan, Bashmanah and Naddas IS muddy

and suitable for agriculture, while that between these foothills and Jebel 'Atshana is reddish-brown. (~S)

(17) Yaqut Al-Hamawi. vol. 3: 10, 290. This is untrue

(J 8) Sharif: YO. 1, p. 79

(19)\ Note that this is an [Arabic name, meaning" pomegranate", and has nothing to do with anything Roman.

(20) Ainsworth. T8'4I: 3,

(21) Layard. 1853: 60.

(22) Buringh, 1960: 198.

(23) Dorrell 1972: 69.

(24) Locally this word means "a series of low mounds"

(25) Buringh. 1960: 29(~
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Recently the Department 01 Dams 111 the lruqi \lilli\tr~ pf l rtiguuon uug t\\O \lll! tc.... t ....llLll1dlll~ -, 1111 t hc h.t n],....
of the Wadi Tharthar. ill the region of l I.ura '1 he rcxu lt dS regards the 1l'1"'. b.mk "dS rh.u till' .... ui l.rcc k\L'1 (I"rl1l11
0-40cm. down) co nsi .... ted of sal1d~ cla~ lo.un. the ne xr lev el Um\ 11 (-lOCI11 I ."WCI11 ) h.ul 1I.... its uppc: -,ccuon
(40cm-60cm.) Slimly c1a~ loam again. w h ilc the lowe r level \\as c1,I~ 'Ihe third lcvcl (131k'111. 20(k'111) "d .... Ill"
silt) clay (I JOcm.- IXOcm.L and then of sandy L'I(l~ loam hct v, cc n IXOCI11 .md 2()()cl11 I he rcvult or till' tL' .... t nil

the right showed salld~ loam at the surface. xand , liS ncxt. and then "',lIld~ ...,ilty clll~ lit ,I dcpt h 01 I S(k'111 I" I

(d) Climate

The study of the climate in the .lazuah is difficult. because there arc 110 meteorological statiolls 111 the region
(pl. 5).

Generally, the climate is very dry in the summer and cold in the winter. There is also great difference in

temperature between day and night, and between winter and summer. The average annual rainfall varies between

the upper and lower Jazirah. At Samarra the annual rainfall does not exceed 155mm., and at Haditha 133mm. On

the upper Jazirah plain rainfall is two to three times that at Baghdad. The average an nual rainall ranges from
about 300mm. to 500mm. (27)

The rainy season lasts from November to May, and the long, hot rainless summer from May to October. July

and August are the hottest months. The short, cold winter goes from December to February, with January being

the coldest month This is followed by a short spring season, from March to April.

Guest has described the winds as follows: "The prevailling wind in all months is north-west, but during the

winter months, depressions pass eastwards across the country from the eastern Mediterranean. They are

accompanied by unsettled weather, strong south-easterly winds, often gale force accompanied by rainy dust

storms. In the rainfall season the rain tends to be associated with thunderstorms and squalls"Wl) The greatest dust

storms in the region occur ,durillg,· the hot weather.

(e) VVater resources

The southern limit of the main rainfall runs along the foothills on the northern side of the Jazirah (pl. 4)<29).

Rain forms the main water source for the inhabitants in the whole region: they use it for drinking, for their
animals and, in the north Jazirah, for dry farming.

Springs consittute an additional water source. Some are found in wadi beds, while the rest are scattered in

vllrious places. Quantity and quality differ from one area to another. The lower Jazirah has salty springs, while in

the upper Jazirah sulphurous springs predominate, such as Hamam AI-AliI, Ain Bydha, Naddas and Jern. There

are salt water wells around Hatra, Sa'adiya (site no. 35) and Baqqa. A few underground streams with fresh water

come down to the Wadi Tharthar near Hatra at Abu Tina, Abu Hamam and Sehil. There are other fresh water

springs not far from the Tharthar at Abu Tanak, Sa'adiya and Thaiyyliat. The principal spring at Jaddalah flows

into the narrow rocky bed of the Wadi Jaddalah. The good quality water from this spring serves the needs of the

present local population and allows some small-scale farming. It has obviously been the principal water source in

(26) Report of the Iraqi Ministry of Irrigation (Department of Dams lind Reservoirs), 1970. A copy of this report is in the State

Organization of Antiqities and Heritage, Baghdad (File no. 3A/ 35 Tharthar).
(27) Guest, 1966: 18.

(28) Guest, 1966: 18

(29) Oates, 1968: 2; Reade, 1978: 48.
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the Jaddalah area from ancient times until the present day ..Ancient cut limestone blocks are still standing around

the spring. and others are scattered along the bed of the wadi. A/so there are small brackish springs dotted around

the Jadda/ah area.

There is a large number of wells at the site of Hatra. Indeed. there seems to have been one or more in every

house. There are some larger ones inside the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha). There is also a lake which has water all

the year round south-west of the Bait Alaha. there are also two other depressions in the eastern section of the

city which have water from early winter to early summer. Thus Hatra, through these' circumstances ,was the

place in the Jaz irah most generously endowed with water.

There are only a few ancient documents that mention the water resources of this region. Strabo says: "There is

another river between the Tigris and the Euphrates. called Basileus and Aborras' UO) Pliny the Elder, the Roman

writer of the mid-first century A.D .. refers to a river in this general area called Pallaconta, identified with the

Tharthar by Safar and \1ustafa.
U11

Some Arab geographers state (surely incorrectly) that there were rivers" in the

dist rict. Th us A l-Bakri says Hashak is a river lying beside the Tharthar and the Kaheel is also a river some 10
fersakhl.l~l south of the city of \·10sul.° J

) Yaqut states that the river Merj lay near Tekrit, west of Es-haqi, and

added that Muthaqeb was a "water" he tween Tekrit and \1osul.(,141 These rivers do not exist at present; possibly

the geographers meant the wadis.

(f) The population of the Jazirah

During the last century the Arab tribes of the Juboor, Tayy, Dulaim, 'Ubaid, Hadidi, 'Eniza and Shammer

settled in the Jazirah in search of rich pasture, and occupied a part of the Sinjar valley.OS) Later, the Shammer

expanded its power over the Jazirah,U61 and it pushed the 'Eniza and Dulaim north and other tribes north-west,

and the 'Ubaid to the region between the Tigris and the Lower Zab. Some of the Shammer tribesmen became
. (7)

sedentary and took un cattle grazing.

A group from the Tayy tribe, according to Rich, had pitched their tents in the open country at one end of the

Jebel Mak-hul, around Qala Sharqat (A~~r).(.lH) Then, Yazidis came down from the mountains and settled in

villages as farmers in Jebel Sinjar and Tell 'Afar, during the period 1850-1918.
( 9

)

Today, the tribal distr-ibution has changed somewhat. The Dulaim, Hadidi, Albu Badran and Albu Imtawit

tribes live in small villages near the wadis. The population has increased, and members of these tribes are found

around such existing urban centres as Hatra, Sinjar and Qaiyara.

Farmers from the Juboor tribe have settled along the banks of the Tigris in the area between Tekrit and Mosul

to the north; another part of the same tribe has settled near Baghdad.

West of the Tigris, between Qala Sharqut (A~~r) and Qaiyara, mainly in the Jaddalah region, is the tribe of
Leheeb, a branch of the Juboor.

(0) Strabo, XVI, 233. This' Greek geographer wrote under the Roman emperor Augustus (J I Be. to A.D. 14).

(31) Pliny, Natural History, V, xxx, 427; Safar and Mustafa. 1974: 20.

(32) Fersakh used to be calculated as the distance that could be covered on foot in one hour Nowadays it is regarded as 5544m.

(AI-Salih, 1965: 417).

(33) Al-Bakri, vol. I, 338, Al-Asbahani: vol. 12, p. 199.

(34) Yaq ut AI-Hamawi, p. 437.

(35) AI-Tell afari, 1969: 32.

(36) Layard, 1853: 58; Safar, 1960: 3.

(37) Al-Kasab, 1969: 289.
(38) Rich, 1836: vol. 2, 138.

(39) Al-Kasab, 1969: 290.
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The members of these tribes now live in one of three ways: either as nomadic Beduin, or a semi-settlers, or as

fully sedentary settlers.

The Beduin in the lower Jazirah live in tents of goat hair. They keep numbers of camels, goats and sheep.

They supply themselves with grain, barley and dates from the urban centres. From the end of October until the
. (40)

end of March, for six to seven months, they go on a long Journey to the desert.

In the area of southern Hatra in 1958 there were some 276 semi-villages, in which some members of the

community remain party nomadic; the maximum number of inhabitants is 50. There were also another 179

smaller villages, whose maximum number of inhabitants was 150.(4D Other small villages are scattered along the

rainfall zone. Each is inhabited by 7-20 families. The inhabitants of this group are shepherds, living a

semi-nomadic life.

The other type of Arab settlers comprises those who adopted a sedentary life and built mudbrick houses and

who occupy themselves with farming and cattle grazing. These are seen around the urban centres of Ba 'aj and

Tell 'Abta, which belong administratively to Hatra (Al-Hadhr) _(pi. -2). There are 120 modern villages

adminstered from Tell 'Abta and 180 run from Ba'aj. These villages are inhabited by 40-120 families. Again, there

are 326 villages controlled from Sinjar and Tell Afar, whose populations are 100-300 families.(43)

The Jazirah in t~e ealier Islamic period

Little is known or the administration or economy of thelazirah- in antiquity; the earliest period of which
I

something is recorded is the earlier Islamic. But the Jazirah is an area which has shown a considerable degree of
cultural continuty, especially in living patterns and social organzation. (44) So in an attempt to gain some idea of

ancient administration.agriculture and trade, it may not be entirely irrelevant to collect together what is Known of

this earlier Islamic period, as it might have some bearing on earlier eras'. Furthermore, the environment has
probably remaind unchanged for at least the last eight millennia.(4S)

(a) .Admlnistrative history

Before the Arab conquest the greater part ot the Jazirah region was controlled by the Byzantine empire, while

the southern area was under Sasanian suzerainty. With the rise of Islam in A.D. 637 the whole of the Jazirah

became part of the Muslim world, ruled by a governor chosen by the Caliph.

Our sources for the Jazirah in the pre-Ialamic and early Islamic periods are the: Arab historians who described

the Muslim conquests, such as Al-Tabari, AI-Baladhuri and Ibn Kathir, and the Arab geographers who wrote

about the Jazirah and its towns, villages, rivers and population. These geographers were Ibn Khordadhbeh, Ibn

Ja'far, AI-Hamadhani, Al-Muqaddasi and Al-Istakhri, the most important were Ibn Hawqal, who wrote' a chapter

on the Jazirah which was illustrated by a map, and Al-Muqaddasi

(40) Arim, 1965: 18, 23.

(41) Census Statistics for Iraq, 1957, published Baghdad, 196::;

(42) AI-Kasab, 1969: 293.

(43) AI-Kasab, 1969: 29.'

(44) In Arabic the word .Jdzlrah means "island". and it. has long been used to designate this area. A crescent-shaped island in the

Tigris above Mosul also is called Jazirah (Jazirat Ibn Omar) (Al-Qazweni. 351).

(45) Kirkbride, 1973: 6; see also N~tzel, 1976: 21.
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In the earlier Islamic period Jazirah was a large province in upper Mesopotamia with a governor at the

provincial capital of Mosul.(46) its boundaries were the Tigris on the east, the Euphrates on the west, the

mountain of Tur-Abdin on the north, and the cities of Tekrit and Anbar on the south.(47) AI-Hamadhani stated

that the Jazirah was the land between the Tigris and Euphrates which stretched northwards from Baqqa;(48) Ibn

Hawqal likewise placed the Jazirah between the Tigris and Euphrates and listed Tekrit, Barima,(49) Sinn,(50)

Haditha, Mosul, Balad, Sumaysat, Nuseybin. the Khabur valley and Anbar as being points in its territory (51)

At the begining of the Islamic period the administrative organization which was used to control the Jazirah

was based on tribal territories. Whether this was in fact a more ancient adminstrative division is unknown.

Certain towns were made administrative centres for regions for which the term "Diyar" was used, and these

regions were named after the tribes who accupied them. The Jazirah was divided into three Diyars, Diyar Bakr

with its chief town at Amid, Diyar Mdhar with its chief town at Raqqa, and thirdly the Diyar Rabia, in whose

territory the capital of the whole Jazirah, Mosul, was situated (pl. 6). There were other important cities in Diyar

Rabia such as Nuseybin and Ras AI-Ayn (pl. 7).(52) In the Ummayad period Raqqa became the main town of

provincial capital.

An important development in the administrative system of the Jazirah took place in the Abbasid period, when

each Diyar was subdiv.r'<d into H number of different areas, termed a "Kura" (a "provice"), and each Kura into a
number of divisions e~\'! _('Jk:J a "Ristaq" (53) The term Diyar now ceased to be used, except as a word to

desigante a tribal are. no longerhad any administrative significance.

The Kura system was based on towns and their environs. Each Kura was named after the town ot city which
was its adminstrative centre (pI. 7).(54) The effect of the Knra system was to cut up the old tribal areas: Diyar

Rabia, for example, was broken down into a number of different Kuras. The obvious centralization of the

administration in the cities may have been aimed at weakening the tribal power which must have prevailed in the

area.

The Jazirah consisted of the following Kuras: Mosul, Afamiya, Bazabdi, Bain AI-Nahrain, Tell Bachir,

Al-Faraj, Arbil, AI-Merj, Ain Mansur, Nuseybin, Qarqisiya, Ras AI-Ayn, Mayyafariqin, Amid, Qerdi, Mardin,

Sumaysat, Al-Beqqa and Balad(55) The Kura of Mosul itself was divided into the following Ristaqs: Nineveh,

(46) The subject of this section differs somewhat from that of G. Le Strange's book, L.and of the Eastgrn Caliphate, Cambridge, 1930,

whose two chapters on the Jazirah deal with its towns and cities only, whereas r have emphasized adminstrative and economic

history in areas which Le Strange did not investigate
(47) Sharif: vol. 1. 121.

(48) AI-Hamadhani, p. 128. Baqqa, whose whereabouts is now unknown, has been located between Anbar and Hit (Al-Asbahani.

vol. 8, p. 67; AI-Bakri; vol. I, p. 264-5; Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 3, p. 253; AI-Hamadhani: p. 128; Ali: vol. 3, p, 181, 248,

363). There is another place now called Baqqa on the Wadi Tharthar in the lower Jazirh, mentioned by Baqir and Safar (1964:

vol. 2, 31).

(49) Barima was a town mentioned by Arab geographers as situated on the eastern bank of the Tigris, on the post road between

Baghdad and Mosul inthe Abbasid period. Its location is now unknown, but it has been identified with the ruins called Buraich

in the Fat-ha region (Khalil, 1972: 233-237).

(60) Sinn was a town placed where the Lower Zab river joins the Tigris; its whereabouts is now unknown, .but it is possibly to be

identified with the site now called Shjarah ("tree").

(51) Ibn Hawqal: p. 208.

(52) AI-Muqaddasi: p. 136.

(53) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. I. p. 36, 38.

(54) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. I, p. 36.

(55) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 2, p. 24,35,250,256, 343,402, vol. 4, p. 264, 371, 623, vol. 7, p. 396, vol. 8. p. 355; AI-Bakri: vol.

2, p. 452, 568, 6323; Ibn Khordadhbeh: p. 94; Ibn Rosta: p. 109.
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Merj, Qerdi, Bahadra, Khabur, Sinjar and Hiyal, Me 'alth aiya and Feshabu/56) There were additional towns and

regions administered by Mosul: Tekrit, Tayrahan(571, Sinn, Haditha, Merj and HC7.a (pl. 7) 15X)

Certain towns were particularly prominent in the history and economy of the area in the Islamic period These

will now be briefly discussed individually, and where the town is of pre-Islamic origin and included in the site

survey in the following chapter, its site number in that survey is given.

Mosul. This was the political and administrative centre of the Jazirah. During the Abbasid period its population- 'increased, as it had a good supply of water and an agreeable climate. It was the economic centre of the region.

and was described as the "gate to Iraq" and "the Key to Khorasan", as it was the main caravan station
. I . .. d S . (59)connecting raq, Armenia, Azerbaijan an . yrra.

Ibn Hawqal described Mosul in A,D. 969 as a highly populated and crowded town with houses built of
I , t d . h e. (60) T . .
rrnes one an mortar WIt vaulted rOOlS. he increase of population led to the crowding of houses within the

walls and to buildings overflowing beyond them.

Within the town ,itself were hotels, baths and markets; each of these markets contained about 100 shops, and each
commodity was sold in 2-4 shops.

Arab geographers also described other towns in the region, particularly those lying on the trade routes, such as

Tekrit, Tell 'Afar and Sinjar.

Tekrit (Site survey no. 259) (pls. 7, 45). This is situated approximately half-way between Baghdad and Mosul.

In the last century it was stil! the only permanent settlement between these two cities. (6 J) The land outside the

town is unsuitable' for farming, except for the areas east of the city, which can be cultivated by means of

irrigation from the Tigris. Tekrit was an ancient foundation, existing already in the Assyrian period. Throughout

its history it played an important role as a trading and military centre. It eventually became a Sasanian military

base and administrative centre,' ruled by a "rnarzuban" (62)

In the sixth century A.D. Tekrit became an important Christian centre. The first Jacobite maphrian, installed in

A.D. 559,(63) built the first church in the town, the so-called "Green church" (64) The Arab tribes Taghlub, Ayad

and Nimir who lived in the area were converted to Christianity'.(6S)

(56) Ibn Hawqal: p. 209.

(57) Tayrahan was a region situated on the eastern bank of the Tigris, extending between Tekrit and Sinn (AI-Hamadhani: p. 129,

131; AI-Baladhuri: p. 328). Ija!ri was the largest town in this region; it was described as a village by Yaqut AI-Hamawi (vol. 8,

p. 440) and AI-Bakri (vol. 4, p. 278) who mentioned that Tayrahan became a Kura which belonged to Samarra during the

Abbasid period.

(58) AlHamadhani: p. 131; AI-Bakri: vol. I, p. 270. Heza was a region located between the Lower Zab river and the town of Arbil,

which has, according to one suggestion been identified with the kingdom of Adiabene (Jamil, 1969: 219). Its main town was

Kfr-'Aza, which was settled by a Christian community called Shaharja. This town consisted of markets famous for their cheap

prices and there were Arab tribes camping around it who came to this town to buy dates (Ibn Hawqal: p. 127; AI-Bakri: vol. 2,

p. 441; Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. I, p. 266).

(59) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 8, p. 195; Ibn Hawqal: p. 125.

(60) Ibn Hawqal: p. 125.
(61) Chesney, 1835: vol. 1,35; Rich, 1836: vol. 2,146-48; Ross, 1839: 448; Layard, 1853: 467; Smith, 1875: 52-53; Sarre and

Herzfeld, 1911: vol. 1,227; AI-Baghadai, 1948: 87; Herzfeld, 1968: 221.
(62) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 2, p. 41; Ibn Khaldun: vol. 2, p. 951; Ibn AI-Athir: vol. 2, p. 523-4.

(63) Nasri, 1913: 300; Fiey, 1958: 126.

(64) AI-Bustani: vol. 2, p. 300.

(65) Ibn Hawqal: p. 159; Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 2, p. 4.
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(66) Rawlinson, 1873: 568,

(67) AI-Tabari: vol. 4, p, 75-6; Ibn Kathir: vol. 7, p. 71-2,

(68) AI-Tabari: vol. 4, p. 75-6,

(69) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 2, p, 401.

(70) Ibn Jubair: p. 241.

(71) Ibn Hawqal: p. 228; Ibn Jubair: p, 241,

(72) Ross, 1839: 448,

(73) Oates, 1968: 106.

(74) AI-Qazweni: p. 373.

(75) AI-Bakwi: p, 446.
(76) AI-Mqaddasi: p. 140-41; Yaqut AI- Hamawi: vol. 5, p. 144; Ibn Hawqal: p. 220; AI-Bakwi: p. 446: AI-Qazweni: p. 393. See

also below, P 35. where it is argued that productive palm trees did not in fact grow here.

(77) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 2, p. 402 '; AI-lstakhri: p. 73: AI-Muqaddasi: p. 148.

(78) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 2, p. 402.

(79) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 428, vol. 7, p. 396.
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Hatra (AI-Hadhr).(sile no. I) (pI. 7). The ancient citv of l l atru. IIOkm. south-west of \losul and -lkm. from

~he. Wadi Tharthar. was completely deserted after its destruction hy the Sasaniuns in .'.D. 2-t I. Some e\'idence
indicates that nomad tribex did stop there at certain times. as recent c vcavat io nx in the main -aucuuuv (Ba it
Alaha) have revealed.

I XII
) Some Abbaxid coins were round in the cit v in 1l)70. 1

:-'
11 The .vtabcc dv nast , of" vlos ul

(A.D. 1117-1261) very probably used the site as a militray base: t\~·() v r.ibic in-criptions \\ere"car\'~d b~ their
order on the upper parts of the limestone halls (iw ans) of the main x.mctuary , and the upper parts of the

sanctu~~~) wall were ~estorcd with .rubb.1e .and Illortaix ~in a technique k no wn Iro m the Qara Saray or this period at
Mosul. A translation of these mscnpuons runs: .)

(l) "This was ordered by the poor slave to the mercy of his Lord. the just ki ng ll.Zu-d-din \ las' ud. son or
Maudud, sol) of Zanki, son of Aqsanqar, who is seeking mercy from his Lord. in the yearz)f the H ijra Sg6 L\ .D.

1190)"

(2) "This was ordered by the poor slave to the mercy of his Lord, the just king i\i ur-cd- Din A rslan Shah, son
of Mas'ud, son of Maudud, son l of Zanzi, son of Aqsanqar, who is seeking mercy from his Lord, ..in the year of

the Hijra 592 (A.D. 1196)"

(b) Thp. tribes

The Aramaic inscriptions of Hatra, carved oct ween the year of the earliest known dated text ([214] A.D. 97/8)

and the city's fall in A.D. 241, make it clear that the city and the region around were already inhabited by Arabs,

and by members of such Arab tribes as the 1')'\1\\' and BL'QB. SO there were clearly many Arab tribes living in

the Jazirah at this period. This pattern seems to have continued into the Sasanian period. A number of Arab

historians and geographers state that there were Arab tribes fighting alongside the king of Hatra against the

Sasanian Ardashir in A.D. 227; these are said to have been the Qudha'a, Al-rUbaid and Halwan.
(84

) Inscriptions,

some dated A.D. 97/8, from the Wadi lIauran to the west of Haditha and Ana (Pl. 7), refer to the nomads of a

tribe called the Saih; a modern tribe of this name, and so perhaps the same tribe, is still living in the Jazirah.OlSl

Other Arab tribes who settled most of the Jazirah region during the Islamic period are mentioned by Arab

historians; these tribes include the Ayad, Bakr and Nimir, members of which settled permanently in Tekrit during

the Sasanian period,(86) and the Taghlub, who were recorded as encamped on the banks of the Wadi Tharthar in

the early Islamic period.
om

Of these latter tribes, only some members of the Nirnir are still nomadic.

(84) Al-Tabari. vol. 2, p, 49.

(85) Safar, 1964: 18

(86) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 2, p. 70.

(87) AI Azzawi, 1937: vol. I, 90.

(88) Ibn Hawqal. p. 221.

Branches of the tribes Ayad, Bakr and Rabi'a Jived in Mosul after it came under Muslim rule, while other

tribes still moved round for rich pasture and fresh water sources. At that time the main parts of the tribes of the

Rabi'a and M udhar, who were herders of horses, cattle and camels, were living in the region of Wadi HiyaJ near

Sinjar; Jater this region was occupied by the Qashir, Aqeel, Nimir and Kilab tribes.(88)

c-
-

(80) Excavation reports for the temples A ("Trinity") and B ("Allal"), for the years 1973) and 1975: File no. 66/30A in the State

Organization of Antiquities and Heritage, Baghdad.

(81) AI-Salihi, 1972: 25.

(82) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 35.
(83) Texts Published by Ainsworth, 1841: 41 (one text only); Andrae, 1908: vol. i, pl. XXIV; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 35.

\
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(c) The eeenomr

The main sources of information on the economic and social life of the region are the Arab geographers who

described town life, the markets and the countryside, which contained a mixed population of settled villages and

nomads. The villages played an important part in the economic life of the city: they were the main producers of

such foodstuffs as grain.I"drk~ and olives. Taxation on this village production was levied according to Muslim

law, so as to benefit the treasury of the nearest main city.

At the beginning of the Islamic period the Caliph Ornur too], over the Sasanian taxation system for

Mesopotamia. A contemporary document, compiled by the Abbasid judge Abu Yusuf'(Ya'KubBin Ibrahim, A.D.

731-798), gives a detailed account of the taxation on agricultural produce for the Abbasid empire, including

Mesopotamia. In this we read that a part of the then province of Iraq!"')) south of the Jazirah, included a

cultivable area totalling 36,000.000 "jerib (about one-third of an acre. or 1366 416 square metres).<90) Omar set

a tax of I dinar on each jerib of grain and barley, 10 dinars 011 each jerib of grape vines and 5 dinars on each

jerib of palm trees. His successor Caliph Othuman put dinars on a jerib of barley, 5 dinars on a jerib of sesame

d 5 di h' ib f (91)an mars on eac Jeri 0 cotton.

As regards taxation in Upper Mesopotamia and S~ ria. Abu Yusuf notes that taxation system for the more

southerly province of Iraq was also that used for lhl' Jazirah, and implies that taxation for the latter was organized

from Sinjar.(9~) His description of the taxation or the area around Sinjar. Syria' and Mosul may be summarized as

follows:

Material
. (93)

Distant area DinarAdjacent area

Cultivated 100 jerib 200 jerib

land

Grape vines 1000 trees 2000 trees

Olive trees 100 trees 200 trees

The principle of this system was that the further from Sinjar the area was, the less was required in taxation:

that is, 200 jerib in. a distant area would be required to produce I dinar in tax, whereas in a nearby district only

100 jerib would be required to produce the same amount.

It is interesting to note that most of the early Islamic Arab geographers mention the growing of palm trees and

the production of dates in the northern part of the Jazirah. These include Yaqut, who says that Sinjar, .Ba'shiqa

and Salamiya as well as Mosul were famous for their date palms and that Tell 'Afar exported .dates to Mo~ul~4J
There are, however, reasons to doubt the accuracy of this information (just as there is to doubt

l

much else in this

writer). So far as we can tell, the climate in this area has not charged for at least 5500 years,(~5) and recent

research by AI-Dabagh makes it plain that while the date palm will grow in the Sinjar region, the climate is not

such that the palm will produce fruit.(96) The geographers' inaccuracy can be demonstrated by means of the

accunt of Abu Yusuf just mentioned. He)1does not mention dates on any site in the north, including, most notably

Sinjar, which was very probably an irnporant administrative centre for tax collection in the Jazirah.

(89) Ellis, 1976: 174.
(90) Le Strange, 1930: 105; AI-Salih, 1965: 416.

(91) Abu Yusuf: p. 20.

(92) Abu Yusuf: p. 20.

(93) Abu Yusuf: p. 22, "Adjacent area" means an area less than one day's journey from the administrative centre, and "distant area"

one of one, or more than one, day's journey.

(94) Yaqui AI-Hamawi: vol. 2, p. 40. 402, vol. 5, p. 104, 144.

(95) Nutzel, 1976: 19.
(96) Al-Dabagh, 1969; 50. 35



A table may be drawn up, on the basis of what early Islamic writers say, to show the amount of tax collected
from various towns, as follows: (97) - ' .

Province Material quantity Valuation
On "kur") in dirhams in dinars

Nineveh, ':!. grain, barley 10,000 4,000,000

Merj.) cotton 300 10,000'

Heza) houses 10,000

gardens 2,000,000
Ba'arabaya grain,' 'barley 1,000 4,000,000
Barqa'id grain.rbarley { 1,000 I ;-p00 3,000,000
Bazabdi grain; .'barley 1,000' , 1;000,000
Bahadra grain, barley 3,000 100,000
Jazirat grain, barley 3,000 30,000
Ibn Omar

Nuseybin) grain, barley, 10,000 5,000,000

rice

cows, cotton, 10,000

fruit

Mosul 4,000,000

Amid .: 1,560,000

Mayyafariqin 1,150,000

Sinjar, 856,000,000

Ras AI-Ayn

This table reveals a high level of agricltural production in the Jazirah, particularly of grain and barley, with the

most productive areas being those of Mosul and 'Sinjar. The table clearly distinguishes those districts which,

because of plentiful rainfall and good soil, were very productive from those which, being outside the main rainfall

zone, were less so. It is interesting to note that today, the inhabitants of AI-Hadhr (Hatra) buy grain and barley

from the Mosul area; this could be relevant for how ancient Hatra fed itself.

(97) Ibn Hawqal: p. 211, 217, 219; AI-Hamadhani: p. 133.
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Cilfonological table

~riod

Hassuna
Samarra

Halaf

Ubaid

Uruk

Nineveh Y
Early Dynastic III
Akkadian

Old Babylonian

Hurrian

Kassite
Khabur

Mitanni

Middle Assyrian
Late Assyrian

N eo-Babylonian

Achaemenian
Hellenistic (Seleucid)

Parthian

Sasanlan
Islamic

lntrodcutlo~.

Neolithic

Neolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

c. 6500-5500 B.C.

c. 6500-5500 B.C.
c. 5000-4500 B.C.

c. 4500-4000 R.C

c. 4000-3500 B.C.

later fourth millennium B.C.

third millennium B.C.

c. 2400-2100 B.C

earlier second millennium B.C.

earlier second millennium B.C.

earlier second millennium B.C
earlier second millennium B.C

earlier second milJennium B.C.

second millennium B.C.
c. 1000-612 B.C

625-539 B.C.

539-330 B.C.
330-64 B.C.

c. 248 B.C. - c.A.D. 226/7

c.A.D. 226-636

A.D. 636-

This survry of the Jazirah has several aims ..Firstly, it sets out to establish, as far as possible, which sites in the
area were inhabited in the Parthian and Sasanian periods. Secondly, it aims to use the results of this investigation

to study trade routes and the relationships of these sites with the chief site of this area in the Parthian period,
namely Hatra (Al-Hadhr).

A certain amount of exploration has been carried out previously. Early archaeological investigations on the

banks of the Tigris and Euphrates were carried out by Sarre and Herzfeld in J904. They .studied the sites where
ruins of buildings were to be seen, on the edge of the Jazirah, most of these were datable to the Islamic period.(98)

The first detailed survey in northern Iraq, of the Sinjar (Singaral-Tell A'far area, Was undertaken in 1936 by
Seton Lloyd, who explored 78 sites, most of them datable to the prehistoric period.(99) Reitlinger surveyed sites in

the region bet.ween Sinjar and Mosul, which he found were of the Islamic and pre-Ialarnic period, and so he
supplemented the work of Sarre and HerzfeldYoO) in 1938 and 1939 A. Stein investigated Roman posts on the

ancient trade routes between Hetra and Sinjar (Singara), most of which were located in foothill areas.o°I) In 1948

the Directorate General of Antiquities (now the State Organization of Antiquities and Heritage of Iraq) examined

(98) Sarre and Herzfeld, 19'}1: vot. 1, 194, 231.
(99) Lloyd, 1938: 123-143.
(tOO)ReiUinger,-] 938: ]47-156.
(lOI)Stein. 1941: 299-3J 6.
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51 sites near the banks of the Wadi Tharthar and its branches in the southern Sinjar-Tell 'Afar area and
north-west of Hatra, most of which dated to the prehistoric era. (102) In 1963 the region around Tell-Rimah and

the region of the Tell 'Afar-Sinjar plain were examined by the British School of Archaeology in Iraq.o°3) In the

years 1968, 1969 and 1971 the Directorate General of Antiquities surveyed the following areas: Fat-ha on the
Tigris,(04) east Tekrit,°OS) and the Wadi Tharthar between Hatra and the Baqqa region.( 06) In 1971 D. Kirkbride

of the British School of Archaeology in Iraq began her survey in the' central Jazirah in the region of Hatra,
recoring 87 sites.o°7

) The Directorate General of Antiquites (S.O.A.H.) also examined the region of Tell

'Afar-Sinjar, as mentioned by Abu AI-Soof.(lOS) Recently the Directorate also studied the following regions:
( 09)

Eski Mosul in 1975,(110) the Euphrates between Haditha and west Ana in 1975,010 and Sinjar, Tell 'Afar and

Mahlabiyah in 1976.0 12)

In 1976 and 1977 I was able to examine the records of the Parthian and Sasanian sites in north Iraq in the

archives of the Department of Exploration and Site Protection of the Directorate General of Antiquities in

Baghdad, collecting valuable information relevant to the following survey of the distribution of Parthian' and
Sasanian sites in the Jazirah. Then over a period of two seasons I was able to survey most parts of the Jazirah

personally, covering the regions of Hatra, Baqqa, Baiji, Tekrit, Sharqat, Qairyra, Haman Al-Alil, Tell Abta, Tell

'Afar, Sinjar, Haditha and Ana. The surface finds collected during this survey are now mostly in store at Hatra,
with some in Baghdad.i' 13)

The following site survey has been arranged according to area, with a description for each site, and mentions

of surface finds, date and publications where relevant.

(I02)Sumer 4, 1948, 299.

(l03~1963: 72; Oates, 1968; 12; Oates, 1972: 801; cf- also Merpert and Munchaev, 1972: 2.
(l04)Khalil, 1972: 233-239.

(l05)Yasin, 1968: 117.

(l06)AI-Hasani, 1969: 160; AI-Haik, 1971: 28.
(l07)Kirkbride, 1972: 2-3.

(l08)Abu AI-Soof, 1975: 21-23.
(l09)Most parts of modern Iraq have been surveyed by the State Organization of Antiquities and Heritage of Iraq, which has

recorded nearly 7000 sites, listed in the valuable archives of the Exploration Department (AI-Haik, 1968, 1971; Directorate

~ General of Antiquities, 1970, 1975; Ellis, 1972).

(II0)File 3/35.

(l l l Xerox copy of lecture by Al-Shukr i, 1979: 1-9.
(I 12)File no. 3/35. Surveys were also undertaken in other parts of Iraq, such as the plain of Rania in 1959, and the plain of Harnrin

in 1977 (Abu AI-Soof, 1970: 65-104; Abu AI-Soof, 1978: O. In addition to the State Organization of Antiquities and Heritage,
foreign surveys were also conducted in central and south Iraq, such as Adam's extensive survey of the Diyala region in 1957

(Adams, 1965) and southern and central Iraq (Adams, 1959; 101-103), Adams and Nissen's of the region of Uruk (1972),

Jacobsen's (l969: 103-110) of the Telloh region, and Gibson's (I972) of the area of Kish.
(l13)In 1979 and 1980 I was able to visit most of the excavated sites on the Euphrates (the Qadisiya project) and in the plain of

Hamrin. I am most grateful to M.A. Mustafa for discussing the surface finds with me.
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Site survey

Sites are arranged in grouqs based on important centres, as follows:

(a) Central J azi rah .

HATRA (Area 1, pl. 8; nos. 1-64, pI. 9) .

(b) East Jazirah .v...,
QAIYARA-ASSUR (Area 2, pl. 8; nos. 65-93, pI. 10) ..

(c) Upper J azirah ; .

(i) MOSUL (Area 3, pI. 8; nos. 94-103, pl. 11) .

(ll) TELL 'AFAR (Area 4, pl. 8; nos. 104-228, pl. 12) .

(iii) SINJAR (Area 5, pl. 8; nos. 229-240, pI. 13) .

(d) West Jazirah .

0) HADITHA (Aera 6, pl. 8; nos. 241-253, pI. 14) .

(il) ANA (Area 7, pl. 8; nos. 254-258, pl. 15) .

(e) Lower Jazirah _ .

TEKRIT (Area 8, pl. 8; nos. 259-268, pl. 16) .
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58
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60

76
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78
80

81
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fa) Central Jazirah

HATRA (Area I, pI. 8; nos. 1-64, pI. 9)

No. I~_ Hatr~ (AI~Hadhr). (See Chapter 3).

No.2. The bridge of Hatra (pls, 9, 17 a, b).

Remains of two out of an original four piers in ashlar masonry of a bridge may be seen on the bed of the

Wadi Tharthar a little less than 4 km. north of Hatra, some 300m. west of the modern bridge. The lower portion
of each is semi-circular, with a diameter of 7 m. The part of each pier which faces upstream was narrowed into a

point in the middle. Much ashlar masonry is scattered in the area of the Tharthar

Date: Parthian.

Ref.: Ainsworth, 1841: 19; Andrae, 1912: vol. 2, 9,12: figs. 5,7; Musil, 1927: 56; Baqir and Safar, 1962: vol.

2,47; AI-Haik, 1971· 28; Safar, 195-97; S.O.A.H. File 1757/35.

No.3. Tell Dwvlib (pls. 9, 17 c).

1 hIS compnses f"wo small mounds close together. Each is semi-circular in shape. The northern is about 65m.

in diam., ht. about 2 m. The southern is also roughly circular, diam. 85 m., ht. 1.50 m.

Surface finds: a few rough pottery fragments.

Date: Parthian?

No. 4. T~l] J;>ibshlya (pis. 9, 17 d).
TIllS forms a rougn rectangle, 240 m. x 85 m., ht. 4 m., enclosed by a mudbrick wall. Remains of fou.ndations

of modern rooms stand in the central part of the site.

Surface finds: a few potsherds, some incised, like some from Batra.

Date: Parthian.

Ref.: Musil, 1927: 57.

No. 5. TUlul.Duby~hi (pl. 9).
Tnis- compnses-a--number of small, low mounds, semi-circular in shape, with the highest hill at the southern

end, 68 m. in diam. at its base and 15 m. in diam. at the summit.

Surface finds: pottery, flint, obsidian.

Date: Hassuna, Samarra, Ubaid, Assyrian, Parthian.

~0.. 6 .. _Tl:llul __Ahn~ad AI-Hussein (pl. 9).
Tfiree smalf mounds "crose to each other are situated at the end of an underground stream locally called

Maymoon, which ends in the Wadi Tharthar. The first mound is circular, diam. c. 16 m., ht. 2 m., the second is

oval, diam, 18 m., ht. 1.50 m.; the third is circular, diam. 15 m., ht. 1.50m.
Surface finds: a few green-glazed pottery fragments, and some cut limestone blocks scattered along the banks

of the stream. Among the latter was a column drum bearing inscription [338], dated A.D. 132/3.

Date: Parthian.

Ref.: AI-Salihi, 1978: 72.

No.7. Tulul AI-Maymoo..n (pls. 9, 18).
These-are five mounds, mostly low. Three of them (a) to the east are called locally Maymoon Sharqi C'east"),

while the other two (b) to the west are known as Maymoon Gharbi '("west"), They are situated on the Wadi

Sehil. The largest is circular, about 200 m. in diam., ht. 2.50 m. In Maymoon Gharbi one site is rectangular,

while the other is oval.
Surface finds: pottery fragments, some of them green-glazed, obsidian, flint.

Date: Hassuna, Samarra, Mitanni, Assyrian, Hellenistic, Parthian, Islamic.
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..ijg. R Tell Hassein Al-Thuo (pl. 9).

This is a conically shaped mound, 100m. in diam., ht. about 5m.

Surface finds: a very little pottery; pieces of stucco.

Date: Parthian?

No..2. -Khirbet Hussein Al-o-Thud (pls. 9, I9a)

The foundations of a rectangujar building, 40.70m x 39.50m., of rough limestone and mortar, with walls

I.30m. thick and 30-50cm. in ht. lie between low mounds on the northern and south-eastern sides.

There are T-shaped marks (see below) carved on the face of a limestone block visible in the surviving

foundations. They could be marks placed here by passing Beduin, or possibly mason's marks.

Surface finds: a few pottery fragments.T f
Date: Parthian.

No. 10 Tu1ul Kinnash_ (pI. 9).

A numbh of samall, low mounds lie close together. The diameter of the largest is about 30 m.

Surface finds: scattered pottery fragments,

Date: Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian.

No, 1 L TuluL1ihwiniq (p1. 9)

A number of small low mounds are scattered over a large area. The highest mound is about 3 m. high.

Surface finds: some pottery, a few broken baked bricks on some mounds.

Date: Mitanni, Assyrian, Parthian/ Sasanian.

N 0 l.2.-IelLAdlli~.rn.i~a~~hones") (p Is. 9, 19b).

There are four mouds close to each other, The largest is 350m x 150m., ht. 6m., extending form north to

south.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Akkadian, Parthian.

Ref: Musil, 1927: 57; Al-Rawi, 1947: 16.

No 13 Tell adbaman ("bo~ (pls. 9, 19c).

There are two mounds; the larger is roughly 300 m. x J 30 m.; ht. 6 m.

Surface finds: a few peces of pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian.

No 14 Tell Abu Nijr (pls, 9, 19d).

There are three small semi-circular mounds. The first is 60 m. in diam., ht. 3 5um. The second is 48m. in

diam., ht 3m. The third is 35m. in diam., ht. 3m.

Surface finds: rough pottery.

Date: Sasanian/ Ialamic.

~ 12 Tell Shikhan (pl. 9).
-Two small low mounds stand here, the first of which is semi-circular, 40m. in diam., ht. 2m. The second is

23m. in diam., ht.2 m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian.



of the second mound. Some of them bear the
\t.

I

No. 16. Tell Ras AI-Asir (pI. 9).

Three small mounds: (a) is oval in shape, 58m. in diam., ht. 2m.; (b) is semi-circular, 110m. in diam., ht Sm.
Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Mitanni , Assyrian, Parthian.

No. 17. Tell AI-Asir (pl. 9).

Three mounds: The central, semi-circular, is the largest, being about 280m. in diarn., ht. 4m.

Surface finds: pottery, among which were green-glazed fragments.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian/ Sasanian, Islamic.

No. 1R. Tell Abu Tawa (pl. 9).

Three small semi-circular mounds; (a) is 30m. in diam., it 2.50.m., (b) is 43m. in diarn., ht. 3m.; (c) is 75m. in

diam., ht. 3m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasaniari/ Islamic.

No. 19. Tell Gihyfa ("potsherd") (pl. 9).

A roughly rectangular mound, I. 110m., w. 80m., ht. 3-4m.

Surface finds: green-glazed pottery.

Date: SasanianlIslamic.

~o. _lD. I~l1 AI-Sw~i~. (pl. 9).

A semi-circular mound, 59m. in diam., ht. 3m.

Surface finds: pottery, obsidian, flint.

Date: Hassuna, Samarra, Nineveh V, Assyrian, Parthian.

Ref.: Musil, 1927: 57.

No.. 21. Raiim Sihail (pl. 9).

Four mounds close to each other. The main one (a) is semi-circular, 230m in diam., ht. about 6m. Another

mound (b) is oval, 70m. in diam., he 3m. Part of a mudbr ick wall remains, 1.6m., thickness 2.30m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian/ Sasanian.

No..---12. Umm Etlail (pI. 9).

A number 'of mounds are' located I around the main one, which is roughly circular, 380m. in diam., ht. 13m.

Surface finds: pottery, Oint, limestone.
Date: Hassuna, Samarra,' Old Babylonian, Parthian.

Ref.: Musil, 1927: 57, who calls the area ThiJiyyat.

NQ. 23. lif!jim AIl21LB.amad (pi. 9).
There are two low mounds; the first is rectangular, 110m. x 58m., ht. 2m., extending from east to west. The

second is semi-circular, diam. 85m., ht. 2m.

Surface finds: rough stones are scattered over the surface

following carved marks: ih 1 ¢ T ,t
Date: Parthian/ Sasanian?
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No. 24. Tell Shirea (pl. 9).

Two smarr-mounos: each is semi-oval in shape. One is 76m. in diam., ht. 2.50m., and the other 46m. in

diam., ht. 2m.

Surface finds: a few pottery fragments.

Date: Sasanian / Islamic.

Nc, 2l=R~im AI-MowselhiJpl. 9).

A semr-clfcuJar mound, -74m. in diarn., ht. 4m.

Surface finds: pottery, flints

Date: Ubaid. Assyrian Sasanian.

'iSo. 26. Tell Abu:;hr.CWid (pl. 9).

A rectangular mound, 1.'50m., w. 40m' f ht, 6m. Part of a stone wall is visible.

Surface en.ds pottery, stones.

Date: Nineveh V) La.e Assyrian, Sasanian.
Ref:: S.O.A.H., File 66t: / 40.

tYR. 27. Tutul Qbr .Ibn Ai-Shatr~h (Tu!u! Al-ShatlJln) (pl. 9).
Three "low ClfcuIiu moundsclose to each other 'extend to the west bank of the Wadi Tharthar. The eastern one

is 20m. in diam., ht. 4m., the central 25m. in diam., ht. 6m., and the western 25m. in diarn., ht. 7m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian.

Ref.: AI-Haik, 197i: vol. 2, 28; S.O.A.H., File 1748/ 35.

No. 28. Tell AI-Ghuzlaniyat (pl. 9).

A-sem1=.-ctrcu1at mourrd,:'! 30m. in diam., ht. 5m.

Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Parthian / Sasanian.

No. 29. Tell 'Aliba (pI. 9).

Twosem1:.ovaI moUnds: (a) 84m. in diarn., ht. 4m.; (b) 72m. in diam., ht. 4m.

Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Mitanni, Assyrian, Parthian.

No.: 30. Tell 'Alibat (pl. 9).

ffi compnsesIive mounds, colse to each other. The main one is irregular in shape, being slightly elongated at

its southern end; 1.60m. ht. 5.50m. To the east are other smaller mounds.

Surface finds: some green-glazed pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian/ Sasanian.

Ref.: Musil, 1927:57.

No. 31. Tell 'Aliban (pis. 9, 20a).

THiS iS7~T rectangular ~ound, with the walls visible of a rectangular building, 29m x 45m., ht. I.SOm. except

on the wadi side where it is 3.50m. In the centre is a depression (a courtyard?). The building is enclosed by an

outer wall with its remains still visible on the west side. A sounding was made by the writer in September, 1976,

in the centre of the eastern section of the building resulting in the uncovering of the main gate. Two: limestone

slabs, each ht. 2.60m., which supported the lintel, and the lintel itself, J. I.70m., were discovered. The plan of the
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building and the fact that there is a source of water nearby could suggest that it was a staging post.

Surface finds: some green-glazed pottery.

Date: Parthin.

~o. 32. Tell Sgalah (pl. 9).

A semi-circular mound about 65m. in diam.. ht. 3m. Its southern part is lower than the rest.

Surface finds: pottery. including one red fragment.

Date: Late Assyrian. Sasanian/ Islamic.

No. 33. Tell Turki (pl. 9).

Here, irregular mounds are scattered along the eastern bank of the Wadi Tharthar.

Surface finds: pottery. scattered in the lower areas.

Date: Assyrian. Parth ian.

No. )4. Tell Rumdhaniyah (pl. 9).

Four mounds lie close together with low summites. The largest is irregular in shape. I. about 200m., w. 75m.,

ht. 3m.

Surface finds: some pottery Ieagrnents.

Date: Parthian/ Sasanian.

No.. 35. Tell Sa'adiya Gharbi (pl. 9).
-. ..--------;....----

A semi-circular mound, about 60m. in diam., ht. 5m., is surrounded by other small low mounds, situated near

the eastren bank of the Wadi Ahmar.

Surface finds: pottery; an Aramaic inscription found in 1957.

Date: Mitanni, Assyrian, Parthian (the inscription is dated A.D. 125, and is included in our Appendix 1).

Ref.. E.E.D.M. Oates (unpublished survey, no.eu), A.S.I., p. 249, site no. 250; Safar, 1961: 36-04; Baqir and

Safar, 1962: vol. 2, 48; Oates, 1968: 35n. Segal, 1970: 58-59; Ahmad, 1977: 81. note that Yaqut AI-Hamawi

(vol. 5, p. 84) and AI-'Omary (I955: 84) mention water sources in a region called Sa'adiya.

No. 36. Tell Sa'adiya Sharqi (pl. 9).

This site is located east of the vilIage of Sa'adiya in an area also known as Sa'adiya. It is oval, 1 I Sm. in diam.,

ht. 6m., with a summit to the north. A further mound is situated between nos. 35 and 36 (Sa'adiya Gharbi and

Sharqi), datable to the H alaf period.

Surface finds: pottery, flint.

Date: Halaf, Ubaid, Assyrian, Hellenistic.

No. 37. Tell All-Rug'ai (pl. 9).

Two sites lie within the area: (a) Malhat Al-Rug'ai has two mounds, of which (i) is oval, 140m. in diam., ht.

3m., and (ii) to the south is circular,. 100m. in diam., ht. 3m (b) Ras Al-Rug'ai. is semi-circular, 95m. in diam.,

ht. 4m., surrounded by, small hillocks.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: (a) Assyrian, Sasanian.

(b): Mitanni, Assyrian, Sasanianl Islamic.

No. 38. Tell Bu~l)at AI-Rug'ai (pl. 9).

This is irregularly shaped: 1. 200m., w. 95m., ht. 7m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Mitanni.I Assyrian, Hellenistic.
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No. 39. Tell Slubi (pi. 9).

This is semi-oval. 1. 165m., VI. 7 -: . , ht Jm., extending from north to south. It has two summits, one on

the east side and anc .ier on the north The site is enclosed by a wall, mostly visible on the west side, built of cut

limestone and with rectangular towers, h 1. 6.90m., and projecting 2m.

Surface finds: stone, some pottery.

Date: the rectangular towers recall those seen in Assyrian architecture, and also those used in the main city

wall of Hatra. One ..,Herd is Mitanni; some rough pottery fragments might be parthian.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 247, site 242; S.O.A.H., File no. 242/ 35.

N_o,_ 40. Tell~~bariya J:Jharbi (pl. 9).
Three mounds extend north-west to south-east. The central mound has square walls measuring 80m. x 80m.;

the inside is lower than the outside. The other two: mounds are irregular.
Surface finds: pottery, mostly found on the smaller vmounds, with one green-glazed sherd.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian/ Islamic.

No-,-4J-,_J~jl_M~haz~ (pl. 9).
A semi-circular mound, 200m. in diam. at the base, 30m. in diam. at the highest point, and sloping steeply.

Surface finds: pottery, most of it found on the north-east side.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian, Islamic.
Ref.: A.S.!. p. 274, site no. 277; S.O.A.H., File no. 277/ 35.

No~32J-e.1LUm.m--Gro.on (pl. 9).
Three mounds: (a) circular, 50m. in diam., ht. 6m. Its west end extends to mound (b), which is rectangular, 1.

400m., w. 85m., ht. 3m., and which has a group of summits on its upper part; (c) semi-circular, about 50m. in

diam., ht. 5m. There are other small low mounds around them.

Surface finds: pottery.
Date: Akkadian, Assyrian, Parthian/ Sasanian.
Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 2043/ 35.

No 43 Ill)ll] lJmm Adham-.1"bones") (pl. 9).

Two mounds. The west part of mound (a) is under the modern village. Mound (b), to the east, is circular,
180m. in diam., ht. 6m.; on its southern part is a modern cemetery.

Surface finds: few identifiable sherds on (a); some pottery on (b).

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 242, no. 1187; S.O.A.H., File no. 1187/ 35.

No 44 Ie]] Mdaraj ("stepped") (pl. 9).
- pm .

A roughly rectangular mound, 1. 52m., w. 30m., ht. 2m. The visible outline of a wall of irregular stone

suggests a building extended from east to west. The highest summit is to the south-east.
Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.

No. 45. Tell Egdimi (Mdaraj Shamali) (pl. 9).
This is a large mound consisting of a series of hillocks; it is rectangular, 1. 220m., w. 130m., ht, 4m., which

probably implies an outer wall. In the middle is the circular main mound, diam. 30m., ht. 6m.

Surface finds: some pottery, stones.

Date. Assyrian, Parthian.
Ref.: Sy.rneL 4, 1948, 299; A.S.1. p. 245, no. 1204; S.O.A.H., File no. 1204.
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No. 46. Tell AI-Thaiya (pl. 9).

A low, rectangular mound, 1. 180m., w. 175m., ht. 2m. There is a square mound in the centre, 40m. x 40m.,

ht. 2m. - 2.50m., on which each side ends in a small summit, possibily indicating a ruined tower. Foundations of

limestone and mortar are visible on the south-east. The outline of the mound shows a square, fortified building
and may stand on an early settlement.

Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Parthian/ Sasanian.

NQ. 47. TuluLBashmanah (pl. 9).

This is" a large site with many mounds. One large mound in the area of Bashmanah is situated to the south of
the village of Bashmanah. It is semi-circular, about 500m. in diam., ht. 5m-6m., with possibly three entrances
visible on the east, west and north. In the centre of the site is a larger mound/ roughly rectangular, 1. 110m., w.
60m. A foundation wall 75cm. thick, of irregular limestone, can be seen on the south-west side where the
highest summit is.

Surface finds: stones, pottery, flint.

Date: 'Prehistoric, Mitanni, Assyian, Parthian?

Ref.: 'A .S.1. \ p. 247, no 37; S.O.A. H., File no. 307/ 35.

INo. 48. Khirbet AI-Farisiyah (pl. 9).

Modern houses ,of the village of AI-Farisiyah stand on a low mound where foundations of rough limestone

and mortar can' be seen." Another rectangular mound is just to the east of the village, 1. 30m., w. 22m., ht. 1.50m.

Surface finds: sornei scattered pottery.
Date: Sasanian/ Islamic.

No 49 Khirbet Al Naddas (pl. 9).

A group .of "small mounds covering a large area extends from east to west. Foundations of houses built of

rough limestone' and, mortar can be seen within the ruins. The highest mound is in the middle, 36m. x 28m.,

comprising an enclosure with cricular buttresses, and a courtyard in the centre.

Surface" finds: green-glazed pottery,
Date: the pottery suggests an Islamic settlement" but A. Stein considered it a Roman fortified building.

Ref.: Stein, 1941: 302; A.S.l. p. 250, no. 306; S.O.A.H., File no. 306/ 35.

No. 50. Khirbet Zazia (pl. 9).

Two small 'square rno'und'~: ~) is 30m. x 30m., ht .3m.; small summite at the north and south corners might

indicate ruined towers. (b) stands just to the north of (a); it is 60m. x 60m., ht. 2m.; its walls seem to contain

buttresses or towers.
Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Parthian/ Sasanian?
Ref.: A.S.!. p~ 249, no 245; S.O.A.H., File no. 245/ 35.

No...-5..L Tell I Imm AI-Ma'aJif (pl. ,9).
A low small 'mound, semicircular, 30m in diam., ht. 2m.

Surface finds: pottery.
Date: Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 2044/ 35.
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No. 52. Tell Umm Tubuq (Jjl. 9).

A 16w mound, semi-oval, 90m. in diam .. ht. 2.50m.

Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 20101 35.

~oJ)---, Tell 'Abta (pl. 9).

A--large semicircular mound, about 200m. in diam., ht. 10m. 1st upper part is flat.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Uruk, Mitanni, Late Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref,; Baqir and Safar, 1962: vol. 2, 47-48; D.G.A.I., 1967; E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site list, no. 55.

ti.o.--54._ Tell 'Apt~ Sh_amali (pl. 9) ..

This is rectangular, 1. 150m., w. 50m., ht. 5m.

Surface finds: pottery, including some green-glazed.

Date: Mitanni, Sasanian. Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 20151 35.

No. 55. Tell Mrichaiz (pl. 9).

fwo mounds: (a) semi-circular, 50m 111 diam., ht. Sm. (b) is to the east, roughly oval, 15m. in diam., ht.

1,50m.

Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Parthian1 Sasanian.

Ref.: Yaqut Al-Harnawi, vol. 8, p. 39, mentions that in Mrichaiz is a water source belonging to the tribe of

~abla.

>-10. 36. Tell AI-Athon (pL '~)

-~here are two mounds In the area under this same name. (a) is irregular, about 125m. in lenght, w. 80m., nt.

Jm. ;b' is to the north-west of (a), and 1S semi-circular, about 125m. in diam., ht 6m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date. (a) Assyrian, Islamic.

(b) Mitanni, ~ssyrian, Sasanian.

No. 57. Tell Gehif ("potsherd") (pI. 9).

A semi-circular mound, about 4()m. in diam., ht. 2111. with its west part extending 30m. to the west. There is

another s~all semi-circular mound to the north-\\ est about 150m. away, roughly 25m. in diam., ht. 2m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Parthian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 20141 35.

No. 58. Tell Apj0I (pl. 9).

A small semi-circular JnolAnu, diam 50m, hr 4m

Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Assyrian Sasanian.

Ref: S.O.A.H., File no 2011/ 35.



N_o. 59. Tell Mshirfa AI-Jisir (pI. 9).

Rectangular, 1. o-om., w. 't3m., ht. 2.50m.

Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasani~n.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 2016/ 35.

NQ.. .£;0._, Tell Ms_birIa (pl. 9).

Two mounds. {a}-Mshirfa Shamali: circular, 50m. in diam., ht. 2m. (b) Mshirfa Janabi, also circular, 80m. in
diam., ht. 4m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: (a): Nineveh V, Assyrian, Sasanian.

(b): Assyrian, Parthian.

Ref.: (a): S.O.A.fL, File no. 1989/ 35.

(b) S.O.A.H., File no. 1979/ 35 .

.No. h 1._Tell Buthat Mshirfa, (pi. 9'L

Two moundstar circular, 40 IT, in dian.. h'. 2.50m. fb~ to the soutr- is rectangular. 1. 3(lm. \A.• 20m., n: l m,

Sl1:'Ei::"" finds: some pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Res.: S.O.A.H., File no. 2019/ 35.

No. 62. Qa.I~ TJuithir. (pl. 9).
The base of this' large mound in square, about 130m. x 130m.,.ht 2m. A higher rectanguia.moun.' sraros in

the middle, about 90m. x 90m., with a summit at its r)O=--~\l-e3.~t corner.

Surface finds: rough stones, pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: .~, 4, 1948, 299; Al-Haik, 1968: 45; A.S.1. p 245, no 1240; S.O.A.E., Fi.le no, 1240/ 35:. AASI mar

] 31 J no. 25 1.

No. fi3~-Iell AI-Karkashi CpJ. 9).

Circular, f20m. in diarn., ht. 2m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. ]987/ 35.

No. 64. Tell Sultan (pl. 9).
Two mounds. (a) Sultan Saghir: circular, 50m. in diam., ht. ] .50m., surrounded by the Wadi Mshfi except on

the south. (b) Sultan Kabir: also circular, 150m. in diam., ht. 4n., has its eastern part. extending to the east for

60m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: (a), (b): Assyrian, Parthin.

Ref.: (a) S.O.A.H., File no. 1977/ 35.

(b): S.O.A.H., File no. 1972/ 35.

2 1 a?Z
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(b) East Jazirah
,,~

QAIY ARA-ASSUR (Area 2, pI. 8; nos. 65-93, pI. 10)

No. 65. Tell Fudhah (pI. 10)
. \"

This is oval,extending from north to south, 1.85m.. w. 50m. at its widest part: it has a summit on the north.

ht. 4m., and. on its south side it slopes down 2.50m.

Surface finds: pottery, obsidian, fIi nt.

Date: Halaf, Ubaid, :vIitanni, Assyrian, Parthian / Sasanian.

No. 66. Tell Malha (pl. 10). \
Three mounds; the largest, in the centre, is rectangular, 45\m.. x 48m., ht. 3.50m., and surrounded by mounds

on north and south.

Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Assyian, Parthian.

Ref.: a place called MLH' (rnalha) is mentioned in the A ramaic inscription of Sa'adiya, dated A.D. 125 (Safar,

1961: 36-40). The name in the text might be identical to thti of this site.

No. 67. Tell Umilih (pl. 10).

Five mounds close to each other surround a semi-circular mound, 65m. in diam., ht.Jm.-4m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian/ Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: AI-Bakri, vol. I, p. 197; Yaqut AI-Hamawi, vol. I, p. 339.

No. 68. Khirbet Jaddalah. (See Chapter 4).
(I

There are three main sites called Jaddalah: (a) this site of Khirbet Jaddalah (no. 68. see Chapter 4), and (b) Tell

'Unuq Jaddalah and (c) the Khan ("), both here numbered 69.

No. 69. Tell 'Unuq" Jaddalah (pls, 10, 20b).

Under this number are collected two imporant mounds in the Jaddalah area, close to Khirbet Jaddalah (no.

68).

(b) (pl. 21a) is 400m. south of Khirbet Jaddalah (no. ~ 8); it is rectanglar, 45m. x 35m.", ht. 4m.

Surface finds: uncut pieces of limestio ne, a little pottery.
Date: A.Stein (1941: 309-13) says the site was situated on a caravan route for a long period. He identifies the

site with Ad Herculem, the station on the originally late Roman Tabula Peutingeriana.

Ref.: A. Stein, 1941: 309-13; A.S.1. p. 248, no. 253; S.O.A.H., File 253/ 35.

(c) (pl. 21b) has the foundations of a square building, roughly 75m. square, which might have been a khan,

situated on the left bank of the Wadi Jaddalah, opposite the site of Khirbet Jaddalah (no. 68); it could hane been

used by caravans during the periods of occupation of Khirbet Jaddalah (no. 68) and Tell 'Unuq Jaddalah (b).
Surface finds: none.

Date: contemporary with Khirbet Jaddalah (no. 68) and Tell 'Unuq Jaddalah?

No. 70. Tell Jadda1ah 'Uliy,:\ (pl. 10).

This is a "semi-circular mound, about 140m. in diam., ht. 5m., with two summits, one on the north-west and

and the other in the centre.

Su!face finds: rough stones, some pottery.

Date: Assryrian, Parthian.

No.7], Khirbet qb(Ibn Naif (called Qbr Abu Naif by Safar, 1961: 41 and also known as Khirbet Umm

AI-RODS) (pls. 10, 22a, b).
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This is a square enclosure. 100m " 100m .. ht 2m.: at each corner is a hillock. possibly indicating a ruined

tower of the enclosure. The middle pan of the site is lower. The \\ hole enclosure stands on a low mound. lu.Jrn.

Surface finds: some pottery. stones. an inscription L\ ramuic).

Date: an Aramaic inscription found on t~lC surface. published hy Safar. 1961: 41-42. indicates that the building

was put in :\.D.I 37 by ZBYD\\·. son of RPS' (sec p. ~ , ... l. hut possibly this building was later than the mound on

which it stands.

Rcf.. Safar. 1961: 41-42.

:\0. 72. Tell As\yad (pl. 10).

A semi-circular mound. about 70m. III diam .. ht. 5m. Another small low mound lies to the north.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian. Sasanian/ Islamic.

:\0. 73. Tell Girmish (pl. 10).

Semi-oval. 58m.. ht. 6m. with a summit.

Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Sasanian.

:\0. 74. Khirbt Bashmanah (pis. 10. 23a.h).

Two mounds are situ ted between the village of Bashmanah and Tulul Bashrnanah (no. 47).

(a) is rectangular. 1. 30m., w. 21 m .. ht. 1.50m.-2m. with a dCprssion' atthe centreof the east side possibly

marking the gate or entrance of the enclosure.

(b) (pl. 23) lies to the east of (a); it is square and enclosed by an outer wall, 100m. x 100m., hi 2m., with a

low hillock at each corner possibly indicating ruined towers. In the centre of the enclosure stands a square

mound. 30m. x 30m., ht. 3m.

Surface' finds: (a) a few green-glazed potsherds.

(b) rough pottery,

Date: (a) Parthian/ Sasanian.

(b) Parthian.

No. 75. Tell AI-Khirab ("ruins") (pl. 10).

An irregular mound, I. about 70m., w. 50m. at its widest, ht. 2m.-3m.

Surface finds: pottery

Date: Assyrian, Parthian.

Ref.: S.D.A.H., File 1852/ 35.

~o. 76. Tell 'Ain Khunazjrat (pI. 10).

This group of mounds is situated on the Jaddalah-Sharqat road, overlooking the lower area to the west of the

site. The main mound is irregular, I. about 90m., w. 53., ht. 5m.

Surface finds: pottery, flints.

Date: prehistoric (?), Mitanni, Assyrian, Parthian/ Sasanian.

No. 77. Khriba (pl. 10).
This is a low mound, with its eastern part cut into by the modern houses of a small village, while the rest

measures about 1.55m., w. 34m., ht. 2m.

Surface finds: a very little pottery.

Date: Parthain / Sasanian.
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No. 78. Qala Sharqat (A~~ur) (pls. 10,24a).

This large and ancient city, an important centre for the Assyrians, was reoccupied during the Parthian period

after a time of apparent abandonment. The observtion made previously that it was seemingly abandoned has been

confirmed by the recent excavations of A.M. Jeru. He excavated two areas. In one, a sounding 9m. deep was

made immediately south of the area locally called Qsr Al-Arnir ("palace of the prince"). 9 occupation levels

were discovered here, of which the 5 lowest were Assyrian; these were overlaid by a layer of debris and rubble

1m. thick, which seemed to have been part of a deliberate levelling of the old Assyrian site before new

constructions appeared. Above this layer were 4 Parthian levels, totalling 3.70m. in depth. In the other, on the

site of Qsr AI-Amir itself, where there the foundations of a building clearly dated to the Parthian period, this was

again found to stand on a filled and levelled area. The importance of As;ur in Parthian period is evident from the

size of the Parthian settlement, which exteanded outside the Assyrian walls; doutbless A~s"ur •.fl0urished again at

this time because of its location on an east-west, north-south crossroads. Excavations have revealed a variety of

Parthian remains. The old ziggurat was apparently respected and maintained. What was probably a temple,

consisting at first of two "iwans" (open-fronted vaulted halls) and than of three side by side arose over the ruins

of old As~ur temple in the first and second centuries A.D.; to this period also belonged the "Peripteros' , temple.

The so-called "palace", large mud-brick complex embodying various forms with much decorative stucco-work,

also belonged to this later Parthian period, as did some Babyloian-type court-centred houses. Tomb types, of the'

same period, included Assyrian-type vaulted cavities, and then half-sunk hypogea with internal corridors off

which chambers opened, in baked brick. Some later Parthian-period limestone sculpture was also discovered,

comprising fragments of sculptures in the round and funerary reliefs of standing men. Fragments of late

Parthian-period wall-painting included one of a helmeted god; coins and Aramaic texts were ;lso found.

Date: Early Dynastic-Assyrian, Parthian.
Ref.: Andrae and Lenzen, 1933; Andrea, 1938; Oates, 1972; Colledge, 1977; information from the excavator.

A.M. Jeru, during the writer's visit to the site in 1980.

No. 79. Khirbet Msihli (pl. 10).
Two mounds: (a) is oval, to the south of a modern village, 72m. indiam.. ht. 4m. (b) is larger, semi-circular,

140m. in diam., ht. 8m., and surrounded by the houses of this village.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: (a)' Old Babylonian, Assyrian, Parthian.

(b): Assyrian.

Ref,: (b) S.O.A.H., File 1612/ 35.

No.._ 80__ Tulul AI-Bag (pl. 10).

Two large mounds: (a) is semi-circular, 150m. in diam., ht. 10m. (b) is oval, about 110m., ht. 8m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: (a) Ur III, Assyrian, Sasanian, Islamic.

(b): prehistoric, Assyrian, Sasanian.
Ref.: Yaqut Al-Hamawi, vol. 2, p. 261; Ross, 1839: 450; Musil, f927: 57; S.O.A.H., File no. 579/ 35, A.S.1.

p. 579; A.A.S.L, map 129, no. 82.

No. 81_._Iell_ Jed_l!lydat (pl. 10).
Rectangular, 1. 135m.: w. 85m., ht. 8m., extending from north to south. Its eastern section is lower than the

rest. Its summit is at the north-west.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Mitanni, Assyrian, Parthian, Islamic.
Ref: the traveller Ibn lubiar (I952: 244) mentioned that he passed through a village called Jedaydah, perhaps

th ' ~*~"'''' ' - h T' . . t M ul in AD. 1184.__ IS "&~W\1 near t e igns and before Qaiyara, on hIS way 0 os .
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~o. 82. Khirbet N ofan (pl. 10).

Semi-circular, about 100m. in diam., ht. 6m. Its summit is at the south-eastern end of the mound.

Surface finds: pottery, flint, obsidian.

Date: Ubaid, Assyrian, Hellenistic, Sasanin Islamic.

~.o. 83 .. Jell Sbil}a (pI. 10)

Semi-circular I. 85m., w. 60m., ht. 3.50m., extending southwards.

Surface finds: pottery, flint.

Date: Uruk, Old .Babylonian ("), Assyrian, parthian.

No. 84. Tell Ajri (pls, 10, 24b-26).

This site (called.tAjrish by Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 19) is situated south of the area called locally Fadhat

Baqqa C'the lower area"), and 68km. south of Hatra (Baqir and Safar, 1962: vol. 2,31). It consists of many

mounds. The site as a whole is enclosed by a roughly rectangular wall, 1780m. in total lenght, which appears to

be built over the remains of an earlier settlement. This wall is constructed of limestone and mortar 3.60m. thick,

and has rectangular towers. Each tower projects 1.20m from the wall and is 5.1 Om. in lenght, the distance

between each tower is 16.10m. The wall had five gates: two on the south side, one on the north and two on the

east. The outline of the wall is visible on all sides except the south; there are two possible explanations for this,

one being that houses Of other building were subsitiuted for the wall on the south, and the other that the wall

was never finished. Within this wall the highest --~n-d-iargest mound is-in-' the south £.orner and- -is neariy

circular, about 300m. in diam., ht. 15m. What ancient town Tell 'Ajri was has been the subject of some

discussion. Ebling and M~i~~~r(I938: 123) and Baqir and Safar (I962: vol. 2,3 l ) suggested it was the city of
- v y

Dariga which is recorded as having revolted against the Assyrian King Samas Adad V ~823-81! B.C); but it

seems [rom the Assyrian text that Dariga was situated between the two rivers Zab to the east of the Tigris, and so

not here. As regards the Parthian period, Baqir and Safar (I 962: vol. 2,31) and Safar and Mustafa (I974: 19)

suggested that the site of 'Ajri was a town 'JI1 the route connecting Tekrit and Hatra.

Surface finds: potsherds all over the site.

Date: Assyrian Hellenistic, Parthian.

Ref. Ebling and Meissner, 1938: 123; Baqir and Safar, 1962: vol. I,JI; Safar and Mustafa, 197 4 19" ASI. p.

278, no. 589; S.O.A.H., File no. 589/ 35; A.AS.I. map 129. no 190 (where it is misplaced on the east bank of

the Wadi Tharthar), A.M.!., 1972: IRAQ 05n-43E).

-.N.o~----.85·._T~U Tamri (pI. 10).
'A semi-circular mound, about 200m. in diam., ht. 8m.

Surface finds: pottery, pieces of limestone.

Date: Assyrian, parthian.
Ref.: A.S.1. p. 278, no. 589; S.O.A.H., File no 589/ 35 (the records of sites 84 and 85 are both in one file);

A.A.S.I., map 129, no. 90

No, 86. ].cllMdtul)babj (pl. r»
l- _ .

Three small mounds close to one another. The largest is semi--circular, about 70m. in diam., ht. 2m.

Surface finds: a little pottery.

Date: Sasanian/ Islamic.
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No. 87. Tell Umm AI-Qita (pl. 10).

1Pwo s;'aIJ hiw =;:()'unds: (:) is oval. 80m in diam., ht. about. 2m. (b) is semi-oval. 65m. in diam .. ht. 1.50m.

Surface finds: a little pottery.

Date: Sasanian.

No. 88. Tulul Sukariyat (pl. 10).--=

No .. 89. Qala AI-Bi9t (al~o called Qala Mak-hul, Qala Qsir AI-Bint, Qsir Al-Bint) (pis. 10. 27-29).

This site lies south of Assur and on the Jebel Khanuqa, which is itself a part of Jebel Mak-hul. It comprises a

fort, standing on a high rocky cliff on the west bank of the Tigris (pis. 27a, 28a), where the river is fast-flowing

and deep, and overlooking a plateau on east bank of the river. It is flanked by two deep wadis which lead down

to the river. A ditch or moat was dug to join these two wadis, which therefore provided a complete defensive

ditch or moat for the site.The ditch is 35m. in lenght, 8m. wide and 4m. deep. The fort itself stands on a massive

rectangular platform which slopes down on its south flank to the ditch (pis. 28a, 29a), while on the other three

sides its walls are vertical (pl. 29b). Circular towers are visible on the south-east (pl. 29b); The slope up to the

fort on the south side has been made very steep, for defensive purposes. The fort itself, a wall and towers, seems

to have had two stories. On the east facade is a row of ten arrowslits, facing the river (pl. 29b), each of which

measures 60cm. in hight with an inner width of 30cm. and outer of 12cm. (pl. 27c); these resemble those in the

Roman walls at Sinjar (Oates, 1968: fig. 10). A row of large holes half-way up the wall was probably intended to

take the ends of the wooden beams of the roof of a portico in front of the building. Another two holes, probably
arrowslits, are located in the lower part of the wall on the east side. The building has two gateways, one on the

north and the remains of a small room on the north-west, 6.80m x 2.90m., 1.50m. high, leading to a narrow

ditch or passageway 80cm. wide (pl. 28a, b). At the top of this side of the ditch is one of two which protected

the fort; the other was cut on the north-east side. high on the mountainside there. The fort persumably had a
defensive purpose.

Surface finds: a little pottery in the ditch and at the west of the building.

Date: the building was visited by European travellers such as Thevenot in the seventeeth century, Rich in the

early nineteenth and sarre and Herzfeld at the beginning of this. The latter mapped and photographed the building

and dated it to the Sasanian period (t 911: vol. I, 214-7). Baqir and Safar (t 966: vol. 3,5) were not sure whether

to date it to the Sasanian or parthian periods. The fortress of Tell Bandar at Kish in Babylonia (pl. 27b), it should

be noted, dug in 1933 and dated to the Parthian period, has a very similar plan.

Ref.: Thevenot, 1689: vol. 4, chapter 13,189-209; Rich, 1836: vol. 2,139; Sarre and Herzfeld, 191 I: vol. I,

214-7; Musil, 1927: 57; Langdon and Harden, 1936: 121-2 Baqir and Safar, 1966: vol. 3,5,15; S.O.A.H., File no.

577/ 35; A.S.1. p. 277, no. 557; A.A.S.I., map 139, no. 52.

No. 90. Qal'a Jabbar (pis. 10, 30- 34). . .
The ruins of this site lie south of the modern village of Mschaq in the Far-ha dcsistrict. An. out~r~p. of the

. . hi I . f . height of 100m above the nver Figris closenearby Jebel Mak-hul provides a sloping terrace w IC 1 nscs rom a . '. .
(S . d II' fcld I o I I· II) The Tigris at this point has a number of smallby to one of 223111. at the top L arrc an crzrctc. "}. .
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islands (pl. 31 a). The ruins of Qal'a Jabbar are those of an irregular fortified area, the walls of which are of

limestone. rubble and mortar (pis. J I b-34). Excpet for the cast (pis. 31b, 32a). the land slopes steeply away from

the walls. which follow the fissures of the wadis (pis. 33-34), On the east side, where the ground slopes less

steeply down to the Tiggris. the fortifications arc strongest (pis. 31b. J Za). The eastern wall is roughly semicircular

in plan. very massive and including a number of semicircular towers (pl. 33a). Its west end terminates in a

complex of strong defensive works consisting of a gateway with an opening, standing 6m. high, and a second wall

also with a gate (pl. 33b). which curves away to the east and terminates in a round tower (pl. 34a). Futher towers

added to the strength of this wall. Beyond the westernmost gateway, the ground slopes steeply and a narrow path

leads down from the .site (pl. 34b), Although the wall and tower arc obviosly defensive in character, their precise

purpose and period are not clear, especially as inside t he area no traces of structures have been recognized, and so

they have been the subject of discussion. European travellers such as Thevenot and Layard visited the site.

Rassam (t 897: 32n. who said wrongly that the site overlooks the Euphrates, described it as an old Arab fort,

possibly used until recent time for exiling unwanted persons. Sarre and Herzfled (1911: vol. I, 218) said few

sherds were found, but these included unglazed fragments: only one piece showed the light blue glaze

characteristic of the Parthian-Sasanian period. They pointed out the similarly of the plan to that of the town of

Halabiy yah on the Euphrates. and concluded that the techniques of walling and the pottery indicated that Qal'a

Jabbar was a per-Arab construction contemporary with Halabiyyah, used to protect a population who actually

lived in tents. They also thought that Qal'a Jabbar was not mentioned in early Arab literature. This may be the

case. But Yaqut Al-Harnawi (vol. 7, p. 220) mentions that a town called Kaheel was situated on the west bank of

the Tigris. above Tekrit, between the two rivers Zab, and so in the general area of Qal'a Jabbar; he described it

was in ruins at his time. Al-Asbahanitvol. 12, p. 199, 207) added that Kaheel was south of Mosul. The name

Kaheel might be derived from that of the mountain Mak-hul, on whose slopes Qal'a Jabbar stands, which could

therefore suggest that Qal'a Jabbar and Kaheel are identical, But the failure to find any evidence of habitation

within the wall of Qal'a jabbar makes it difficult to identifl y with any town.

Surface finds: a few rough pottery fragments.

Date: Parthian / Sasanian?
Ref.. Thevenot, 1693; Rich; 1836: vol. 2, 141: Layard. I~S3: 579: Rassam, 1897: 322: sarre and Herzfeld,

LI

1911: vol. 1,217-8; Musil, 1927: 57; Baqir and Safar, 1966: 315: Chesney. 1969 (second edition); A.S.1. p. 227,

no. 575; S.D.A.H., File no. 575/ 35; A.A.SI., map 129. no, ~7.

t
No..91. Tell Tar -AI-R ufis (pU 0)._..... -

Trapezoidal, about 300m. in lenght, w. 200m., ht. 10m.

Surface finds: pottery, including one parthian sherd

Date: second millennium B.C. Assyrian, parthian?

Ref.: S.D.A.H., File no. 687/ 40.

No. 92. Tell Buraich (Barima) (pis. 10, 35a).
"Low mounds extend ove; an area, I. about 2k m., w. 500m., ht .2m. Foundations of buildings, of.p~les and

mortar, are visible. The only sizable hillock is on thecast cliff of the-Tigris at the southern end of the/ ruins.'

Surface finds: pottery, pelbbles.

Date: Sasanian?
Ref.: Yaqut AI-Hamawi, vol. 2, p. 33; Khaill, 1972: 234-39.

No. 93. Shjarah (pI. 10).
This site is located in the area between the, Tigris and the east bank of the Lower Zab river. It is I. 300m., w.

160m., ht. 2m. Foundations of stone and m?rtar are visible. It could have been a siginficant sculcmcnt l.c 'Strange

noted (I930: 9 I) that most early Arab writers mention a town called As-Sinn C'the tooth"), whose whcrcabouts
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is now unknown, as located one mile below the junction of the lower Zab and the Tigris. Baqir and Safar (1966:

vol. 3, 15) identify as As-Sinn the ruins of Sdiyra Westa, but this is not certain as. Sdiyra Westa is situated

between the Lower and Upper Zab, and so not where the Arab writers said As-Sinn was. The location of Shjarah

fits their descirption much better, and so it might have been As-Sinn.

Surface finds: pebbles, pottery.

Date: Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: Yaqut AI-Hamawi, vol. 5, p. j 53; Le Strange, 1930: 91; Baqir and Safar, 1966: vol .3, 15; Khalil, 1972:

235; A.:M.I., 1972; 35
0_43 0

(e) Upper Jazirh

(i) MOSUL (area 3, pI. 8; nos. 94- 103, pl. I l ).

~o. 94 .. _Ninev_eh (pl. 11, 35b).

The site of this large and ancient city is situated on the east bank of the Tigris, opposite the modern city of

Mosul. The site is trapezoidal, enclosed by a wall 12km. in length, There are 15 gates in this wall, which

surrounds several mounds.Of these, two are of special importance for the Hellenistic and Parthian eras.

(a) Tell Quyunjik, oval in shape, 1. 1km., w. 500m. This was inhabited from the prehistoric period onwards,

continuously until the end of the Assyrian period. The excavation of the temple of Nabu showed that, in the area

dug, the site was deserted after the sack of 612 B.C. until the third century B.C. or later, as Hellenistic and

Parthian levels indicated (Thompson and Hutchinson, 1929: 138). Thereafter it continued to be inhabited untilt'ie
Sasanianl Islamic period.

(b) Tell Nebi Yunis. This mound was occupied in the Assyrian era. Above these remains, in 1954- 5, was found a

Hellenistic temple dedicated to the god Hermes. The excavator indicated the possible existence of anther temple

about 100m. west of this, and suggested that these shrines could imply a large Hellenistic settlement lying between

Tell Nebi Yunis and Tell QuyunjiK (Mustafa.. 1954: 281; Al-Asil, 1954: 292).

Date: (a): prehistoric to Assyrian, Hellenistic to Sasanian'l Islamic.

(b): Assyrian, Hellenistic, Parthian.

Ref.: (a) Thompson and Hutchinson, 1929: 138-146; Oates, 1968; 39-62; Madhloom, 1968: 39-62; Madhloom,

1969: 81-90.

(b): Mustafa, 1954: 281-83; AL-Asil, 1954: 292.

No. 94a. Nimrud (Ka1hu) (pl. II).

The extensive ruins of this city lie 35km. south-east of Mosul. Founded by Sha1maneser I (I 273-1244 B.C.), it

was the second Assyrian royal capital until the reign _ of Sargon II (721-705 B.C.). Destroyed during the invasion

of Medes in 614 B.C., it was resettled, as excavation has revealed, in the Hellenistic period. Hellenistic levels

3.40m. thick lay about 1m. above the Assyrian occupation levels.

Date: Assyrian, Hellenistic.

Ref.: Oates, D. and J., 1958: 119.

..N o. 95, Qi!!Ygf (pl. 11, 36).

This large site is about 20km. south-east of Mosul, on the Tigris. Its main axis runs north-south, and it slopes

away on the east and west sides. On its summit are the remains of a wall 3.50m. thick, built in a wide curve

whose northern and southern ends termina,te on the river banks. ,(pI. 36). This wall is built of limestone rubble

with clay mortar, and is strengthened with 22 rectangular towers. The distance between each of these is 20m.;

each tower projects 5m. and its width is 9.80m. The modern houses of the village of Qinytra are built over the

site and some of them on the wall itself, The plan of the wall was drawn by F Safar.
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· Surface finds: rubble, some pottery fragments, some bricks at the south end of the site measuring 39cm. x
39cm. x 6.5cm.

Date: both Baqir and Safar thought the site Islamic. But the rectangular towers of the wall are very similar
parthian period.

Ref.. Baqir and Safar, 1966: vol. 3, 12; A.S.1. p. 250, no. 230; S.O.A.H., File no. 230/ 35.

No. ,96. Tell AI-harim (pl. I I).

This large, crescent-shaped site varies mostly between 300m. and 90m. in 'wrdth.ht. 15m. It is surrounded by

lowmounds except on the east, where the whole site broadens out to about 500m. in width. There is reddish soil
on the surface of the south part of the main mound.

Surface': 2 animal figurines, glazed and painted potsherds.

Date: Hassuna, Samarra, Halaf, Nineveh V, Mitanni, Assyrian, Parthian/ Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.i Surface i Z, 1946: vol. 2, 88; A.S.1. pl. 251, no. 320; S.O.A.H., File no. 320/35; A.A.S.L, map 130 (no
number).

No.9]. Khirbet ZaRazil (pI. I I).

Irregular, about I hectar in area, ht. 3m., with a small mound nearby.
Surface finds: pottery, rubble.
Date: Assyian, parthian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 280/ 35.

N.or-9S .. IellrA1-:-..B~XS;~ ("church" in local dialect) (pl. I I).

This irregular mound is about I. 2km ht. 4m., with a small hillock in the middle covered with rubble and
mortar.

Surface finds: some pottery.
Date: Byzantine, Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 268/ 35.

No. 99. T~lLAI-Kh\YIDn. ("small post") (pl. I I).

These low mound from a rectangle, I. 400m., w. 320m., the higest hillock is on the north-west. A small
mound nearby measures I. 30m., w. 22m., ht. 2m.

Surface finds: some pottery.
Date: Sasanian.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 248, no. 2971; S.O.A.H., File no. 2971/ 35.

No. 100. Tell Dehala (pIs. 11, 37 a).

Here the main site, on the east bank of the Wadi AI-Qasab, is .irregular in shape, 1. 330JTol" w. 190m. Other
mounds are scattered along the wadi west bank. Some foundations, of limestone and mortar, are visible.

Surface finds: pottery.
Date: prehistoric ("), Mitanni, Assyrian, Sasanian/ Islamic.

No. 101. Tel1,--Al:-J~m (pl. II).
This large, high, crescent-shaped mound is I. about 400m., w. 2~Om., ht. 15m. An oval mound rises to the

east, and to the south of the site there is a stream of fresh water which starts here.

Surface finds: flint, obsidian, rubble, pottery; most finds were made on the east side of the mound..

Date: -U ruk (?), Assyrian, Hellenistic, Islamic.

Ref. A.S.!. p. 274; S.O.A.H., File no. 274/ 35; A.A.S.!., Map 130, no. 53.
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No. 102. Tulu! Ain AI-Hqara. (pI. II).

There are low mounds scattered in an area l'. 380m.~ w. 250m. Foundations CIt" uncut limestone and mortar

are visible. To the east, of the area is a semi-circular mound, about 45m. iil diam., he 3m.

Surface finds: rubble, pottery.

\ Date: Sasanian/ lslamic.

\ Ref.: 'AI-'Omary, n~55: 156~ A.S.1. p. 251, no. 282; S.Ol.A.H., File no. 282/ 35.

'\

"No. 103. Tulul Ain Nasu- (pl. 11).

Low mounds cover an area of I. 300m., w. 130m; foundations of rubble and mortar are visible; Two of tAe

three higher mounds within the site are called (a) Tell Airyni, and (b) Tell Mizar.

Surface finds: rubble, pottery.

Date: Sasanian/ lalmic.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 250, no. 256; S.O.A.H., File no. 25~p 35.

(ii) TELL 'AFAR (Area 4, pI. 8; nos. 104-228, pl. 12).

~o, ...1.04. Tell Ain Shrid~h. (pl. 12).
There are two mounds, whose total circumference measures about 1000m. The main one is about 5m. in

~

height.

Surface finds: stones, a little pottery.

Date: Sasanian.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 244, no. 1198; S.O.A.H., File no. 1198/ 35.

No. 105. Tell Shikhan (pl. 12).

This large, semi-oval mound, I. 500m., w. 320m., has its highest summit on the east side, rectangular, I.

100m., w. 60m., ht. 8m.

Surface finds: rubble, pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian/ Islamic.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 249, no. 315; S.O.A.H., File no. 315/ 35.

No. 106. Khirbet Taha (pl. 12).

Two small mounds are separated by a shallow wadi. (a) on the east is square, 45m. x 45m., ht. 2m., with a

small summit at the centre. (b), to the west, is also square, 26m. x 26m., ht. 1.50m.; it would be possible to make

a plan of the building from the remains.

Surface finds: (a): rubble, pottery.

(b): rubble, stucco, some pottery.

Date: (a) Parthian/ Sasanian.
(b): Islamic.

No. 107. Khirbet AI-Tair (pI. 12).

There are three mounds here. (a) is at the north end of the modern village of AI-Tair, square, 35m. x 35m.,

ht. 1.50m; foundations of rubble and mortar are visible. (b) is at the centre of the village, rectangular, I. 120m.,

w. 80m., ht. 5m. (c) is also recangular, I. about 100m., w. 40m., ht 1.50m., to the west of the village.

Surface finds: (a), (b), (c): rubble, some potsherds.

Date: (a), (b): Sasanian.

(c): one Parthian/ Sasanian sherd, otherwise Islamic.

Ref: A.S.1. p. 244, no. 1196; S.O.A.H., File no. 1196/ 35.



~o. 108. Tell .-\I-~hwaim ("small post") (pl. I~).

This small crescent-shaped mound is I. 48m .. w. 3~m. at its widest point, and about 2m. in height.

Surface finds: Oint. obsidian. pottery including one glazed sherd.

Date: 'L'baid. Sasanian/lslamic.

No. 109. Khirbet AI-Yazidi (pl. 12).

This is a rectangular mound about 500m. south of a semi-circular mound called Tell AI-Yazidi; foundations of

rubble and mortar are: visible. indicating a rectangular enclosure, I. about 38m., w. 30m.

Surface finds: rubble. pottery.

Date. difficult to establish. but as its rectangular form recalls that of a number of Parthian sites in the area, this,

could be Parthian.

No. 110. Khirbet Jyea (pl. 12}.

Two mounds' lie dose to the viinEage of Jyea, (a) is catled Khi:rbet J yea. and is a square enclosure, 110m. x

110m., ht. Zm., with a mound in the centre. (b) called Umm Qubor.. is circular. about 50m. in diam., ht. 6m.
Surface finds: (a). (b)J: some incised pottery
Date: (a), (b): Parthian.

No. III. Tulul Umm AI-Shinin (pl. 12).

A number of low mounds are situated to the south of Jebel Umm AI-Shinin. Among these is a series of

hillocks forming a rectangular enclosure, I. about 90m., w. HOm.. III 12m., surrounding a square mound about

18m. x 18m. This could be the site mentioned by A. Stein (1941: 30 I, 310)

Surface finds: rubble, some pottery.
Date: A. Stein (1941: 310) claimed to have found a small Roman I fort here, suggesting Roman occupation and

a trade route, but most pottery fragments were Islamic.

Ref: A. Stein, 1941: 30 I, 310, 315.

No. 112. Tell AI-Daym (pl. 12).
A number of mounds forms a large site with a total circumference of about 1500m. The irregular main mound

stands in the middle, I. 350m. i~'l.its lower portion. There is another small mound about 700m. to the south-east
"-,.-

of the site.
Surface finds: pottery.
Date: Uruk (?), Mitanni, Assyrian, Sasanian (?).

Ref.. S.O.A.H., File no. 1209/ 35; A.S.1. p. 244, no. 1209; A.A.S.I., map 131, .nos. 165.166; Sumer, 4» 1948:

299.

No. 113. Tel1 U mm AI-Qanatir (pl. 12).
Two mounds stand here. (a),circular, about 50111. in diam., ht. 4m. (h). rectangular I. about 40m., w. 30m.,

ht. 2m.
Surface finds: pottery.
Date: Early Dynastic, Assyrian, Parthian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1998/ 35.

No. 114. Tulul AI-'Arysh (pI. 12)~

This is a large site enclosed by aseries lof mounds.

Surface finds: a little pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian/ Islamic.
Ref.: A.S.I. p. 249, no. 295; S.O.A.H., File no. 295/ 35.
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No. 115 .. Tell Abu Jarathi (pl. 12).

There are two mounds here. (a), circular, about 300 m. in diam. at its base and 80 m. in diam. at its summit;
part of a limestone doorway was found here, similar to one found in a tomb at Hatra mentioned by AI-Salihi
(1973: 21), which suggests an occupation in the Parthian period. (b), rectangular, is to the west, 1.74.50 m., w.

40 m., ht. 3 m.: in the centre is a depression.
Surface finds: (a): pottery, rubble, part of a limestone doorway.

(b): Parthian/ Sasanian.
Ref .. A.S.1. p. 247, no. 269; S.O.A.H., File no. 269/ 35; A.A.S.I., map 130, no. 175.

No. 116. Tell AI-'Omryni (pl. 12).
There are two mounds. (a), circular, about 150m. in diam. at its base and 55m. at its sum mit, ht. 7m. (a),

rectangular, I. 90m., w. 65m., ht. 5m., situated to the south of (a).
Surface finds: (a): some pottery, two pieces of stoneware.

(b): pottery.
Date: (a) Uruk, Khabur, Assyrian, Hellenistic.

(b): Assyrian, Sasanian/ Islamic.
Ref.. A.S.1. p. 250, no. 292; S.O.A.H., File no. 292/ 35; A.A.S.I., map 130, no. 158.

p 88

No..._L1L-K.hirb.eLAbdalah.;.DJ..hmna.n (pI. 12).

This is an irregular mound, 1. about 400m., ht. 3m., surrounded by low mounds.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: first few centuries after Christ.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 245, no. 1181; S.O.A.H., File no. 1181/ 35; A.A.S.I., map 131, no. 117.

No. 118. Khirbet Hassan AI- Yasin (pl. 12).

Three mounds close to' each other form one site, 1. about 1500m. The east mound is the largest, ht. about

5m., while the other mounds are about 2m. in height.
Surface finds: pottery, rubble, bricks.

.. Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.
Ref.: A:S.l. p. 243, no. 287; S.O.A.H., File no. (287 / 35; A.A.S.!., map 131, no. 115.

~o.:- 119. Khit::bet Umm 'Adham ("mother-of bones ruins") (pl. 12).

A small mound, 1. about 400:m. - 500m.. ht. 2m.

Surface finds: pottery, including some green-glazed sherds.

Date: Sasanian.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 242, no. 1187; S.O.A.H., File; no. 1187/ 35; A.A.S.L, map 131, no. 119.

No. 1?O Tell Maiarin (pI. 12).

There are three mounds. (a), circular, about 80m. in diam., ht. 1Om. (b), rectangular, 1. about 150m., w. 60m.,
ht. 8m. (c) is smaller.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1846/ 35.

<,
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~ 121iiiTSJJ ~~aim (pl. 12).
There are two main mounds close to one another, and other small hillocks.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: 'Ubaid, Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian.



No. ,122. Eski Mosul (BalatvBalad) (pl. 12).

The ruins are enclosed by the remains of a semi-circular wall, some parts of which are visible. A small

mound lies inside the area.

Surface finds: on the small mound are scattered flints, pottery and coins.

Date: the flints suggest prehistoric occupation; Assyrian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: Le Strange, 1930: 99,125; Reitlingler, 1938: 138; Stein, 1941: 310; Baqir and Safar, ]966: vol. 3,66-67;

Agha, ]974: 6]; S.O.A.H., File no. 34l/ 35; A.A.S.l., map ]3], nos. 7,9.

No. 123. Tell Kha.tab '<pI. ] 2).

This is rectangular, 1. 60m., w. 40m., ht. 3m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. ] 845/ 35.

No. 124. Khirbet Khan A]-Zananzil (pl. ]2).

A large, low mound, 1. ab~ut 700m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Late Assyrian, Parthian.
Ref.: A.S.1. p. 244, no. ] 124; S.O.A .H., File no. 1] 24/ 35; A .A.S.L, map ] 3], no. 25.

No,J25. Tell Mutar (pl. 12).

This is circular, 50m. in diam., ht. 2m.

Surface finds: pottery. '

Date: Sasanian / Islamic.

No. 126.. .TellKhatbit (pl. 12).
m=='

Two mounds, 1. 600m.-700m., ht. 4m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.

No. L2L_J(harillYb Mah]abiyah ("ruins$ MC!hlabiyah'~) (pl. ] 2).

A large number of mounds extend here for 3 km. Among these are:

(a) Tell 'Ain Mahlabiyah, 1. about 400 m., ht. 5 m.;
(b) Tell Belyoz, to the north of (a), which is treated as a separate site (no. 157); (c) Tell Mahlabiyah, square,

3000m. x 300m.
Surface finds: (a), (c): pottery, rubble.

(b): flint, obsidian.
Date: (a), (c): Sasanian, Islamic.

(b): Samarra, Nineveh V, Middle Assyrian (?), Hellenistic, Sasanian.
Ref.: (a), (c): Le Strange, ] 930: 99; Baqir and Safar, 1966: vol. 3, 60; A.S.1. P. p. 245, no. 1] 73; S.O.A.H., File

no. ]]73/35; A.A.S.!., map 131, nos. 9],39.
(b): Oates, unpublished site index no. 46; A.A .S.I., map ]3], no. 92.

~.o~ .J1R. Khirbet Shejkh Ibrahim (pl. 12).
A. Stein (I 941: 301, 3] 0) described this caravan route site as a castellum (fort).

Date: Roman.

Ref.: Stein, 1941: 301, 310.
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No. 129. Tell Huta (pl. 12).

thIs is circular,' ab6ut 40m. in diam., ht. 3m.

Surface finds: some pottery.

Date: Sasanian.
Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 200 II 35.

No. 130. Kharaiyb Hwaish ("ruins of the housel court") (pl. 12).
This IS a large, oval mound, enclosed by a wall 2.50km. in length. The main summit is in the middle of the

site, l. about 750m., ht. 8m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.
Ref.: A.S.I. p. 243, no. 1257; S.O.A.H., File no. 12571 35; A.A.S.I., map 131, no. 152.

No. 131. Tell AI-Rahmaniy.a (pl. 12).
This Is-rectangular, I. 150m., w. 80m., ht. about 8m. Foundations of rubble and mortar are visible in the east

part of the site.

Surface finds: rubble, pottery.

Date: Ubaid, Assyrian, Sasanianl Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 20031 35.

No. 132. Tell AI-Rumih ("arch hill") (pl. 12).

This is --rectangular, I. 100m., w. 60m., ht. 3m.-5m. Another small mound lies to the north.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Uruk, Assyrian, Sasanian.

No. 133. (No name) (pI. 12).

SUrface' rJ1?ds': pottery.

Date: Samarra, third millennium, Khabur, Hellenistic, Parthianl Sasanian.

Ref.: E.E.D.ryt. Oates, unpublished site index, no. 18.
-:

No. 134. Tell Dekhil (pl. 12).

Rectangular mound, I, 120m., w. 80m., ht. 3m.

-Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 19961 35.

No. 135. Tell Val (pI. 12).

Ther are two mounds here, with a lower area between. One mound is rectangular, 1.90m., w. 25m., ht.

iOm.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 19941 35.

No. 136. leI£: Hussein Amin (pl. 12).

This is rectagular, l. 150m., w. 70m., ht. about 4m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 20211 35.
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'0. 137. Tdl Dam ·.\bl)O~h (pi 12)

T n is is rectangular. 1.150m. w 60m .. ht 2m

nate: Sasanian. pottery.

Ref.: S.O.A.H .. File no. 2024/ 35.

'0. 13~L Tell Qeh\\'a (pI 12).

This is circular. about 50m. 111 diam .. ht. 2m.

Surface f nds pottery.

Date: Sasanian . Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.:\.I{. File no 2022/ 35.

).;0 139. Tell '.-\yar (pl. 12).

this site comprises a cluster of mounds. among which are: (a) rectangular. 1.200m.. w. 100m .. ht. 2m.; (b)

ci rcular. 8Om. in diam., ht. l m
Surface finds: pottery.

Dale: Sasanian. Islamic.

Ref: S.O.A.I{ .. rile no. 1995/ 35.

No. 140. Tell Jaboqa (pl. 12).

Here there are three mounds close to one another. The largest is rectangular. 1.300111., w. 90m., ht. 2.50m.

Su rface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian.

Ref.: S O.A.H .. File no.2026/ 35.

No. 141. Tell A 1- Buqer (pl. 12).
I
This is rectangular. 1.400m., w 120m., ht. 5m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Parthian/ Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1988/ 35.

No. 142. Tell Qasim (pl. 12).

r-'his mound is rectangular, I. 30m., w.15m., ht. 1.50m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian.

Ref.: S.D.A.H., File no. 2025/ 35.

No. 143. Tell AI-Hafel (pl. 12).

This i; semi-~ircular~ about 200m. in diam., ht. 3m. It has several summits; modern village houses are built·

over part of it.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.D.A.H., File no 2023/ 35.

No. 144. Tell 'Afar (pI. 12).

T'wo mounds lie within the modern town of Tell 'Afar, near a fresh water spring. The site has been identified

as the Assyrian town of Nimit 'Astar. Tell 'A far was mentioned by some early Arab writers, and on one
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mound stand the remains of a probably Islamic fort.
Surface finds: coarse wares.
'-- .~

Date: Assyrian, Parthian, Islamic.

Ref.: Sarre and Herzfeld, 1911: vol. I, 205-207; Baqir and Safar 1966: vol. 3,60; E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished

site survey, no. 11.

No. 145. Tell Al-Rimah (pl. 12).

This large site was excavated by a British Expedition between 1964 and 1971, The levels mostly date to the

second millennium B.C., but in the upper level some Parthian items were discovered.

Date: second millennium B.C., Parthian.
Ref.: Lloyd, 1938; Oates, 1963: 69-72; personal communication with J. Reade.

~9. _146. Tell Taya (pl. 12).

This site is south-east of the town of Tell 'Afar, and was dug by the British School of Archaeology in Iraq. In
Level La stamp-seal of red-brown stone was found in a grave of the Sasaian period.

Date: Sasanian (?)

Ref.: Waines, 1973: 189; Reade, 1973: 173.

No. 147-!- Tell Qara Tepe (pl. 12).
Surface finds; pottery, flints.

Date: Samarra, Halaf, Ubaid, Uruk, Nineveh V, Mid-Assyrian, Achaemenian, Hellenistic, Parthian/ Sasanian,
Islamic (?).

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 14.

N9. 148. (No. name) (pl. 12).
This mound lieSlKJli. east of Khidhr Elias.

Date: Parthian/ Sasanian.
Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 6.

No. 149. Ob:r:: Mella Jasim (pI. 12).

Date: Uruk, third millennium B.C., Late Assyrian, Parthiani"),
Sasanian, Islamic (its main phase).

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unoublished site survey, no. 61.

No. 150. Yarim T~oe (pl. 12).
thIs·· comprises .a number of mounds, some of which were excavated by a Russian expedition.

Surface finds: flints, obsidian, pottery.
Date: Hassuna, Samarra, Halaf, Uruk, Khabur, Late Assyrian, Hellenistic, Parthian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 63.

No. 151. Tell Azi7. (pl. 12).
This mound is rectangular, 1. lOam., w. 40m., ht. 3m.
Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian.
Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 2029/ 35.

No 152..Jell-Aziz G~ (pl. 12).
This -mound is semi-circular, 100m. in,..diam. about 5m. in height.
Surface finds: pottery.
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Date: Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 2030/ 35.

No. 153. Tell Aziz Junobi (pl. 12).

There are three semi-circular mounds here. (a) is 80m. in diam., ht. I. 50m. (b) is 50m. in diam. ht. 4m. (c) is
70m. in diam., ht. 3m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1975/ 35.

No. 154. Tell Hamra ("red hill' ') (pl. 12).

This mound is east of the Tell Al-Rimah-Mahlabiyah crossroads.

Surface finds: pottery, obsidian.

Date: Samarra, HalafvUbaid, Uruk, Late Assyrian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, Unpublished site survey, no. 57.

N0. IS? TeI~ Shi~~ (pl. 12).
Date: Mitanni (?), Hellenistic, Parthian/ Sasanian.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survev .no. 17.

N0. 1-?6~ Tell K~a~ira (pl. 12).
Date: Ubaid, Uruk, Nineveh V, Khabur, Mitanni, Late Assyrian, Parthian/ Sasanian (?), Islamic.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 16.

tjo. _157. Tell Belyoz (pl. 12).

One of the "mounds maun'.makingup the group on the site of Kharaiyb Mahlabiyah (no. 127). This constitutes
mound (b).

Surface finds: flint, obsidian.
Date: Samarra, Nineveh V, Middle Assyrian ("), Hellenistic, Sasanian.

Ref.: A.A.S.!., map 131, no. 92; E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 46.

N~_158,jN_o. name) (pl. 12).
Surface finds. -putrefy, obsidian, flint.

Date: Samarra, Halaf, Ubaid, third millennium B.C., Khabur (?), Middle Assyrian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site Survey, no. 34.

No. 159. Khazneh ("treasury") (pI. 12).

Surface finds: flint, pottery.

Date: Samarra, Ubaid, Uruk, Nineveh V. third millennium B.C., Khabur, Middle Assyrian, Late Assyrian,

Sasanian.
Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 53.

No. 160. Tall Zimb~g (pI. 12).

Date: third millennium B.C., Mitanni, Parthian.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 5.

No. 16 L_fNo name) (pl. 12).

Date: Halaf,' Ubaid, fU ru k, Nineveh V, third millennium B.C., Sasanian.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpulished site survey, no. 45.
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No. 162. Oem. Tepe (pl. 12).

Surface finds: flint, obsidian, pottery.
Date: Hassuna, Samarra, Halaf, Ubaid, Uruk, Nineveh V, third millennium B.C., Late Assyrian Parthian/

Sasanian, Islamic (").
Ref.. E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 10.

NO ..J 63~o m;lD1e) (pl. 12).

Surface Ifinds : flint. pottery.
Date: Hassuna, Halaf, Ubaid, Uruk, Achaemenian, Parthian/ Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: E.E.D. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 20.

No. 164 .. iNo name). (pl. 12).
This is a low, square mound.

Surface finds: flint, pottery.

Date: Samarra, Parthian.
Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 7.

NO .._165._llilLnam,e) (pl. 12).

Surface finds: obsidian, pottery.

Date: Halaf, Ubaid, Hellenistic, Parthian/ Sasanian.

Ref.. E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 8.

l'Io 166 (No !lame) (pl. 12).

Date: third millennium B.C., Mitanni, Hellenistic, Part1}ian/ Sasanian, Islamic.
Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 40.'

Ng. 167. -<No name) (pl. 12).

Date: Late Assyrian, Parthian/ Sasanian.
Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 100.

No. 168. (No name) (pl. 12).

Date: Late Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 102.

No 169 (No name) (pl. 12).

I£rface finds: obsidia;, pottery.

Date: Samarra, Uruk, Mitanni (?), Late Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 62.

No. 170 (No name) (pl. 12).-Surface finds: tlint, obsidian, pottery.

Date: Samarra, Halaf, Ubaid, U ruk, Nineveh V, Hellenistic (?),

Sasanian (?).

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 96.

No. 171. Tell Mihrab (pl. 12).
Date : Hassuna, Samarra ("), Ha1af, Ubaid, U ruK, Hellenistic, Sasanian (?), Islamic.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, nco 99.
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No. 172. Zarig Tepe (pl. 12).

Date: Mitanni, Middle Assyrian (?), Late Assyrian, Sasanian (?).

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 98.

No. 173. (No name) (pl. 12).
Date: Sasanian.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublised site survey, no. 90

NO. 174. Qadimli (pl. 12).

Surface finds: obsidian, pottery.

Date: Samarra, third millennium B.C., Mitanni, Late Assyrian, Sasanian.
Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 75.

No. 175. (No name) (pl. 12).

Date: Halaf, Sasanian.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 85.

No. 176. (No name) (pl. 12).

Surface finds: flint, obsidian, pottery.

Date: Samarra, Halaf, Ubaid, Uruk, Middle Assyrian, Sasanian.
Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 84.

No. I 77. (No name) (pl. 12).

Date: Mitanni ("), Sasanian (").

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 87.

No. 178. (No name) (pl. 12).

Date: Mitanni (?), Sasanian (?).

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 87.

No. 179. (No name (pI. 12).

Surface finds: flint, pottery.

Date: Hassuna, Samarra, Halaf, Sasanian (?).

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 83.

No. 180. (No name) (pl. 12).

Date: Late Assyrian ("), Sasanian, Islamic (?).

No. 181. (No. name) (pl. 12).

Surface finds: flint, obsidian, pottery.

Date: Samarra, Halaf, Ubaid, U ruk, third millennium B.C., Mitanni, Late Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 72.

No. 182. (No. name) (pI. 12).

Date: Late Assyrian ("), Parthian (?), Sasanian, Islamic (?).

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublised site survey, no. 69.
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No. 183. Tell 'Awad (pl. 12).

This mound is west of Tell AI-Rimah (no. 145). across the wadi. There arc graves all around the main mound.

Surface finds: Oint, obsidian, pottery.

Date: Samarra, Halaf, Uruk, nineveh V. third millennium B.C .. Khabur, \litanni. I.ate Assyrian. Parthian1
Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: E E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 6X.

No.184. Tell Qaza (pl. 12).

This is a semi-circular mound, ahout 120m. in diam., ht. 6m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Uruk, Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 20451 35.

No. 185. Tell Kidalik (pl. 12).

This mound is rectangular, I. about 150m., w. 80m., ht. 4m.

Surface finds: pottery.

'Date: Halaf, Uruk, Late Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 24021 35; E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 29.

No. 186. Tell AI-Shair (pl. 12).

Surface finds: fli nt, obsidian, pottery.

Date: Samarra, Halaf, Nineveh V, third millennium B.C., Khabur ("), Middle Assyrian ("), Late Assyrian ("),

Parthian (?).

Ref.: E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 52.

No. 187. Tell tI ilu (pl. 12).

This mound is semi-circular, diam. about 150m., ht. 4m.

Surface finds: pottery, one piece of decorated stucco.

Date: UruK, Parthian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 2039/ 35.

No. 188. Tell Daghash (pl. 12).

This mound is semi-circular, diam. about 120m., ht. 8m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Halaf, Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1974/ 35.

No. 189. Tell Mutalah (pI. 12).

This mound is rectangular, I. about 150m., w. 60m., ht. 4m.
Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Parthian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1991/ 35.



:\0. 190. Tell l'mm\I-Shibabit (pl. I~).

This is a rcccumgulur mound. I. about 100m.. \\. 90m .. Ill. 7m. To the east. across atruck , there is another

rcctungulur mound ncarby . I. about XOm.. \\. 50m.. ht 1.50m.

Surface finds. poucrv .

Dale: :\ ssvrian. Parth ian. Sasaniun.

Rcf. : S.0 ..\ .II .. File no. 20 ~ 7 / 35.

:\0. 191. (:\0 name) (pl. l:n.

Surface finds: obsidian. poucry.

Date. Samarra. Late Assyrian. Parthian/ Sasanian. Islamic.

Ref.: E. E. D. \ I. Oates. unpublished site sur vcy. no. 109.

:\0. 192. (:\0 namc) (pl. l J).

Date: L'ruk . \liddlc Assyrian. Late Assyrian. Parthian/ Sasanian.

Ref.: LE.D.\1. Oates. unpublished site survey. no. 108.

;\0. 193. (:\0 namc) (pl. 12).

This mound is oblong. 60m. x 50m., maximum ht. Zrn.

Datc: Parthian.

Ref.. E. E. D. \1. Oates. unpublished site site survey. no. 28.

No. 194. (No name) (pl. 12).

Date. l.'r uk. \liddle Assyrian, Late Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref.: E. E. D. \ 1. Oates. 1I npublished site survey. no. 32.

No 195. Tell As-Sown (pl. 12).

There are two semi-circular mounds. (a) is 50m. in diarn .. ht. Jm. (h) is 30m. in diam., ht. 2m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Parth ian. Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H.: File no. 2041/ 35.

No. 196. Tell Mqibra (pl. 12).

This mound is oblong, I. 150m., w. 80., ht. 2. 50m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.. S.O.A.H., no. 1990/ 35.

No. 197. Tell 'Azu (pl. 12).

This mound is oblong, I. 100m., w. 60m., ht. 6m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Parthian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1976/ 35.

No. 198. Tell Tubail (pl. 12).

This mound is semi-circular, 70m. in diam., ht. 3.50m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1982/ 35.
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No. 199. Tell Hachim Shamali (pl. 12) ..
This mound is rectangular, I. 160m., w. SOm., he 4m. Its cast part ends in the Wadi I.mm Al-Zananbir.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.

No. 200. Tell Hachim Junobi (pl. 12).

This mound is semi-circular, 120m. in diam., ht. 5m., and extends to the north.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1918/ 35.

No. 20 I. Tell Hatim Sharqi (pl. 12).

This mound is semi-circular, 70m. in diam., he 2.50m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 2009/ 35.

No. 202. Tell Khalif (pl. 12).

This is circular, 120m. in diam., ht. 8m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian.

Ref.. S.0 .A .H ., File no. 20 I 8 / 35.

No. 203. Tell 'Algana (pl. 12).

This mound is circular, 80m. in diam., he 3m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasan ian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 2028/ 35.

No. 204. Tell Shewa (pl. 12).

This mound is circular, 150m. in diam., ht. 7m., and extends to the west, where another small mound stands.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Ubaid, Assyrian, Sasainan.

Ref.. S.O.A.H., File no. 2012/ 35.

No. 205. Tell Hadhail (pl. 12).

This large site is rectangular and enclosed by a wall, within which there are three main mounds and a number

of hillocks. there is a roughly circular citadel (") mound, diam. about 200m., ht. 30m., in the north-west corner,

and another circular mound about 500m. to the south of it, 120m. in diam., ht. also about 30m. Remains of an

ancient canal are to be seen in the centre of the site.

Surface finds: obsidian, pottery.

Date: Samarra, Halaf, Ubaid, U ruk, Nineveh V, third millennium B.C., Achaemenian, Parthian/ Sasanian.

Ref.: Lloyd, 1938: 126, 139; Reade, 1973: 162; S.O.A.H., File no. 2037/35; A.A.S.I., map 127, no. 43;

E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site surevy, no. 39.
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:\0. ~06. Tell .-\1-Benal (pl. I ~).

This mound is circular. 30m. in diam .. ht. 6m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date Assyrian. Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O ..-\.H .. File no. 1843/ 35.

No. 207. Tell Sinar (pl. 12).

This mound is semi-circular. 70m. in diarn .. ht. 3m.
I

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian. Sasanian. Islamic.

Ref.: S.O ..-\.H .. File no. 1971/35.

No. 208. Ain Sinu (Ain AI-Shahid) (zagurae) (pis. 12, 38).

This site is rectangular, 1.1000m., w. 600m .. ht. 2.50m., and is enclosed by a wall. Within this is a square

camp. 340m. x 340m., enclosed by a mudbrick wall. Excavations carried out by E.E.D.M. Oates in 1957

indicated that the site was a Roman camp.

Finds: pottery, coins.

Date: Roman.

Ref.: Sarre and Herzfeld, 1911: vol. 1,205; Oates, 1958: 97-100; Oates, D. and J., 1959: 207-247; Baqir and

Safar, 1966: vol. 3, 61; Oates, 1968: 80-92; S.O.A.H., File no. 700/ 35; A.S.I., p. 275, no. 700; A.A.S.I., map

127, no. 3; E.E,D.M. Oates, unpublised site survey, no. 124.

No. 209. Tell 'Ibra AI-Saghiyra (Vicat) (pls.12, 37b.)

This site comprises a group of mounds on the east bank of the Wadi 'Ibra, south of the modern village of 'I bra

AL-Saghiyra, The mian mound is rectangular, 1. about 120m., w.80m., ht. I Sm., two gaps are visible in its

circumference, one on the north side and the the other on the south-east. Foundations of cut limestone blocks

,and motar are also visible. In the middle of the site is the highest hillock, I. about 25m., w. 20m. This whole
I

mound is surrounded by a sreies of low mounds, particularly on the north and east, which might suggest that it '

was enclosed by an the outer wall. An oblong enclosure of rubble and mortar existed in the north section. Oates

() 968: 79) pointed out that the site was of prehistoric origin. From a much later period, an Aramaic inscription

found on the site, in an Aramaic script fairly reminiscent of that of Harta, bears a dat e w hich has been interpreted

by AI-Aloosi and Safar as 116 B.C., surely as the script looks much later than' this and and as a few strokes

could have been lost before the hundreds sign; if the text were contcmnorarywith the Hatrene examples, the

number could have been 495, giving a date according to the, Sclcucid era of A.D. 183. This inscription is now in

the Iraq Museum, Baghdad. Al-Aloosi in?entifiedtl~is site with Vicat , the Roman station on the trade route in the'

originally late Roman map, the Tabula - pCLttingeriana.,

Surface finds. some pottery, rubble, an Aramaic inscription.

Dat~: third millennium B.C., Khabur, parthian.

Ref.: AI-Aloosi, 1954: 145-148; Oates, D. and J., 1959: 225,226; Baqir and Safar, 1966: vol. 3, 61; Oates,

1968: 35, 79, 148, ISO; S.O.A.H., File no. 1016/ 35; A.S.I. p. 261, no. 1016; A.A.S.I., map 124, no. 154;

E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 125.

No. 210. Tell Hugna (pl. 12).

This mound is rectangular, 1.200m., w. 70m., ht. 7m., with a ruined building on its summit. Oates () 968: 77)

said that the location of this site suggested that it stood on an ancient line of communiaction between Nisibis

(Nuseybinl and Nineveh.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: ?
'Ref.: Lloyd, 1938: 136; Oates, 1968: 77; S.O.A.H., File no. 1842/ 35; A.A.S.L, map 124, no. 108.
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No. 211. Qasr Serij (pls. 12, 39).

"This comprises the remains of a building near Tell 'Uwinat, about 5km. south-west of Tell Hugna (no. 210).

The building was a basilican church of the Syrian type, built of cut limestone in the sixth century A.D.

Surface finds: cut limestone blocks.
- -

Date: sixth ,century A.D.

Ref.: Reitlinger, 1938: 148-49; Fiey, 1958: 125-27; Oates, 1962: 78-89; Oates, ·1968: 106-108.

No. 212. Tell Abu Dhahir (pl. 12).

This site was excavated by the University of Mosul in 1977. but the results have not yet been published. Stein

(I942: 157) mentioned the site as an important one in the communcation line between Nisibis (Nuseybin) and

Nineveh, in antiquity. Oates (I968: 77) also pointed to the strategic location of the site, and suggested it was a

Roman castellum.

Date: Url11, Isin-Larsa, Khabur, Hellenistic, Parthian, Roman?

Ref.: Stein, 1942: 157; Oates, 1968: 77; Abbou, 1981, Sumer, 37, 81-100. Yunis, 1981, Sumer, 37,101-111;

S.O.A.H., File no. 844/ 35.

No. 213. Tell Abu Wajnam (pl. 12).

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Nineveh V. third millennium B.C., Khabur, Late Assyrian, Parthian.

Ref.: Stein, 1942: 157; Oates, 1968: 77; E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no. 130.

No. 214. Khirbet Chim Legleg (pl. 12).

The area of this site is about 1.50 hectar, ht. 1m. Foundations of rubble and mortar are visible.
Surface finds: pottery, rubble.

Date: Sasanian.

No. 215. Maqberat Chim Naif (pl. 12).

This is an obong mound, orientated east-west, 1. about 185m., w. 132m., ht. I-2m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Late Assyrian, Sasanian.

No. 216. Tell Hawa (pl. 12).

Oates (1968: 77) suggested that this site was situated on an ancient road between Nisibis (Nuseybin) and

Nineveh.

Surface finds: flint, obsidian, pottery.

Date: Hassuna, Samarra, Halaf, Ubaid, Uruk, Nineveh V, third millennium B.C., Khabur, Mitanni, Late

Assyrian, Islamic.

Ref.. Lloyd, 1938: 124, 130; Fiey, 1964: 115; Oates, 1968: 77; E.E.D.M. Oates, unpublished site survey, no.

35.

No. 217. Tell Blida (pi. 12).

This mound is circular, 80m. in diam., ht. 4m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 2007/ 35.



No. 218. Tell Shanan (pl. 12).

This mound is semi-circular, 100m. in diam., ht. 12m.
Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1844/ 35.

No. 219. Umm Kayf (pl. 12).

This mound is rectangular, I. about 25m., w. 150m., ht. 3m.
Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1045/ 35.

No. 220. Gir Bir (pl. 12).

This mound is oval, with a circumference of about 1000m., ht. 18m.
Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Early Dynastic, Middle 'Assyrian, Mitanni. Parthian.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 256, no. 857; S.O.A.H., File no. 857/ 35; A.A.S.I., map 126, no. 12.

No. 221. Gir Fir (pl. 12).

This is a large site with a circumference of about I.Skm., ht. 3m.

Surface finds: pottery, stone wares in the west part.

Date: Uruk, Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian.
Ref.: A.S.r. p. 257, no. 875; S.O.A.H., File no. 875/ 35; A.A.S.!., map 126, no. 56.

No. 222. Tell Ahmed Agha Kabir (pl. 12).

This .mound is roundish and conical, 1.500m., ht. 30m.

Surface finds:' pottery, limestone.

Date: Halaf, Nineveh V, Assyrian, Hellenistic.
Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 846/ 35; A.S.1. p. 256, no. 846.

No. 223. Tell Hassu (pl. 12).
This mound is circular, 500m. in lower diam., ht. 3m.-4m.
Surface finds: pottery, mostly of red clay.
Date: Assyrian, Parthian.
Ref.. S.O.A.H., File no. 1718/ 35; A.S.L, p. 254, no. 1718; A.A.S.L, map 125, no. 58.

No. 224. Tell Marag (pl. 12).
This mound is semi-circular, diam. about 120m., ht. 20m. Other mounds surround the site except on the
north, where there is a wadi.
Surface finds: pottery.
Date: Parthian, Sasanian, Islamic.
Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1851/ 35; A.S.1. p. 126, no. 1851; A.A.SJ., map 126, no. 73.

No. 225. Tell ladu' (pI. 12).
This mound is circular, diam. about 120m., ht. 8m.
Surface finds: pottery.
Date: Parthian, Sasanian, Islamic.
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~u ~~h "hirhet .kS'lrl (pl. I~).

This mound is rectangular. I 200m. \\. 100m .. ht 7m.-~Il1.

Surface linus: poucry .

Date. Sasaruan. lxlanuc

~(). 227. \Ia4herat \lohull1mau :\hu .\I-Rahi C'ccmctc r. of x loh urnmad \hu .x l-Rabi") (pl. l J).

This is a large. irrcgulurl , shaped ~ite. There arc t\\ 0 high mounds on the north side. \\ hose heigh! rllnges

from 15m at the top to about 2m- Jrn. on the east side of (he site.

Surface finds. pottery. rubble.

Date: .\ssyrJi.lI1. l lcllcrustic

]\;0. 22X. Na4herat Salal ("cemeter~ of Salal"') (pi 12).

This mound is rectangular. 1.200m .. \\. 100m .. ht 5m-(1I11

Surface finds: pottery.

Dale: ASS)Tian. l lcl lcnistic. Islamic.

(jii)·SINJAR (Area 5, pI. 8; nos. 229-240, pl. 13).

No. 229. Beled Sinjar (Singara) (pl. 13).

The ruins of this extremely ancient town are partly covered by the houses of the modern township. Baqir and

Safar reported scattered finds of flints and obsidian in the town, which could indicate that Sinjar was already

settled in the Stone Age. In the Assyrian period the town is mentioned in records as Singara, Later, as Oates said,

the Romans took it over from A.D. 115 and seem to have made it a military base. There are several indictions of

this. Firstly, there is the strategic topographical position of the town. Secondly, two Roman milestones were

discovered alongside roads close to Sinjar: the first came to light in 1927 in the village of Karsi, 15km. north of

Jebel Sinjar (Oates, 1968: 7 I), while the second was unearthed in the village of Hama about 5km. south-west of
I

Sinjar and bore a Latin text of the period of the emperor Alexander Severus (A.D. 232-5) (Fiey, 1952: 319-320).

Thirdly, the town is surrounded by a wall of cut limestone blocks, buttressed by round towers, dated to the

fourth century A.D. (Oates, 1968: 106). Later again, the town came under Sasanian control, and then under Arab

conquest at the beginning of the Islamic period.

Date: apparently occupied continuosly from the Stone Age on.

Ref.: Sarre and Herzfeld, 1911: vol. 1, 202-204; Fiey, 1952: 319-320; Baqir and Safar, 1966: vol. 3, 63-64;

Oates, 1968: 97-108. For early Arab sources, see above, p. 33.

No. 230. Tell Zuqay (pl. 13).

This mound is oval, about 100m. in diam., ht. 6m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1950/' 35 .

...
No. 231. Gri Khazneh (Gri treasury") (pl. 13).

This mound is semi-circular, diam. about 150m., ht. 110m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian, Sasanian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1920/ 35.

No. 232. Turbat Mandi Wa Habis ("cemetery of Mandi Wa Habis") (pI. 13).

This site is on top of a hill overlooking the road leading to the village of Dara AI-Saghira. The· mound is



semi-circular. diam. about 20m .. ht. 25m. There is another ruin near the village itself, with foundations of rough
limestone in a plan suggesting this was a Roman camp.

Surface finds: pottery. rubble.

Date: mound: Sasanian, ruin: Roman ("),

Ref.. S.O.A.H., File no. 1863/ 35.

No. 233. Girgi Khadrog (pl. 13).

This mound is semi-circular, 80m. in diam., ht. ...J1ll

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Parthian.

Ref.. S.O.:\.H .. File no. 1918/35.

No. 234. Khirbet Gritoluk (pl. 13).

This site is triangular, 100m. x 100m. x 75m., he 6m.
Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Parthian.

Ref.. S.O.A.H., File no. 1880/ 35.

No. 235. Tell Hanu (pl. 13).

This mound is rectangular, 1.100m., w. 75m., ht. 5m.
Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.. S.O.A.H., File no. 1926/ 35.

No. 236. Tell Dara (pl. 13).

This mound is semi-oval, I. about 200m., w. 100m., ht. 16m. Another mound nearby has a number of

limestonse (column") drums scattered over the surface. These are of two sizes: a larger type is 40cm. in diam.,

while a smaller is 20cm. in diam., length 80cm.

Surface finds: po tt.ery , limestone drums.

Date: Parthian, Islamic.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1917/ 35.

No. 237. (No name) (pl. 13).

This circular mound, 150m. in diam., ht 4m., lies near the village of Umm AI-Dheyban.

Surface finds: flints, obsidian, pottery.

Date: prehistoric, Assyrian, Parthian.

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1967/ 35.

No. 238. Tell H iyal (Alaina) (pI. 13).

This site, 30km. west of Beled Sinjar, has the remains of foundations, square in plan (IOOm. x 100m), of

rubble and mortar

Surface finds: rubble.

Date: Roman ("), Islamic.
Ref.: Ibn Hawqal, 1929: 217,221; Oates, D. and J., 1959: 232; Baqir and Safar, 1966: vol. 3,64; Oates, 1968.

No. 239. Tell Hatimiya (pl. 13).

This mound is circular, 30m. in diam., ht. 3.50m.

Surface finds: pottery.
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Date: Assyrian, Sasanian.
Ref: A.S.I. p. 274, no. 742; S.O.A.H., File no. 742/ 35.

No. 240. (No name) (pl. 13).
This mound lies near the village of Para, and is called Tell 7'.:0. 4. It is oval, 1.150m .. w. 70m .. ht 6m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Assyrian, Parthian.

Ref.. S.O.AH., File no. 196.1/ 35.

(d) West Jazlrah

0) HADITHA (Area 6, pI. 8; nos. 241-253, pI. 14).

No. 24). Meqberat Shahma C'cemetery of Shahma") (pl. 14).

This mound lies on a rocky clifT by the Euphrates.

Surface findes: a little pottery.

Date: Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: A.S.L, p. 376, no. 193; S.O.A.H., File no. 193/ 39; A.A.S.!., map 10, no. 24; AI-Shukri, 1979: 3.

No. 242. Gleieh ("small fort") (pl. 14).

This mainly Assyrian site is about 100m. from the west bank of the Euphrates. It was excavated by S.O.A.H.

in ) 978/ 79. On three side there are double defensive waILs. The outer wall is rectangular OOOm. x 173m.), built

of rubble and clay and surrounded by a ditch. The inner wall, of mudbrick, is also rectangular (138m. x 125m.).

On the south-west side, between the two walls, is a massive mudbrick tower standing on a natural hummock; it

measures 30m. x ) 2m. and its main entrance, on the west side, is of the right-angled (or "dog-leg") type. A

building unearthed in the middle of the site consisted of a number of rooms.

Surface finds: pottery, bricks.

Date: Assyrian, Kassite, Parthian.

Ref.. Postgate and Watson, 1979: ) 48: AI-Shukri, 1979: 3, 4.

No. 243. Zawiyeh C'angle") (pl. 14).

This site is largely covered by the modern village of Zawiyeh and an orchard. It was investigated by S.O.A.H.,

in 1978/ 79. Walls of rubble and mortar were unearthed. as well as pavements of bricks.

Finds: glazed pottery, coloured glazed bricks, an Assyrian inscription.

Date: Assyrian, Old Babylonian or Early Kassite, Sasanian.

Ref.: Postgate and Watson, 1979: 159; AI-Shukri, 1979: 8.

No. 244. Sur Jur'eh ("wall of Jur'eh") (pI. 14).

This site is about 500m. from the east bank of the Euphrates. It was excavated by S.O.A.H. in 1978-79. There

is a double Assyrian wall: a square outer wall OOOm. x 300m., ht now Zrn.), and an inner mudbrick wall,

surrounding a dwelling area.

Finds: pottery.

Date: Kassite, Assyrian, parthian.

Ref: Postgate and Watson, 1979: 155; AI-Shukri, 1979: 8; A.S.I. p. 376, no. 219; S.O.A.H., File no. 219/ 39;

A.A.S.I., Map 10, no. 33.
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:\0. ~-t5 Jifrin (pl. 14).

This large site. on d roc ky dill above the river l.uphratcs, is 1.IOOOm., w. 500m. The main mound is on the

north side and is SUITOUIH.kd by a square e ncloscrc (107m. '>... 107m.) which is constructed of limestone, brick
and mortar.

Surface finds. glazed poucrv, bricks, limestone

Date: Parthian, Sasania n. Islamic.

Ref.. Al-Sh uk ri. 1979: 9; :\.5.1.. p. 377, no. 22 L S.O.:\.1f , Flic no. 221/ 39; A.A.S.I., map 10, no. 39.

:'\0 246 Baijan (pl. 14).

Th is site is on an island in the E uphr atcs. Th c island measures 1.337 m., w 7 I m., ht. 5m. The northern part

had a wall of large blocks of limestone. :\ Polish Expedition carried out two deep soundings, in which five

building levels were unearthed. The lowest two were of the \fiddlc Assyrian period, while the upper three levels

dated to the Parthian era (second century :\.D.). There was a break in occupation between the Assyrian and

Parthian levels.

Finds: pottery.

Date. .-\ssvrian. Parthian. Sasanian , Islamic.

Rcf.. Al-Sh uk ri. 1979: 13. 14; personal communication with Professor \1. Gawlikowski, the director of the
Polish Expedition. in Il),:f'

"No. 247. Telbis (TedJis) (pl. 14).

This is an island in the Euphrates with ancient remains; there are further remains on the nearby river banks.

In the \\' hole area these remains were found to be in three main divisions: two mounds (a) and (b), and a

number of graves (") (c). (a) is the cemetry of Tclbis, on the a rocky cliff on the east river bank. (b) is the area of

ruins on the island itself, which measures 1.50Xm., w X7m. Founfations of structures of large cut limestone

blocks are visilble in the north part; there is another mound on the island, rectangle, 166m. x 35m., ht. 7m. (c)

comprises four groups of graves (") excavated on the rocky cliff of the west bank of the Euphrates: each grave (?)

consisted of an oblong grave-like depression, but no finds were made.

Surface finds: (a). (b): pottery.

Date: (a): Islamic.

(b): Parthian.

Ref.. Baqir and Safar, 1962: 19-20; AI-Shukri, 1979: 10; A.S.1. p. 377, no 7; S.O.A.H., File no. 7/ 39; A.M.!.,

1972: 32"-42"

No. 248. Meqberat Ali Bin Zahran ("cemetery of Ali Bin Zahran") (pl. 14).

This mound is about 500m. from the Euphrates east bank; it is about 100m. In length, ht. 1m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasan ian.

Ref.: Al-Shukri, 1979: 7.

No. 249. AI-'Ausiya (pI. 14).

This oval mound, I. about 220m., w. 110m., ht. 10m., overlooks the Euphrates from its west bank.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Kassite, Babylonian, Assyrian, Parthian.

No. 250. U mm Dilei (pl. 14).
On a rocky summit are the remains of a small building consisting of three small oblong room~ of ashlar and

h with a tunnel (or "barrel") vaulted roof. On the site are slabs of limestone, each with the followingmortar ,eae
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sign carved on it:
Surfae finds: some pottery, limestone slabs.

Date: Parthian?
Ref.: Musil, 1927: 63; A.S.1. p. 376, ::0. 200; S.O.A.H., File no. 200/ 39; A.A.S.L, map 10, no. 4.

No. 251. Umm AI-Tus ("mother of utensils") (pI. 14).

The remains of a small building stand on a natural rockt hill; some foundations are visible, including those of a

room 2.50m. x 2.50m. About 400m. east of the modern village of Umm Al-Tus is a site called Qasr Umm

Al-Tus, where foundations of another building were recognized.

Surface finds: pottery, rubble, cut limestone.

Date: Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian, Parthian (?).

Ref.: Musil, 1927: 63; A.S.I. p. 376, nos. 198,199; S.O.A.H., File nos. 198/ 39, 199/ 39; A.A.S.!., map 10,

no. 19.

No. 252. Tweybet (pls, 14, 41a).

Here there are the remains of a building, enclosed by a rectangular wall measuring 210m. x 90m. The lower

parts of some walls are still standing, built of ashlar and mortar. Two rooms were identified, each measuring 4m.

x 2.50m. and with a part of their vaulting still visible. On the wall of one room some marks were said to be

carved (pl. 41a). These two rooms were separated by a staircase.

Surface finds: pottery, limestone, marble.
Date: Assyrian, Parthian, Islamic.

Ref.: Musil, 1927: 57; A.S.!. p. 376, no. 202; S.O.A.H., File no. 202/ 39; A.A.S.L, map 10, no. 20.

No. 253. Umm Sakhra ("mother of stone") (pI. 14).

Here three large, irregular limestone slabs lie on the left bank of the Wadi Shitata. Their rough measurements

are: (a) 3.40m. x 4m., (b) 2.85m. x 1.95m., (c) 2m. x 1.50m. On the upper face of each are the following
unidentified letters:

(a) /

(b)

(c)

1
'r
".,

-1'"
T

--r
+
'I'

p 0

1 \I

T

aJ

"
t .,.

Date:?

Ref.: S.O.A.H., File no. 1749/ 35; cf. for similar signs, Field, 1952: 31-34.
(ii) ANA (Area 7, pl. 8; nos. 254-258, pl. 15).

No. 254. Jazirat Ana (Jazirat AI-Qala C"island of the fort"), Jazirat Lubbad) (pls, 15, 41 b).

On this Euphrates island, 1. 950m., w. 190m., was the ancient town of Ana, apparently inhabited continuously
from antiquity until the Middle Assyrian period, and then after a break from the Parthian era until about 30-40

years ago. The northern part of a 1imestons wall around the town is still standing, buttressed by semi-circlar
towers. Since 1978 S.O.A.H. has excavated the site of the mosque, one area to the east of the minaret and

another consisting of some dwellings divided by a narrow street. M udbrick walls on limestone rubble foundations
characterized the buildings of the upper levels.

Finds: pottery, cuneiform texts, glass, coins.

Date: Kassite, Middle Assyrian, Parthian, Islamic.

Ref.: Baqir and Safar, 1962: vol. 1, 20-25; Brinkman, 1968: 1,83-184; Al-Shukri, 1979: 13; A.S.1. p. 377, no.

18; S.O.A.H., File no. 18/ 39; personal communication with the excavator, Mr. A1-Rawi, in April 1980.
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No. 255. Tell AI-Darrajiya (pl. 15).

This small mound stands on the rocky cliff of the Euphrates.
Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasasnian, Islamic.

Ref.. AI-Shukri, 1979: II; A.S.1. p. 379, no. 224; S.O.A.H., File no. 224/39; A.A.S.I., map 10, no. 49.

No. 256. Khirbet AI-Diniya ,(pI. 15).

This site comprises the remains of a fortress about 200m. from the Euphrates west bank. It was rectangular.

I. 132m., w. 121 m., ht. 6m., and enclosed by a wall of pieces of rough limestone of different sizes. Three mounds
lie inside it.

Surface finds: pottery, limestone, bricks.

Date: Kassite, Assyrian, parthian, Sasanian.

Ref.: Al-Shuki, 1979: 6.

. -
No. 257. Qala Ertaja t Ipls. 15,42-44).

This site lies on the 'Eup~rates.east bank, where the river changes direction abruptly to the south-east. On the

site two forts, close to one 'anth,er,_have been recognized. (a) (pl. 42. 43. 44a) is a fort with a square enclosure,

40.60m. x ht. now 2m.-3m., with a~l.I.s 90cm. thick built in mud bricks, each of which measures about 40cm. x

40cm. x 12cm. Each corner has a projecting rectangular tower with a semi-circular front facade (pI. 42b); each

wall has at its centre an almost completely circular tower, except for the south side where two such towers flank

a gate, projecting forward 2.50m. Some pottery fragments found on the site could be Sasanian, and the towers of

(a) are of a type similar to those in the city wall of Sinjar which are dated to the fourth centry A.D. This might

suggest taht fort (a) is datable to the Sasanian period. (b) (pl. 44b) is a rectangular fort, 30m. x 13. 20m., and

stands at the top of a rocky cliff, approximately 40m. high. Within it the remains of rooms were identified, whose

walls, now about 2.50m. in heigh, were of rubble and motar. The outer eastern section of the building was

buttressed at a later period.

Surface finds: pottery, rubble.

Date: (a) Sasanian (?)

(b) :?

Ref.: Shukri, 1950: 246; A.S.!. p. 384, no. 165; S.O.A.H., File no. 165/ 39; A.A.S.I., map 10, no. 51.

No. 258. AI-Qaim ("tower-like structure") (pl. 15).

This is a building of rubble and motar roughly in the shape of a tower, on the present line of communication

between the towns of Ana and Hsyba. Its character is uncertain. The early Arab writer Yaqut says it was a

watch-tower used in the wars between Romans and persians. Shukri mentions it as a tower. Lloyd thought it a

parthian watch-tower. More recently, Baqir and Safar suggested it could be a tomb.

Ref.: Al-Bakri. vol. 2, p. 569; Yaqut AI-Hamwi: vol. 4, p. 161; Lloyd, 1947: 26; Shukri, 1950: 244; Baqir and

Safar, 1962: vol 1, 25-26; A.S.L p. 384, no. 177; S.O.A.H., File no. 177/ 39: A.A.S.L, map 10, no. 58; A.M.L,

1972: 34°_41°

(e) Lower Jazirah

TEKRIT (Area 8, pI. s, JlO~. ~5l) .2()~. pi I (d.

No. 259. Tekrit (pIs. 8, 16, 45-48).

The ancient city of Tekrit stands on the west bank of the Tigris. Its two principal ancient remains are the

citadel and the town wall. The citadel (pl. 45B) is on the north-east side of the town, at the top of a rocky clifT
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60.50m. (200 feet) in heigh (Rich, 1836: vol. 2, 14'6; Young, 1980: 97. states that it is 100 feet high). which runs

from north to south. The citadel fortifications consisted of a wall, whose foundations are visible. and a deep ditch

or moat. The remains of foundations of limestone blocks can be seen on the citadel south side; on it~ east a drain

leads down to the Tigris bank. At the foot of the citadel, at the south corner, is the main gate. flanked by two

semi-circular towers. Concerning the wall (pi 45:\), the town had an irregular wall around it; this was estimated

to be 3 miles in length by Young (1980: 97), but this seems an exaggeration. Most of this wall has been removed

through recent building, except for the north and south sections. Its overall dimensions and characteristics were

established by the first excavations of the wall. in its north section, carried out by S.O.A.H. in 1969 (when the

writer was a director) and 1970 (Salman, 1969.: P"m"; Salman, 971: p. "c,d"). In thc first season a 279m. stretch

was dug (pls. 45D, 48a). Its main measurements were found to be h t Jm.-4m., and thickness 4.30m.-4.4Rm ..

with an internal face incluing a number of small semi-circular buttersses each of which projects 1.50m. from the

wall. Beside some of these are the remains of stairways that ICd to the remparts (pl. 46). On the outer face of the

wall are a number of large and small semi-circular towers, all between 20m. and 22m. distant from each other.

Between each two large towers there are two smaller ones The large towers are 5.15m. in diam . and project

2. 90m., while the smaller are 1.9 5m. in diam., and project I.J 5m.- 1AOm. Further excavations (under the

direction of the writer) revealed more details of the wall. There were threc separate periods in its construction

(pIs. 47. 448b). It seems that the oldest wall was the innermost; its outer face was coated with plaster. while its

core consisted of a mixture of pebbles, mortar and mud. Its outer face had semi-circular towers and there were

buttresses on its inner face. The second wall, between the inner and outer, was 2.45m. thick, and again its outer

side was covered with mud plaster. It appears that it was added to the earlier wall when the latter had become

weak, but the earlier towers remained in use (pl. 47, 48a). The third, the strongest of the walls, was added walls

are very obscure. According to Assyrian records the city was fortified, but most of these recods refer to' the

citadel (Luckenbill, 1926: vol. 2,418; Olmstead, 1923: 635; Saggs, 1966: 137). It is clear, however, form the fact

that, as early Arab writers such as A L Tabari tell us, Tekrit was besieged for forty days in A. D. 637 that it was

obviously walled then.

Date: inhabited from at least the Assyrian period. apparcntlv continuously until today.

Ref.: for early Arab sources, see above, pp . .12-.13 Rich, 1836: vol. 2, 146; Luckenbill, 1926: vol. 2,418;

Olrnastead, 1923: 635; Saggs, 1966: 137; Salman, 1969: p. "m"; Salman, 1971: p. "c, d"; Young, 1980: 97.

No. 260. Twiyba (pls. 16, 49a).

This site has the remains of a building situated on an ancient track between Tekrit and Mosul. The building is

trapezoidal, 41 m. x 25m., ht. Im.- 3m., with an" enclosure wall buttressed by towers which were nearly circular

on three corners (except for the north-eastern) and rectangular between the corners. They were constructed of

stone and mortar. A number of room can be seen within the enclosure, standing about 1m. high, with walls of
stones and pebbles in a plaster mortar.

Surface finds: potsherds, some stamped.

Date: Sasanian.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 79, no. 444; S.O.A.H., File no. 444/ 40; A.A.S.I., map 18, no. 29.

No. 261. Imam Chirim (Abu Al-Makarim) (pls. 16, 49b). .r-

This -small' mound is on the cliff of the Tigris west bank. Foundations of rubble and mortar are visible,
sur rou ndi ng a small shrine.

o urface finds: some pottery, rubble.

Date: Sasanian.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 79, no. 449; S.O.A.H., File no. 449/ 40; A.A.S.I., map 18, no. 20.



'\t\ ~h~ ,Qala Ra~~ash ("fon of Ruyvash ") (pl. 16).

ThiS 1l11..T{lIld stands on the west cliff of the Tigris. It is rectangular. (\ l m 0( 19m., and enclosed by a wall

whose outlines arc visible. Three sides of the site (except for the east) were <uri o undcd . by a ditch.

Surface finds: .:--t\Ill~· pottery. rubble.

Date: Ssasnian. ...

Ref.: Ross. 1839: 450: .-\..:\.S.I.. map 18. no. II.

1':0. 263. Tell Ibdah (pl. 16. 50).

This mound is located on a cliff from which the hill of Khir nina starts. .md overlooks a cultivated area. The

caravan road connecting Tck rit and vlosul ran cast-west along the foot of .ihc site The latter is sectangular, I

200m .. w 150m .. and its highest summit is on the east side. The traveller Ibn ,illhalr {1952: 241) passed through

this area in :\.D. 1184. on his way to Mosul. this may indicate the importance of the site was Khan AI-Khirnana,

dated to the thirteenth century A.D. (Al-Totonchi, 1976: 1(4).

Surface finds: potsherds. some of which, found in April 1976. are now in tile Iraq Museum, Baghdad(nos. 1M"
75348- 75356).

Date: Old Babylonian. Hurrian , Middle Assyrian. Hcllenistic.

Ref.: A .S.1. p. 79. no. 451; S.O.A.H., File no. 451/ 40: A.A.S.I.. map I X 111,). 6.

No. 164. Tcll \\'adi AI-Khan (pl. 16).

Here there is a rectangular outer enclosure, 170m. 100m. ht 5m .. ol~ rnudbrick and mortar. There was a

building in the centre of the site.

Surface finds: a little pottery.

Date: Late Assyrian. Sasanian.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 80. no. 27; S.O.A.H., File no. 27/ 40; :\ ..\.S.I. mar IX. no. J.

No. 265. Tell Khan AI-Legleg C'stork post hill") (pl. 16).

This rectangular mound measures I. 3km., ht. 3m. Foundations ofibu ild ings were identified, of stone and

mortar.

Surface finds: pottery, pebbles.

Date: Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.. A.S.1. p. 79, no. 129; S.O.A.H., File no. 129/ 40; .\:\.S L,' mapp 18, no. 4.

No. 266. Tell AI-Sybat (pI. 16).

This mound is oval, I. 250m., ht 5m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.. A.S.1. p. 79, no. 124; S.O.A..H., File no. 124/ 40: A.A.S I . map 18, no. 9.

No. 267. Tell R ubidha (pl. 16).

This mound is oval, l. 350m., ht. 9m.

Surface finds: pottery.

Date: Parthian, Sasanian, Islamic.

Ref.: A.S.1. p. 79, no. 123; S.O.A.H., File no. 123/ 40: A.A.S.1.. map I X. no. 10.

No. 268. Tell Khzamiya (pl. 16).

This mound is rectangua'r, I: 450m., ht. 7m.

Surface finds: pottery.
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Date: Neo- Babylonian, Parthian.
Ref.. A.S.1. p. 79, no. 132; S.O.A.H., File no. 132/ 40; A.A.S.1., map 18, no. 12.

Conclusion
This purpose of this survey, it will be recalled, was to establish which sites in the Jazirah were inhabited in the

Parthian and Sasanian period, what their urban centres, routes and interrelationships were, and how the patterns

of settlement in these periods compared with those of previous eras. These questions will now be discussed in

turn, with the aid of the summary of the findings (pl. 51-52).

Central Jazirah region (Area 1, sites 1-64, pis .. 8, 9, 51). In the centre of the Jazirah, around the

Parthian-period city of Hatre, 64 Parthian and Sasanian site .have been identified. Among these Hatra itself

(no. I) and Umm Etlail (no. 22.) were the settlements. It is noteworthy that a number of sites in the area of

Hatra were apparently first occupied in the parthian period (e.g. nos. 2-4,6,8,9,23,28, 31, 34,46,49,50,53,

57): this might be connected with the rise of Hatra. Many others were reoccupied in the Parthian or Sasanian

periods after an interval of apparent abandonment. It is also remarkable that a number of sites in the area of

Hatra which were occupied in the Parthian period were seemingly abandoned at the end of it (e.g. nos. 3-9, 12,

13, 16, 20,22, 27, 29, 31, 33-35, 39,45,47, 63, 64), like Hatra itself. Some others continued to be inhabited,

while others again were apparently inhabtied, or reoccupied, from the Sasanian period onwards (e.g. nos. 14, 15,

1-8, 19,24-26,32,37,40-41, 43, 44,48,53, 56, 58-60).

East Jazirah region (Area 2, sites nos. 65-93, pls. ~, 10,51). This covers the area between the modren town of

Qaiyara on the Tigris and Baqqa on the lower part of the Wadi Tharthar, where 29 Parthian and Sasanian sites

were identified. Among these Qala Sharqat (AsS'tlf) (no. 78), Tell 'Ajri (no. 84), Tell Tamri (no. 85) and Tulul

Sukariyat (no. 88) were the largest settlements. Often after a gap in occupation, some sites apparently flourished

again from the Hellenistic period on (e.g. nos. 82, 84), more from or in the parthian era (e.g. nos. 65-71, 74-79,

81, 83, 85, 88-91), and others again from or in the Sasanian period (e.g. nos. 72-73, 80, 86-87, 92-93).

Upper Jazirah regIon (Areas 3-5, sites nos. 94-240, pls. 8, 11-13,51-52). This comprises roughly the

foothills area, covering the regions of Mosul, Tell 'Afar and Sinjar.

The Mosul region (Area 3, sites nos. 94-103, pis. 8, 11, 51) extends from the city to the area between Jebel

Olia'atand the Tigris, south of the modern town of Hamam AI-AliI, where II sites occupied in the parthian and

Sasanian eras were identified; most of these were fairly large (e.g, nos. 96, 100, 101).

The Tell 'Afar region (Area 4, sites nos. 104-228, pis. 8, 12, 51-52) covers the areas of Sheikh Ibrahim,

Mahlabiyah and Zumar in addition to that of Tell 'Afar itself. In this region 125 sites were identified whose

surface finds suggested parthian and Sasanian occupation, and whose size often indicated prosperity. Of these sites,

only 3 (nos. 147, 163,205) showed sigins of habitation in Achaemenian times; a few others were reoccupied after

i~m interval in the Hellenistic era (e.g. nos. 116, 133, 150, 155, 15.7, 165, 166, 170, 171), bU~ most were

apparently either reoccupied, or inhabited for the first time, in the Parthian and Sasanian periods.

The Sinjar region (Area 5, sites nos. 229-240, pIs. 8, 13, 52) extends mainly from Jebel Sinjar southwards,

covering the present urban centres of Beled Sinjar, Kursi and Ba'aj. 11 sites were identified datable to the

parthian, Roman and Sasanian periods; again, these mostly showed a pattern of first habitation, or reoccupation,
in these eras.
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West Jazirah region (Areas 6, 7, sites nos. 241-258, pIs. 8, 14, 15, 52). This is primarily the Euphrates river

basin area between the modern towns of Haditha and Ana (into whose districts the survey was divided, up to the

lraqi-Syrian frontier, where a reservoir is to be constructed. Here the majority of sites with parthian-or

Sasanian-period habitation showed first or renewed occupation in the parthian period. Among these sites were

some on Euphrates islands such as Baijan (no. 246), Telbis (no. 247) and Ana (no. 253). The survey also

showed that in this region most sites in (these periods were small and fortified' the settlement on the island of Ana, . -
(no. 253), however, was apparently exceptionally large, which could indicate that it was the main settlement.in
the region up to the Islamic period.

Lower Jazirah region (Area 8, sites nos. 259-268, pIs. 8, 16. 52). This, the region of Tekrit, extends along the

Tigris between Fat-ha in the north and lower Tekrit in the south. On the north side are the hills of Khirnina

where there is a flat area to the east which can be irrigated from the river. It is possible that Tekrit (no. 259) was

an important settlement in the Parthian. period, but there is no evidence; Tell Ibdah tis a similar case (no. 263),

again on the Tigris west bank. Most other sites are located on the east bank of the river, and these mainly
flourished in the Sasanian period.

Distribution of sites. This survey shows a concentration of sites in the north of Jazirah. In Upper Jazirah

(Areas 3, 4,5, pIs. 8, 11-13) generally, there are traces of a large number of settlements, whosesurface finds are

more than those in other parts of the Jazirah; in particular, there is a large concentration in the district of Tell

'Afar (Area 4, pIs. 8, 12). There were far fewer settlements in Lower Jazirah (Area 8, pIs. 8, 16) or in West

Jazirah (Areas 6, 7, pIs. 8, 14-15). This distribution could be due to geographical and climatic factors. The persent

rainfall zone passes through the lower part of the Upper Jazirah region, as it presumably did in antiquity;

furthermore, the fertility of the soil here helps the inhabitants today to live by dry farming, as doubtless in the

past. Less rain and fewer water resources in the Lower Jazirah do not, and of presumably did not, assist the

inhabtitants to create any sort of agriculture. This leads to the conclusion that water and soil were the main

factors determining the ancient patterns of settlement in the Jazirah.

Urban centres. Among the Parthian-period settlements in the Jazirah there were what were clearly large urban
centres at Hatra (no. I), Qala Sharqat (A~;ur) (no. 78) and Tell 'Ajri (no. 84), and smaller ones near Tell 'Ajri at

Tamri (no.SS) and Tulul Sukariyat (no. 88). The growths of these sites into urban complexes seem not to have

been due simply to geographocal and climatic factors.

The lagest of these urban centres was that of Hatra, In a semi-desert region; the factors which produced its
rise seem to have been several and complicated, and they are discussed in the following chapter. As regards Tell

'Ajri (no. 84), its surface finds, and perhaps the technique of its massive stone fortification wall, show that it

flourished particularly during the Parthian period. This was also true of the whole region of the Wadi Tharthar, as

is clear from the existence of such other large settlements as Tall Tamri (no. 85) and Tulul Sukariyat (no. 88).

The location of communties of this size on the banks of the Wadi Tharthar might suggest that their existence

depended very much on the control of the water in this wads wadi. The possibility that dams were erected can

not be ruled out; traces of a possilble such dam, in earth, may in fact be visible at the begining. of the Sadir

AI- Marfu', a branch of the Tharthar. Furthermore, the sites of Tell 'Ajri (no. 84). Tell Tamri (no. 85) and Tulul

Sukariyat (no. 88) appear to have been on an ancient route that perhaps connected Hatra (no. I) and and Umm

Etlail (no. 22) to the north with Tell Ibdah (no. 263) on the Tigris to the south-east (pl. 53). Lastly, the

previosly Assyrian city of Qala Sharqat (A~S'ur) (no. 78) was reoccupied during the Parthian period. Its excavated

buildings lie on top of, and within, the old Assyrian inner wall.
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Around each of these unban centres, except for Assur, is a number of sites occupied in the Parthian period.

For example, around Hatra itself there was a group (e.g. nos. 3-! 3, 16, 17), and a larger number in its wider area;

of these a considerable number (nos. 2-4, 6, 8, 9, 23, 28, 31, 34, 46, 49, 50, 53, 57) were apparently first

inhabited at the time of Hatra's importance, as we have seen, and many were seemingly vacated after Hatra's fall

in A.D. 241 (e.g nos. 3-9,12-13,16,20,27,29,31,33,35,39,45,47,63-64); these would seem to have

shared closely in Hatra's fortunes. Another group of small sites is scattered around that of LJ mm Etlail (no. 22)

(e.g. nos. 20, 21, 31), while in the region of tell 'Ajri (no. 84) there were others (nos. 83, 86). Most of these sites

covered a small area and few surface finds were made apart from pottery and a few pieces of limestone.

Concerning the Sasanian period, there is no evidence at present for the existence of any large urban centre in

the Jazirah except, probably, for Sinjar (Singara), which was apparently of considerable importance in both the

Parthian and the Sasanian eras. when it was for a long time under Roman control.

Rectangular fortified sites. Among the surviving sites a series of rectangular mounds with strong fortifications

was identified in the foothills and near the water sources in this area. Several had a square outer wall measuring

roughly 100m. x 100m. (e.g, nos. 68, 71, 74 (bl), while others had a smaller outer wall (nos. 49, 50). Fortunately,

two of the larger examples have dated inscriptions attached, in Hatrene Aramaic script. Khirbet Qbr Ibn Naif

(no. 7 J) was standing by A.D. 137/ 8 (as its text in Appendix I tells us), and belonged to ZBYD\V son of RPS'
~ .,

and to. this son SMS-YHB. Khirbet Jaddalah (no. 68) was founded in A.D. 141/ 2 by 'GY the son of 'B'

[XX,XXI]. So both were standing in the later Parthian period, when Hatra was flourishing; this presumably is also

true of the other similar strctures (nos. 49, 50, 74 (bl). The face that Khirbet 'Qbr Ibn Naif belonged to father and

son could suggest that persons were responsible for this building, and so it is possible that these other roughly

similes, perhaps responsible for that area and even for security there. Stein noted the existence of site (no. 69),

close to (no. 68), and of other possibly related remains in the region, which he considered to be staging posts on

the route between Hatra and SinjarCl
14) The fact that all these rectangular sites stand along a route or routes in

the region between the foothills and the wadis, where there are reasonable sources of water and pasture, indicate

that they were intimately connected with both the strategy and the communication links of this period.

Routes (pl. 53). The results of the: survey, when put together with previous scholarly observations, indicate

that in the Parthian period there was one main route which passed in a mainly south-north direction through the

Jazirah, off which two other important routes branched. This main route was a continuation of a great road from

southern Mesopotamia, from the ports of Characene and from Seleucia northwards up the Tigris<lIS) It continued

to Tekrit (no. 259), Qala Rayyash (no. 262) and so to Tell Ibdah (no. 263). From here the road left the Tigris,

as the mountain range of Jebel Mak-hul runs along the river bank at this point, continuing north through Tar

Al-Rufie' (no. 91) and then slightly west, again avoiding the slopes of Jebel Mak-hul. Further north, at Tell

Nofan (no. 82), another important route seemingly branched off from the main one, running west to Tell 'Ajri

(no. 84) on the west bank of the Wadi Tharthar, north-west to Umm Etlail (no. 22), dirctly north to Hatra

(no. I), and then north-east to rejoin the road at Jaddalah (nos. 68, 69). The main route continued north from

Tell Nofan (no. 82) to Jedaydah (no. 81). From here another route apparently branched off to the Tigris at Qala

Sharqat (As;ur) (no. 78), along the Tigris west bank to Hwaish, and 'then north-west, away from the river, to

Khriba (no. "77) and so to rejoin the main route, like the other banch, at Jaddalah (nos. 68, 69). The main route

continued north from Jedayah (no. 81) through Tell Ramadhaniya (no. 34) and Tell Malha (no. 66), and at

Jaddalah (nos. 68, 69) it was apparently rejoined by the side routes to Hatra (no. I) and A~~ur (no. 78) just

mentioned, as E.E.D.M. Oates suggested(l16) Form the fortified building at Khirbet Jaddalah -(n~. 68). the road

(114) Stein, 1941: 299-316.

(lIS) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 19.

(116) Oates, 1968: 76; routes aJso studied by Stein, 1941: 299-316.
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w c nt JlrcL'll~ north w.ird-, pas: a scricx of more rccta ng ular toruficd enclosure ... at Khirbct Qbr Ibn 'ail' (no. 71).

I\.h irbet Bash manah (no. 74). Khirbe t A l-Xaddas (no 49). I\.hirbct Zazia (no. 50), Jyea (no. 110), U rnrn Shinin

(no. I II) and Sheikh Ibrahim (no. I ~g). It then turned more or less west to go through Tell 'Afar (no. 144),

Tell 'lbra .-\I-Saghiyra (no. ~09). Ain Sinu (no. ~08) and so to Sinjar (no. 229).

This main route. with its two branches. could obviously be of great strategic importance. It was a link between

southern \1esopotamia and the northern part of the Fertile Crescent. Dilleman. commenting on this, pointed out

in th~ Parthian period it was in the hads of Hatra. which he regarded as a client state of Parthia(l 17). According

to Lepper. this was the road used by the Roman emperor Iraian for his invasion of A.D. 115-117(1;8)

Moreover. if the suggestion that Hatra was on a route that branched ofT the main north-south road through

Mesopotamia is correct, than this would explain how invading Romanarrmcscould avoid Hatra. as they sometimes

seem to have done: they could simply have taken thc mian road and ignored the branch 10 Hatra. which lay

30km. due west of the main route' I I III

Pcriods of occupation (pls. 51-52). The survey. together with a study of the tables summarizing when each site
~ ..

was occupied. provide some interesting revelations concerning the Jazirah. The whole .rcgion was a comparatively

nourishing one up to the end of thc .vssvrian era. when at least 135 sites were occupied. But at this point almost

every Late Assyrian-pcv.oc site. hot h large and small. seems to have been abandoned. In the succeeding

'eo-BlIh~ loniun period. onl~ nos ~~\l ("). ~51 and ~59 seem to h avc continued to he inhabited. lind no. ~6X

appears to he t hc only one ncwl , occupied. Thi-, di-m al picture continued into the .vchucmcnian era, whcn still

onl v four or five site ... arc know n to have had rc-.idcnts (no~. 147. ICd. ~05. ~~9. (") ~59 ('!». The co nt rust with. ,

the preceding I.ate :\",,~rilln times could hardl , be stur kcr. Presumah'ly':"n importunt contributing factor \\ liS the

dcxt ru ct io n of the :\ss~rian cm puc completed in 61 ~ H.C. h~ the vlcdcs and Hah~ lonr.ms. There \\'eIT probabIv

other accompanying factors involved. such dS the removal or what was-left or :\ss~ ria n government to Hanan III

S . . I I . I' . I hi I' 11'1ll.1 I I . I I 1 . I. ~ ria. perhaps wrt 1 the transference 0 munv In iu lltants to t lux new area - a nu per lap~ a so Wltl the . a zua 1

- being left without much sccuritv. there could have been \\ idcsprcad destruction hy the invaders. particularly or

urban and market centres. which wo uld have deprived anv surviving farmer- of centres or distribution and

exchange. Indeed. jhc whole previous government and economy or the region could have broken down. leading

to its abandonment by settlers and to its infiltration hy nomads. including Arabs.

. I
In the Hellenistic period settlement apparently began again, in"a somewhat tentative way, with 25 sites now

inhabited or reoccupied. This process was greatly accelerated in the Parthian period, with up to 145 sites re-used

or newly inhabited, so that the level of occupation was once more comparable to what it had been in Late

Assyrian times. Around the end of the parthian period and the beginningof the Sasanian, a number of

Parthian-period sites seem to have been abandoned at the time of the destruction of Hatra (no. I) in A.D. 241,

including some around Hatra itself (such as nos. 3-13, 20, 22, 23) as well as other important sites, like Qala
."v

Sharqat (Assur) (no. 78), Tell 'Ajri (no. 84) and Tell Ibdah (no. 263).

(117) Dilleman, 1962: 309.

(I 18) Lepper, 1948: 115-1 17.
(119) See also below, pI. 162, 229,

(20) Saggs, 1969: 137, There is a later parallel for this in the establishment of Samarra as a capital in the early Abbasid period.
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In the Sasanian period, the Jazirah continued to nourish, with up to 160 sites continuing in usc, reoccupied

after an interval, or Ircshlv founded. There were some differences from the preceding Parthian era in the areas

chosen for residence Thus Tckrit ( no. 259) was clearly an important cnetrc: it wak mentioned as such by early

Arab writers, and the location of a number o. Sas: iian sites (e.g. nos. 264, 265, 267) between Tekrit and the two

rivers Zab suggests an important route ran from here to northern Mesopotamia, replacing the Parthian-period

settlements and route along the Wadi Tharthar , which were now abandoned. Also the region of Tell 'Afar (Area

J) seems to have had an increase of sites in this period, perhaps as a result of Sinjar becoming a Sasanian
base (I~ I)

It is most interesting to note that these patterns of settlement in the Jazirah between the end of the Assyrian

and the end of the Sasanian periods are remarkably closely paralleled in other parts of Iraq. Thus G.Herrmann

states that settlements in the Diyala region increased during the Seleuco-Prathian periods "more than fifteen-fold

over the Achacmenian period", and here too the Sasanian period saw a further increase <In) This increase in

settlement in various parts of Iraq, as recorded in pervious studies, may be expressed in a table, as follows:

Reference Area Total of sites Parthian Sasanian

Adams, 1965 Diyala 897 185 336

Adams, 1972 Uruk 466 151 75

Adams 1972 Kish 282 102 77

Gibson, 1972 Kish 175 50 66

Oates, 1963 Tell 'Afar 171 40 63

S.O.A.H. 1975 Eski Mosul 148 4 56

AI-Shukri, 1979 Haditha 28 10 6

(I21) Abu Yusuf: p. 20.

(I22) Herrmann, 1980; 280-282.
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Location

~atra is situated at the centre of the Jazirah, some 50 hill north-west of Qala Sharqat L\ssur) and 110 km

south-west of the city of Mosul (pl. 54), the Wadi Tharthar runs 4km. to the east (pl. 55)'12H Its ruins stand in

an open flat area of semi-desert between the Tigris and E upharates. A n air photograph and the conrou r map of

Hatra show that the surrounding area is higher than the city (pls. 55, 56, 57), resulting in the rain water running

into great depressions inside the city, as the writer has observed. During the year the water of these reservoirs can

be used until the beginnging of the s urnmer' 124) AIso, inside the city, there is a lake south-west of the main

saneturay (called Bait Alaha in the Aramaic inscriptions) as well as springs and a number of wells. Outside the

there are some underground streams of fresh water running through natural tunnels and ending in the Wadi

Tharthar, such as Abu 'Alaq, Abu Tina, Abu Hamam and Sehil( 125) It should be mentioned that the quality of

the water in the vicinity of Hatra is better than that of the surrounding region, as the \\ riicr has obscf\'cd(12(,)

The region of Hatra is very rich in vegetation during the pasture season (from November until May): some

types vegetation last through the summer, Such conditions may have attracted sheperds with thcir camels and

sheep to the area. They may have also camped through the summer, as spring water and surrounding

~ge~ti(~n in the Wadi Tharthar werc availahle, making anima! husbadry possihic(127)

Limestone and marble, suitable for building, occur abundantly in the vicinty, as do other materials: for

instance, bitumen and naphtha were, and are, to be found W rt n ,,~. reasonable transporting distance near H it on the

Q . T" I h '1 II (129)Euphrates and aiyara on igns, W rere t ere are 01 we s

The precise reasons for the placing of what was to become the large city of Hatra on this site are obscure, and

wiu be further discussed at the end of this section, when the evidece concerning the si te has been more fully

presented.

-------------~----_.......~-~~-----~------------
(12.1) The name of l lutra occurs in the roJl()\\"Il1g :--,pellll1g~ ill ancient documcrucs "l l.u ra" (I)io (""""'11I". 1\1111. 31 a nd I \\\·1. ](1)

"At rae" o lcrodian u .... Ill. I..H "Hatr.ic' (.\I11IllI,lnU" vlurcclh nu«. \.\\. 53 1)); "11,:tn<' occur" 111 the l ahu l.: Pcuungcrt.mu

lV!iilcr. 1962: 772). "Hutr.i" (Euxchiux. l'racpur.iuo I v.mgc knu). thc .vrumaic ~pcllJ!1g IS IIII" .i nd occur- Oil l latrcnc

inscripuons [7~)J. cf [I] and [Ill and coin" (\\·<llkcl. 1()5X: 167~1721. "1)(.1 in B"rdd,,,an. Book (Ji the la\\" OrC(lllnlncl., (Degen.

j977. 4X6. 4}n). In Aramaic "Hctcra" I11l'dl1'" "enclosed c.unp" 1.\llhcll1l and Stiehl. 19M 275). In \nlhlc "\I-/<lhldi \01 3.

p. 14(l). Ihe word i~ ..,till applied todll~ to to wn-, In counir, ,IICd .... , here II., also ,I ro:-,... ibrlit , lhal "l l.rdhr" GIll "I...n rnc.m

"capital city" al certain periods: fOI instance. "1I1~1 III 11',1<.1 IS called the "Hadhiru' of the l·l11m<.I\,IU<; ill l r.iu "gain. Bdghddd I"

culled the "l Iudh iru' of the Abba-ad» So the term could pc rh.ip... have applied to l I.ura as the "l l.rdluru' o l \rllhll\a province

,179) Certainly. the modern Arabic name 11)1' l l arru. ".\I-lilldhr" has the mea rung of "1\T\\n" \llcll1"tl\c1~. the ancient

lWI11C l Iatru could have been dcrivcd from another .vrahrc word. "At-f ludhru" current in l raqi :\rdhlc. l(}Ull~. wul: the

meaning "holy place" <for which "\I-lIdrlll1l" i ... in usc in other PdI"ts of tile vrub, cf .\Ii I %(). P ~7l>-2X3)

(124) These depressions are situated on the south-west and south-east of the city, and to north, with an artificial wadi linking the

south-east and northern depressions (pl. 58a, b).

(I25) The water of these streams is cold in the summer and warm in the winter. An inscipticn [238] on a column drum found III

Sehil indicates that a table (for entertainment") stood at this spot In addition, a foundation of limestone blocks on the edge of

the stream may suggest that it was a leisure place for wealthy Hatrenes.

(126) Water played an important part III Arab religion of the pre-Islamic period, the well of Zarnzam at Mecca is well-known

example. The wells of the rnian sanctuary at Hatra (Bait Alaha) may have played an equivalent sacred role.

(J 27~ An Assyrian record concerning the campaign of king Tukulti-Ninurta II (890-884 B.C.) to Babylonia in April, 885 8 C ,

mentions his passing through the Wadi Th arthar, this text also mentions that the King slew nine wild bulls in the lower

Tharthar (Olmstead, 1923: 77, and Luckenbill, 1926: vol. I. J28), which must mean that there was vegetation and grass in the

wadi.

(I28) Limestone from the area is used today for restoration work on Hatrene monuments.

(J 29) Naphtha was used in the manufacture of. "Hatrene fire" faced by the Roman army during their sieges of city (Dio Cassius,

LXXVl, ] J). Tiler", is a slight possibility that the Hatrenes used the copper form the place known 'only from Assyrian

inscriptiobs, cali.d Hamat, situated in the lower Tharthar (Luckenbill, J925: vol. J, i 28; Herzfeld. J 968: 221).
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Early settlement at Hatra.

(a) The archaeological evidence

Excavation on the site was begun by the Iraqi State Organization of Antiq uities and Heritage in 1951 (1.10)

Much work was done from then until 1955, since when excavation has on a smaller scale, and restoration has

become important. The areas investigated included the main sanctury (Bait Alaha), small shrines, private houses.

tombs and the city wall gates. These excavations were normally concentrated, however, on the upper levels.

Lower levels were reached only in ShrineVIIIA. in rooms, 3, 6, 10 and 14 of the Bait Alaha iwans (pl. 59), and

in area I at the nort-west coner of Bait AlahaCI.lI)

In an attempt to gain further informtion cocerning the earlier occupations, two soudings were made by the

author in 1976. These provided some further material on 'these periods; the main results are presented here.

(b) The soundings

Sounding I (Pis. 59, 60, 61). This is situated between the staircase of temple "B" (PIs. 60, 6 J) and the northern

wall of Bait Alah. extending from the west the east; it is 9.20 m. long, 1.70m. wide and 2.85m. deep. Four

occuption levels were unearthed. Temple "B" was regarded as being at Level I (pl. 59b), together with the area

under the foundation of the staircase which is filled with stone and stucco (Floor I) .

. Level II (pl. 61b) consists of two phases. In the first phase (A) there is a mud brick waIl (called A) I. 20m.

thick, 3.70m. long, extending from the north to the south; it lies under the stairs of the temple "B"and consists of

five rows of mud bricks, each 37 x 37 x 12cm. in sizeCD 2
) Between these bricks and on the wall faces there is

clay. Floor 2 (pl. 62b) belongs to this wall. A complete jar together with an incomplete stand were found on this

floor «8», as well as a few fragmants of jar rims and other sherds «4- 7». Another m udbrick wall (called B) (PIs.

61, 62a), going from west to east, seems earlier than wall A. The wall itself was supported by a small buttress

60cm. long and 90cm. high. Three floors (J -3) belong to this wall; on floor 5 a kiln 50cm. in diameter was

uncovered and possibly belongs to wall B.

Level III (PI. 61b) is 30cm. thick and contains strata 6 and 7 (PI. 62b); these consist of pure grey sand earth.
There is no evidence of occupation at this level.

Level IV (PI. 61b) comprises floors 8 and 9, and contains a mudbrick wall 1m. migh with no plaster, possibly

a foundation (PI. 62b). The eastern part of the wall was damaged. Few fragments of pottery were unearthed in
this level «1-3». Beneath it lies virgin soil (called no. ]0 on pl. 62b).

" Section A-A (Pis. 60, 61a, 62b, 63) shows the above strata in Sounding I. They may be out schematically as

(130) For a general account of excavations to 1974, see Safar and Mustafa, 1974. Hatra's isolated position in the desert today away

from urban centres has preserved it from illicit diggers (Safar, 1951: 40; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 12).

(I 3 I) Shrine VlJIA: AI-Salihi, 1973: pl. 12. Bait Alaha: Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 327, 331.

(I32) For comparison, here are measurements of mud bricks from Parthian 'levels on sites in Iraq:

Ain Sinu. 43 x 43 x 9cm. (Oates, D. and J., 1959: 207, 252)
As;ur: 37 x 37 x 10cm. (Said, 1979: 328)

Hatra: 40 x 40 x 12cm. 38 x 38 x 12cm. (AI-Salihi, 1980)

Jaddalah: 40 x 40 x 12cm.

Tell Abu Gbab: 40 x 40 x 15cm. (Faraj, 1979)
Tell Aswad: 40 x 40 x 12cm., and 38 x 38 x 12cm. (AI-Fitiyan and Abdullah, 1979)

Tell Irshidah: 40 x 40 x 15cm. (Muhsin, 1979: 482)
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follows:

Strat urn I: filling of sand and stucco.

Stratum ~: occupation floor bcloning to wall A (PI. 61 b). rllnnil2~ from north to south, starting from the stairs of

temple "B" A layer of grey earth and ash seprates st.ur-, I and 2. Stratum (or floor) 2 consists of reddish
clay.

Satratum 3: this lies under wall A (pl. 62b) and consists of a mixture of ash, earth and small pieces of stucco,

possibly contemporary with the wall B which runs from cast to west.

Satratum 4: greyish earth below a row of mud bricks.

Stratum 5: here kiln was uncovered which possibly belonged In \\all B. The floor was made of reddish clay mixed
with stucco and ash.

Stratum 6: pu re grey sand and earth.

Staratum 7: pure grey sand and earth.

Stratum 8: evidence of permanent occupation \\' it h a floor made of mud mixed with burnt stucco, a mudbrick
wall and the remains of an oven and strong evidence of fire.

Stratum 9: a layer of ash.
Stratum 10: virgin soil.

A second section, B-B (Pis. 60, 61a, 64) shows the rather fewer. and difTernt, strata found at the side of

Sounding I. adjoinging the northern wall of the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha). Seven strata were uneathed, of
which the sequence is as follows:

Stratum I: contemporary with temple "B"

Stratum 2: grey coloured earth.

Stratum 3: reddish earth with a layer of ash over its surface, and the remains of a burnt area 2m. long.

Stratum 4: sandy earth with a mortar surface indicating a more permanent occupation.

Stratum 5: sandy earth, containing some bones and an oven.

Stratum 6: debris, perhaps brought from another area.

Stratum 7: an area deliberately prepared, perhaps serving as the foundation for the wall above .

.., Souding II (PI. 65a, b). This is located behind the southern wall of the Square Temple, the so-called temple of

Sam~ (PI. 56H). The sounding was 9 x 1.50m. and 3m. deep, and extended from north to south. At least three

occupation floors (strata 2, 3and 5) were discovered. The sequence is as follows:

Stratum I: an area filled with small pieces of stone 30cm. thick.

Stratum 2: sand mixed with ash, 70-80cm. thick. The lower part consists of a well-made floor.

Stratum 3: a damaged, sloping stratum of ash containing part of a kiln 50cm. in diameter.

Stratum 4: consists of a row of 8 mud bricks, whose visible faces, average 36 x 12cm.

Stratum 5: debris of sand and ash, 60cm. deep.

Stratum 6: virgin soil.

(e) General observations

The level above virgin soil in each of my Soundings I and II is composed, of ash. This same sequence of strata,

namely ash above virgin soil, seems to be repeated in other earlier soundings made outside the main sanctuary
(PI. 66 a, b)(JJ3). Professor D. Oates suggested that this ash indicated- temporary occupation by nomads

( 34
) There

is, however, no evidence to verify this suggestion. Furthermore, it is difficull to give these levels an exact date.

(133) In addition to the two soundings 5-6m. deep in the house of M'NW (PI. 66 a, b), which seemingly have no remains of walls,

it seems from photographs of Shrine VillA published by AI-Salihi, 1973: PI. 12, that several occupation levels of debris and

ash lay under its wall which was constructed in A.D. 98 [214).
~,.

(134) D. Oates, 1968: 63.
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In attempting to interpret these remains, it is perhaps useful to remind ourselves of how contemporary Greek

and Roman authors described this area. Strabo (64 B.C.-A.D. 19) mentions that Arab tribes in the region at the
. . . . . d f b t h T" d th E h (135) "Thbeginning the Christian era occupie most 0 the area e ween t e igris an e up rates ey were

shepherds and occasional bandits", he asys, and he also states that the Arab tribes of Scenitae were herdsmen and

bandits occupying the barren area of Mesopotamia and constantly on the move in search of pasture for their

animals. Pliny the Elder, who died in A.D. 79, gives the names of other tribes: Salmani, Masei and Attali , who

were the Arabian tribes in the territory above a river called Pallaconta (136) He states that-the Euphrates and the

desert of Assyria were occupied by Arab tribes; he adds also that the Tigris forms the border between Mesopotamia

and Adiabene, and that this area was occupied by the Arab tribes of Orroie. So both Strabo and Piing agree that

the barren area" of Mesopotamia was occupied by nomadic Arab tribes. This testimony would not be inconsistent

with the evidence from Hatra, if the ash layer here does indeed inicate the fires associated with temporary nomad

occupation.

Above the ash layer, the mudbrick level (Stratum 8) in Sounding I was roughly built without plaster; this

suggests a more permanent occupation, but still a seasonal one. This rough construction is similar to that of the

present habitation of the semi-nomads in the Jazirah region, who are partly settled, and who build their houses

with coarse mud brick and move with their cattle for long distances looking for pastures, particularly in day
seasons.

The upper levels in the same sounding 'consist of thick mudbrick walls, plastered with clay and associated with

well-made flooring, suggesting 2. continuous occupation. But a lack of datable material makes it difficult to date

U1(;SC levels. As a very rough chronological guide, however, it could be noted that Level I of temple HE" was

possibly completed in the reign of king Sanatruq I (reigning A.D. 176/ 6), as temple vault inscriptions mention his

name and a statue dated A.D. 162 stood in the temple "B", and it will be remembered that this level was
regarded as Level I of Sounding 1.( 37

)

.
in addition to evidence from Sounding I, it will be recalled that other mudbrick levels were also reached in

rooms 3, 6, 10 and 14 in the iwan groups in Bait Alaha (PI. 59) and area I outside the north-west corner of Bait
Alaha.

( 38
) These levels in both places lay under the standing buildings, and so the possibility of earlier

occupation is clear.

Can we gain any idea of when Hatra was founded from this evidence? Safar and Mustafa suggested that Hatra

was originally an Assyrian village lying near the water sources in the area, a settlement which became larger as a

base for the Arab tribes who pastured their animals around it during the spring season; later, the inhabitants
~ ~

would have built a shrine for their favourite god Samas. They also claimed that this settlement became larger after

the conquest of Alexander the Great (331-323 B.C,), when new cities in Mesopotamia and north Syria were

founded and linked by major routes. These suggestions were not based on any material evidence, apart from some

fluted column drums said to be embedded in the walls of the great iwans in the main sanctuary, which they date
to the second century B.CY39) However this may be, this cannot be regarded as conclusive evidenc concerning

the development of Hatra for village to city.

(135) Strabo, XVI, 233.

(I36) Pliny, NCltural History, V, xxx, 427. These tribes are not mentioned in known Hatrene inscriptions. Pallaconta was identified
with Wadi Tharthar by Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 20.

(137) Inscriptions; Salman, 1974: p. "e" Level I: see p 92.
(38) Bee p, 92.

(l :9) These fluted column drums 'showed signs of severe weathering" according to Safar and Mustafa, 1974: U~, 3JY, and they
suggest that they possibly belonged an older temple. located under the standing iwans, which they date to the second century

B.G In my visits to the site I have failed to find these drums.



Archaeological evidence from other sites in the area may throw some light on the conditions of the region

prior to the rise of Hatra. This is supplemented by the survey undertaken by the writer in the Jazirah with its

emphasis on the period between the fall of Assyria in 612 B.C. and the parthian period.

The excavations at Assur, Nineveh, Nimrud, Ana and Baijan show that there was a break in the occpation of

these sites from the end of the Assyrian to the Hellenistic periods, an observation confirmed by the Jazirah survey

conclusions given above0 4o>. This break might have resulted from the shift of power to the south after the fall or

Nineveh in 612 B.C., when Assyria lost its influence and most of the major sites of north Iraq seem to have been

desered. After Alexander's conquests, however, there appears to have been an increasc in settlement once again.
Seleucia on the Tigris became the capital of Mesopotamia in 307 B.C., Antioch on the Orontes in north Syria was
founded as a second Seleucid capital about this time, and trade routes now linked the northern and southern
communities. As a result a resettlement of the ancient sites which were on the trade routes is apparent from the
archaeological evidence. Furthermore, there is an increase of Seleucid and Parthian sites in the Jazirah, pointing to
increased activity at this time. The existence of earlier levels at Hatra, and the Seleucid presence in the area, could
give some credence to the suggestion by Safar and Mustafa that there was activity at Hatra in the Seleucid period,
but no more than this may said at the present time.

political history

(a) Sources

There is not enough evidence available at present to write a detailed and extensive history of the city of Hatra.

Information on Hatra may be derived from two main sources. The first is the accounts of Classical and

subsequent Arab historians; the second is the recent archaeological excavations that have unearthed .both

monuments and many inscriptions which throw light on the contemporary history and social life of Hatra. These

two sources we shall briefly discuss in turn.

There are useful passages in accounts survrvmg from several writers contemporary with Hatra's later years.

Thus Dio Cassius (A.D. 150-235) and Herodian described Roman wars against the Parthians which included

detailed accounts of the sieges of Hatra by the Roman emperors Trajan (A.D. 116) and Septimius Severus (in A.D.

198 and probably 200), The Syriac writer Bardaisan of Edessa also gave valuable information about the city,
. (141)

particularly Hatrene law

Relevant passages and information, of variable quality, have also come down to us from periods after the fall

of Hatra. These include Ammianus Marcellinus, who found Hatra deserted when he passed through the city in

A.D. 363, and the Christian writer Eusebius. The Arab historians writing several centuries later, such as

AI-Tabari, Ibn Husham, Ibn Khaldun and Al-Masudi, indicate that although Hatra was then in ruins, its
.r,' • I ti (142)reputation as a powerful Arab kingdom had left Its Impact on ater genera Ions

As regards the inscriptions, a large number of these, normally in Aramaic but occasionally in Latin or Greek,

have been found on statues, commemorative slabs, walls and floors of religious and secular buildings, and in the
(143) . , d d di ti b1 .northern and eastern gates of the city They are mostly short texts, providing recor s, e rca IOns, essmgs

(I 40)

(I4i)

(142)

(143)

Site nos.: 78, 94, 94a. 254, 247. Survey: above, p. 87-88
Dio: LXVIII, 31; LXXVI, 10. Herodian: III, 9. Bardaisan: see Drejvers, 1965: 47, 61; Degen, 1977: 486.

A
. . XXV 5~9 Eusebius: Praeparatio Evangelica. AI-Tabari: vol. 2, p. 200. Ibn Husham: vol. I, p. 79. Ibn Khaldun.

mrmanus. ,.1 . . .

vol. 2, pp. 343-345. AI-Mas'udi: vol. 2, p. 401-404. Among the Arabs, oral tradition must have been an Important vehicle

for transmission.
See Appendix 1; 341 Aramaic insciptions have been published.
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and the like. hut the~ shed light on the lite or the Clt~ and consuiuc the muse rchublc SlHlrCL' 01 mform.u ion 011

dailv life that wc h,,",-

Before outlining the history of Hatra, Safar had to tackle a number l)j" tcch rucal and philological problems.

What calendar did the Hatrenes usc, Selcucid or Arsacid? He constitute thdt the Hatrcncs used the Selcucid

calendar ( 44
). Secondly, is MR(D)Y' in the Aramaic inscriptions to he read as the title "/n~ria". or as the country

"Media"? He decided that it is the Aramaic "maria", meaning somctn ing like "Lord" 14)) And thirdly, what is

the sign in Aramaic inscriptions for the numeral "I OO"?' lie demonstrated that it must he ,the triangular sign with
. I k . h (146)a vertica stro e to fig t

Safar also published a chronological king list for Hatra in 1972, dividing its history into three periods:

The A rchaic period

The period of the "Lords"

The period of the kings.

With a little alteration on the basis on newly found evidence, this list is still valid
1l 471

\\' e shall treat the political

history of Hatra under these headings, and then briefly discuss its fall.

(b) The Archaic period

As the reader has already been warned, the present evidence is not enough to give us a clear picture of the

beginning of Hatra and of how long this earlier stage lasted. Safar and Mustafa are also uncertain when this stage

started
( 48

) But as mentioned above the evidence from the occupation levels in Soundings I and II, in addition to

more evidence from other soundings in the iwan groups, area I and shrine VIllA, might suggest the site was

developed from a temporary settlement into a permanent one, presumably in the Seleucid period, the period when

the Classical writers like Strabo, Pliny the Elder and Josephus mention that the area was inhabited by Arab tribes

I h . h d di (49)constant y on t e move, or In ot er wor s noma IC .

(144) Safar (Arabic version) 1972: 4-5; (Enghlish version) 1973, 88. The problem arose from the face that two calendars were used

in the Parthian period, the Seleucid calendar which began from autumn 312 B.C. or spring 311 B.C. according to area, and

the Arascis calendar which was apparently reckoned from spring 247 B.C. Double dating, by both era,s., was in not uncommon

use throughout Babylonia and Mesoptamia from 141 B.C. onwards, and occurs for instance at Babylon and at Dura-Europos.

The inscriptions from Hatra are all dated according to one era, but which of the two is not specified. Safar had long believed

that it was the Seleucid era that was being used at Hatra (see Safar, 1952: 189), and proved this later (Safar, 1972: 5) by citing

the insciption and date on the statue of SPRY [36], datable to A.D. 238 according to the Seleucid -calendar, but to A.D. 302

according to Arsacid, an impossibility because Hatra fell in A.D. 241.

(145) The possibility of the alternative readings "maria" or "Media" is caused by the similarity in the writing of the daleth and the

~ in Hatrene inscriptions. "Maria" in Syriac means "God" (Ronzevalle, 1912: 514; Safar, (Arabic version) 1972. (English

version) 1973: 88; Aggula, 1975: 197), while "Media" would of mean the land of the Medes, the inhabitans of the hills east of

ancient north Iraq. Safar, 1973: 20, preferred the reading "maria", and argued that "maria" was here a religious title, giving

examples on the inscriptions [122 , 24]. On these the important Hatrene WRWD is described as "maria" whereas his son,

grandson and great-grandson did not have this title. Now if M~yf. were to be read as "Media", i.e., here, "the Mede", it

should have been written after each name, as would have applied equally to each of them.

(146) Safar, 1972: 4, and Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 26, mention that J. Milik (J 972: 356-357) suggesed the correct reading of "100"

which was a triagle with a stroke, vertical hut sometimes slightly curved, added on its right side. previously, the triangle only

had been incorrectly read as "100" Safar and Mustafa (l 974: 405-417) subsequently republished all the Aramaic inscriptions
[1-292] with corrections. About the sign for "100", cf. J. Pirenne, 1963: 101-137.

(147) List: see Safar, (Arabic version) 1972: 3-16, and (English version) 1973: 87-97; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 26-37; republished

by"Colledge, 1917: 157. Alteration: there is one to be made, as a newly discovered inscription shows that there was only one
NSR-YHB, and not two [338].

(148) 1974: 26.

(149) See above, p. 94
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· Precisely how nomadic these tribes were is an interesting question In Hatra. throughout the historical period,
trom at least as C'HI\ 'is -\ I) l)X thcr i.. . .,.. . , I ·'d '

- • . •. . . . o , 1l:1l: IS 1I1Sl:llptlond C\ I CIH.:C to demonstrate that there were close tribal
connections between desert nomads and urban residents. One example is provided by the tribe of T\"t\I\\' [214,

~l)J]. one branch of \\ h ich was nomadic in the region of the Wadi Hauran().'illl. and another branch of which

possibly Inhabited Hatra and ccrtainl y constructed. with the tribe of Bl.'OB. a shrine in A.D. 97/ 8 [214] and a

tomb in A.D. 10~ [~l)J. ~l)4]. Jrom these inscriptions it also emerges that thcre was extremely close co-operation

between these two tribes of T\"\I\\' and BI.'OR and both seemingly lived in a kind of "symbiosis" with one

another. Other evidence shows that again. in t hc earlier third century :\.0., there were famili~s partly resident in
Hatra and partly nomadic in the surrounding region [79].

J ..,
The inscriptions also contain the names of other Hatrene tribes. such as 'OI.T' [280], RPS\fS [107], 'SYLY'.,

[24~1. HR~PS [~90]. TT:,\Y [66]. and 'Q\"B' [3. ~OO]; it is interesting that so many names of tribes occur. but as

regards these there is as ~ ct no evidence to connect them with the desert

Some of these inscription. therefore. indicate that certain Hatrene tribes at least were partly resident in the city

and partly nomadic in the surrounding region. This situation has a striking parallel from a later period in the Arab

state of Al-Hira. on the west bank of the Euphrates. that seems to have been a favoured client-state of the

Sasanians. Here the rulers held sway over both urban and nomadic populationsll 5 1
) A I-H ira's rival, the Syrian

state of G hassan, possessed a similar power structure' l.'i~ I This political structu re has been described. by Rowton,

as a "dimorphic chiefdom ..(I.'i~1 The similarities with the tribal situation somewhat earlier at Hatra could suggest

that the Hatrene power structure was also of this kind, and had perhaps been so from an early period as well.

Further light on relations between urban and desert populations in the general area of Hatra during the first

three centuries A.D, is provided by the rich inscriptional evidence from Palmyra and Dura-Europos; this also

indicates close connections between city and desert dwellers, although of somewhat different kinds. At Palmyra,

where the city was run by a town council and the chief administrative language was Aramaic, although (as names

show) at leas half the population was Arab. between at least as early as early as :\.D. 19 and the mid-third

ce nt ury a series of texts was raised in honour of leading citizens of Palmyra resident in the city. These had

assisted the merchants who journeyed east to Babylonia in various ways. hv (in :\.D. 24) making peace between

two tribes and. becoming thier chief. by organizing caravans. and by ensuring security 1l.)J" the merchants travelling

(150) Six Aramaic inscriptions [\\'HI-5. \\'H xl in the \\'adi Hauran mention the name of ZHYJ)', son of 1.1\\'\11.. from the tribe of

TYi\·1\\" who spent the spring with his followers in the rich pasture area on the \\'adi Hauran in the month of 'DR. A.D. 98

(Safar, 1964: 24), see below. p. 2 13

(151) The sources of information on the population of Al-Hira are later Arab historians such as AI-Tabari (vol. I, pp. 480-48 I),

who mentions the main three tribes, the Tanuk h. 'Abad and Ah laf. he states that the Tanukh were the nomad group in the

area between Anbar and AI-Hira .. and that they lived in tents made of goats' hair and camels' wool. The 'Abad inhabited the

city of AI-Hira and were allies of Ardashir the Sasanian king. Later the Ahlaf came and settled AI-Hira Their name indicates

that they were a conglomeration of several tribes, as the word "ahlaf" in Arabic means "alliance"

(152) Ghassan was composed of a group of Arab tribes called the Azad. According to tradition they moved northwards from

southern Arabia and settled in the area near a spring called Ghassan, and their chief town was Jabiya (Al-Jurnaili, 1972: 125,

130). Their first king was Jafna the son of Ornr (AI-Mas 'udi, 1966: 186).

(153) Rowton says this "exerts a varying blend of rule and influence over the nomadic and sedentary tribes in the countryside. The

population of the chiefdom includes both a nontribal and tribal element" (1973: 202). His other important articles are listed in

the Bibliography. Particularly valuable for us is his observation that Mesopotamian tribes have over an enormous period of

time exhibited complex patterns of behaviour, which includ'ed the possibility that individual tribes may contain both settled

and nomadic elements, and that towns and cities may be founded and controlled by local dynasties whose origins were tribal.
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in the desert, doubtless through their Aramaic and Arab tribal connections
fB 4)

At Dura-Europos (similarly run

by a town council), under Perthian control, an official called an "Arabarch" is mentioned in a parchment contract

of A.D. 121, obviously with the function of controlling the surrounding Arab tribes from the cit/ISS) These

related situations in other cities of the area, in which there was both an interrelationshop with the desert Aarb

tribes and a measure of control exercised over that Hatra possessed the related power structure of the "dimorphic

chiefdom"

During the long period of Seleucid decline, the parthians eventually took over Mesopotamia (including

Dura-Europos by 113 B.C., as coins from there indicate OS6l while the Romans' gradually easatal regions of Syria

as well, thus extinguishing the remnants of the Seleucid kingdom. The desert region between these two powers

was populated, as we have seen, by Arameans and Arabs both in the towns and nomadic in the desert, and it

became a butTer zone between the two' empires of Parthia and Rome. Generally, the political situation in and

around this zone, in Mesopotamia, Syria and Armenia, remained unsettled for much of the second and first

centuries B.C. This was particularly so during the reign of Mithradates II (c. 124/ 3-87 B.C.), when Tigranes,

king of Armenia, invaded Goryene and Adiabene, which had Arbela (Arbil) as its most important centre, on his
way to Media (I S7) Upper Mesopotamia, according to Pliny the Elder (I S8), was under the control of Adiabene, of

which the western border extended to Syria. The political situation between Adiabene and the inhabitants of

Upper Mesopotamia is best illustrated by ·Josephus (A.D. 37-93), who describes the relations between Abis, the

king of the Arabs, and Izates, the king of Adiabene (A.D. 36_60)OS9) It seems that Abis, supported by the rest of

the Arab chieftains, rebelled against the domination of the Jewish King Izates. The latter advaced to the region

and laid siege to Abis in his fortress at Arsamus ( 6O
) Abis, faced with defeat and capture by Izates, committed

suicide.

(154) Palmyra: J. Catineau, Inventaire des inscriptions de plamyre, Beirut, 1930-1949, vol. III, nos. 21 (= CIS II 3933) 28 (= CIS

II 3948),29 (= CIS II 3949); ibid., vol. IX, nos.. 6a (= CIS II 3924,datedA.D. 19), all (= CIS n 3915 dated A D ~4) 12 13
14a(=CISII3916) 15(-C . . , .. , , ,. ' - IS II 3917), 30; J. Strarcky and J. Cantineau, Inventaire des inscriptions de palmyre vol X
Beirut 1949 7 19 38 40 47 ' . .,'. ' nos. , , , , ,81,87-90,107, Ill, 112, 114, 124, 127; cf. A. Maricq, "Vologesias", Syria, 36,1959,

264-275, D. Schlumberger, "Palmyre et al Mesene" Syria, 38, 1961, 256-60.

(155) Dura-Europos. see A. Perkins, The Excavations of Dura-Europos Final Report vol V part I, New Haven, 1959, document
20, 109-116. • ' ,. .

(156)

(157)

(158)

H

For the potolitical history of the Parthians, see in general Debevoise, 1938; Wolski 1956-57' College 1967· Colledge 1977·
errmann 1977 The Parthi .. I .. "", ,9 I )' . . rans were ongma Iy a semi-riomdic Iranian tribe, a branch of the Scythians (Strabo Geograph Xl

;. h-~' T~Y appeared in south central Russia around 250 B.C. under their leader called Arsaces in western source;'an~
. rs a or rshaq In/oriental and challenged the Seleucids. They occupied the persian province east of the Caspian Sea called
In western sources "Parthia" from whi h th .

d
,IC elf name was derived. In the course of the following century they gradually

move westwards taking over areas of th S 1 id . . -f M . .' . e e euci empire, until the Parthian king Mithradates II (c. 124/ 3-87 B.C.) the rest
o esopotamia including the three kingdo s f Adi b G1948) became a m 0 ia ene, ordyene and Osrhoene and the city of Dura-Europos (Bellinger

, ecame a part of the Parthian empire Ar . I' '. merna a so came under Parthian control in this period (Herrmann, 1980: 278).

Debevoise, 1938: 50.

Natural History, XXX, 427.

(159) Josephus, Jewish Antiquities XX 76 81 Abi hi____~.:..:..::...::.::!' . - . IS: t IS name could be derived from 'B' a name common at Hatra [5 104 109
140,176,188 225 228] I te J h (ibi ' , ,~ ". za s: osep us ibid., XX, 17-19) provides details on his life before he came to the throne His
father Monobazus sent him to Ch t . .aracene 0 avoid trouble from his brother. In Characene. Iztes was converted to judaism.

(J60) Its location has not been found yet, but it could be in the upper Jazirah.
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Teixidor suggests that the absence of any mention of Hatra in the accounts we POSSt:~~ of the above events
could imply that Hatra was not an important city then (161) But Josephus' account shows that there was already

an important Arab presence in northern Mesopotamia, before the rise of Hatra, because Arab chieftains took part

in the events described. Teixidor also attempts to argue that Hatra was dominated by the kingdom of Adiabene, by

identifying 'TLW, whose statue was found at Hatra, with Izates the king of Adiabene, basing this on the title or

surname of'TLW "NTWN'SRY", which he thought could mean "Adiabene", as J.T. Milik read the Greek legend

on the coins of Nisibis in Adiabene as "Natunia"U(2) Teixidor also produces further arguments to support his

idea that 'TLWand Izates were identical. He regards 'TL W as the from of the name Izates used in the Aramaic

language of Hatra, and supports his theory by suggesting that ali regards the royal costume of'TLW the headdress

in particular could be the tiara of Lzates persented to him by Artabanus II, the Parthian king, in recognition of

this help in returning Armenia to Parthian control( 1(3). Safar and Mustafa also suggested that Hatra in its early

period was under the control of Adiabene, basing this also on the statue of 'TLW. They concluded that the

discovery of the statue in Shrine III indicates that the Hatrenes were practising ancestor worship by preserving the
tradition of this earlier domination(164)

.The above suggestions by both Teixidor and Safar and Mustafa are not based on enough evidence. NTWN;SRY

cannot be a title or the name of Adiabene, as a number of Hatrene personal names inclued the same element [40,

113, 114]. 'SR occurs, furthermore, in a number of Hatrene personal names (e.g. [XV, 204]). The identification of

the name 'TLW with Izates, moreover, seems extremely dubious. The suggestion of ancestor worship is also

questionable: why has only this statue of 'TLW been found, and no other s~i1ar royal ancestor statues?

Moreover the statue is not dated, and as yet there is no detailed study of the styilstic development of Hatrene

sculpture; so it is difficult to place the statue within the history of city. Furthermore, as already mentioned, hates

ruled long before the heyday of Hatra, and this would also make him unlikely to have been remembered in the

city in the later period.
The large number of religious titles on the Hatrene mscrrptions led Satar and Mustafa to suggest that in the

Archaic period authority at Hatra was divided between two groups of officials, each with different responsibitlities

in the shrine. The first of these was that of the priests (KMR'), a number of whom are known from inscriptions

on their statues
( 65

) . The second group comprised secular stewards (RBYT': the word actually means "the lord of

the house", which suggests some responsibility for administration) and chiefs (RB,)H66) But most inscriptions

mentioning KMR', RBYT' and RB' can be shown to belong to the later periods of the "maria" and the kings, and

it is possible that the undated inscriptions are also from these periods. So the theory of Safar and Mustafa is not

conclusive, although it is not impossible. Further evidence is needed.

(c) The period of the "maria" ("lords9 9
)

•
JThe "maria" period is named after the Ytle MRY', "lord", which was held by six notables, (in Safar's order)

NSR-YHB WRWD NSRW, M'NW, WLGS and SNTRWQ. The word is placed immediately after their name in

-1he -1exts,-;-he-la~t~o-~ame.smentioned~WLGS·and_.sNTRWQ~ppear--S@~-Gitely-withthe title ~~king" .--Safar-....
06I) Teixidor, 1967; 5.

(162) Teixidor, 1967; 1-5. Milik 1961; 51-58. The statue was found in Shrine III, and is now in Mos~1 Museum (MM 8); see

Homes-Fredericq, 1963; P;' VI; Ghirshman. 1962: fig. 100; Fukai, 1960: pI. 2; Colledge, 1977: pI. 13a.

(163) Teixidor, 1967: 1-5.

ft6..4.L_Safar and Mustafa, 1974.; 26. - v o¥' '

(165) Safar and Mustaf;: 1974: 26, 27. KMR'; 'B' [5], BD' [34, 39], BR'Y [27], 'BD-SLM' [25], 'BD-SMS [145], 'DRY [279], MYS'

[286], NSRW [67] and SNTRWQ (the king) [VII]. For discussion, see below, p. , III.

(166) RBYT': 'B' [109], 'PRHT [223, 224], BRNSR' [144], GD-YHB [221], SMS-~RYT [94], YHYBW [278], NSR-YH-B [116, 19~J,
~ -

and WRWD [60, 144], see below, p. 1 108 RB': cf. [110, 288]; Safar, 1973; 97; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 95, pI. 54 a; below,

P·108-109.
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d d h . " I' . . I h I I I, 7 ) b d b I bun erstoo t e term "mana to mean a re IglOUS tit c, as we ave seen . ut one use y men \\' 10 ccarnc

the supreme political rulers of Hatra
l l flX

) The period of the "maria" itself lasted about a hundred years according
. (I h'Jl

to Safar and Mustafa, from very roughly the mid-first ce n tu ry to the 160~ or 170s .\ D. (PI. (7)

Safar, when discussing the chronology of Hatra, concluded that the litle "maria" was held by one person only

at any one time. He also suggested that the title was limited to one family. that it was inherited. and the familv

eventually took advantage of its position to become the royal familyI17{J) His suggestion. that the title could be

inherted, seems in fact to apply definitely only to NSR-YHB and his son !':SR\\', and also to S~TR\\"Q "the

king", his grandson, if SNTR\\'Q "the king" is the same man as SNTR\VQ ~'maria,,(171) As regards the other

three, WRWD, M'N\V and ·WLGS. both their relationship with each other, and their connection (if any) with the

earlier mentioned "maria" arc not specified by the inscriptions, and so are corn plctclv uncertain

What can be established concerning the chronological order of the "maria"? Firstly. the seq ucnce of
,J

father-son-grandson (NSR-YHB, N~R\\', S~TR\\'Q "the king" and perhaps also "maria") gives us at least a

partial framework, and the inscriptional dates of A.D. 12X/ 9 [VI], 133 (if text [33H] refers to him) and 138. (if

[272] implies that he is still alive) for NSR\\' are particularly helpful (PI. 67). If S\:TR\\'O "maria" is the same. .
person as SNTRWO I, the king mentioned in an inscription dated A.D. ) 76/ 7 [X2], then this is a further guide.

s
M'NW "maria" occurs in a text dated /\ .D. 149: but there are as yet no dates for the others.

What else emerges concerning the "maria" and thier period from the texts? \\' e shall consider them in Safar's

order:..

NSR- YHB. Some idea of when he lived is provided by the texts just discussed which inicate that his son
- <tI

NSR W held the title "maria" in the 120s and ) 30s A .D. [V I, 272, 338], so that NSR- Y HB must have lived
oJ

roughly around A.D. )00. Safar thought that there were two "rnarias" with the name NSR- YHB, the second
I v

coming after NSR W [272]( 172) But the 'recent discovery of inscription [338], which mention NSR- YH B and is· ·v
dated A.D. ) 33, has suggested to its commentator that there was only one NSR- YHB with the title "maria" at

Hatra«7)) (This NSR-YHB is to be distinguished from the NSR-YHB, son of 'BO-'LY, mentioned on one

inscription [25]).

() 67) See above, p. %. n. 2; below, p. '0 1
)

() 68)
'"h d I· · Itt' '. he pointed out that where a \\' LGSM.A,R. Colledge suggested to me that thc titlc need never have a po urea conno a Ions. " ' ..

. , . h uk'" th 's nothing to prove that the mana wasd a SNTRWQ are described in onc tc xt as "mana' and 111 ot ers as II1g, ere I
an here I than
the same person as the king, and that the likelihood that they were the same is made less by the fact that t. ~re IS more

one case of one name being associated with the two titles. so that there cannot have been one, simple political change from

"lordship" to "kingship"

(169) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 27.

{ 110) Safar, 1972: 7.

(I7J) [194, 195, 196, 197, 199,231].

(I 72) Safar, 1972: 10; Safar and Mustafa. 1974 .10

(17 J) AI-Salihi, 1978: s.v. [338],
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\\"R \\'l) As vet no dated t , .... t f \\'R\\'))" '" I b---...::-' . . "' are ex 0 mana las cen found. so when he lived is uncertain, Safar
suggested that \\'R\\'l) \\ "S 111··1·1····· before "SR\\' b " " tl \\'R\ 'D . ",. .

u, u u ... 1' .... "'. ecausc ie name \ "mana IS inscribed on the lower
walls of the great iwans L\ id t hc . • "SR\\'" ." .

, " ,I ic name '"'. mana on their upper walls. from this he concluded that the
lower pa~ts of the iwans were constructed by \\'R\\'D "maria" before the upper parts were built by NSR\V
" ,,,( I 4) I . ~

mana t IS obviously not impossible that \\. R\\')) "maria" preceded NSR \\. .. maria", but further
confirmatory evidence is required •

'~R\\·. Three dated texts, as we have just said, mcn t io n a :\'SR\\' "maria" [\'1. 33X "7']' .\ I) 1,0j() I"". , - -. In . . . _0 "

and 1.lX. Prcvumahlv they all refer. like the manv undated tcxt s to the S'l111" 111'111 II· . lb'"'
• . .", ... ,'... l. e sccms to g H\\'e een a

particu l.ulv uuportunt "mana" bcc.. use he both held other titles as \\'l:11. and erected bui ldings .PI' I.' _R B' D

'LH' ("chief priest of the god") l6 7].·P" I.' - RB' D 5\1S 'LH' ("ch icf priest of the (sun) god 5\15") [Jxl, QSYS'
(" c ld " " ) [1\ 11 0 ] ( 1

7
5) d 'B'"" RB" (" I' f . ") [. 117(,)

ct , . - - 0 • an I c lie patr ica n 1\. I.':] Safar estimated that NSR \\" was "maria"

from A.D. 115 to 135. basing that on inscription [272]. dated 10 ,-\,D, 138 (pl. (7). where Safa~ suggested that the
\\ ord I Ill! 1111111 il.'\ t h: t '\SI) \\. I " I I I - - I ., .

~ d . '. '\ \\ .e- d rc.u ~ dL'.ld BUI tlu-, IS In ILlCt not all clear lrom the tc xt . and II xhould not

be used as evidence for his death Safar also estimated the age of SNTR\VQ I the king form his statue [82], dated

:\ .D. 176/ 7. as forty. and working back from this to thc A ,D, I .l~ of [272]. he came to his conclusion that
"SR\\' d d b 117:-;)...... was ea y A.D. 135 But such evidence is not co ncl uxivc

\1'N\\' Inscription [288], found on a fire altar and dated A.D. 149, hears .ine name of I\1'N\\' "maria" Safar

estimated that he was "lord" between A.D. 146 and 154 (cf. pI. (7)117,1))

Besides the title of "maria" in the period of \1'N\\' new titles appear, held h~ various officials. One of these
.." yo

was RBYT C'steward") [I, 336]. S~1S-BRK held this title. He was apparently agreed in A,D, 151 by all the

citizens of Hatra, young and old, and the Arab tribes from the surrounding region
llXO)

Two identical inscriptions
.,JI ~

dealing with SMS-BRK's election have come to light: one was found on the northern gate [336], and the second

on the eastern gate [I]. The inscription also deals with the problem of robbery(JXll SMS-BRK's title is known, but

the fact that he was in some way agreed is of great political. interest. and might signify great oolitical importance.

How, in that case, did SM~-BRK's political importance compare withthat of M'N\V "maria"? Was he a powerful

political leader, and M'NW a politically weak "maria"? Or, if the suggestion that the title "maria" simply

indicated a high religious office were right(lX]) was SMS-BRK in that case the only political leader'? The possible

weakness of I\1'NW might be also suggested by the fact that, so far, only one inscription [288], on an altar, has

been found mentioning his existence

\VLGS. The position of WLGS among the "maria" is problematical(l X3) Nor is it certain that W LGS "~aria"
[285] is the same as WLGS "the king [193, 286]. also called "King of the Arabs" Safar suggested that WLGS was

--- \

( i74)

(J 75)

(176)

(J 77)

( 178)

( 179)

(J 80)

(181 )

(I R2)

(J 83)

Safar, 1972: O. 'oJ" .. .' ibl lik h
The title QSYS' appeared at Hatra also (as QSS) in [II]. w ich may indicate that it was an administrative title. POSSI y let at

of local "senator" in Palmyra (Segal, 1967: 9). . ,
'BY' appears in [IV] for the first time at Hatra. but this title was held by Bakru, king of Edcssa. III third century A.D.

(C 1864 25 S ith 1879 I· 6' Segal 1970· 4, n 4. The parallel term "patricius' in Latin means a member of theureton :: Inl, ,', , . -, . • ,

Roman nobility, but it under Constantine became a title of a person at court in high office'"Also, 111 the Talmud, BY means

"judge" (Ali, vol. I: 66). In Arabic, 'BY ("father") can also be used for "a noble person

Safar, 1972:. 5-7; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 30

Safar, 1972 5- 7; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 30

Safar, 1972: II.
a circular structure in it could have been used for public meetings.The excavators of Bait Alaha thought

See below, p. lOt). 113. 116.;

See above, p. 100. n 16H "
I d \\'LGS (Vologases). beginning with Vologascs I (c.A.D. 51-76/ 7): seeFive, or possibly six, Parthian kings were cal e

Debevoise, 1938: 270; (six") Le Rider, 1965.
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the elder son of N~RW, pointing to the relief of reclining man named ~above) N~RW (~OIY, witho~t ti~le), with
"d hi (184) One has the name WLGS written over hIS head. It IS difficult tothree figures standing besi e or near irn

. WLG~S'" " the son of NSRW "maria" There are, byaccept this one inscription as evidence that mana was •
. . SNTRWQ I "th K' "was the son of NSR W "maria" [IV, 194-7,contrast, several inscriptions indicatung that ~ e mg .;,. " . . .

199 231] but there is years A.D.15 5-158, between M'NW "maria" and SNTRWQ mana, while Milik puts
'.., , (I85)

WLGS between WRWD and NSR W

SNTRWQ. There is one (undated) inscription, on a fire altar [232], which mentions SNTRWQ "maria". Many

texts hower refer to SNTRWQ " the king. of these, some have no chronologoical informati.on [28, 120, 139,

144 '195 19'8 287] Some 'are datable from their content and make it clear that there were two kings-of this name,

one' the ~on o~ NSRW"maria" and reigning in A.D. 176/ 7 [IV, 82, 194, 196-7, 199, 231], and one a later King

(SNTRWQ II) of"the same name [36, 37, 79, 203, 229] (p1.67). Safar assumed that SNTRWQ "maria" and king

SNfRWQ I, son of NSRW "maria", were the same, and many scholars have followed him in this. If this was

ind~ed the case, then the date of A.D. 176/ 7 for king SNTRWQ I is a useful chronological guide as reagards

SNTRWQ "maria" . Safar thought that SNTRWQ held first the office of "maria", and then the kingship. If,

however, the two were not the same, then we have as yet no chronological data concerning SNTRWQ'
"maria' ,(186)

What was happening as regards Hatra in the broader political context of the Near East at the time of these

"maria", between the mid-first and mid-second centuries A.D.? Since the first century B.C. Parthia and Rome

had been the dominant powers in the area. Ultimately an accommodation was reached between them in the A.D.

60s. The Euphrates became for practical purposes the qbundary separating the two empires. The long-standing

problem of who controlled Armenia was solved for the time being by a compromise: the Parthians chose the king
(at this time, Tiridates, borther of the parthian King Vologases I, c. A.D. 51- 76/ 7), while their nominee had to
receive his crown from the hands of the Roman emperor in Rome(l87) The resulting. peace, howere, came to

an abrupt end with the accession to power of the Roman emperor Trajan. He had designs on eastern territories,

and set off from Rome for the east in A.D. 113 at the head of an army. He arrived in Antioch in A.D. 114, and

turned Armenia into a Roman province. He then occupied Mardin and Nisibis, possibly these were then under
the control of Adiabene

( 88)
Some resistance came from the Arab ruler Uvla'nu in the Edessa region. But Trajan.

'pressed on over the Euphrates and conquered the upper Jazirah; and Sinjar (Singara) too came under his control(J8'

He next crossed the Tigris and occupied Adiabene, and then marched southwards to Ctesiphon in A.D. 116( 90
)

:In mid-l 16, however, the Parthians, together with some local rulers, organized considerable resistance to Trajan's

:invasion. Hatra and Edessa joined this revolt against him. On his way back to Antioch that summer Trajan made
. tt t t H' (91)an a emp 0 capture atra, which proved unsuccessful

The revolt of H~tra against the Roman emperor when he was in Baby onia at the head of a large army
indicates the considerable power and strength of the city at this period--a deduction reinforced by his failure to

take it. This strength must have rested on its army, weapons and defensive walls. The latter were possibly

constructed before Trajan's invasion of Mesopotamia: if so, they could have reflected the constant tensions in the

region between the Romans, pursuing their periodically expansionist policy towards Mesopotamia, and the
Parthians, who naturally__made every effort jo .hold .them-baek.,

(184) Safar, 1973: 89; Colledge, 1977: pl. 23. ..,.

(I85) Safar, 1973: 89; Aggoula, 1975: 196. Note that WLGS "maria" [285) is to be distinguished from WLGS MR' ("mara") [140):
cf. below, on Administration.

(186) Safar, 1972; 1973; Safar and Mustafa, 1974. For the suggestion that these two were not identical, see above, p. 100. n. 168
(187) Debevoise, 1938: 193, 196; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 27.

(188) Debevoise, 1938: 218-225; see in general Lepper, 1948.

(189) Debevoise, 1938: 226, 232; Oates, 1968: 70, cf. also pp. 87, 135·

(190) Devevoise, 1938: 233-4; Lepper, 1948: lIS.

(191) Dio Cassius, LXVIII, 31.-
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No document remains to tell us who organized the defence of Hatra against Trajan. But Safar suggests that

N?RW the "lord", who as already mentioned could have lived at this time and who had important titles, was

most likely to have undertaken this task
( 92

) He seems to have been a leading figure, and, as father of SNTRWQ

I the "king", was definitely a founder of the later royal dynasty. Most of the religious building in the main

sanctuary (Bait Alaha) and outside it were constucted during his period of influence and so probably were the
(93) , , ,

city's defences

Trajan's annexation of Mesopotamia was short-lived; he attempted a renewed invasion in J 17, but died in

early August of that year. His successor Hadrian, realizing the difficulties of retaining these territories, wisely
handed them back straightaway to local rulers.

Throughout the period of the "maria" ~part from the episode of jthe rebellion of A.D. ]] 6, there is no evidence

about the allegiance of Hatra, whether to Rome or Parthia. Safar and Mustafa imagined that Hatra was allied to

Adiabene, and Safar also suggested that the Parthian King may have made payments for the construction of the

city wall; if so, Hatra's allegiances would have been eastern, but again there is no evidence concerning this, On
the other hand, acurious memento of Trajan's campaign may have survived in Hatra, if a supposed portrait head of

d - id ifi d( 94
) hi 'ht' di tTrajan, made locally an perhaps used for cult purposes, has been correctly I enti ie ; t IS mig In rca e

some pro-Roman feeling.

(d) The period of the kings

Following the "maria" era is the "period of the kings", named thus because the rulers of the city started

holding the title MLK' C'king"). The evidence is scanty for the beginning of the era and as yet it is not clear who

was the first ruler to hold the title; so far, five persons are mentioned in Hatrene inscriptions as having thir
-'\I

('TLW, WLGS, SNTRWQ I, 'BD-SMY' and SNTRWQ II) (pl. 67)., .
There are, as we have seen, two cases where the same name o~,curs in inscriptions separately with the titles

MRY' ("maria" or "lord") and MLK' ("king"): these are WLGS and SNTRWQ(] 95) Although it was not
" - lnecessarily the case that WLGS "maria" or SNTRWQ "maria" was the same individual as WLG~ "the king" or

SNTRWQ "the king", Safar assumed they were, and arranged his chronology accordingly.
We shall study these kings in turn, assembling the evidence so far gathered concerning each (196) Of the five,

.only for SNTRWQ I, 'BD-SMY' and SNTRWQ II do dates occur in their texts.

'TLW. This name occurs once with the title MLK' C'king"), in an undated inscription at the foot of the statue

of a bearded man in fine robes [21]. The word succeeding his name, as we have seen, has sometimes been

interpreted as meaninig "of Adiabene", but we consider incorrectly so(97) Whether, and where, he fits into

Hatrene royal chronology cannot as yet be established.

(J92) Safar, 1972: 7; Safar, 1973: 90; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 30.
(]93) For NSRW and SNTRWQ I, see above, p.I02, 11 186 Inscription [335] on the lintel of the "first" entrance inside the northern

gate of the city wali which bears the name ~f N~R \V could suggest that the wal!-~as constructed or completed by N~RW,

(befor the siege of Trajan in A.D. 116?) For the northern gate, see below, pp. 120

(I 94) Allegiance: Safar 3.n~d Mustafa. 1974: 27. Payments: Safar, 1972: 10. Head: found in Temple C in Bait Alaha: see Toynbee,

1970: 233; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pI. 71.

()95) See above, p. '101-102. . .
(196) The supposition that WKWR [292] was king, on the grounds that on his statue his garments look royal, IS unlikely and based

on inadequate evidence: Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 305, pI. 305, 364.

(] 97) See above, p. '99.-
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WLGS. This name is found with the title MLK' in undated texts [193, 286]. In [193], however, the full title

given is MLK'D 'RB, "king of the Arabs", a title also held by SNTRWQ I, 'BD-SMY' (") and SNTRWQ II. Safar
v • (198)

proposed that WLGS.... was the first king, estimating his reign to have last~d from A.D. 158 to 165 • Safar

speculates that WLGS himself received the throne from Vologases (WLGS) III (or IV), the Parthian king, in
v

acknowledgement for the help and services given by WLGS's father NSRW in aiding the Parthian army in Asia

M · · .. R (199) B h iti diff It tmor dunng A.D. 161 and In capturrng Edessa from the omans ut t ese SUppOSI ions are I ICU 0

substantiate: the absence of any textual evidence makes it hard to describe the exact relationship, if any, between
v

N~RW arid the Hatrene WLGS, and there is no mention in our sources of the Hatrene army being involved in

the capture of Edessa. In any case, after this success the Parthians were compelled to retreat as the. Roman army

advanced, and it is likely that these events contributed to increasing Parthian weakness(200)

SNTRWQ 1.(201) SNTRWQ I "the king" was definitely the son of NSRW "maria", as inscription attest [194,

196,197,199, 231]. Th~ name SNTRWQ with the title "maria" is inscribed on a fire altar [232], Safar believed

that SNTRWQ "maria" and SNTRWQ "the king" were both the same person, and accounted for the variation in

title by suggesting that SNTRWQ held the title of "maria" for a short period, and then was able to get the crown
• v

from Vologases III (or IV), the Parthian king, as Safar thought the Hatrene WLGS had also done. Throughout his

reign SNTRWQ I acquired several titles. There is one dated inscription [82], of A.D. 176/7, calling him simply

"king". This could be from the beginning of his reign. In some texts, he is called "king of the Arabs" [IV, 196-7,

198 (?), 199, 231], and elsewhere "the victorious king of the Arabs" [194], an indication of the expanding power

of Hatra in this region of what is called in Hatrene inscriptions [79, 288] 'RBY', and in some western sources
"A bi ,,(202) A' .. [287] hi h . SNTRWQ' "ra ia n mscnption , w IC mentions a. "king of the Arab lands" and his son 'BD-SMY

his successor, could belong to the era of either SNTRWQ I or II, as both these kings had a son called 'BD-SMY'
(although Safar attributed this to SNTR WQ 11)(203)

SNTRWQ I, on present. evidince , seems to have restarted building after a period of apparent inactivity

~~xce~t" for the r~construct~on of the north wall of Bait Alaha in A.D. 138 [272] Isince the days of NSRW

mana. ' He, was Inv~lved In the building of the square shrine (the so-called temple of Sama~) behind the ~reat

south rwan In the Bait Alaha. His name was found by Safar in two places: on the architrave over the portico on
the west side of the temple [199] and on a column on the upper terrace~204) F th ', ur ermore, no new shrines are
recorded as having been built by Arab tribes from the time of NSRW "maria" onwards: this could indicate that

~~e ~atr~ne rUI~rs and subjugated the surrounding tribes to the central power of Hatra, and SNTRWQ I'S titles of
( victorious) king of the Arabs" could signifIy the same. It is also not impossible that the construction of the tall

square shrine (in Arabic "K ba") b hi d .
. I, aa a e In the south rwan at Hatra was intended to attract the Arab tribes to

worship at Hatra.

(198) Safar, 1972: 1; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 31.
(199) Safar, 1973: 93.
(200) Debevoise, 1938: 254.

(20 I) Concerning the origin of the name SNTRWQ, Safar (I952: 40) considered that it is of Aramaic origin, while Fukai (I960:

138), suggested that Sinatruces is the Latinzed version of the originally Parthian name Sanatruk (SNTRWK). There was also a

Parthian king with the name Sinatruces (SNTRWK), c. 78/ 5-71/ 68 B.C. (Herzfeld, 1914: 659-61; Colledge, 1977: 163).

Another Sanatruq was the king of Adiabene (A.D. 91-109) who captured Edessa and Nisibis (Fukai, 1960: 138). The Hatrene

king SNTRWQ was mentioned in Syriac and Greek sources (Ronzevalle, 1912: 516- 518). A king of Bahrain was also called

Sanatruq: he was captured by Ardashir the Sasanian king (AI-Tabari: vol. 1, p. 479)
(202) Of two Hatrene inscriptions [79, 288] mentioning this term, the first describes Hatra as in this province, and mentions that

there were Arab tribes in this region. Dio Cassius also mention "Araba" when describing Trajan's march northewards from
Babylon in A.D. 116; he advanced to Hatra through "Arabia", which indicates that this region's location lay north. of

Ctesiphon (LXVIII, 31). Arab historicans mention that the power of Hatraextended from the Tigris to the Khabur, to which

"Arabaya" could have extedended, with Hatra as its major centre.

(203) Safar. 1972: 14.
(204) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 334, 31.
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SNTR \vQ 1 had many statues and reliefs erected by or for him in the temples of Hatra. on statue was found

in the portico of the so-called temple of Samas, behind the Bait Alaha south iwan. It stood beside statues of his

sons NYHR and 'BD-SMY', Asecond headless statue was found in this "temple" of Sarnas' representing him in a
'1" '" J (205)mihtray costume, armed with two daggers and a sword and carrying a statue of a god, possibly SMS The

head and base of a third statue were also found in the portico of the same temple; here his crown is adorned
. h . d (206)w It a wmge eagle

Alarge relief was recently discovered in temple B in Bait Alaha (pls. 59, 68). It consists of three panels

separated by half-coumns. Each panel represents a separate scene, and there are inscriptions attached, now

damaged. The main subject, in the centre, is SNTRWQ in the act of worship; his head is uncovered and he stands

barefoot in front of the goddess Allat (?) in her aspect as goddess of justice. She is sitting on the balance of the

scales. On each scale crossed hands are depictied. The centre scene is nan ked by two other scenes. On the left are

two children and on the right two adultes. Associated finds, including a building text, suggest the king as

SNTR\VQ I. An inscription [VII] below the left scale has the words "SNTRWQ the king", while anther, under

the feet of the king, reads "SNTR WQ the king, the priest" This is the first occasion on which a ruler of Hatra is

d ib d . (207) •escn e as a pnest

'BD-SMY' King SNTRWQ I was succeeded by his son 'BD-SMY' [333], see [36,79, 195,203,223,229,277,

287,290 (A.D. 192/3),33,341] (pl. 67). When he ascended the throne is unknown, but one inscription [195]

informs us he had the title "king of the Arabs" like his father and his son, if the phrase in this text refers to him

and not to his successor, and another inscription [290] tells us he was reigning in A.D. 192/ 3, and so at an

unsettled period in the Near East. The Parthian monarch Vologases III (or IV) was facing a revolt by another

Parthian ruler, Vologases IV (or V), in Seleucia, in the Roman empire three generals ruler, Vologases IV (or V),

in Seleucia, in the Roman empire three generals were struggling for power, among whom was Pescennius Niger,

the governor of Syria(20S) Niger found support in the western Parthian provinces; his supporters included the

ruler of Hatra, 'BD-SMY', if he is the same person as the Barsamia mentiond by the Classical historian Herodian

(us/
209)

The victor Septimius Severus, after capturing his rival Niger, marched eastwards to punish the rulers

who had supported him. He advanced to Nisibis and attacked Adiabene, Ctesiphon and Seleucia(210) Then he

advanced towards Hatra and laid siege to the city in the spring of A.D. 198, but failed to capture it. He withdrew

to Syria in order to rearm and refurbish his eqipment, and returned probably in the autumn of A.D. 200 for a

second attempt, which was equally unsuccessful
C2 l l

) It may well have been 'BD-SMY' who led this defence of

Hatra against Severus. Safar estimated his reign as having lasted from A.D. 190 to 200; this is obviously

guesswork, as the only known dated inscription belongs to A.D. 192/ 3, but if Safar were right, his last year
. id . h S .. S "thd 1(212)would have corner ed Wit e ptimius everus WI rawa

Two statues of 'BD-SMY' have been uncovered. One was found next to that of his father in the portico of the

so-called temple of Sama~; it presumably shows him before he was king, as he wears no crown. He holds a palm

leaf in one hand and statues in the other. A second statue, slightly damaged, represents him in his royal attire,
(2 J 3)

wearing the Parthian tiara adorned with an eagle

(205)

(206)

(207)

(208)

(209)

(210)

(211)

(212)

(213)

Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pIs, 4, 63.

Ibid., pI. 8. ( ) \1 r. h k d t M
34 5 S S i an 1974: page e.. y garetcfut t an s are ue 0 r.Dimensions: length 3.55m., height 90cm., thickness . em. ee am,

Hazim Al-Najafi, the excavator, who gave me permission to study it.

Debevoise, 1938: 255.

Herodian (us) III, I. 3.

Birley, 1971: 202.
Dio Cassius, LXXVI, 10, II; Birley, 1971: 202,204.

Safar, 1972: 14.

Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pIs. 14, 72.
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SNTR\\'Q II. King SNTR\\'Q \I is known from a number or inscriptions (pl. (7). lie w a» the son or king

'BD-SMY' [36-7,79,195.203.229]. [J.13, 341] might concern him: [2X. 120. 1.19. 144. 19X. 2X7] could refer to

either SNTR\\'Q lor II, A statue or his daughter SPRY was erected in :\,J) 2.1X [36]: the tcvt on,the base states

that she was "the daughter of S;\TR \\'Q the king. the son of 'H\)-S\IY' the king" hut this does not make it clear

whether SNTR\\'Q was still alive in thi~ year, If he was, his reign posxiblv ended with the destruction of l l at ru in

A.D. 241 by the Saxaniuns.

His titles included "king" [36. 37. 79. 195]. "king of the Arabs" [20J). and "the king. victorious and

benefactor" [229]. There is a problem which we have already considered concerning inscription [2X7]. which

mentions a SNTR\\'Q "k ing of the Arab lands", attributed to S:'\:TR\\'Q \I by Safar. although it is impossible to

tell from the lI~scription whether S'\,'!'J{\\'O I or II is meant(~I-t1 ()n only one inscription. [20.1). is he definitely

called "king of the Arabs"; this is inscribed on the statue of hi .... tutor, The omission of any mention of Arubs on

the rest could indicate his lack of power over them. unless the phrase "king or the .vrubs" on [195. 19X] also

refers to him. Archaeological evidence also suggests that at this late period l lat ra \\'as in decline: for instance. the

new additions to the Bait Alaha and to the northern and cuxte rn gates. as the author has observed. \~..ere made of

cheap and coarse matcrial.

A statue of SNTR WQ \I [J 95] unearthed in the square so-called temple of Samas represents him in a religious

act, leading Safar· to suggest that SNTRWQ II, in the last years of his reign, devoted his life to religion.

distributing the secular authority between his two sons, giving 'BD-SMY' the army and \1'N\V the adminstration.

The newly discovered relief of SNTRWQ I or \I just discussed, however, with its texts describing SNTR\VQ as. .
both "king" and "priest", reveals that there was nothing unusual ina Hatrenc ruler adopting both these roles,

d S r. 'h hesi (215)an so alar s ypot esrs IS unnecessary

In the period of the kings other aspects of religious and secular administration are illuminated by the

inscription. Many administrative posts are recorded, including KMR' (priest), and a priestess (KMRT) is recorded

[34): she must have been married, for her son is mentioned in the same text. RBYT' (steward) also continues, and

some inscriptions indicate that it could be held by in heritancc [144. 224. 27X (c.A D. 16 5»)( ~ I (,)

It was 'also in this period, as an indication of Hatrene connections with other cities of the area, that a lady of

H t tl I· d d . P I (21 7)a ra apparen y went to ive, an re, at a myra

(e) The end of Hatra

Hatra outlasted the Parthian empire, but was destoryed during the rise of the Sasanian. Most of the Parthian

allies,like Adiabene and Kerkh Slukh (Kirk uk ), had turned against their parthian masters and sided with the
S . (2IX) T r " .

asarnans he collapse 0 the Parthians 111 the mld-220s A.D. left Hatra exposed. In A.D. 227 Ardashir I

besieged the city, but without resuHo 19) A fter this, it appears that the city turned for help to the Romans. Several

(214) See above, p,10-l

(215) Safar, 1972: 15. Relief: see above, p. 105

(216) For administrative posts, see below, p. Illl 115,

(217) H. lngholt, Berytus, 3, 1936, 106-107, pI. XXI. J.

(218) Debevoise, 1938: 268-269.

(2J 9) Dio Cassius, LXXX, 4.
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inscriptions indicate a Roman presence in the area from the 230s A .D. A Roman milestone, date j A.D. 233, was
found -lkrn south-west of S"· (S' )l:~~OI I H . If L .. " .. .. 1I1Jar ingara n atra use . three ann inscnpuons indicate the Hercules In

shrine I.\.: a reference to the \;inth "Gordian" Cohort (that is, of the cmpcro i-Gordiun III, D.A. 239-244)dates

these to Hat ras vcry last years(2~ I) But all these defensive precautions by the Hatrenes did not save the city from

the Sasanians..-\ Manichean document recently found in Egypt indicates that Hatra' fell to Shapur I. in April,

.-\.D. 241, after a siege that lasted a year(~~~) The Sasanians dcstrox cd hot h the city and the Kingdom of Hatra.

This blow left Hat ra deserted. Just over a century later the city Was in ruins, as we are told by the Roman

historian Arnrnianus Marcellinus, who passed through lIatra in A.D. J6J with the Roman army(22.n Though

destroyed, Hatra left a lasting image in the minds of the Arabs. Many a poet wrote verses on its glories, its fall

and its ruins L\ ppcndix 2). Ilatra remained deserted until modern times. except for some apparent use as a

.military station In the At abec period (..\.1) 1127-1261L as two in .... cr ipt io n .... tcstil\"(22~'

Between the early ninetceth and the early twentieth century a few European travellers visited Hatra. Ross in

1836, Ainsworth in 1840. l.ayard in 1846. Andrae in 1906-11, and Gcrtude Bell in 1911 (225) They mentioned

that Bedouin of Shammer tribe had pitched thier tcnts within or around the cit:/~~(,)

In 1946, the Iraqi government established a desert police station just outside the ruins(2271 Bedouin started

settling around the station, making use of the wells within the walls of the city. Later. since 1951, when the Iraqi

Antiquities Department excavations commenced. there has been a migration of workers from the surrounding

countryside, resulting in the establishment of a village.

Administrative and social structure"

(a) Ad ministration

Much confusion has been introduced into the study of Hatrene administration through the building of large

hypotheses upon rather slender evidence. It is important, therefore, first to set out precisely what titles and offices

existed and at what period or periods they occur in the texts; this will be done chronologically, as far as the texts

allow, so that the various titles and posts will be introduced in the order of their known first dated mention,

where this exists, with posts of unknown date discussed last. Secondly, we shall briefly discuss what can safely be

concluded concerning Hatrene admininstration on this evidence. Inevitably, some of the information and

discussion here will overlap that of the previous section, but it is given here again as it is for a differentpurpose, -
(220)

(221)

(222)

(223)

(224)

(225)

(226)

(227)

Fiey, 1952: 319-320.
Inscriptions: Oates, 1955: 40-43. Statue: Iraq Museum, 1M 5X153; S.B. Downey, AJA. 72,1968,214-217. .

Present archaeological evidence 'does not shed light on the Sasanian siege of Hatra Arab historical sources such as AI-Tabari,

Al-Mas'udi, Ibn Husham and Ibn Khaldun, give conflicting information about the lenght of siege and how Shapur I (A.D.

240-272) entered the city. These historians took material from the earlier Arab poets. they spe~k of kings called Satrun and

Dhaizan, and tend to romanticize events, although Al-Mas'udi recorads the alliance with Rome: see Appendix 2. Manichean

text: Milik, 1972: 355.

Ammianus Marcellinus, XXV, 539.

Ainsworth, 1841: 1-20; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 35.
Ross, 1839: 443-475; Ainsworth, 1841: 1-20; Layard, 1852: 75; Andrae, vol. I, 1908 and vol. II, 1912; Bell, 1927, vol. I,

298-300 and vol. 2, 655. . .
. d t kept in the State Organization of Antiquities and Heritge (Survey Depar ment) the site IS located

Accordmgto a ocumen . . . .
. . d ffi II by Mash'an AI-Faisal the sheikh of Shammer The sheikh himself 111 this documentwithin the property owne 0 iciay, .

states that he relinquishes the site and its surrounding area (I2,000 mishara = roughly 3000 hectares) to th~ 'State

Organization of Antiquities, and the transference of ow ncrship was carried oU,t i~ ,the Govern.menl H,ouse at Mosul In 1954,

Professor Fuad Safar was the reresentative of the State Organization of Antiquities anf Heritage (File no. 3/ 3SA).

AI-Jamil, 1956: 217 Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 13.
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MRY' [IV, VI (A.D. 128/9, IX, 33,67,82,123,140,189,194,196,197,199,232,233,266, 267, 272 (A.D.

138),2'/3,274,285,288,338 (A.D. 133)]. The problems connected with this title, meaning so~ething like "lord",

have been discussed in the previous section(228). Six notables are known to have held it: NSR-YHB, WRWD,

NSR\V, M'NW, \VLGS and SNTRWQ. The only dated texts are those of N~RW (A.D. 128/ 9, 133,138). But

the fact that his father NSR-YHB is stated to have held the title before him [VI, 272, 338] indicates firstly that

the title already existed in the previous generation, say around A.D. 100, and secondly that a son could hold it

after his father (although the texts do not specify if it passed directly from father to son, or if there were other

holders of it in between). In this connection it will also be remembered that N~RW's son SNTRWQ I held the

title MLK', "king", and if this SNTRWQ is the same person as the SNTRWQ "maria" of [232], then this would

be a second known instance of its passing from father to son. Whether the MRY' held religious or secular power

or a combination of both, and whether the MRY' held supreme power at Hatra, are at present unknown. But it is

.interestine to note that NSR W held other titles besides that of MRY': in [IV, I~] 'BY' RB' ("chief patrician") and

'PKL' RB' D SMS 'LH' C'chief priest of the god Sama1"), in [67] 'PKL' RB' D 'LH' ("chief priest of the god") and

in [IX] as well as [338] (dated A.D. 133) QSY~), C'elder"). What this range of titles signifies is not clear; but it is

noteworthy that N~RW is usually given simply the title MRY' in the texts, and that there is a later parallel for

the holding of political and religious posts together in SNTRWQ I (or II?), who was both MLK' ("king") and

KMR' ("priest") [VII]. The title under discussion, MRY', sh'ould be distinguished from MR' [140], which will be

treated shortly.

'BY' RB' C'chief patrician") [IV, IX]. This title appears on two inscriptions only, as a title of N~RW "maria",

whose floruit, as we have seen, fell in the 120 a and 130 s A.D. It was also held by Bakru, king of Edessa, in the
. (229)

third century A.D.

'PKL'.. RB' ("chief prie~r) nv. IX, 25, 67]. This post occurs in varying forms. In [25] it appears alone, where

eiSher NSR-YHB or 'BD-SLM' (depending on which of them it refers to) is described as "chief priest" (only); if

NSR-YHB is meant, then it is interesting that he asks to be remembered before the deities MRN MRTN.., , ,
BRMRYN and B'LSMYN, with whose cults his priesthood might possibly be connected. Elsewhere it occurs as

titles of N~RW "maria", whose floruit fell in the A.D. 120s and 130s, in the forms 'PKL' RB' D SMS 'LH'

("chief priest of the god Sama~) [IV, IX] and 'PKL' RB' D 'LH' C'chief pries of the god") [67]. Safar supposed that

N~RW "maria" was the only "chief priest" at Hatra, and that his priesthood was the highest in the city(230) But

firstly, [25] tells us that another "chief priest" existed, and secondly, Safar has ingnored the fact that NSRW is

"chief priest" only of "the god" [67] or of "the god Sarna; [IV, IX]; so in fact the situation was not as he

imagined.

QSYS ("elder", or "old") [I, II, IX, 202, 336, 338]. The word basically means "old", as it does, referring to the

older inhabitants of Hatra, in the identical texts [I, 336] dated A.D. 151. But it can also be an honorific title,

"elder", of which there are several examples. -The earlies of these is the text of A.D. 133 in which NSRW

"maria" has it [338]. Two officials on [II] are called QSS; here the term may have the special extra sense
'''steward'' Lastly, an altar l20Lj the eighteenth collected under this number in Safar's catalogue, has the words
"The altar of QSYS,(231)

RB' C'chief") [IV, 25,56,67,110,140,231,2'88], This term is used in a variety of contexts. We have met it

in the secular usage 'BY' RB' ("chief patrician") [IV IX] and the religious 'PKL' RB' ("chief priest") [IV. IX, 25,

(228) See above, p. 96. 99- 100.

(229) See above, p. 10J, n. 4; Segal, 1970: 43, n. 4.

(230) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 47.

(231) Note in [VIII] the occurrence of the name QS BRMRYN.
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1(236)

(232)

(233)

(234)

(235)

67] as titles of N~RW "maria", whose floruit fell in the 120s and 130s A.D.(232l, here the defining word comes

first. Elsewhere, it sometimes occurs alone, as in [288] (dated A.D. 149) and [110](233) Or again, a phrase

describing the area of responsibility may follow. Some of these are religious, such as the RB SMY' ('chief of the

standard") [56], the standard being a common religious emblem at Hatra,<2J4) or the RB QYNT ("chief of the

singers") [43, 202]. Other cases seem secular: on [231] occurs RB' D '(RB?), possibly "chief of the A (rabs),,<235),

w2ile on [140] we read of a status ereted to one KPY', who bears the problematical title MR', by his RB D
IjSYHY C'chief of his guards") (236)

RBYT ("steward") [I, IV, 16,60,94, 109, 116, 144, 195, 218,221,223,224,251,287,336]. This name

seems composed of the elements RB BYT' C'master of the house,,)(2.17), hence "steward" As with RB', contexts

vary. It first appears in the identical [I, 336] (A.D. 151), as RBYT alone. The son of a "steward" sometimes
v ..,

becomes a "steward" [144, 223, 224, 278] ; and in [223] SMSY "the steward" is recorded as having had a son

who became the "steward of (the god) BRMR YN. in the time of 'BD-SMY' the king. If [224] is taken in

conjuction with the latter l223], they would appear to record two o nrerent stages in one man's career-each is

concerned with the erection by the steward 'QB' of a statue to 'PRHT, doubtless the same man in each case,

who in [224] is described simply as 'PRHT "the steward", but in [223] as RBYT DY 'RB, "steward of the Arabs;'

We shall now analyse the various kinds of RBYT in turn, according to the earliest occurrnces of each in present
knowlege.

RBYT C'steward") [I, 60, 94, 116, 144, 218, 221, 251, 278, 336]. The two identical texts [I, 336], dated A.D.

151, which contain the earliest known instance of this title are of'unsual interest: for SMS- BRK, the "steward"

concerned, seems to have been agreed in some way to his position. The title was a fairly common one at Hatra.

No other text in which it occurs alone is datable, unless perhaps for [221], if the SMS- YHB there is the one of
'" ,y

[V] (A.D. 162), and [223], where SMSY "the steward" lived in the generation before 'BD-SMY' the kingtreigning.

in A.D. 192/ 3). There are, as we have seen, several cases of both father and son holding the post [144, 224, 278]
and one of a "steward" whose son hecame "steward of BRMYN, [223](238)

RBYT D (Y) MRN ("steward of (the of god) MRN) [VI, 195]. This post is recorded in the spelling RBYT DY

MRN in the time of king SNTRWQ II (reigning A.D. 176/ 7) [VI], and in the spelling RBYT D MRN in that of

king SNTRWQ II (reigning in A.D. 238?) [I 95]. The post was presumably reilgious. as MRN ("our lord") was one

of the most Important gods of Hatra.

RBYT D (Y) BRMRYN ("steward of (the god) BRMRYN") [16(?), 109, 223, 224]. This position occurs in two

texts datable to the period of king 'BD-SMY' (reigning A.D. 192/ 3) [223, 224]. It appears again in [109], and is

perhaps to be restored in [16], where the god's name is dameged but could begin with B and definitely ends with

N so that the only two alternatives are BRMRYN and B' LSMYN; in the light of the existence of a post RBYT, ~

D (Y) BRMRYN, and the absence of one of RBYT D(Y) B'LSMYN, in the known texts, it would seem most

--likely that this is a further example of RBYT D(Y) BRMRYN. This again is presumably a religious position, as

BRMRYN ("The son of our lord") was another of Hatra's leading gods.

See above, p. IO~.
In [110] the holder is SLWK (from Greek Seleu kos), although he is the son of YMLK, an Arab name. SLWK has occurred 7

times: Safar and Mustafa, I 974: Index.

On SMY', see Caquot, 1955: 59-69; Downey, 1970. . ..,
Cf. the title RBYT' DY 'RB [223], discussed below under RBYT' In [231] this RB' is mentioned before the king, this might

have political significance. Cf. the A rabrach at Dura-E uropos: above, p.. 98. n 155. ,

f RB' di ine title tof the god S;\IS on [107]), paralleled later by the use of I\ILK : see below, plio. n.Note also the use 0 as a IVI

'::!'+O

(237) See above, p. l)Q' . f h t to remain in one
(238) Note that in the Islamic sanctuaries of Iraq, to this day, it is normal for the stewardship 0 eac sane uary

family.
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RBYT DY 'RB ("steward of the Arabs") [223]. The one occurrence of this post falls in the time of king

'BD-SMY' (reigning A.D. 192/ 3), when a certain 'PRHT held it. Neither its responsibilities, nor its relationship to

the apparent post of RB' D '(RB?) just discussed. are "c1ear(2Jl))

SPR' ("scribe") [35,215,221,289]. The only possibly datable text containing this term would be [221], if the

car~MS-YHB named on it is the same as the sculptor SMS-YHB of [V], dated A.D. 162. Its precise meaning

is debatable. It may well have usually carried the normal sense of a person who wrote down texts, for instance

on parchment or papyrus; and one of these [35] is described as the "scribe of (the god) BRMRYN'lt. that is,

presumably, an official who worked in the sanctuary of BR"MR YN. But i'; at least one case [289], where ZBDY

"the scribe" asks to be remembered together with BRNSR' "the sculptor", this particular juxtaposition of

professions could imply that SPR' here means the man who carved inscription on stone.

MLK' ("king") [IV, VII, 21, 28, 36, 37,79,82,193,194,195,196,197,198, 199,202,203,223,229,231,
277, 286, 287, 290, 333, 334, 341](40) Five individuals on Hatrene inscriptions have this title, namely 'TL\\'

~

[21], WLGS [193, 286], SNTRWO I [IV, VII (?), 82, (A.D. 176/ 7),139 (?), 194,196-7,198 (?), 199,202 (?),

231,287 (?), 333], 'BD-SMY' [36, 79,195,203,223,229,277,290 (A.D. 192/ 3), 333 (?) 341 ('?), SNTR\\'Q II

[VII (?), 28, 36, (A.D. 238),37,79,139 (?), 195, 198 (?-possibly I), 202 (?-possibly 1),203,229,287 (?-possibly

I), 333 (?), 334 (?), 341 (?). With each of the latter three a. ~ated text is associated [82] shows SNTR \\'0 1
reigning in A.D. 176/ 7 and [290] his son 'BD-SMY' rcunidg "in A. D. 192/ 3, while [36] informs LIS that the

daughter of SNTRWQ II, SPRY, was an adult in A.D <DX, ~ithout making it clear whether her father was still

alive in that year. Many texts tell us that king Sf'< ~ R\\'Q 1 was the son of N~R\V "maria", that king 'BD-S\1Y'

was the son of king SNTR WQ I, and that Iki rtg SNTR WQ II was the son of king 'BD-SMY' (pl. 67); there is no

actual evidence that 'BD-SMY' followed his father directly into the kingship, nor that SNTRWQ II followed

'BD-SMY' immediately, but the most natural, assumption would be that this was how it came about. 1\10st of

these king, in some of their texts at least, have extra titles or epithets, as follows:

MLK' D(Y) 'RB ("king of the Arabs"). This title is held by WLGS in [193], by SNTR WQ I in [IV, 194, 196-7,

198 (if SNTRWQ 0, 199, 231], by 'BD-SMY' in [195] (if it refers to him here rathe; than to SNTRWQ II), and

by SNTRWQ II in [195] (if it refers to him and not [6 'BD-SMY'), [198] (more likely SNTRWQ I)~ [203] (erected
by his tutor). I

MLK' D 'RBY' ("king of Arabaya" , that is, "Arabia" or "the Arab lands,,)C24J> This is seen once [287], in

association with a king SNTRWQ, perhaps more likely to be SNTRWQ I as it is similar to the preceding title

which often occurs after his name.

" ZKY' ("victorious"). This epithet is associated with king SNTRWQ J on [194] (following the phrase MLK' DY

'RB), and with king SNTRWQ II on [79, 203] (following MLK' DY 'RB), [229].

"Benefactor". This is the translation offered by Safar and Mustafa of the word following ZKY' ("victorious")

on a text of SNTRWQ II [229]; the word itself, however, is hard to read, so it is difficult to check this
. (242) •

suggestion .

(239) There is no evidence for Safar's suggestions that the holder of this post was more important than the king, and responsible

only for the nomad Arabs (Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 32,47). Cf. the Arabarch at Dura: above, p. 97, n. 151-

(240) To be distinguished from these secular, political uses of MLK' and its derivatives are the religious uses, where it denotes the

kingdom and royalty of the gods. This is clearest in [79], which mention "the Eagle and his kingdom (MLKWTH)U~l~ the

identical texts [I, 336] dated A.D. 151 the phrase BMLK' DY 'LH' occurs, meaning perhaps "in the council of the god" Safar..,
and Mustafa (I974) read MLK' as the word following the divine name B'LSMYN in [I6, 17].

(24 I) See above, p. I 104-105.

(242) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: inscription [229].
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~YZD<? ("pious"r-l·
1

) This epithet is associated with a SNTR \\'0 the son of king 'BD-SMY' on [333, 341]; this

would 1ead one to suppose that king S~TR\\'O II is meant, but the title ~ILK' C'king") is lacking, so possibly•
they could date from before his assumption of the kingship. Together with these texts in the northern gate of

Hat ra [JJ4] was found. where the same epithet is attached to a SNTR\\'O. presumably the same individual.

These titles and epithets may well hav~ had s~me special political significance at Hatra. An analysis of them

shows that 'TL\\' had no extra titles. King \\'LGS had the title "king of the Arabs" on [193]. SNTRWQ I was

variously described as "ki ng of the Arabs" (alone) [IV, 196- 7, 198 ("), 199, 231], "king of the Arabs. victorious"

[194]. "king of 'RBY' (,\rahaya. Arabia)" [2X7J (if this refers to him rather than to his grandson). and "priest [\'IIl.

(again. if S~'!'R\\'Q I rather than II) King 'HD-S\IY' (reigning::\.D. 192/ J) had the title "king of the Arabs" on.

[195). if the phrase here refers to him rather than his successor. S:,\TR\\'Q II is called "king of 'RBY' on [287] (if

this refers to him rather than S:'\TR \\. Q I). "ki ng of the .:\ rabs" on 'f 195] (if the phrase refers to h im here). [198]

(more likely S:'\'FR\\'Q I). and "king of the .Arabs. victorious' on f203] (erected by his tutor); on [79] he is

"victorious" alone. on [2.29] "victorious, and bcncfacto r (")". on tv II] "priest" (if this is not his grandfather), and

apparcnt lv on f333. 334. 341] he is ..piou -," (before his acccxsion").. \ co mpurison of these titles and epithets
creates the imprc sxion that the most pu\\erl'ul wu« S:,\'!"R\\'Q I.

.., '}

PSGR'" ~ '>

--~,~'[28. 195]. PSGRYB' [287], PZGR J~[36 (A.D. 238)]. This title's spelling varies, but the meaning is fairly

sure. If [28, 287] are to be dated the period of SNTR \VO I (reigning A.D. 176/ 7), then this title should be

assigned to it. Bu t these could belong to the time of S~TR \\'Q II. as [195 J ccrtai nlv does. and l36J is dated to

A.D. 2J8. The crown prince may havc .bccn given official duties. if the 'BD-S\IY' who is ZNPr ("chief of the

army") on onc inscription is one of thc t wo princes of that name. one the son of king SNTR \VO I and the other
th f S"" 'I'I'> \\'0 II (~-1-1) '1' . I' (~-1')

I e son 0 ....... ' . he title \\ as also known at ·.des,",,, '

KMR' C'priesi") [III (c.A.D. 195-205), VII, 5, 27, 34 (A.D. 235), 39, 51, 154, 279, 286 (period of WLGS the

kingl]. The earliest datable references to this post come in the period of the kings, with [III] (c.A.D. 195-205)
v

carrying the earliest actual date, although [286] (period of WLGS the king) and [VII] (period of king SNTRWQ I

or II) might be earlier. The texts sometimes mention 1he priesthoods of specific deities: 'TR "T' [5], BRMRYN [27],

MR LH' (?) [51 J, and NRG WL [145]. It is noteworthy that king SNTRWO I or II is also calIed "priest" on [VII].

KMRT C'priestess") [34 (A.D. 235)]. This post is mentioned once, late in Hatra's history; the occupant is

MRTBW, priestess of 'SRBL ("). The text also mentions her son, so she was presumably married.

No texts concerning other posts have precise dates, although sometimes a rough date may be inferred from

their content. These may perhaps be conveniently studied in two groups: those probablv or definitelv to be

associated with the monarchy or royal household, and others.

MRBYN' ("tutor") [203]. The official involved here was tutor to SNTR WO II before he became king, and so

the office must have existed by around A.D. 200.

MHYMN' ("confidant") [100, 139]. The second of these two texts [139] is the clearer: in its association of this

post with royalty, it suggests that the position was a royal one, and if so, perhaps fairly influential. The statue

concerned was of a grandson of SNTRWQ I (reigning A.D. 176- 7), so that [139] should date roughly to the

earlier .1hird century A.D.

(243) On its meaning ("pious", or "great?") see AI-Salihi, 1980: 169.

(244) AI-Salihi, 1975: 186; ibid., 1980: 177, pI. 33 (p. 178).

(245) Segal, 1970: 32.
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~SRPT ("master of the hunt") [112]. If the SPRY mentioned in this is the princess of [36], then the date of

the latter, A.D. 238, would give an indication of the period of this one also, and once again suggest royal

associations for the post. It is interesting to remember in this connection that many of the graffiti of Hatra

represent hunting, for which the area may have been renowned (pis. 145-16':n.
'4

~TIiS' ("chief of the army?") [143]. This is an obscure term, interpreted by Safar and Mustafa to mean the
__ . /~·H')

chief of the army; if correctly so. then he must have taken orders from the king

ZNPT ("chief of the army"). This word appears, together with the name 'BI?-S\1Y'", o~ the high ~eli~~ of a

beardless bareheaded man found in the northern gate. The excavator translates this term chief of the ar my ,and
, . [195]("P) Th . h

states his belief that the 'BD-SMY' shown is the son of SNTR\\'Q II mentioned 111 - ere IS, owcver,

nothing in the relief or text to specify whether this is 'BD-S\1Y' t.he son of SNTR \\'Q I. '81)-S\I),' the son of
. fl' (1-1X)

SNTRWQ II, or simply a high official 0 t lIS name

OBII' ("sacrificer"?) [164]. This obscure term is taken by Safar and Mustafa to mean the person responsible for

the king's temple offerings and animal sacrifices,/2491 certainly the king is mentioned in the text.

Other posts and titles mentioned in the texts of Hatra have no obvious connections with the monarchy, and

these. with now be discussed.

MR' ("lord" or "master") [140]. Qhr Ibn (or Abu) Naif (A.D. 137) C?(501 The name of this title or

position is clearly derived from the same root as MRY' C'lord") and the divine name \1RN ("our lord"). Its
~

holder in the Hatrene text [140] is sufficiently important to have his own chief of guards, RB 0 HSYHY,

discussed above(251) The text from Qbr Ibn Naif is unfortunately damaged, and so it is not certain that the term

appears here. It is noteworthy that the Hatrene MR', KPY', whose statue is the subject of [140], is the son of
\,#

another M R', WLGS.
MQYMW(R) B'("general collector of taxes") [218]. Safar and Mustafa interpret these letters in this wa/

2521

Alternatively, they might perhaps be read as the common personal name MQYM (W), with an unidentifiable

word following(253), or possibly more plausibly, as the name MQYM followed by the element RB', either as the

title disc~ss;d above, or as a part of a compound name including this element, formed on the lines of

MQYM-SMS [60, 6 J].

HSBN' C'accountant") [49]. This term occurs once; the man concerned is accountant of the temple of B'SMN

(in this spelling).

"DSHPT' C'chief of guards"?) [295]. An obscure term in [295] is interpreted by AI-Salihi to mean the chief of
(54)

guards
RMW (?) ("archer"?) [150]. Another difficult term, RMW (?), is translated by Safar and Mustafa as "archer"

(?).

QYNT ("singers") [43, 202] (third altar). A group of singers, under a RB C'chief"), are mentioned twice; In

each case the context is religious, so that these were probably temple performers.

(246) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: inscription [143].

(247) Al-Salihi, 1975: 186; ibid., 1980: 177. pI. ]J (p 178).

(248) The name 'BD-SMY' occurs .elsewhere outside the royal family: e.g. [56].

(249) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: [164].

(250) Safar, 1961: 42, where he calls the site, incorrectly, Qbr Abu Naif.

(25]) See above, p. 109.

(252) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: [218].

(253) MQYM (W) as a personal name: e.g., at Hatra, in [60, 61]; at Palmyra, very common.

(254) AI-Salihi, 1975: [295].
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These. then. are the titles and posts that have appeared so far on insciptions found in and around Hatra. What

do they tell us. in conjunction with the rest the texts. about the development of its administration? In any study

of this. the temptation to go beyond the evidence. which has already afflicted pervious commentators, must
obviously be avoided,

were probably temple performers.

Z~IR' C'trumpctcr") [219]. This term occurs once.

"Doctor" [92], term on one inscription is translated hv Safar and Mustafa as "doctorl~55)

The earliest evidence relevant to lh~ administration of Hatra concerns the period around A.D. 100; This was a

time when tribal activity was significant: in :\.D. 97/ 8 the Tayrnu (TYM\V) and Belaqb (BL'QB) tribes built a

shrine to ~RGL at their own expense [214]. as well as a tomb [293] in which a text [294] indicates that it was
"standing by A.D. 108. This was also the time when ~SR-YIIB held the title or position of MRY' C'lord"), a term

whose precise meaning and status is unknown. although it is often taken to indicate the political ruler of Hatra,
certainly. the family of NSR-YHB was well respected [\'1]'256)

"NSR- YHB's son NSRW is recorded as also being MRY' in inscriptions dated A.D. 128/ 9, 133 and 138(257)

These and other texts ma~e i~ clear that N~R\\' was a ~erson of distinction, for he held the titles 'BY' RB' ("chief

patrician"), 'PKL~ R1' D SMS ("chief priest of the god Sama~"), 'PKL' RB' D 'LH' ("chief priest of the god") and

(in A.D. 133) QSYS' ("elder") as well as MR Y'. a collection of titles rivalled only by those of the later kings

SNTR\VQ I and II, among which 'BY' RB' is so far unparalleled elsewhere at Hatra, and he was also the father of

king SNTRWQ I. Four other "maria" are known, of unrecorded date (unless SNTRWQ "maria" is the same

person as king SNTRWQ I, reigning in A.D. 176/ 7). The titles of NSRW "maria" also indicate that those of. ... ..:
'PKL' RB' ("chief priest") and QSYS' were current in his day.

In A.D. 149 T the term RB' C'chief") occurs alone [288], as it also does in [110]. Elsewhere this term is

followed by a phrase specifying the area of responsibility, whether religious, as with the RB SMY' ("chief of the

standard") [56] or RB QYNT' C'chief of the (religious) singers") [34, 202], or secular, as with the chiefs "of the
(?) . f'" d ( 58 )Arabs ." ana "0 his guards ; but these are undate

In A.D. 151 comes the earliest known record of the post of RBYT' C'steward") [l, 336]; the term is used alone. "'..,
here, and its occupant SMS-BRK, most interestingly, seems to have reached this position through some sort of

agreement, and was clearly an influential person.

As with RB', the term may be used alone, or have a phrase following defining the sphere of activity, religious or

secular. Some examples are datable from their content to the later period of the kings, and will be referred to

f SPR ' (" ih ,,)1251))there. Soon after there may have come the first occurrence 0 sent e

The earliest dated reference to a MLK' C'king") comes in a text of SNTRWQ I dated A.D. 176/7 [82]. There

can be little doubt that the holder of this title was the supreme political ruler of Hatra. Two further dated

references to "kings" occur, in A.D. 192/ 3 ('BD-SMY') [290] and A.D. 238 (SNTR\V9 II, not necessarily still

alive) [36]; two other kings are known of from undated texts, 'TL\\' [2 J] and \VLGS [193, 286]. It will be

remembered that king SNTRWQ ! was the son of NSR\\' "maria", that king 'BD-SMY' was the son of king

SNTRWQ I, that king SNTRWQ II was the son of king 'BD-SMY', and that the "crown prince" 'BD-SMY' (IJ)

(255) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: [92].
(256) NS'R-YHB: see above, p. 100-101. MRY': see above. p % and lOX.

(257) NSRW: see above, p. 101,IOX.
(258) See above, p. 109.

(259) See above, p. IOlJ-1 10.
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was the son of king S:"JTR\\'Q II: so some kind of system of inheritance was operating, although there is no proof

that a k ing's son succeedd his father directly (pl. 67). Most of the kings have other titles and epithets besides that

of \ILK', and some of these doubtless had administrative signicance. Thus MLK' D (Y) 'RB ("king of the Arabs")

is held by \\. LGS [193], SNTR \\'Q I [IV, 194, 196- 7, 198 (?), I 99, 231], 'BD-SMY' (if [195] refers to him) and

SNTR \\'Q II [195 (?), 198 (?), 203]. Either king SNTR \VQ I or II is called MLK' D 'RBY' C'king of Arabaya/

Arabia/ Arab lands") on [287]: how this differs from the preceding in meaning, if at all, is unknown. Again,

either SNTR\\'Q I or II is described as KMR' C'priest") on [VII). It has often been assumed that "kingship" only

existed at Hatra during the period of the datable refernces to "king", I that is, in Hatra's final seven decades, or at

the mot from about A.D. 160 onwards
l260

) This could have been more or less the case, but it should not be

forgotten firstly that two undated kings ('TLW and WLGS) are known of, who could have ruled much earlier,

and secondly that the administrative relationship between "kings" and other seemingly influential offices, such as

"maria" and RBYT C'steward"), are quite unknown. The impression that Hatra's latter decades were to some

extent administratively different from before is, however, increased by a study of the other known posts from this

era.

There is, to begin with, one title that disappears completely: 'BY' RB' ("chief patrician"), held by NSR W

"maria" [I\', IX]. Secondly. there is a group of posts or titles for which the dated references belong to the first

half of the second century A .D., but of which there are also undated mentions that could possibly be later: this., ...
comprises !\1RY' ("lord"), 'PKL' RB' ("chief priest") and QSYS' ("elder"), as well as RB' ("chief'). which occurs

on undated texts in such varied forms, with dso many defining phrases following it, that it could well have lasted

into the era of the "kings", and could even have undergone osme development then. Next there is the office of

RBYT C'steward"), first heard of in A.D. 151 [I, 336] when SMS-BRK was somehow agreed to it which

definitely continued, and developed, later: thus under king SNTRWQ I (reigning A.D. 176/ 7) an (obviously

religious) RBYT DY l\IRN C'steward of (the god) MRN') is first heard od [IV, 195] (and again under SNTRWQ

II, [I 95]), while under king 'BD-SMY' we first learn of both the religious RB'1'T D (Y) BRMRYN C'steward of

the Arabs") [223]. Sometimes a son becomes a "steward" (not always of the same kind) after his father; and

under king 'BD-S\l'1" (reigning A.D. 192/ 3) 'PRHT appears to hold the post simply of RBYT at one time [224]
and of RBYT DY 'RB ("steward of the Arabs") at another [223].

But it is the apparent proliferation of new posts and titles that particularly marks off the period of the "kings"

from those befor it; and some of these, naturally, are connected with the monarchy. Thus PSG RBCY)'

May first be recorded under SNTRWQ I, if [28, 287] refer to him rather than SNTRWQ II, under whom the

position definitely existed [195]. KMR' C'priest") too appears under the "kings", with [III] (A.D. 195-205)

carrying its earliest datable mention but [VII, 286] being possivly earlier; undated texts could of course antedate

this period. It is noteworthy that king SNTRWQ I or II himself held it [VII]. The position of royal MRBYN'

C'tutor") existed by about A.D. 200 [203], and of MHYMN' C'confidant") soon after [100, 139], while NHSRPT

C'master of the hunt") [1 12] appears seemingly very late indeed; DBH' ("sacrificer"?) [164] also has royal

connections. KMRT ("priestess") is recorded only in A.D. 235 [34].

Lastly, there is the group of titles or offices for which there are as yet no dated references; some at least,

however, could well have belonged to the period of the "kings" These include the mysteriousMR' C'Iord" or

"master") in [140] and possibly the text from Qbr Ibn Naif. Hatra's military organization, strong enough to resist

the onslaughts of Trajan, Septimius Severus and Ardashir I, is seemingly reflected in the posts of BTHS' ("chief of

the army"?) [143], ZNPT C'chief of the army") on the high relief from the northern gate, SHPT C'chief of

guards"?) [295], and RM\V (?) ("archer"?) [ISO). Religious administration is represented by the RBo QYNT ("chief

of singers") [43, 202] and the HSBN' C'accountant") [49] of the temple of B'SMN. Finally, there is a ZMR'
("trumpeter") [219] and perhaps a doctor [92].

(260) Safar, 1972'; ScHar and Mustafa, 1974: 37.
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This study of Hatrene administration, based on the texts found so far, has revealed that nothing definite can be

said of the period before about A.D. 100, although, as we have seen, there arc signs that l latra may have been an

example of a "dimorphic chiefdom"t](l\) From the late first century A.D, however, the series of inscriptions

begins. The earlier texts feature the activity particularly of tribes and of M RY' ("lords"), at least one of whom was

also "chief patrician" and "chief priest" of a god or gods, and father of a future "king"; but the political position

of these MRY' remain's unknown. From soon before or around the mid-second century A.D. the positions of RB'

C'chief") and RBYT' C'steward") occur: these are of several kinds, and both religious and secular. Then in A.D.

176/ 7 we first hear of a "king", SN'fR \\'Q I, and from th is period onwards Hatra was clearly under the

political control of monarchs, who had their own royal officials such as army chiefs, confidant, tutor, sacrificer

and the like. Temple bureacracies also seemingly burgeoned, with a new word for priest, stewards of particular

gods, singers and an accountant. Thus in its last few decades Hatra clearly possessed a strongly centralized

monarchy and a complex administration which reflected the power of its position in the contemporary world.

(b) Social structure

Our information on life and society at Hatra is spares This is due to the nature of the buildings, texts and art
investigated so far.

Nevertheless some aspects of life are illuminated, which are sketched below.

The population, as is evident from nomenclature, was mainly Arab, with an Aramaic admixture; and there

were, as we have seen, close connections between urban and nomad individuals and tribes(262) Within Hatra, the

buildings, artefacts and texts found so far generally reflect the lives only of the wealthy and powerful, the rulers,

priests and aristocracy, whose concerns appear in the Aramaic texts and whose appearances are represented in

Hatrene art. But a less wealthy population is attested as living within the walls of the city in the inscriptions
" yconcerned with the agreement of SMS-BRK in A.D. lSI [I, 336].

An awareness of lineage played an important role in Hatrene life. This has remained a characteristic of Arab

society until today. Hatrene individuals are careful to trace their lineage in inscriptions, sometimes several

generation back, and this has facilitated the reconstruction of the genealogies of several families (pls, 69-70). The

length of these family trees is an indication of the social stabilitiy that clearly prevailed at Hatra.

Names of gods were often used as parts of the personal names of the inhabitants of Hatr~ Examples inch~de

MRHWN [43] meaning "their lord", SWZNBL [143] "our god protects US,,(263), also 'BD-'SR [181], 'WD-'SR, ., ."

[204, 227], 'BD-'LH' [218, 272, 338], 'BD-SMS [145], and so on. This frequency of theophoric names indicates

the importance of religion in Hatrene life; similar Semitic theophoric names were in use in other contemporary

(261) See above, p. (97-98.

(262) Urban-nomad connections: see above, p. 96-91\. As regards the Arab majority in the Hatrene population, from personal

observation of the inhabitants of the present VIllage of AI-Hadhr (Batra) and the surrounding area I have found that most of

the Hatrene personal names mentioned in the Aramaic inscriptions (listed below) are still in use in the area, although often in

a slightly transmuted form. The original Hatrene names in this list are given in capital letters; where this name continues in

use unchanged, no Arabic equivalent is given, and where it continues in slightly changed form, this form is given, within

brackets: 'OY [4] CAdy, 'Aday), 'RS' 0 [161], GBR [177], GOY [107], I-!BYB [221]. f:lRYS [129], RI.J\INY [166, 170]
(Rahman), ZBOY [46, 106]. ZYO- 'LT [195] (Zaid), ~O\\' [222] (~ado, Saad), ~0'r'\1 [85] (Sadam), 'BO [96], 'BO 'LH' [151,

218: 236, 272] (Abdalah , Abd AI-lIah), 'BO-'GYLW [80, 141, 153, 167,286] ('Ajil), 'BO-MLK [103] (Abd AI-Malik), 'BYO'

[248] ('Abyd), 'G' [5, 13, 48, 51 etc.] ('Aja), 'QB [49, 186, 235] ('Aqab), '\\"0 [127] ('A wad), MRH\\'N [43], \I'N' or M'NW

[12,43,79,189,230,288] (Ma'an), MKY [146], NOR [93] (Nadir), N~RW [33, 67, 82, 84,194,196,197,231,250,272-274]

(Nasr, Nasir), HNY [101] (HanD, WRWO [60, 102, 123, 144, 189, 210, 233, 261, 263, 267] (Ward, Wardy, Warda).

(263) Habeeb, 1973: 162.
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(26· . 1 .
cities of the region, little evidence concerning social strata, particularly as regards the common popu ation.

Inscriptions mainly indicate to us the high social status of government officials or wealthy citizens, in other words

of those who could offord the gifts and offerings to the temples. These offerings can be rich, as texts testify [107,

240-246]. A few inscription may show that some craftsmen and artisans have perhaps climbed the social ladder

sufficiently to have been able to sign their works or have themselves commemorated in the temples. Their

profession include those of carpenter [8] (and [6]?), smith [8,77, 190] (and [6]?), shoemaker [212], fuller [13] and

bleacher [283]. Among the more important professions were doubtless those of architect ('RDKL,)(26S) and sculptor

(GLPl266), for their work involved costly commissions. Inscriptions found in the northern gate of the city wall

[336], in the southern iwans of the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha) [1, 106, 234] and inthe tomb of the two tribes

TYMW and BL 'QB [293] give us the names of several architects and sculptors (pl. 7 I). It seems that in Bait..,..
Alaha, two families of craftsmen were involved directly, the architect YHBSY, his architect son BRNNY and his

grandchildren (mentioned in a text dated A.D. lSI) who all became sculptors [1,106,234,336] (pl. 71). Another
architect is GGL Y' [232](267); one son, SMS-YHB, became both an architect and a sculptor (and is mentioned in a

dated text of A.D. 162), while another son became a sculptor [V, 232,237]. It the architects, a new generati~n ~

stone carvers turned their skills to sculpture instead. Other architects were employed at Hatra, such as YHM-SMS.,
[305], HBWS' [16], 'BN' [207], NBW [21 n, BRNY' [294], and 'STT [335], in addition to other sculptors like

y • " •
BRNSR' [289], SBZ [34] and HBYB [221]. Though there is no evidence to show the origin of these architects and. ...
sculptors, they have normal Hatrene names; Safar suggested they might have come from Assur, but there is

hi , hei 1 hi (268)not mg in t err nomenc ature to support tIS.

A few inscriptions are unusual in shedding light on Hatrene law, Four are concerned with theft, for which the

punishments are extreme [I, II, 281, 336]. [II] states that if anyone is caught stealing material from religious

buildings, "let him die the death of the god"· what that death was is not, unfortunately, revealed. [281] specifies

stoning for theft from the shrine of the god BRMRYN, Two identical inscription [I, 336], dated A.D, 151, are

even more interesting. They are again concerned with theft, but here there is a differentiation between the kinds

of death penalty meted out to inhabitants of Hatra, who will die the death of the god, and to foreigners, who will

die by stoning. These severe punishments for stealing at Hatra are also mentioned in literary sources. Bardaisan of

Edessa states: "Law in Hatra: in Hatra there is the law that anyone who steals a trifle, if only water, is punished
with stoning,,;(269) later, the fourth-century Christian Greek writer Eusebius adds: "In Hatra the thief of a single

b I 'II b t d,,(270) L tl h ' d . . ' ..o 0 WI e s one as y, t ere IS a espairmg appeal to a vanety of deities to punish the unknown

murderer of a man's wife [30], where the secular authorities are ignored, presumably as they have failed; and a
graffito [XI] seems concerned with religious ordinances on the killing of birds.

The texts also grant glimpses into such matters as the status of women. Thus several women are honoured
with statuary (e.g. [30]), and princesses may be permitted the luxury of a friend [36, 37]. And the distress of the

bereaved husband whose wife had been murdered is eloquent testimony to the status she had certainly had in his
eyes at least [30J

(264) Perking, 1913; Colledge, 1976.

(265) This word continued to be used in the Islamic period for a good builder or architect, particularly at Mosul (Jawad, 1969:
Sumer, Vnl--2.L»- ill),

(266) GLP is more likely derived from ancient Arabic term means "to polish" since it is still in LIse at present umn Manzur, Vol. 9,

30-32. The same term was used in Palmyrene Aramaic, in the from GI.WP. (Colledge, 1976; 20, n. 17). This term i~ also
found in Greek

:267) M.A.R. Colledge questioned whether the reading of this name ought not to be 'GLY', as there are several names of this

general form in use at Hatra, Palmyra and elsewhere in the area; but the reading GGLY' seems clear.
(268) Safar, 1962: 26.

(269) In the Syriac "Book of the law of conutries" attributed to him, written possibly in the second century A.D.: see Drijvers,
1965: 47.

(270) Eusebius, Praeparatio Evange1ica, ed. Mras, p. 339 lines 12-13; Degen, 1977, 487. Obol (os). small Greek coin.
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Hatrene costune, as shown in art, also contributes to our picture of society. Garments and decoration vary
considerably, and it is beyond the scope of the present work to discuss them in detail. Suffice it to say here,

therefore, that in the main male figures are represented normally in Parthian, but sometimes in Greek or Arab,

dress, and females usually in the complex regional garb also seen at Dura-Europos, Palmyra and elsewhere, that
seems ultimately based on the Greek tunic and clok (271) Thus Hatrene costume reflects both the strata of its
society, and its political and cultural position in the area.

Architecture

The overall plan of Hatra is quite clear. The city is defended by two main walls enclosing the main sanctuary
(Bait Alaha) and the dwelling area as wall as the tombs. The aerial photograph of the city (pl. 72), and the map
drawn by W Andrae (pI. 73)l (27n provide us with details of the main streets leading to the Bait Alaha and the

centre of the populatede area. The excavations which have been undertaken in the city since 1951 by the Iraqi

Department of Antiquities and Heritage have provided us with more information about the planning of the

religious buildings in the Bait Alaha, together with the small shrines, the tombs and the dwelling area; the defence
system in the northern and eastern gates of the city wall has also been thoroghly investigated(273) The following

description of the city will deal in turn with the plan, city walls, gates, main sanctuary (Bit Alaha), dwelling area,
small shrines and tombs.

(a) The plan

The actual choice of the site for ouildmg the city of Hatra depended on a number of for factors which made it
more suitable than any other location within the region.

Hatra is surrounded by an open area. To the east and south-east of the city there is reddish muddy soil, as the
writer has observed. on the west there is sand, and to the north are wadis leading to the Wadi Tharthar. These
areas are flanked also by lower-lying ones, particularly on the west and south (pls. 55, 57).

The area enclosed by the walls of Hatra is mostly flat, especially in the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha) and the
immediately surrounding area, all of which lies between the 185-200m. contour line (pls, 57, 74). This area is

enclosed by three great depressions, except for the west side (pl. 74). The contour map (pls. 57, 74) shows that

the areas immediately inside the city are somewhat higer than those outside the walls.

The ground rises gradually whin the city, and is at its highest level at the 220-230m. contour line.

This topographical feature has given an advantage to the CIty ill that the rain water collects whin these

depressions which might in antiquity have served as reservoirs. This water at the present day serves th~ nee~~7~f

the modern population of the village of Al-Hadhr (Hatra) together with their animals, as already mentioned

Very porbably these natural reservoirs provided the wells whin the city with their water.

(271) AI-Jundi. 1972; Perkins, 1973: 33-113: Colledge. .1976: 14S=J'i]· C<illed2e.-l971.; U3-135.

(272) \V. Andrae and members of his German archaeological cxpedit ion at .\-SSUI \ isileJ l l.ur.. 1",)1 short periods during the years
1906-1911, surveying and photographing its ruins. Two volumes were published, in 1905 iHatra". vol. I, \V\,DOQ, 9) and

1912 ("Hatra", vol. II, WDOG, 2 I). They became the main reference works for later archaeological exploration in the city.
(273) Excavation at Hatra by the Iraqi Department of Antiquities (now the Sale Organization of Antiquities and Hcritage) started

in 1951, and continued until 1955, revealing imporatant new finds of the Parthian period (Sumer, 1951,40; Safar and

Mustafa, 1974: 1:2). During the first season the excavation was carried out four points in ditferent parts of the ruins. Area i,
north-west of the Bait Alaha WI'l" the highest mound jnvcstigatcd. five building levels were found, but with no significant

finds (Safar, 1952: 171). In Area ii, south-west of Bait - Alaha, excavation began with some small shrines, and then moved to

Bait Alaha. In recent years excavation has been, carried out in two gates of the city wall and in the tombs; these will be

discussed later.

(274) See above, p. 91.
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The contour map (pb 57,74) showx.ttuu the m.un sanctuary (Bait .\Iah,d xituatc d nc.ul. at the centre or the

city. and the north-west part of the \\,111. .uc ,dnl\l"t cn t u cl x \\ it lu n t hc contour lines 15S ~()()m, \\ hilc the other

parts of the wall lay \\ ithin the courou: hill' ~()1I111 ClL'arl~ " clo:«: rclauonxhi p cvixtcd hCI\\CL'n rhc l.iv our or t hc

city and the local topugrap hy . .ind Ihl' 'lIKI2L· ... I rh.u the latter strnngl~ influenced 111l)"c rc'pon"ihle lor planning

the city walls of l latra. The sl((lng of the L'II~ h"" ,ll"lIltl'd from t hc rnlln\\ing or a ccrt.un contour line (~()()n1,),

and the avoiding of the lower area .it a k\L'I or I Slim. which lay mnstly outside t hc L'jt~ to the north and

south-cast. This suggests that the I l.urcnc- \\e~c vcty familiar wi th local topograph~. The dotted line on pl. 74

indicates where the circumference ()I iI Circle, Llra\\ n from t hc centre of the main xanct uarv a ... 11" central point.

would have gone: the \\'ay the .ictu.il \\ .111 run .... however. shov ... an c xpcrt lISC or contour lines. In create a

roughly circular cnclo-,u I"C

As regards city plans, there are many examples of Hellenistic cities in Mesopotamia, Syria and Asia Minor

whose layouts are either rectangular or irregular, as at Seleucia on the Tigris (pl. 75). Charax (pl. 75),

Dura-Europos (pl. 77), Antioch on the Orontes (pl. 78a). and also A l.exandria in Egypt (pl. 7 Hb). as well, later,

as Syrian plamyra (pl. 79). The street plans of these cities were based on those of Greece the scheme involved

the orgaization of the city into rectangular blocks. with the streets crossing each other at right angles and a

principal street leading to the main market square.

The essentially rectangular layouts of these cities differ radically from the circular plan which occurs in Syria,

Mesopotamia and Iran in various periods, including the Prathian. This phenomenon was discussed by Cresswell,

who gives examples of nine circular cities dated to the pre-Islamic period(27Sl A mong these are Zincirli in

northern Syria from the eighth century B.C., Abra to the east of Nisibis, Ecbaiana (Harnadan) in Iran dated to the

'seventh century B.C" Greek Mantineia (J71 B.C.,), Ctesiphon, Hatra and the Sasanian cites of Shiz (Thakht-i

Sulaiman) and Darabgerd. He pointed out that a circular fortification needs less walling than a rectangular one

surrounding an equivalent area, and is easier to defend. Various suggestions .. have been offered concerning its

origin. Cresswell concluded that Assyrian military camp plans were especially inflllcntial(27hl Ghirshman refers to

the circular plan of the parthian towns built as military camps on their western frontier. and adds that the. camp

of Ctesiphon, which was planned by the parthians, was "based on a compromise between the Greco- Semitic

commercial aristocracy and the Arsacidsl277l Reuther indicated that the plan of Hatra was not peculiar to the

Parthian period, and he statcd also that this plan in no way confronts to the "Grcco-Hippodarnian" cities such as
S I · h T' . b . " . P7H)e eucia on t e igris, ut he suggested that the plan originated 111 the tent of Its earliest population - As

regards Hatra, however, we have already seen that the defences were arranged according to topography(27l)) and

the comparative circularit v of its walls would have facilitated defence.

(b) The walls

The city is enclose~ by two walls, roughly circular in paIn, termed the "outer" and "inner" walls. We have

alrea~y seen ho.w the line of the walls follows the 200m. contour line(2XO) A glance at the plan (pl. 74) will show

that If a pure CIrcle had been adopted, which would have been the 1110St eco1101111'cal
SOlution, its line would have

crossed lower ground. This would have been disadvantageous in at least two
ways: fi rstly, an enemy could have

(275) Cresswell, 1960: 18; points reiterated by Colledge, 1977: 34-35.
(276) Cresswell, 1960: 18.

(277) Ghirshman, 1962: 34.

(278) Reuther, 1964: 42-44.

(279) See above, p. II I-I IX
(280) See above, p. III'
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PO~1l1011l1 h unscl! 011 gro u nd h igcr t han the w al] itxclf. and sccundly . water. which tenus to collect in these lower
areas. co uld h.iv c u n dc rnu n cd the -uuciurc-,

The outer wall (pI. 73). This is Xkm. long, and encloses a roughly circular drL'" 3km. in diameter. Nothing

remains above the surface from the north-west section. There is no C\ILlCIlU' either to date this wall or to

determine its relationship with the main inner wall Safar and Mustafa mcnt ion cd that this wall is made of earth,

but they were not sure if it was a wall proper a or cirurnvallation, mad In enemies who besieged the city(281).

Al-Salihi pointed out that it was made of earth and adedd: "llu s circumvalJation, some think, should be

all ributed to Shapur I, the besieging Sasanian king' ~X2 j .\ I Sdli h i. in a recent article, claimed that he ivestigated an

area lOx Sm. in this wall, and found that it was made or cart h on a foundation of uncut limestone, adding that

there is no archaeoloical evidence to indicate cithcn th at thiS wall was made by Shapur I the Sasanian king during

his siege of Hatra, or that it was erected by the II at rene- themselves to make attack more difficuJt(28J). Two

soundings in the north and north-cast parts of this wall undertaken by the writer in the spring of 1978 disclosed

that the wall is indeed made of earth, but without any special foundation, and that furthermore, most

significantly, the earth of the wall itself was taken from within the enclosed area of the inner side of the wall,

which surely suggests that the wall was built by the Hatr~themselves(2K4l Had it been made by Roman or

Sasanian attackers, they would have most Iikly taken the earth for it from their side of the barricade, that is, the

outside which is not the case.

The area bewteen the two walls is some 500m. wide and was not occupied, except for the erection' of two

towers (pl. 73B, B) which are still standing, one to the east of the eastern gate (pl. 80a), and the second to the

north of the northern gate, each built of cut limestone in two stories. The purpose of these two buildings is not

clear at present but their location on the same contour line (200m) which is associated with the main wall

(pl. 74) may suggest that they served as watch towers.

The inner wall (PI. 73). The inner (or mui n) wall is 6km. long, and encloses a rough circle about 2 km. in

diameter. Large-scale excavations were undertaken in the north part of this wall, covering an area 180 x 45m.,

which contained the ditch, the wall and -thc gate(2KS) These have given a reasonably clear picture of the

fortifications at Hatra.

The inner wall is surrounded by a ditch, and itself consists of two walls. The outer of these is 3.IOm. to

3.50m. wide and is preserved up to a height of 3-4 111. In it are set 163 small rectangular towers (mostly solid,

but sometimes hollow)(2K6), 28 large towers situated principally near the main gates (all solid), and a further

number of even larger fort-like towers (some solid, and some with traces of rooms)(287) The inner of these two

walls which form the "inner wall" is 11.90m. behind the outer. It is of mudbrick and 2.85m. thick, and it also

was supported by smaller towers. The outher investigated one of these and found it to be solid, with its lower

part of cut limestone, while the upper was of mudbrick (pl. 80b).

Among the towers of the outer part of the "inner wall", some are particularly tall and wide. A study of the

arrangement of these tall towers reveals some interesting interrelationships between them. Firstly (PI. 81), if lines

(28 I)

(282)

(283)

(284)

(285)

(286)

(287)

Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 22.

Al-Salihi, 1973: 9.

AI-Salihi, 1980: 168.

These soundings are marked on PI. 69, close to the words "OUTER WALL"

AI-Salihi, 1980: 158.

Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 22.
. ( 129) that in the wall of Hatra there were 60 largeThe early Arab geographer and historian AI-Hamadhani mentions p.

towers, and 9 smaller towers between each two large ones.
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are drawn from a central point in the court of the main sanctuary, they reach the tall towers of the inner city

wall and also the two outside the northern and eastern gates as well, without crossing any tall building. Secondly

(PI. ' 8 2) a tower (F) was constnctec just to the east of the main sanctuary which itself stood on high

grOund:<'288) again, if lines are drawn from this to those of the wall and beyond, no high buildings (or tombs)

interrupt them, so that it is evident that Lorn the top of Tower F, the tops of all these other towers would have

been visible. Furthermor (pl. 83), if lines are drawn between all the high towers of the inner wall and the two

towers outside, no high buildings stand in the way; and as the two towers beyond the wall are on the same

200m. contour line as the wall itself (with lower ground between), it is obvious once rest. So it would have been

simple to exchange signals between these towers. The height and positioning of these towers, therefor~, reve~l

much concerning Hatrene defence planning, the ingenuity of which doubtless had much to do WIth their
. (289)

repulsion of attacks by Romans and Sasamans
The ditch (PIs. 73 84a). The main wall is enclosed by a ditch (or moat"). The only section yet excavated is

, (290)
one by the northern gate Here the ditch was 8m. wide and 4m. deep, above a rocky level The side of the

ditch closest to the wall is vertical and was built of limestone, including some column drums (pl. 84) which may

have been carried there from another place. Substantial buttresses, 2.50m. wide at the base and 2m. wide at the

top, were constructed to support the masonry of the ditch. The inner walled face of the ditch lies immediatedly

beneath at least one large tower (pl. 84a).

A bridge was built over the ditch, slightly to the west of the northern gate (pI. 8Sa). It consisted of an arch

resting on two piers. The bridge led, on its inner side, into a passage flanked by two rooms, each 2.10 x 3.20m.,

immediately in front of a small tower in the wall. The pedestrian, after crossing the bridge, had to turn left and

walk a distance before crossing the bridge, had to turn left and walk a distance before reaching the entrance of

the northern gate on his right.

It is to be noted that the ditch curves round the outermost structures of the wall and gates, and so cannot be

earlier than these.

The northern gate (PIs. 58, 86). There are four gates set into the main wall of Hatra, one roughly at each point

of the compass. The northern and eastern gates have been excavated. The northern was dug in 1952; later,

further excavation of this, and part of the wall, took place (29 J)

The northern gate, which extends between the ditch and the main wall, projects 7.S5m. forward from the

latter. Its outer entrance faces west, towards where the bridge stood; this entrance is 3.60m. wide and is flanked

by two buttresses. It led into a hall measuring 4.50m. x 4.10m. On the left (north) side of this, as one goes in, is
the niche added after ther the original construction, where a statue of Heracles was discovered(292) On the east

side is another niche, similarly added later than the orginal building, termed the "eagle niche", which contained

the relief of an eagle with an inscription [336] beneath bearing the date A.D. 151(293) This text reverals that the
gate was standing by this year; and as the niche was inserted into a pre-existing structure, that structure

could have originally been built some time earlier. The entrace passage then bends to the right, leading south

towareds a hall 8.62m. x 8.32m. ending in a second doorway (termed by the excavator "the first entrace")

3.80m. wide. The excavator mentioned that the debris found in this area indicates that this doorway was arched

(288)

(289)

(290)

The high t b ildinas ! .. . es Ul mgs m the main sanctuary are the rwan groups, estimated by Safar and Mustafa (I974:
onginally been about 23m. high. For the siting of Tower F, see ibid., pl. 331 (on far left).
For a possible indication of a date for the inner wall, see below, p. 121.
AI-Salihi, ] 980: ] 66.

330) as having

(291) Fukai, 1960: 142; Salman, 1969: p. "e"; Postgate, 1972: 141-2 Al-Salihi, 1972: 19; ibid., 1980: 158-189.

(292) Al-Salihi, 1980: 163.

(293) AI-Salihi, ] 980: 160. [336] is identical to eastern gate text [I].
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with uncut limestone and plastered with motar. He added that the relief of a reclining male was found there; as a
lintel inscription' [335] was found nearby mentioning a NSRW, he suggested that perhaps the relief represented
NSRW "maria" ,II who could have been reponsible for undretaking the restorations of the arch and other parts(294)

but this is to go far beyond the evidence, as firstly the text mentions only a NSRW. not NSRW "maria,,(295), and

secondly there is in any case nothing to indicate that text and relief belong together. This doorway is flanked by

two elongated towers. The eastern is 7.50m. x 1.50m., and the western is 7.50m. x 2m.; each has its doorway

on the south, while a vertical window, which is narrow on the outside and wider inside, is placed on its northern

facade. Beyond this unit (the gateway and the flanking towers) is a hall, after which comes a passageway linking

the areas between the mian and the inner enclosure. Most parts of the walls and floors in this area show traces

of a sever fire: the limestone land stucco had been burned to a reddish colour, perhaps during the final Sasanian
assault in A.D. 241 (pl. 89a). At the end of this hall is the last doorway leading to the city, flanked by two

elongated towers (pis. 86, 87a). The eastern is 4m. x 5.40m., and the western is 4.50m. x 3m. They are built of

cut limestone and mortar, and are defended by arrow-slits (which the excavator describes as pyramidal
windows)(296) Those in the walls facing the hall are double (pl. 87b), 86cm. wide on the inside, 35cm. high and

IOcm. wide on the outside, while the remainder are single arrow-slits, 35cm. wide on the inside and 53cm. high,

and IOcm. wide on the outside (pl. 88). In the debris around this doorway and its flanking towers an inscription
[334] was found, mentionting SNTRWQ "the pious" (WZDQ): this was taken by the excavator to refer to king
SNTRWQ II, when he regarded as the bulider of this part(297) but as we have seen SNRTRWQ "the pious" in
this text is not necessarily the same individual as t~e king of that name(298), and as the text 'was not found in situ,

it is not clear what this personage did indeed build. This unit, smaller and lower than the main section, might in

fact have preceded it. Archaeological evidence that the last unit of the northern gate originally adjoined a wall,

that had been demolished and replaced by another wall built just to the south of it (pI. 89b) this then became the

inner enclosure.

Of the two gates excaved (the northern and eastern) the northern is by far the larger. This could well reflect its
considerable importance, as through it passed a roadway (visible from the air, pI. 56), which led most dirctly to

the Wadi Tharthar. Furthermore, on the Wadi Tharther itself, a bridge was built where this particular road (and
no other) met it. This road was clearly the mian approch to flatra from the north or east. The greater importance

of the northern gate could also have resulted in the fact that it shows signs of burning (from the final sack of
I

Hatra"), whereas the eastern does not.

The city wall in this area was buttressed by large and small towers (pl. 86). The ar~haeOIOgiaci record sh~~S

h b dded to the wall rather than into it as was the case With the small towers; It IS
the large towers to ave een a ' (299)

nererorev as : the eastern gate area as well that they are a later addition to the defencesclear, t eretore, as In '

The eastern gate (pls.90-93). Excavations undertaken in this part of the city wall unearthed the gate, ~al1 and
an architectural unit which consisted of a number of rooms built on to the inner side of the wall. The dich and

. . 300)
the bridge in this area are still unexcavated

"maria"
(294)

(295)

(296)

(297)

(298)

(299)

(300)

Al-Salihi, 1980: 159, 169.
But see below, p. 201: the eastern gate has a similar lintel text [IX] definitely of NSRW

AI-Salihi, 1980: 161.

AI-Salihi, 1980: 161.

See above, p. 1I 0-1 I 1.

Al-Salihi 1980: 165, 178-9: he believes the builder of the large tower near the northern gate 10 have been king SNTRV/Q I
(ibid., 17~-9), as a relief found in the ditch in from has the words SNTRWQ MLK' either side of the (darnged) figure's he~d

(ibid., pl. 35), and anther relief found there to represent 'BD-SMY' the crown prince, although the. male figure there ~s

accompanied only by the text 'BD-SMY' ZNPT ("chief of the army"). But which SNfRWQ was involed, whether this

'BD-SMY' is the crown prince of that name, and whether they were in fact connected with the building of this tower, are all

uncertain.
. 1979 the writer was able to take part for a week.

Excavations started in sprmg j
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The outer entrance .of the gate is 3.62m. \\ ide and faces south. It is flanked by strong buttresses. \\'ithin there

is a rectanguiar hall measuring 13.40m. x 4.7 8m. On the east side is the niche, apparently added after the original

building of the gate, where a statue of Heracles was found; both niche and statue were silmilar to those found in

the northern gate. Additional work of poor quality seems to have been executed later. The entrance hall

terminates 4.60m. from the entrance. Immediately adjoining this on the west is another hall, 4.70m x 12.S0m. On

the soth side is a tall niche 1.68m. high, added later than the original construction, containing the relief of an

eagle standing on a base bearing an Aramaic incription [I] (pl. 92b) text [II] was found on the right hand side of

the same niche. [I] is the same as [336] on the northern gate, and is dated A.D. 15 I; both it and [II] are

remarkable for containing legal matter laws against theft and the placing of two of these here might suggest that

the gates of Hatra were used to warn the public as well as well as defend it. The hall ends with a doorway

(pl. 93a) 4.50m. wide, leading to the city; its lintel, found in two parts, had an Aramaic text whose beining is

damaged [IX], but which is definitley concerned with building activity apparently ~by'"N~RW "maria", who is

named in the text with the title 'BY' RH' (chief patrician") and 'PKL' RB' DY SMS 'LH'

This lintel text [IX] is of the greatest importance, because it may illuminate considerably the development of

Hatra's defences. Here in the eastern gate the main hall with its Ilanking elongated towers could be earlier than the
projectiong (eastern) section; and in addition, the ditch curves round to accommodate this furthest eastern part,

and so.cannot be earlier than it. N~RW "maria", it will be recalled, is-mentioned in texts dated A.D. 128/ 9,

133 and 138 [IV, 338, 272]. If he built the main central section, as this lintel [IX] strongly indicates, then the

outer eastern section must have been added by A.D. 151, as [I], from the eagle niche there, tells us; and at the
same time, or later, the ditch would have been dug.

This lintel [IX] also has further implications. For the main section of the gateway, that built by N~RW

"maria", is integrated into the outer of the two walls that make up the city "inner wall": and so it could well hae

been that N~RW "maria" built the whole of this wall as well. Now this wall, of course, runs round to the
northern gate, and here it is integrated into the main hall in a very similar way. It will be recalled that another

text [335] mentioning a N~RW was in fact found in the northern gate, again on the lintel from the doorway

leading to the city: although it does not specify NSRW "maria", yet certain correspondences in terminology with

the eastern gate lintel text [IX] would seem to suggest that NSRW "maria" could be' meant here too. In that case,

he could have built the main central section of the northern gate also. But the northern gate gives us further

information about the relationships between the various parts of the defences. Firstly, it has a similar jutting

portion (here to the north) to that on the eastern gate. Secondly, it again has a text dated A.D. 151 [336], but

here on a niche set later against one wall of the main section. Thirdly, it again has the ditch running round the

projecting portion. But finally, the northern gate, as well as this main section integrated into the outer wall of the

city "inner wall", also possesses a stetch of the inner wall of this double defence, together with a gate, which is

planned like the main section perhaps built by N~RW "maria", but which is both slightly smaller and on slightly

lower ground, which could indicate, as they up to a weaker structure, that this wall and gate preceded the main

section, which could have been built in front of it later as an improvementOOD.

The plan of the eastern gate is simpler than that of the northern. There are no remains in this area of the

inner wall of the double city "inner wall". There are no arrowslits in the rooms flanking the inner entrance, and

no evidence of fire or destruction, as seen in the northern gate. AH this may indicate the lesser importance of this
gate as compared with the northern.

(0)) One could speculate, for instance, that the improved wall and gates of NSRW "maria" were built aft th . f h• er e experience 0 t e
siege by the Roman emperor Trajan in A.D. 116, as the need for stronger defences was felt.
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· Against the city wall on the south side of the eastern gate is a series of rectangular rooms, built of mudbrick

with plaster mortar, which could have fu nctioned as guard houses (pl. 91 b). In this sector of the wall, as around

the northern gate, there are large towers which were added to the pre-existing wall.

(c) The main sanctuary (Bait Alaha)

The main sanctuary was called by the Hatrenes BYT 'LH' (Bait Alaha. "the house of the god" [272] and

HYKL' RB' ("chief temple") [107] (pis. 59, 94 b. 95)1.l0~) It is situated approximately at the centre of the city.

The \ earlier levels and phases have as yet not been much investigated. It will be recalled that Safar made some

soundings, as did the author The author penetrated down to virgin soil, above which was a layer of ash, then

one of rough rubble constructions, and then several of mud-brick walls; Safar found mud-brick buildings, and

reported the discovery of fluted column drums re-used as filling material (together with pottery) in the iwan

group's wallsl.lO.l) The sanctuary is best known, however, in its latest phase, when most of the buildings were of

cut limestone with a rubble and mortar core.

Walls (pl. 59). The rectangular walls which run right round the sanctuary have on their outer face, in their

latest phase, a series of rectangular buttresses; but there are traces of earlier semicircular buttresses just south of

the eastern gate (pl. 96a,b)<Jo4) The following measurements were taken by Safar and Mustafa on the inner side:

northern wall 435m.,. eastern 321.50m., southern 438m., and western 310m. Eleven gates gave access to the Bait

Alaha. Three of these comprise the main gates in the eastern section, the central of which is called "N"jbetween

and flanking these gates are rectangular rooms projecting from the wall itself. A little to the east of these gates

stands Tower "F" The north, west and south walls also contained entrances (M), but these were less imposing

than those on the east, which perhaps constituted the main entrance.

The sanctuary area was divided by a wall into two parts, the court and sanctuary. The sanctuary was usert

II" S f: (.lOS). bdi . . t: d tdivided by a wall which was termed the "dividing wa by alar j Its su ivisions are rererre 0 as

"northern" and "southern"

The court (pl. 59).
Of the two main divisions of the sanctuary, the court is the larger. In it are the alleged "temple of MRN

(Maran, "our lord")" (E), the so-called "Ablution temple" (I), and the "temple of 'LT (Allat)" (B). There is also

the foundation of a building (J) situated to the east of the temple E ("of MRN"), but too far from it to have been

its altar. A series of ropticoes stood on the south and east, and also, on the west, between a gate leading into the

sanctuary and the southern wall of the Bait Alaha. In addition, a few piers are to be seen at the northern end of

the court; they may have formed part of portico or series of porticoes. Safar and Mustafa suggested that these

porticoes may have had a wooden roof, and they added that at they might have been used by the servants of the

temples or by the guards0 06) . The inclusion of porticoes in the courtyards of shrines in modern Iraq, used for rest

during the day, might suggest that the porticoes in the Bait Alaha at Hatra were similarly utilized,by visitors to the'

shrines.

(302) Safar, 1962: 29; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 327.

(303) See above, p. 92-95: Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 18, 331.

(304) Salman, 1970, p. 'f", Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 327.

(305) Safar, 1962: 10.
(06) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 327. We might add that if these roofs were indeed of wood, the material would have had to be

imported from a considerabl distance, as the whole region round Hatra is treeless
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Two main gates led from the court to the sanctuary: the first (L) is located to the north, and the second (K) to

the south, of the temple E ("of MRN"). Each consists of three entrances, the central being wider and higher than

the two flanking it.

The sanctuary is divided into two parts, northern and southern, as already mentioned (pl. 59). It contains the
following buildings: the series of iwans (vaulted and open-fronted halls) (G), the square temple (H), the "temple

of Shahru" (D), the "temple of the Samia" (C), the "temple of the Trinity" (A), in addition to porticoes on the

north and south sides.

Iwan groups (pls, 59, 97a).
One interesting aspect of the buildings of the Bait Alaha is their inclusion of a number of examples of the

architectura" unit known as the iwan. Indeed, the principal buildings of the sanctuary of Bait Alaha, in their final
phase, consisted of a series of no fewer than eight huge limestonte iwans standing in line (pI. 97a), but divieded
into three groups: the northern (pl. 97b), the southern, and a third group (a pair, to the north) characterized by
the decorative use of calves heads (pl. 98a)(307) Both the northern and southern iwan groups have the same

design of three iwans, the central being wide and high while the fan king iwans are smaller and have rooms over

them, so that they are brought up th the same height as the central iwan. The third group consists of two oblong
iwans with one room place behind them. The facade of each iwan is flanked by two engaged semicircular

columns with capitals in the Composits order (pl. 98a); each iwan had an arch ornamented with relief figures, like
the spaces between the arches. At the far each iwan are the remains of what seems be a marble altar (pI. 98b).

'I
,I

\

Safar and Mustafa suggested that the north and south 'iwan groups were built in two stages~308) The masonry of
the lower courses up to a height of 4.70m. is quite different from that of the upper portions. Furthermore, it will

be recalled that the name WRWD is inscribed on the lower part of the walls, and NSRW on the upper: these
might refer to the "maria" of the names0 09) Inscription [l06] from the south iwan does in fact make it plain that

three generations of architects, all from the same family, worked on this iwan (pl. 71), which lends some support
to the suggestion of Safar and Mustafa.

The third group of iwan is clearly a distinct unit. Their walls are clearly separate from those of the northern
(and the adjoining southern) iwans. But whether this proup is earlier or later that the northern and southern
iwans we cannot say; they may even have been contemporary with each other. What can be said, howere, is that
architecturally the third group is distinct in its design from the northern and southern iwans.

Temple E ("OF MRN"") (pls, 99, 10_0) This temple was dubbed "the Hellenistic temple" by Al-Salihi and
Safar, because of its architectural type',(J 10) Its freq uen t attribution to MRN depends entirely on inscriptions

[147-188] which were found on the floor of the temple: these mention the god's name in such a way as to make
the attribution virrtually certain, althgough decisive evidence is lacking.

The temple is situated .between the two gates K and L. It consists of a rectangular hall, 9.08 x 6.09m.,
surrouded by a peristyleof 24 Ionic columns on square bases, on a podium 10.35 x 13.85m. The cella doorway

faces east and is ltPproached by eight steps. There were alleged to be the remains of an altar at the back of the

'tJ07J This group IS termed "the temple of Mithra" by Safar and Mustafa (I 974, 33 l), but wrongly: Drijvers (1978: 151-186)
showed Mithra was not worshipped at Hatra.

(.308) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 331
(309) See abvoe, p. ( I0 ,

,(310) Safar, 1962: 4; AI-Salihi, 1973: 13.
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(311). .
cella : If so this would be an eastern, not a Mediterranean feature. The cella and peristyle are themselves

surrounded by a further peristyle of 25 columns standing at ground level; these are thicker, and their capitals are
of the Composite order. Both rows of columns probably reached the same height, although" not.enough survives

for certainty; what does survive has been very heavily restored Around the outside of the cella walls, except on
the east, are nine niches which were added later to house Roman stautes of deities in Mediterranean marble

h· h ~ d I' I . . (12)W IC were toun ying c ose by; Poseidon. Eros. Apolio and Hermes have been recognized

What date or dates should be attached to this. temple? Al-Salihi and Safar and Mustafa suggested that there
were two principal stages in the construction of this temple, the earlier part being the cella and the surrouding
Ionic columns on the podium, which they dated to the second century B.C. (pre-Parthian period), and the second

stage consisting of the outer row of Composite .coturnns added in the Parthian era( 13
) . But although it does seem

that there were two phases of building, these dates must be too early. The design of the original cella and Ionic

peristyle on its high podium.approached from the 'front, is a Roman one, introduced to the Roman near east from

the time of the first Roman emperor Augustus (31 B.C.-A.D. 14) onwards with the temple of Jupiter at
BaalbekO l 4

) This form, however, spread slowly, in an area where Hellenistic Greek tradition remained strong.

Thus at Palmyra, in .the centre. of Syria, the temple of Bel (dedicated in A.D. 32) is still Hellenistic in essential

design and much detail; only later, with the temples of Nebu, AlIat and Ba'alshamin (dated A.D. 130/ I) does
the Roman from arriveO IS

) Hatra, being further east still, might be expected to have adopted it even later,

perhaps, at the earliest, in the second half of the first century A.D., or the early second century A.D. Then, most
curiously, the outer peristyle was added, at ground level in the old Greek manner, at some subsequent period that

cannot as yet be determined.

"Temple of Shah 0) ru" (pls, 59, 10Ia,b). The temple, also called-D. lies in front of the iwan groups, at rignt
angles to them, and to the north of the southern sanctuary gate K. The name of the temple suggested by the
excavators is based on an inscription [146] found within it in which two persons ask to be remembered before the

v
goddess SIjYRW. No confirmatory evidence, .however such as a named ,statue of the goddess, came to light, so the

v
~dentification is not sure. The spelling of the name of the goddess varies in the texts between S~RWand
S~YRW.

(316)
Safar and Mustafa consider that the original plan of the building was an oblong hall (II.58m. x 7.62m.) .

Its arched entrance, 5.35m. high, faces "south. In front of the cella stands a portico of rows of columns, four in
the front row behind. The central intercolumniation of the front row of columns is wider than the others. The
portico is approached by a flight of steps at the front "(only), in. the Roman manner. An oblong room on the east
side of the temple (I 0.1 Om. x 5.1 Om.) has squarish room adjoiningon the south which contains a staircase leading

down into an underground room ~hich could have been a tomb. On the west side, a portico in two stories was

added. The excavators suggested that the original temple and its portico had had a wooden gabled roof, but that

this was replaced by a barrel vault after the western portico was added. Whether such a transformation took

place, or whether the vaulting was original, cannot as yet be determined. but the width of the portico, and an

apparent division in masonry between the main cella and the oblong eastern room on the south facde, would

imply that the original temple was indeed only the 'width of the columnar portico. It is evident, furthermore, t~at

this structure, in form, is transitional between the largely east Roman design represented in the "MRN" temple

and the iwan shrines, with their facade .decoration of half-columns and their vaulted halls.

(31 I) Safar and Mustafa, )974: 344.
(312) Safar and Mustafa, )974; 344; Colledge, 1977: 82, pls, 10b,c.

(3l3) AI-Salihi, 1973: 13; Safar and, 1974: 344.

(314) Ward Perkins, 1977: 276-283.

(315) Colledge, 1976: 27-29.
(316) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 337-340.

•
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''Temple of Samia" (pl. 102).lhis shrine also called C, faces the "Shahru" temple. It was called the "temple of

Samia" by the excavators because or the dixcovery of a relief showing an aremd figure with a standard <in

Aramaic, SMY', Samia): this is the onlv evidence of the deity (or deities) for whom the temple was intended.

The shrine consists of three iwans side by side. The central is the largest and highest; the smaller iwan have

two stories, and are connected with an oblong room at the rear. At the far end of the central iwan is an altar

97cm. high, approached by steps from the front. The excavators suggested that this temple, lacking the engaged

columns and human masks as decorative elements which apper on the iwans elsewhere in the Bait Alaha , might

f . h . H (J 17)
be an example of the earliest type 0 rwan s nne at atra

The excavators said that two statues were uneartherd here, originally placed on stone wall brackets, which
they claim represent .king SNTRWQ II and anther king, possibly 'BD_SMy,(3110 A head of local marble, carved

in a rather Roman style, was found on the altar and has been identified by Jocelyn Toynbee as possibly, the

Roman emperor Trajan,' perhaps placed there by the Hatrenes as a memento of his unsuccessful siege in A.D.
116( 19

).

The "square temple" or "temple of Sama~" (H) (pis. 59, 103). This building is attached to the back of the

southern iwan of the main iwan group in the sanctuay. It consists of a square room (I1.96m. x II. 75m.)

surrounded by a corridor. Both room and passage were roofed with barrel vaults; the roof of the shrine is higher

than of the corridor. The temple is connected with the southern iwan by a door. The lintel placed above it has a
relief showing the bust of a young god with the rays of the sun around his head(320). On this evidence Safar and

Mustafa suggested that this temple was dedicated to the sun god Sam~/321) but at Hatra itself a radiate bust is

also used for labelled representations of MRN and BRMRYN
( 22),

and at nearby Palmyra there is a similar use of

a radiate male figure to show a variety of solar deities
( 23),

so that this attribution is not certain. A portico

attached to the outer lower section of its architrave bears inscription [199] which states that the portico was built

by SNTRWQ I (reigning A.D. 176/ 7). This indicates that the temple must have been standing by this period.

Four life-size statues were found in the corridor. One is inscribed with the name of SNTR WQ I [194] and

another with that of SNTR WQ II [195]; the excavators suggested that the others might be of NSRW "maria" and
king 'BD_SMy,P24) •

" vThe "temple of Samas" is as yet the only example of the square chamber surrounded by corridors in the

religious architecture of Hatra. It belongs, however, to a well-known form usually called the "centralized square",

~hich apparently originated in Achaemenid architecture and spread in the Parthian world, and which also
reached Syria 0 2S).

(317) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 342.

(318) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 342.
(319) Toynbee, 1970: 231-236; ibid., Journal of Roman Studies, 62,1972.106-107, pl. V; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 103,342.

(320) Now in the Museum of Islamic Art, Berlin; AI-Salihi, 1973: 11.
(32 I) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 334.

(322) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pis. 88, 90.

(323) Colledge, 1976: 212, figs. 22-23, pis. 12, 14, 17, 19, 35, 36, 39, 41, 50.

(324) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pis. 2, 4, I and 3 respectively.
(325) Colledge, 1977: 43-45.

(326) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 348.
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"!he Ablution temple" (I) (pl. 59). This building consists of a rectangular hall standing on a podium; it was

probably unroofed. Its entrance faces north and is approached by six steps. Inside, there are benches of stone

around three sides. An altar stands at the back. On the west side of the temple is a room containing a-stone basin

and a well, which made the excavators think it was a place for religious cermonies including ablutions(J26)

"The temple of Trinity" (A) (pl. 59). This is so named after three reliefs, found between the south wall of this

temple and the outer southern wall of the sanctuary area, which represent the three deities of the main Hatrene

divine triad: MRN ("our lord"), MRTN C'our lady") and BRMRYN C'the son of our lords"), of whom MRN and

BRMRYN are named on their respective slabs
( 27

) The plan of this temple is similar to that of the "temple of

Samia" (C) and the northern and southern iwans (G). AI-Salihi says the name NSRW "maria" (MRY' "the

lord", mentioned in texts dated A.D. 128/ 9, 133 and D8), son 0LJ"lSR-YHB "maria", is inscribed on th~ wall

of this temple, and suggests that this temple was constructed or completed by NSRW "maria,,(28)

"Temple of Allar" (8) (pis. 59, 104a,b). This opens into the courtl3 2CJ
) . In it was found the life-size statue of

one 'BYGYR inscribed and dated A.D. 162 [V], which suggests that the building could have been standing by that

year. Al-Salihi states that a vault stone was found in the central iwan with the name of king 'BD-SMY' (reigning

A.D. 192/ 3) and proposed that this king completed the shrineU J O
)

The structure consists of three iwans with a row of rooms behind them. The central iwan is wider and higher

than the others; it is flanked by two engaged columns. Burnt wood discovered in the entrance to this iwan may

be h . f h d d f he I OJI)t e rernams 0 t e woo en oor 0 t e iwan .

Some interesting reliefs were found in this shrine. rrrsuy, the left hand iwan's facade has reliefs representing

camels (pl. 104).· Secondly, on three sides of the interior of the central iwan is a frieze of leaves and vines with

their branches. In the lower part of the frieze and above the foliage is a procession of musicians with their

musical instruments; a third frieze is in the middle of the back wall, representing a female seated on the back of a
. d . f h d d i h h A . d "N ." "B I" d "A b,,(32) Thi dlcamel carrying a goa in her le t an , an It as t e ramaic wor s am, e an ra . ir y, a

long limestone relief, broken in several parts, most of which have now been restored, shows a king SNTRWQ

standing before a goddess, the Aramaic inscriptions below say "SNTRWQ the king" and "SNfRWQ the king, the

priest" [VII], but do not specify SNTRWQ I or II (pl. 68). The excavator suggested that this relief was installed
. f ildi .. d' th rt ( 33)after the construction 0 the bu mg, as It IS state in e repo

(d) The dwelling area

The populated area of the city of H atra, as already mentioned, was considerable, and was estimated as about

200 hectars by Safar and Mustafa(JJ4) The aerial photographs (pl. 72) and a survey map (pl. 73, based on that of

Andrae), show that the inhabited area of the city consisted of a number of section or quarters, most of them of

irregular form but some semi-rectangular. There are signs of spaces that look like squares, but their purpose is/
uncertain. The aerial photographs show also that the density of houses was considerable.

(327) AI-Salihi, 1973: 13; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pis. 88-90; AI-Salihi. 1980: 169.

(328) AI-Salihi, 1980: 169.
(329) Salman, 1974: (p.) d-g.

(330) AI-Salihi, 1980: 169.

(33 I) Salman, 1974: p. "e"

(332) Salman, 1974: p. "e"

(333) Salman, 1974: p. "e"
(334) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 23. It should be noted that the area of the site of Hatra is given wro~y as about 12 hectars by

AI-Wailly, 1968: p. "e" .
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Excavations have been undertaken In a few parts of the dwelling area and have revealed a large house now as

"the house of M'NW" (pI. I05), in the same general area as the smaller shrine VIlla (pl. I06) south of the Bait'

Alaha, and in addition a group of houses surrounding shrine XI have been dug (pl. 107). These will be discussed

[n turn,

"The house of M'NW" (pI. I05). This is so called because the inscriptions found in it include two on the

plaster of an outer door jamb in which 'G' and RP~', the sons of M'NW, ask to be remembered( 35
) . These S

inscriptions led the excavators to suggest that the house belonged to M'NW and his sons, and they concluded also

that the formal nature of the inscriptions might indicate that the house had a religious function. But in fact this
style is characteristic of other Hatrene inscriptions, and proves nothing in itself.

The house contains three sections and is entered through a long narrow corridor (no. 22) from the north.

There are three Irectangular rooms on the west side of the corridor, from which doorways open into rooms nos.

45 and 48. The corridor leads into a courtyard (no. 44). Here two iwans are placed facing each other across it.

One (no. 12) is on the north side and the second (no. 46) on the south. Each is flanked by two small rooms, and
behind each is a long rectangular room. Along the west side of the courtyard is a portico consistion of five square

piers of cut limestone blocks. In the east wall of the courtyard is a gateway leading into a narrow corridor (no.
57) which gives access to three more courtyards, nos. 6, 14 and 26, each having an iwan and north side of the
building; this will be discussed with the shrines.

Other houses. Another large house lies to the east of the "house of M 'NW" and south of Bait Alaha (pl. 106).

Excavations have not uncovered the entire building: so far only a series of rooms with a courtyard (8) and a
shrine (II) situated on the east side of the house' have been excavated. The excavators, Safar and Mustafa,

suggested that this house might have belonged to the royal family of SNTRWQ II or his wife, but provided no
• (336) •

evidence

To the west of Bait Alaha is group of six houses similar in plan (pl. 107). The enterance of each leads to a
square or rectangular courtyard; opening on this is a a series of rooms and usually single iwan, flanked by two
rooms.

Houses at Hatra so far unearthed by excavations have certain features in common: a central courtyard with
one or two iwans on one or more sides, some rooms, and an entrance consisting of a long narrow corridor. Also
characteristic is the- association of the houses with a shrine.

There are other examples of domestic architcture dated to the Parthian period, for instance at A"ssur and

Seleucia on the TIgris. These 'buildin5S have a central courtyard with rooms around, as at Assur (pI. 108) and
Seleucia (pI. 109). In the Parthian "palace" of As~ur, there is a peristyle courtyard as well as a main courtyard
with iwans (C) (pl. 108)°37). The peristyle courtyard has clearly been contributed by Greek tradition( 38

) . Where

the iwan has come from is more problematic. But It is the most characteristic architectural element seen in the

houses on the Parthian sites juist mentioned, always associated with the central courtyard. In Hatra there is a
single iwan , as already mentioned, in the group of houses associated with shrine XI (pI. 107), and two iwans,

one on each side of the court, in the "house of M'NW (pl. 105). In Seleucia also two iwans facing one anther
~cross a court (pl. 109) were included in a"paiace" (or larg house), while at Assur the Parthian "palace" contained

four iwans set around a courtyard (pl. 108), The iwan at Hatra was also a principal element in the architecture of
I themain: SlDS uary(339). -

~mr- Siiv;::m2;,Mar-and Mus~ra, 1§74~ 35<T.

(336) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 352.

(337) Pope, 1938: fig. 106.
(338) Colledse. 1977: 51.

(3-39) Iwan "Origi~s)are discussed by Colledge, 1977: 47-48, 63-64.
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(e) The smai' shrines

Thirteen smal: shrines have been unearthed at Hatra in the dwelling area; some of them actually formed part

of the nouses

Shrine (I l (pl. 110A). This shrine is located near the south wall of the mian sanctuary (Bait AiahaP41) It

consisted of a transverse hall (I2.70m. x 2.30m,); into the back wall opened a small room (or cella) (4.30m. x
4.70m.). The earlier phase of the temple seems to have preceded the construction of the adjoining "house of

.M'NW, as the floor level was much lower. Subsequently, rooms were added to the front, together with a large

iwan (Sm. by 7.30m) which became the shrine. This phase was closely connected with the house.

A number of sculptures were unearthed in this shrine, most of them unidentified. The most important was a

relief of the god NRGL (Nergal) with an identifying inscription; this led the excavator to suggest that the shrine

was dedicated to the worship of this god
( 42

)

Shrine 11 (pl. 110B). This shrine consists of an oblong hall (I6.20m. x 5.90m)043) Its enrentrance is in the long

side. A square cella (5.15m. x Sm.) opens off its back wall, porjecting from the south wall, and flanked by two

rooms added later with their doorways on the inner side of the shrine.

Among the finds in the shrine was a fragmentary statue which the excavator considered to be 'TR'T'

(Atargatis) , so that he suggested the shrine was dedicated to this goddess
( 44);

the goddess shown is, however, not

named.

Shrine III (pl. IIOC). This shrine is situated just to the west of the v-est wall of Bait Alaha. It forms an ablong
hall (I6.50m. x I.I0m). Its cella (or niche) is set in the back wall (2.35m..-, 4.3.5m.), projecting from its western

wall. Its entrance is at the centre of the eastern wall.

Inside the shrine four lifesize statues were unearthed. These statues were placed originally on two shelf-like
brackets on either side of the room. One of them was the statue of king 'TLW [21]. A number of Aramaic
inscriptions was also found in the shrine; inscriptions [14-28] mention the god B'LSMYN (Sa 'alshamin) which

hi hri d di d hi d
(3 45

)led the excavators to suggest t IS S nne was e reate to t IS go

Shrine 1\ (pl. iliA). This is situated just to the north of shrine Hi. Both in fact have the same plan. The shrine
consisted of a rectangular transverse hall 04.80m. x 5.90m,) with a projecting cella at the back (J.8:;m x

3.90m.). On the north side of the shrine is a small room (625m. >. 4.25mJ, added later ( 46
)

A number of statues, most of them life-size, were discovered here. Four of them are in militarx costumes and

one is said to be a goddess; this encouraged Safar and I\lustafa to propose that the latter was the war goddess 'TR
'T' (At t" (347)arga IS.!

Shrine \ (pl. IIlB). The shrine is located to the north of the north wall of Bait Aiaha and consited of an oblong

hall (I 2m. x 7.90111,); a niche projects from the back wall (5.90m. x 5.90m. l. Three doorways in the eastern w al:

lead into the hal! The central door is wider than the others and flanked by two rectangular buttresses. On its

lintel is a relief representing NSR v\" with his name inscribed above hrs head; this made SeliaI and ~ I ustafa thi nk
that the temple was huilt by ~SR \\ "mana" (WO, although this is obviouslv to go far beyond the evidence

(340) Our descnptions and measurements of these shrines are based on those of the excavators, Safar and Mustafa (1974: 350-366).

(34]) This shrine is situated in Area II, excavated in the first season of 1951 (safar . 1952: 40).

(242) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 350, pI. 138: Colledge, 1977: 100, pl. 35.

(343) Shrines II and III were also excavated during the frist season in 1951 (Safar, 1952: 48).

(J44) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 352, pl. 194.

(345) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 197.

(346) The' second season was undertaken in the

(347) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 354.

(48) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 356.

spring-of 1952. when shrines IV and V were uncovered (~lIl11er. X 1.18)
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A large courtyard la~ in front of the temple .\ xcric-, Ill' i\\ .I1l~ ~tOIlL! o n II'- 1l1111h "IL!e. \\ n h d ~11l~1c i\\.I1l 011

the south.

:\ number of statucs were unearthed ill the temple \Io~t or them rcpr cvcntcd 111L'll1hL'r" Ill' the n)~dl Lll1l1l~.
~

such as princcv- SPRY [J6] (dated .\1) 23X) and her daughter S\)) 1371, Other \!atul'" ~ho\\ \IR I H\\ the

priestess or ·SR·- HI. [34] and OY \ 1Y a~ \\ ell a~ goL!~ and goL!dL'~"e~ I '-l'1I

The i nscripuon- 011 the hascs or three <t.uucs 134. 35. 3Xj ;t11 refer til a L!L'lt~ called 'SR HI ("IIl~ Ilrlkl"'!).

who has the fcnun inc eprt hc t In 1.11 (""rgill"); the cxcav ator co nvidcrcd thut t hc xhr mc could ha\l' been
, ,. . (;~II'

dedicated to thi-, d IV IIllt~

Shrine VI (pl. me). The shrine is located in the north section of the city, in an area overlooking one of its
I I · di . OSI) I d di how- ying istncts . t was approached through.a large courtyar , where accor ing to t e excavators two

life-size statues of local marble were ~~nearthed. one .apparently of a priest. The main door of the shrine is in the

middle of the eastern long side, and has a ~()~ch supported by four columns. The shrine itself consists of three

parts: in the centre is a rectangular hall wnosc' outer measurements are 13m. x 25.20m., which is flanked by two

rooms on each side; their doors open Irorn this central hall. There is a nich at the centre of the back wall and it
. (52)
IS flanked by two buttresses

Shrine VII (pl. 112 A). The sh rine is a rectangular hall (I 4.25 m. x 7.15m.). Its door is flanked by two

buttresses opposite a niche ;tl tne centre of the back wall. Three statues of Heracles were unearthed here. one 'oj'

th I,&'.' h' d . - d M'" - .h (151)em he-size, w icnv lc oalar an ustata to (I:;(i utc the temple to Heracles" .

Shrine VIlla (pl., 112B). This shrine, situated outside the south wall of Bait Alaha, consists of an oblong hall

(]3.50m. x 5.35m.). Its doorway faces east. An arched niche is set into the back wall whose base is 95cm. above

floor level. The lintel above the entrance bears an Aramaic inscription [214] stating that the temple was

constructed in A.D. 97/ 8 by the tribes TYMW (Tayrnu) and BL 'QB (Belaqb) who dedicted the temple to N~GL

(Nergal) the god.

C Shrine VIIlb (pl. I 12C) .This shrine is located in the southern part of the courtyard of shrine VIlla, and

consists of three sections. A central hall (14m. x 9.25m.) is flanked by two pairs of rooms. In the central part of

the back wall ia a niche Om. x Jrn.), flanked by two buttresses, which faces the outer door, which is itself

buttressed by two piers. The plan and the interior division is similar to shrine VI.

The excavators reported that a number of statues were unearthed in the temple. Among these .were seven

figurines of alabaster representing unnamed (skyf) gods, to whom the shrine might have been dedicated.

Shrine IX (pl. 113A) This shrine is in the southern section of the citv
( 54

) It stands on a terrace built of stone,

-lZcm, thick. It cosists of a rectangluar hall with a couuyard in front of it. The hall measures 19m. x 6.70m. In

its back wall is a nich which projects behind. Three doorways ted to the hall, of which the central one is the

widest and is flanked by two _buttresses; it is directly --'?QP...9~te the Q~C_k. wall niche

(349) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 356, pis. 240-3.

(350) _afar and Mustafa, 1974: 356.
(351) Shrines VI-VIII were excavated during the .third season' which started in 1953 (Safar. 1953: 240).

(352) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 358.

(53) Safarand Mustafa, 1974: 359.

(354) Excavation took place in shrines IX and X during the 1954 season (Safar, 1955: 3).
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The inscriptions which we ~ I d : I [ ]re u neart ne III tne temple (e.g. 62) inform us that the temple was restored in A.D.
165..\ not her inscription [65] is dated A.D. 187. while three Latin inscriptions also unearthed here indicate the

presence of a Roman garrison at Hatra to help in the defence of the city against Shapur I, the Sasaian king<J55)

The discovery of five stalUes of Heracles, one of which had a Latin text on the base, made Safar and Mustafa
think that the temple was dedicated to the worship of Heracles( 56)

Shrine X (pl. 1I3B). This shrine is west of Bait Alaha. It consists of a transverse hall (23.60m. x 7m.), and a

niche opening out from the back wall (4m. x 4m.) with a lintel above it. Three doorways led into the hall, the

central one being flanked by two buttresses and placed opposite the niche. Two rooms were added later to the

southern section of the shrine. The inscription [67] on the lintel of the niche requests good fortune for NSRW

"maria" (whose dated mentions fall in A.D 128/ 9, 133 and 138), who is here called 'PKL' RB' DY 'LH' ("·chief
priest of the god"), so the shrine must indicates it was restored a number of times(J57)

Two life-size statues were discovered in front of the niche, one of SNTR \VQ II the -king and the second of

\\'K\VR in allegedly royal costume. The inscriptions [70-73] which were u~earthed here mention NRGL (Nergal)
the god, so that the excavators attributed the shrine to his worshipU510

Shrine XI (pl. 113C) This shrine, excavated in 1955 ( 59) stands in the south-west part of the city and is

enclosed by streets on all four sides. It has the customary transverse hall (17.50m. x 6.30m.) with niche (4.62m.

x Jrn), projecting from its back wall, The entrance lies in the middle of its south wall and faces the niche.

A life-size limestone statue of king SNTRWQ II was uncovered in the hall. Inscriptions l79, 80] mention the
v v •

gradsons of a SMS-BRK, who might possibly have been the same man as the one who was RBYT C'steward") in

A.D. lSI [I, 336], the discoveries of a statue of Heracles and a fragment of the statue of a goddess encouraged

Safar and Mustafa to consider that the shrine was dedicated to NRGL (Nergal), a Semitic god who was eauated

with the western Heracles or Hercules, and the goddess, perhaps his wife06
())

Shrine XII. This shrine, excavated in 1978
( 6

1) , lies to the south of the Bait Alaha. Its plan is similar to those

of the shrines already discussed. It consists of a rectangular hall flanked by two rooms; the entrance is in the long

side of the eastern wall and faces the back wall niche. Among the finds was inscription [XII] and pottery graffito

[X], which both mention the god NBW (Nabu), to whom, therefore, this shrine might possibly have been

dedicated, as well as statue base [III], datable c.A.D. 195-205, which gives some indication of the date by which

the shrine was standing.

Shrine XIII. This is a shrine situated in the eastern section of the city, among the tombs; it is currently under
. (362)

excavation (pI. I 14)

These shrines are similar in plan, and also in construction The lower 2m. or so of the walls are usually built

of cut limestone facing, with a rubble and mortar core; above, rnudbricks with mortar are used. Shrines IX, XI,

XII are built on a limestone platform.

(355) Oates, 1955: 42.
(356) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 362.

(357) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 364.
(J58) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 305, 364.

(J59) Safar, 1961: 9.
(J60) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 366

(J61) Postgate and Watson, 1979: 149-150.

(362) This site was visited by the writer in spring 1980.
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Each shrine has a central door in one long wall of its transverse hall. sometimes two ... muller doors \\ ere added

flanking thc main one (c g. shrines V, 1\. X) Some of the main doors arc Ilan kcd h~ a buttress 0/1 either side,

normally rectangular (\ J, V II. VIII b. X. XI), hut occasionally semi -ci rcular on a rcctang ular base (V) :"ear the

doors of shrines I. IV and V is a base with the statuc of a lion on it The main doorwav to shrine \"1 ha ... a

vaulted portico. supported by four columns

These doorways led into a transverse hall. The largest is VI, measuring 25m. "/ 13m., and the smallest is I

(J 2.70m. x 2.20m). Benches, 10cm. - 12cm. wide, always surround the interior walls of the transverse halls:

their purpose is obscure. Shrines VI and VIIIh had their main hall flanked by two rooms. while in the later"

period one or two rooms were added to the main hall in shrines II. V and X

The niche in each shrine is situated opposite its main central door; some of them project from the back wall.

The shape differs from one shrine to another: in shrines VII and Vlllb they are rectangular; in shrine \" it forms

a square. Some of them are vaulted and have an arched entrance. such as V and XI. Generally, these niches arc

set higher than floor level; in front of each there is normall y an altar.

These shrines clearly remained continually in use throughout the later period of Hatra: there are constant

repairs and additions, and they end by having their floor levels lower than those of the streets outside. In no case

is the deity or deities to whom these sanctuaries were dedicated known for sure. On the evidence found,

however, the suggestions already quoted have been put forward, namely that shrines I, VII, IX, IX were dedicated

to Heracles (the equivalent of NRGL, Nergal), :V to B'LSMYl\J. III and V to 'SR-BL, and XII to NB\\'.

The homogeneity of the plans of these shrines is striking. They belong to the ancient 'broad room' type,

already current in Mesopotamia in the third millennium B.C. and still widespread there and further east in the

Parthian periodu/\]) As such, these smailer shrines form a notable contrast to the various building forms

encountered in the main sanctuary (Bait vlaha). It is also noteworthy that where there are dated texts associated

with these small shrines, they precede the penod of the (dated) king S (from A.D. 176/ 7 on). Thus shrine Villa

was built by two tribes in A.D. 98, shrine X was standing by the time of NSRW "maria" (A.D. 120s and 130s),

as perhaps V was too, and shrine IX, again subject to tribal maintenance, was restored in A.D. 165; I also seems

definitely to have had a lengthy history. If these comparatively early dates are significant, they might suggest (as

could the architectural differences just mentioned) that Hatra's last decades saw a greater religious (and perhaps

also political! centralization, which led to a particular concentration of resources on the main sanctuary.

(I) Tombs

The map of Hatra drawn by W.Andrae shows about 78 collective tombs within the city wall, with a

concentration of burials in the east and south-east (pl. 73). Andrae's tomb sh ow two forms, square and

rectangular, with differing interior divisions( 64
)

Recntly excavations of a group of 9 tombs in the eastern section of the city took place. Among these were

three of particular interest, each square in plan
0 6S

) One is divided internal1y into three parts (JI I); a doorway on

the west side leads into a transverse rectangular chamber, which has two doorways each leading into an oblong

room (pIs. 115, 116). A second tomb, J3 (pis. 115, I I 7), was also dug. It consists of two stories. On its ground

(363) Colledge, 1977: 37-38.
(364) Andrae, 1908: 1, 77-84, fig. 98.
(65) AI-Salihi. 1972; (English) 17-20, (Arabic) 19-30.
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!l,)or is a long corridor nan ked b~ t \\ 0 rooms. wit h a long room at the back. A staircase in the room on the right

side led up to the first 11001". which had two long rooms separated by a corridor. Two inscriptions [293, 294]

carveu 1I1 the wall of the ground 1100r corridor make it evident that the tomb was built by two tribes, TY\1\\'

(Tavrnu) and BL 'QB (Bclaqb) b~ -\ D. 108, and also that these tribes did not cremate their dead. This statement

provides an also an interesting contrast with the very evident traces of cremation indicated by the ashes found in

other Hatrene tombs (along with bones from inhumation). The third square, recently dug structure is one without

internal divisions 06: pis 115. 118). The excavator. finding no traces of.bur ials but four proiecting stone wall

barchets. thought that it might not have been a tomb but a religious building; it could. however, be pointed out

that at Syrian Palmyra such stone consoles were somet imes included to carry funerary statues within ordinary
0(6) ,

tombs as could have been the case here.

Reasons for the choice of site

\\'hy did Hatra develop where it did? There are a number of factors which may have contributed to the chioce

of Hatra as the location for a community, and for its rise and development into an important and wealthy city.

(a) Vegetation

Hatra, as we have seen
U h ll

possessed the best quality and most abundant supplies of water of its semi-desert

region. The water supplies of the neighbourhood were enough to provide a certain amount of vegetation,

particlarly from November to early summer; even in the summer heat there is much vegetation in the Wadi

Tharthar, and varieties suitable for camels in the area around. This vegetation attracts herdsmen, and doubtless

attracted them in antiquity also; and it was possibly such nomadic or semi-nomadic visitors to the site who left the

layers of ash (from fires ?) and rough mud-brick (from temporary shelters ?) that overlay virgin in the author's

soundingl~6H) Th us vegetation could have been the earliest attraction of the site.

(h) Religion

Religion clcdrl~ rl_a~ed d role of t:rc<lt imporutance in II .u rcnc lire: Ihl~ I~ reflected In many kinds of C\ ide nee.

arch aco logic.rl .IIH.1 cpigrnph ical. from its h istorrcal phase

If the name l lat ra IS derived from t hc Arahic term ".\I-ILldhra" which mcan-. "holy place..(lh

l

l) this w oul d

indicate its Importance as a rcligiou» centre. and perhaps from an early period; certainly, it was to become such a

centre in Ole historical period. Th is is amply demonstrated by the existence of the main sanctuary, the "Bait

Alaha". which occupied a significant place both in the city and in near eastern religious building (pl. 73). Firstly,

it was set more or less at the centre of the CII\. so that the main streets corivcrucd upon it. Secondly, it was of

enormous size, not only for Hatra, itself. where it takes up appro vmuuclv one twelfth ot the area Within the cit~

. fBI P I (70) c. .walls. but also within .he context of the near cast, where the great sanctuaries 0 e at a myra . lor Instance.

or, Jupiter at Baalbck(~'I'. arc little more than hall' its sizc. Thirdly. all important gods had shrines

(366) Colledge, 1976: 79-80.

(367) See above, p. 91

(368) See above. P 9]-9~.

(369) See above. p. 91. n. I.:::!].

(370) Colledge, 1976: fig. 5.
(371) See T. Wiegand,~, vols. I-III. Berlin and Leipzig, 1921-25; F Ragette, Baalbek, London 1980.
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- d hi (372) Al thwithin the Bait Al.aha, these contained:statues of gods. kings, and many notables an wors ippers so, 0 er

kinds of transaction took place here as well,to joudge by the discovery of a pair of scales in the sanctuary north

ft
. (373)

po ICO

Outside the Alaha, furthermore, no fewer than thirteen small shrines have already been unearthed (pl. 73),
which, as we have seen, may have been dedicated to the deities NRG (W) L 'TR 'T' B'(L) 8M (Y) N 'SR-BL

(74). '"
and NBW . Some of these shnnes, such as VIlla [214], were constructed by tribes. The existence and the

number of these smaller shrines also show the importance of religion in the city.

The range of deities worshipped is a further sign of the richness of Hatrene religious life. This is not the place

to discuss Hatrene religion in depth, but we may note that the texts refer to deities of diverse origins, but always
v

apparently Semitic. From the west Semitic area B ('L) SM (Y) Nand 'TR 'T' have been brought in. The old

Babylonian divinities NBW, NRG (W) Land NNY are present, and the component BL of 'SR-BL is presumably
v

the Babylonian title of Marduk BL, used now to describe a god in many near eastern centres, atthough 'SR-BL
v

seems confined to Hatra. The largest contingent is, however, Arab: these include SIj (Y) RW, 'LT (Allat) and

what seen to be two divinities both called MRN, one of whom is associated with an eagle and is .perhaps a god

of the heavens, and the other of whom is SMS, who forms a triad with MRTN and BRMRYN
0 7S

) . Where a

Greek or Roman deity is named, as in the Latin dedication to Hercules
( 76

) , this is doubtless to be regarded as the

equivalent to the appropriate local deity (here, NRG (W) L), as was standard practice throughout the Hellenistic

and Parthian east. Also, as we have noted, there was a great frequency of theophoric names(J77)

The inscriptions also illuminate other aspects of Hatrene religious life. Texts in general have a strongly religious

bias: a great many, for instance, ask simply that an individual should be remembered by one or more deities. It is

also remarkable that the earliest dated text (A.D. 97/ 8) [214] found so far concerns the building of one of the

smaller shrines (VIII a) outside the Bait Alaha, by the tribes of the TYMW and BL'QB, who also built a tomb

around the same time [293, 294]. Prominent persons, morever, from the time of NSRW "maria" onwards,

sometimes hold religious positions as well as their other posts; NSRW "maria" himself, 'and the king SNTRWQ '

who was also KMR' C'priest"), are notable examples
( 78

) A variety of priesthoods and religious positions also

occur in the texts, of differing status and sometimes specified as belonging to particular deities( 79
) . Legal texts tend

to be put into a divine setting, and one penalty for theft is "the death of the god"0 80) . One funerary text [293] of

around A.D. I00 states that a tomb was built by the tribes TYMW and BL 'QB, and that "nobody shall cremate

their dead bones", an interesting restriction in view of the fact that in other tombs examples of both cremation
d . h ti d(J80 d h ..an ill uma IOn were encountere ,an one t at was presumably made on religious grounds.

I

(372) No royal palace or administrative buildings have been found yet at Hatra. There is the possibility that part of the Bait Alaha
was used for meetings and administration. There is a semi-circular building with rows of seats arranged like a steep theatre

with a platform facing it, uncovered in 1968 (Salman, 1969: p."J" ; Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 27. In this connection it should

be remembered that at nearby Dura-Europos little "theatres" were incorporated into some shrines, sometimes doubtless for

religious purposes, but once at least for use by the town council (Perkins, 1973: 18, 29).

(373) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 175, pI. 170.

(374) See above, p. 129-131

(375) Drijvers, 1978: 151-186.
(376) Oates, 1955, 40-43.

U77) See above, p. 115,-116.

(378) See above, P.I 08-112 Note MRY' too may be a religious title: p. 96
(379) See above, p. 108-113

(380) See above, p. I 16.

08I) AI-Salihi, 1972: (Arabic) 19-30.
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F~rth.ermore, it is noteworthy that the 18 dated texts with months given from Hatra were inscribed only at
certain times of the year' thi b tai d f

. IS can e ascer arne rom a study of the Hatrene months mentioned in them. What
these months were can be fairly lIt bli h d b h ....

J, C ear y es a IS e y t e use of comparative evidence, In particular from
Palmyra, where are a great number of bilingual texts in Aramaic and Greek wich enable checks to be made. The

.12 months of the year may te tabulated as fallows,on the assumption that at Hatra the year began.as in Babylonia,
In NYSN (but apparently TSRY at Palmyra):

Month Palmyra( 82
) Hatra---

April NYSN NYSN
May 'YR 'YR
June SYWN HZYRN
July QNYN
August 'B

September 'LWL 'LWL
'" v

October TSRY TSRY
November KNWN KNWN( 83

)
v

December KSLWL MRHSWN
January JBT

SBT
v

February SBT
March 'DR 'DR

These equivalencies between months are of course only approximate. But from the texts it emerges that at Hatra
"the periods during which texts were inscribed were the aut~mn and early winter, in 'LWL, TSRY, KNWN a_nd

MRHSWN, and MRHSWN, and the spring and earlr summer, in SBT, 'DR, NYSN, 'YR and HZVRN. None was
inscribed in mid-winter (January) or mid-summer (July or August). These dates can be analysed as follows:

Inscription no. Month Year

34 'DR A.D. 236

35 'LWL A.D. 238
v

36 TSRY A.D. 238
"49 TSRY

"62 MRIjSWN A.D. 165

65 KNWN A.D. 187
"80 MRIjSWN A.D. 238

108 'DR A.D. 112
'V

131 SBT A.D. 118

272 'YR A.D. 138

288 NYSN A.D. 149

293 HZYRN A.D. 89(?)
·v

109294 TSRY A.D.

336 KNWN A.D. 151

338 'DR A.D. 132

I KNWN A.D. 151

III 'DR A.D. 195-205

¥ -NY-Sl\ A:ft: to-1

(382) hom J.B. Chabot, Choix d'inscriptions de Palmyre, Paris, 1922, 13...

(383) Safar and Mustafa considered that KNWN was December and MRHSWN November: 1974: passim.
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These texts give the following results when analysed by months:

Month Number of occurrences

NYSN 2

'YR I

~ZYRN I
'LWL I

....
TSRY 3

MRtISWN 2
KNWN 3

S~T I
'DR 4

'0(

So 'DR TSRY and KNWN emerge as the commonest months, with NYSN and MRJ:ISWN close behind. Broadly

similar 'results may be obtained from a study of the inscriptions from the neighbouring site of Palmyra: thus the

great temple of Bel there was dedicated on 6 NYSN A.D. 32
( 84),

that is, in the spring, and very likely at some

spring festival, and numerous other Palmyrene dedication were also made in NYSN. The seasonal-eharacter of

Hatrene dedications could also have had religious implications.

I

The lite of historical Hatra, therefore, was clearly permeated by religion; and if its name is indeed the Arabic

word for "holy place,,(85), then religion could have been a vital factor in its early growth, as well as playing a

significant role in later periods.

(c) The milrtary factor

The location of Hatra in the semi-desert area between the Tigris and the Euphrates, and between the north

Mesopotamian hills and the plain, gave it a special strategic importance. The harshness of the surrounding

environment, the scarcity of water and indeed of any type of agriculture, were disadvantages which contributed to

the lack of success of Roman siges of Hatra (in A.D. 116 by Trajan, and in A.D. 198 and 200 (?) by Septimius
Severus) and of the Sasanian onslaught by Ardashir (3S6)

But there were other factors also which led to the repelling of these enemies. By the time Trajan attacked in

A.D. 116, Hatra must have possessed walling of great strength, and a good military organization to defend it. It is

noteworthy that when Trajan was invading Mesopotamia, he studiously avoided Hatra on the way in, perhaps so

as to protect his troops from the possibility of a demoralizing episode, such as they encountered on the way
h (JS7> T' . OilS)orne hese CIty walls continued to be developed, in particular by N~RW "maria" , until they constituted

a truly formidable barrier, consisting of an inner and outer wall, with a ditch in front. So it is understandable that

Septirnius Severus followed Trajan's example and avoided attacking Hatra when he invaded Mesopotamia, and he
too, later, met with disaster before its walls.

(384) Colledge, 1976: 26.

(385) See above, p. 91, n. 123.

(386) S~e ~above, P.\..1 02-107.
(387) See p. 87,102

(388) See P'l~
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The Hat rene army, too, seems to have been a well organized and powerful machine or war. Anu mbcr or

military posts seem to be mentioned in Hutrcnc texts, although those we possess appear to belong primarily to the

period of Hatra's kings (from c.A.D. 176/ 7 on)llXI)) An important element in the army seems to have been the

archers. This is substantiated by the incident when mounted Hatrcnc archers were sent to Syria to support Nigc:',

the Roman general, in A.D. 193. Dio describes the skill of Hatrcnc archery and missiles in use at the sieges or
Trai d S . . S ( ll)()) "J" h " ". ,I b II' . Irajan an epumius everus: e excavation In the northern gate of the city wall unearthed a a rstu wun a
large number of its missiles (cf. pI. 93b)u

I
J I )

An interesting parallel to the Roman experiences at Hatra is provided by tile recent history or the ./azirah.1 he

British domination of Iraq in 1920 was restricted by the tribes of the Jaz irah, who attacked a military group

passing through the region. They made the site of Hatra their headquarters, and the remoteness of the Jazi ruh. the

dilTiculty of transport (even with motor vehicles), and, significantly, the lack or water, prevented British attempts
to defeat the tribes Ul)~)

Hatra, therefore, was clearly a potential military strongpoint, and had definitely become so hy the time or

Trajan's invasion in A.D. 116. Thereafter, its military position was strengthened even further. I[ow lar hack into

Hatra' earlier history this military significance extended is, however, as yet quite uncertain.

(d) Trade routes and commerce

Evidence for commercial activity can be drawn. from two sources. Frrsny, a study can be made of the ancient·

routes of the area to see whether they converge on Hatra or not. Secondly, archaeological evidence from Hatra

itself, including inscriptions, can be sifted for further information. These will be taken in turn.

As regards routes, these did indeed for the most part converge on Hatra, which emphasizes the significance of

its position in the area. Thus the Tabula Peutingeriana shows two routes leading to Hatra, and gives the names of

the stations and distances between them
( 93)

The first route rouns from Khabur to Hatra through Sinjar (Singara),

. and the second from Nuseybin (Nisibis) also to Sinjar but then to the Tigris and so to Hatra
( 94)

A.Stein in 1938

plotted the route which linked Sinjar and Hatra running through the foothills and along the lines of springs. He

identified Ad Herculem, the last post before Hatra on the Tabula peutingeriana (although the penultimate one in

fact), with Jaddalah(J95) professor Oates also suggested that a branch connected Tell Ibra Al-Saghiyra(whose

ancient name in the Tabula is Vicat, survey no. 209) with Hatra, and he also indentified a route linking Hatra

with Sa'adiya (no. 35) and Jaddalah (no. 69)096)

During the survey undertaken by the author in 1977-78 a direct ancient road was recognzed con necting Hatra

with Tekrit, which runs beside the west bank of the Wadi Tharthar, passing through Tell Ajri (no. 84) and Tell

Ibdah (no. 263). This route had remained in use until recent years. Yaqut mentioned that a citizen of Tekrit gave

(389) See above, p. 111.

(390) Dio Cassius, LXVIII, JJ: LXXVI, 10-13.

(J9I) Salman, 1971: p. "p"), Husain, 1976: 131-134; Baatz, 1977 (a): 141; Baatz, 1977 (b): 597-99. Note that more missiles were
found at the eastern gate (pl. 93b).

(392) Al-Tellafary, 1969: 166-67, 350.

(393) This road map of the Raman empire, indicating the main cities and the stations bewteen them , with distances (of varying

.accuracy) given between places, is known in a medieval copy of an original seemingly datable around A.D. 365 (Cunliffe,
1978: 216).

(]94) vl iller , 1962: 772; Oates, 1968: 7,6.
(395) Stein, 1941: 299.

(96) Oates, 1968: 76.
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him a description of Hatra, which indicated a knowledge of the existence of the ruins'l')":') Rich, when he stopped
. ( 11/X)

at Tekrit, was informed by its citizens that the journey from this town to Hatra took two long days on foot

The route itself was mentioned by Ross when he left Tekrit and went through the Wadi Tharthar on his journey
( 1'J'Jl

to Hatra in 1836'

This route seems shorter and easier than the road which follows the Tigris, because the region between the

modern town of Baiji and Qala Sharqqt (Assur) consists of a series of hills (named Mak-hul, vlaki-hcel and

Khanwqa) which slope slightly to the west, ending in the Wadi Tharthar. Smaller wadis run across this area and

down into the Tharthar, causing disruption and difficulties for caravans, particularly during the rainy season.

There is also a scarcity of water over a stretch of 85km. This has been emphasized by Ibn .Iubair, the Arab

traveller: when he described the route from Tekrit to Mosul in A .D. Inw he did not continue with the west bank

of the Tigris but was diverted to pass by the mound of 'Aqr, which IS possibly that of Tell lbdah (no. 263). Ibn
(·toll )

Jubair, when travelling in the area, had enough water to last him for two nights and a day

Although not all the ancient routes in the Jazirah passed through Hatra, yet at any rate late in Hatra's history

even those which did not must have been with in the domain of the city: the reason for several kings calling
(·to I) .

themselves "king of the Arabs" (or "Arubaya") was surely their control of the area Hatra may have provided

facilities for travellers and caravans, such as security and halting stations, and may have collected taxes in return:

Hatrene insciption [207] concerns the building of a customs house.

Safar and Mustafa suggest that there was a number of Hatrene merchants and caravan chiefs resident in the

city, basing their theory on the costumes shown on a number of statues(-102) This is clearly an inadequate basis

for such a hypothesis. And concerning commercial activity as a whole, the absence of any mention of caravans or

finance in the known Hatrene texts is remarkable, and even more so when such neighbouring sites as

Dura-Europos or Palmyra are taken into consideration, with their plethora of commercial documentation (-lO.1) The

only relevant text at Hatra is the one already mentioned [207], concerning a customs house. The only other

possibly relevant item found so far is the pair of scales discovered in the northern portico of the sanctuary within
. (404)

the complex of Bait Alaha So the level of commercial activity at Hatra seems to have been much lower than

it was in orther cities of the region.

(e) Conel usion

How significant were these various factors in the location and growth of Hatra?

A group of advantageous geographical factors was obviously what attracted the earliest nomadic and semi

nomadic visitors and settlers. These factors included comparatively good water, depressions in which rain could

collect, the proximity of vegetation especially in the Wadi Tharthar, and a fairly faIt area in which to camp or

settle. Traces of these early herdsmen and settlers appear to have found in the author's soundings(40S); and above

(397) Yaqut AI-Hamawi, 3/ 58.

(398) Rich, 1836: vol. I, 147.

(399) Ross, 1839: 443-475.

(400) Ibn Jubair 244

(40 I) See above, p. 110.

(402) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pis. 44-46.

(403) See above, p. 97-n.
(404) S~far and Mustafa, 1974: 175, pl. 170. This could equally, however, have been used for the payment of temple dues rather

than for ordinary trading.

(405) See above, p. ,,92-94,
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these levels these and other soundings have indicated the development of better mud- brick buildings, although it .k
is unknown at what period. This much is surely undeniable. But given the generally semi-desert surroundings,

such a settlement could 'hardly have grown to much unless other factors also began to operate. So it is

important to ask here which of these other factors. religious, military or commercial, was involved, and at what
period or periods'?

Two kinds of evidence may be used: internal and external. Given Hatra's comparative isolation, the external

evidence. in the form of references in ancient historians or in inscriptions elsewhere. is less helpful for this site

than it is for others of the area: so internal evidence assumes considerable importance.

This internal evidence. however. although abundant for the final century and a half of Hatra's existence, is

almost entirely lacking for the pre- historical phases. :\11 that can be done to gain some idea of earlier periods is to

study the known period and to try to isolate from that what is likely to have gone before. \\' hat does such a

st udy tell us of these earlier phases'?

The name of Hatra itself could be helpful. if its meaning could be decided. But as we have seen there are

several possible derivations (assuming that it had any meaning at all), from Aramaic "Hetera" C'enclosed camp"),

Arabic ":\1- Hadhr C'town" - its present meaning-or "capital"). or :\ rabic "A 1-Hadhra" (" holy place">,"~06) So its

name at the moment cannot help. Perhaps slightly more indicative, however, arc the traces of tribes (TYM\V and

BL 'QB) who seem partly resident in the city and partly nomadic at the time of the earliest dated inscription [214]

(A.D. 97/ 8), and of generally close relations between city and nomad, which suggest that previously Hatra may

have been an example of a "dimorphic chiefdom ..(~07); the tribes' activity in this text is religious. the building of

small shrine Villa. We may also note the existence, certainly from around A.D. 100 onwards, of the title MRY'

which may have had religious conpotations(~OX); and in the 120s and i 30s A.D., still in the early historical phase

of Hatra, ~SRW "maria" held one or more chief priesthoods. These slight indications of the importance 0('

religion, when put together with the, range of religious posts, and gigantic size of the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha),

of historical Hatra, might hint that the religious tacto~ may possibly have operated from a fairly early period. I f so,

Hatra could _~ave been an Arab tribal religio.us centre, run by chiefs from the tOWI1 itself who had some control in

the desert; but this is highly speculative.

r .:. ;', r

Trad~ does not seem t? have played a role of great importance in Hatra's or indeed of its maintenance of

power. Hut the military strt;pgth of historical Hatra. and the control its .kings clearly exercised over the

A rabs of the desert region of "A rabaya" around, provokes the question for how long this h~d beer the] _c~l~e, and

under what circumstances it had arisen and been preserved. Here the internal evidence. only helps us securely
I • .i •. ' •.

from the time of NSR 'N "maria" on (the 120s and 130s A. D.), for he was seemingly responsible for one of the
• • l' t

city walls together with its gates, This wall seems to. have been placed if! front of an earlier, ~eak~r one to create

a double barrier.. For earlier per iods , as internal :~at~r~~1\ is lacking, external evidence can be brought into the

inquiry.

\"hen IS it conceivable that l latra could have become a militurv PO\\ cr? '1 his would seem u nlikc ly in t he

Sclcucid period. for there are no signs whatsoever or Sclcucid innuc~ce in lll1~ 1'01'111 (apart from the use of the

Sclcucid calendar. but thi-. was general throughout the near cast. and cUlI}d h~\\,e been adopted lit any lime), and

the Seleucid king were unlikely to have pe'rillill~d'~' 'PU~::D,li~t1h' lui-rile Scnut ic xtatc to hu vc m uxhroomcd
~....."" • ~ ••• ~ ..... L , .....

(406) See above, p..~ I .

(407) See above, p. %-91\.

(408) See above, p. %.
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militarily within their empire. This, therefore, would make it likely that the loss of Seleucid power over

:\lesopotarnia, over Babylonia around 140 B.C. and over the northern part including Dura- Europos by 113

B C (~()l)l 'bl . factor : h . f H . . . h . ... , was POSSI y a most Important actor 111 tense 0 atra, Just as It was 111 t e rise of other states In the

middle east, Anatolia and (after 64 B.C.) in the Syrian desert with Palmyra.

It could be argued that Hatra as a military stronghold was the creation of the Parthian state, made in a

vulnerable semi-desert frontier area between the Parthian and the Seleucid or the Roman empires, through which

ran important lines of communication, both commercial and military. But it is hard to reconcile this with the'

independence that the city seems to have enjoyed. For Hatra has so far yielded no inscriptions and no

monuments erected by or for the Parthian monarchy. Its inscriptions and monuments concern its own affairs

entirely. There is no mention of any relationship with the Parthian state. It seems from the lack or any

relationship with the Parthians, together with the titles of "king of the Arabs" or "of Arabaya" adopted by the

Hatrene monarchs, that Hatra was in some measure an independent entity in the affairs of north Mesopotamia.

This entity would have required wealth, which historical' Hatra had in great measure, derived doubtless from its

control of the northern region of Mesopotamia, a control which enabled it to tax the area, as the inscription [207]
concerning the customs house hints.

This semi-independence did not mean, of course, that Hatra was unaffected by events around. It found itself,
after all, in the centre of a frontier zone between the empires of Parthia and Rome, and was, therefore,
presumably susceptible to pressure from either side, and to periodic involvement in hostilities (41(I) But the

barrenness of the region around, the "Arabaya" that had certainly come under its control by the period of its
king, when combined with good military organization within Hatra itself, whenever that came about, ensured that

its comparatively independent position between these powers could long be maintained.

So if the religious factor played an important role in the rise of Hatra, so, too, it would seem, did the military;
b'!t here again, from what period cannot yet be established.

Conclusion

The n~w evidence for the of Hatra has illuminated several espects of its history and culture,

Soundings taken to virgin soil have revealed that the site seems to have begun as a nomad encampment which

developed very SloWI~ over a long period into a flourishing city, partly because of advantageous geOg;aPhical

factors, A boost to this growth may have been given by the decline and fall of the Seleucid empire. Historical

Ha~ra ~e~ms to have e~er~ed around A.D. 100 as an Arab state with strong religious and military tendencies,
maintaining a comparative Independence through the remoteness of its position "rom th th t' f .-
. . , . Ii e en cen res 0 power,
rarthlan and Roman.. The relationship between the city and its surrounding area might possibly have consitiuted
an example of the "dimprphic chiefdom" Trade never seems to have been a very significant factor in its history.
About the 120s and 130s A.D, NSRW "maria" ringed the city with a powerful wall and gates perhaps' ,
o it . Ir. d -.. , Improvmg
.n IS .previeus l'e encesw!ltchslmllarly followed contour lines. Texts recently discovered have thro dditi I

hght 0 th d " . f' hi . wn a I iona
n e a ministration 0 historical Batra, With its many religious posts its military offi 'I it k'- hi (f

at least I A . ,IClas, I s mgs ip rom
as ~ar y as .D, 176/ Ion), and Its royal functionaries, Inscriptions have also revealed something of

Hatrene society and law So much li ht h b
new rg as een shed on shed on the richness of the essentially Arab culture

of Hatra.

=
c

(409) Sec above. p." 9l\.

(410) On Roman frontier policy. sec Dales. 1961\; l.uuwak. 1976.
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Location

The site with which we are concerned here is that of Khirbet Jaddalah, (site survey no. 68, cf. pl. 20b). It is in

the district of Jaddalah, on the north-east fringe of the Jazirah, some 22km. south-west of the modern town of

Qaiyara, and 51km. north-east of Hatra via the motorway (although only 35km. by a dirt road through the

village ofSa'adiya Gharbi (no. 35)(411) It is one of several important mounds in its immediate vicinity, all ranged

along the banks of the Wadi Jaddalah and all with the element Jaddalah in their name: Khirbet Jaddalah (no. 69),
'Unuq Jaddalah (no. 69; pIs. 8, 10, 20b, 2Ia) and Jaddalah 'Uliya (no. 70; pIs. 8, 10)(412)

The mian water supply for the Jaddalah district is located just to the north-east of Khirbet Jaddalah (no. 68;

pIs. 8, 10, 119b); there are other springs scattered along the bed of the Wadi Jaddalah. This factor, coupled with

the availability of pasture, may have made Jaddalah a very important point in the communication lines of north

Jazirah. E.E.D. Oates suggested that Jaddalah was an important junction for routes from Hatra (no. I) Qala
" " . (413) .Sharqat (Assur) (no. 78) and south Mesopotamia . The recent survey confirmed that Jaddalah was a focal point

for routes; from Khirbet Jaddalah (no. 68) one main route led norty through a series of staging posts set near

water sources in foothill areas (e.g, nos. 71, 74,49 and 50) to Tell 'Afar (on. 144) and finally Sinjar (no. 229; pl.

53).

The site

Khirbet Jaddalah, before excavation, comprised a chain of mounds in a square, 105m x 105m., (pis. 120, 120,

with a gap on the east side where, bout 8m. above the water course, five square limestone column bases of east

Roman Attic type (pI. 120b), each-40cm. high, were standing, near a number of fallen column drums with their
limestone footings, similar to those from the so-called temple of MRN (E) at Hatra (pl. 99)(414) In the centre of

the enclosure was a mound measuring 35m. x 40m. (pl. 120). As A. Stein observed, the visible structures had
be buil " '1 d . hi di d (415)en Ul t on virgin SOl, an so a stratigrap IC soun ing seeme unnecessary

The site was clearly one of importance; and its architectural echoes of Hatra suggested a later Parthian date. A.
( )

(4 16) E . . d dStein suggested that the building was a temple of Heracles Hercules xtensrve clearance was JU ge

appropriate, both to test this theory and, in general, to gain from the site what new light it might offer on

Parthian-period settlement in the Jazirah.

The excavation

Digging took place partly in the outer enclosure, and partly in the inner building (pl. 122). The results are

described here in the order of excavation.

(411) There is a further site in Upper Jazirah also known by the name Jaddalah, in the foothills of Jebel Sinjar. It was mentioned
by Yaqut AI-Hamawi (vol. 3, p. 63) and Ibn Hawqal (p, 93) as a pleasant village, with a Christian population, two staging

posts from Mosul on the caravan route to Nuseybin (Nisibis).

(412) On this Wadi, see above, p. 26, pI. 3.
(413) Oates, 1968: 76, 79; cf. Stein, 1941: 299-316, and above, p. 86-87. I
(414) The site was registered by S.O.A.H. as: A.S.l., p. 248, no. 253; File no. 253/ 35.

(415) Stein, 1941: 299-316.

(416) Stein, 1941: 308, 313.
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(a) The outer enclosure

The areas selected for excavation were the north-east section of the enclosure (called Area 0, so as to establish

the relationship between the colonnade and the rooms on its flanks (which proved to have been added later), and

the north-west section (called Area 10, so as to investigate the fortifications (pl. 122).

Room I (entrance) (pl. 122). Digging began in Area T In the north-east corner a long rectangular passage was

unearthed, 9m. x 2m., running north-south, which must have formed an entrance to the site. The lower part of

its walls were of cut limestone blocks faced with gypsum mortar, while the upper parts were of mudbrick (each

40cm. x 40cm. x l Zcrn). The discovery of a door socket at the north end of the passage adds further

confirmation that there was an entrance at this point. There are double arrow-slits, divided by a central post into

two parts, facing outwards from the west wall of the passage, and a single arrow-slit from the east wall; each is

60cm. wide within, and 20cm. wide on the outside (IOcm. for the single), and they are set 1.20m. above the

floor. The double arrow-slit floors slope down internally towards the passage, and are covered with asphalt.

Doubtless they were angled in this way so as tel allow the archers to watch or shoot upwards towards the west

end of the hill, where the ground rises to a height somewhat greater than that of the rest of the site. The asphalt

covering was possibly meant to protect the aperture against damage from rain water. these measures for defence

indicate the impotrance of this passage. Its floor consisted of a thick layer of clay, with a deep stratum of ash

covering it, possibly an indication of destruction by fire. Rooms 30 and 31 opened on to entrace passage, which

sugges they were used as guard rooms.

Tower A (pis. 121a, 122, 123). The excavation then moved to Area II (the fortifications). In the north-west

corner of the enclosure a large rectangular tower (A) was unearthed, measuring 9.60m. on the north side, 6.60m.

on the east, 11.60m. on the west and 7m. on the south. The tower is built largely of mudbrick, but the corners.

which were curved, were constucted with limestone masonry, as were its lowest courses (pl. 123). It was found

to be hollow, and might have served as a magazine.

Tower B (pl. 122) A second large tower (B), 6.80m, 8.20m. wide, was built close to Tower A on the north

wall. Its lower courses were of limestone and its upper sections of mudbrick.

Buttresses c (pl. 122). Two smaller solid buttresses (c), 1.95m. x 1.95m., were also discovered, both of blocks

of limestone and mortar.

Buttresses d (pls. 122, 124a). It was next decided to investigate the west section of the enclosure from a point

beyond Tower A. Three solid buttresses (d) were found, each 2.05m. x 1.60m., built of mudbrick and faced with

limestone and motar. The remaines of a fallen arch came to light, suggesting that the upper portions of the

buttersses terminated in a system of arcading between each two buttresses. There were single and double

arrow-slits between each two buttresses; each is 1m. high, 80cm. wide on the inside, and 4cm.-6cm. wide on the

outside.

Tower E (pl. 122). This stood beyond the buttresses (d); it was 9.70m. long and 8m. wide, of mudbrick with
limestone blocks forming its lowest courses.

Buttresses f (pls. 122, 124b). Another three buttresses (0, each 1.60m. x 1.60m., were also unearthed; they

were of mudbirck but were not faced with limestone and mortar like buttresses (d) (pl. 124a). Traces of arcading

in rubble and were found, howere, and between the buttresses were arrow-slits similar to those of (d).

Tower G (pl. 122). This was also uncovered in this section It measured 9.70m x 7.40m., and was similar to
Tower E.
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Buttresses h (pl. 122). Two buttresses (h), I.SOm. x I. SOm., were unearthed, but there wa .... no evidence

concerning whether the spaces between them were arched.

Tower I (lp. 122). This tower, 9.60m. /. 7m., was uncovered, except Ior a part of Its .... outh section

Thus the face of the west wall was completely cleared (pis. 12S, 126). Its length was 91 m.: its features

included towers, buttresses' and arcading, and it was constructed partly of m udbrick. and partly of limestone

(whether as cut blocks or rubble) and mortar.

Ditch. In front of the west wall debris was cleared, together with a series of small mounds. Their arrangement

suggested that the wall might once have been portccted by a ditch

On the basis of what was discovered in these excavations, together with observations of une xcavated mounds,

it is possible to make a theoretical reconstruction of the remainder of the plan of the enclosure fortifications (pl.

122).

After this investigation of the outside of the fortifications system, it was next determined to dig its inner side.

Excavations were carried out in the north- west corner ncar Tower A.

Room 2 (pl. 122) was unearthed here. It was square, 4.70m. x 4.70m., and 3m. hight; its upper walls were

damaged, particularly the north and east sections where the plan was clear only to a height of Im. above the

floor. The lower part of the walls was of cut limestone, and the upper of mudrick. The floor was of clay, mixed

with ash. The room entrance, on the east side, was Im. wide and opened on to the courtyard. Two arrowslits are

sited in its west wall, each 60cm. wide within and IOcm. wide on the outside and set 1.20m. above the floor; the

distance between them is 60cm· with one facing left and the other right.

Room 3 (pls, 122, 127). This, measuring 6.70m. x 4.70m. and with walls still 4.30m. high, adjoined Tower A

at the north-west corner. Of two doorways found in it, one in the east wall opened into the courtyard while the

other led into room 4 (inside Tower A) (pl. 127). There are two arrow-slits in its west wall, and a single one in
its north wall.

Room 4 (pis. 122, I 27a). This is inside Tower A. Only its doorway was excavated, Im. wide, 1.70m. deep,

and 1.85m. high. It had a vault of mud bricks, each 40cm. x 40cm. x 12cm., which still survives. A section

2.70m. long was dug on the left side of the doorway; a stratum of ash 20cm. thick layover the floor of the

entrance. For the purposes of making a plan, the thicknesses of the walls of this room were estimated from other

comparable excavated walls.

Room 5 (pl. 122). A sounding measuring 4. 70m. x 1.50m. was made in its east section; the walls were found

to go down to a depth of 2m. A doorway was discovered in this section, Im. in width. Further soundings in the

north-west and south-west corners established its dimensions: 4.70m. x 4.70m.

Room 6 (pl. 122). This, adjoining Tower E, was also excavated to a depth of 2m.; a sounding was made in its

east part. An entrance was found at a depth of 3m., again Im. wide ~ This room was also square and measured

4.70m. x 4.70m.

Rooms 7,8 (pI. 122). Soundings were carrried out here. In room 7 the east, west and extensively damaged

north wall were 4.70m. long.
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........ ) I I ,I' til" north section of the enclosure. It was again square,Room 9 (pi I.!..!.. This was t ie on ~ pan excavat cu m t nc ... ....

-l.70m.. 70m. wit h walls standing to a height of Jm - J.50m.

Summary. To sum up the results of these excavations of the outer enclosure. a series of square rooms was

fou nd to be ranged along the inner faces or the walls: these measured 4. 70m. x 4.70 m., except for room 3

(-l.70m. x 6.7 Om). Arrow-slits were a rrangcd to prov ide cross- fire. Buttresses and towers improved the wall

defences. and external arcading may have strengthened them further. The lower parts of the defences were of

limestone. mortar and mudbri ck: what the upper portins were like is as yet a matter of guesswork (pl. 126). No

remains of any staircases were found in the excavated area. and how access to the upper parts was provided is

unknown.

(b) The inner building

The excavation wen' subsequently moved to the mound at the centre of the site (pl. 127b).

Room 10 (pls. 122.128,129). This turned out to be rectangular. IJ.J5m. x 4.20m. There was ash and rubble

2m. deep right across it. A sounding 6.60m. x 4.20m. was made in the west section of the room; at a depth of

-l.Stlm. a /loor was unearthed. consisting of a mixture of clay. ash and sand. The walls of the room, like those of

the rooms on the inner face of the defensive wall. had the lower courses buill of limestone blocks and mortar up

to a height of I m.; abov~ this there was mudbrick. There were two buttresses. 1.50m. square, on the east side of

the room and three rectangular ones on the west wall, which projected through the wall into the portico on the

other side. They were all built of limestone blocks to the full height of the room; the wall between them was of

mudbrick :\ staircase had been constructed against the south wall 01 the room: it was supported by an arch,I.50m.

wide. The staircase had I J steps, each 65cm. wide and 25cm. high. It gave access to room 12 and I J on the first

Door. The height of room 10 was equal to that of the two superimposed stories in the flanking rooms II, 12 and

I J. Along the upper part of the north wall were the remains .of w hat appeared to be the lowest course of a barrel

vault. Below the staircase 7 floor levels were uncovered, with virgin soil at a depth of 40cm. Most of these floors

consisted of ash and smooth grey clay. The wall below the staircase was blackened as a result, probably, of fire.

Five doorways provided access to room 10: two in the east wall, one in the south wall and two in the west wall.

The opening in the north-east corner was some 4m. wide, while the remaining doorways were I m. wide. The

arched doorway in the central part of the east wall of room 10 (pl. 129a) was 2.85m. high and flanked by two of

the buttresses of cut limestone and mortar just mentioned. The doorway in the west wall is near the south -west

corner. The door near the north-west corner led to room lIa, while a further doorway gave access to a short

corridor which led to the ground floor room 12a. One staircase, as we have seen, built against the south wall,

provided access to the upper rooms 12 and I J; at the north end of the west wall there are no remains to show
\

how, access was gained to the upper floor of the room in the north-west corner, although a staircase should have

been .exoected (and has been indicated on the plan, pI 128).

R~ms II, II a (pis. 122, 128). These two superimposed rooms were at the north end of worn. The upper,

room II, was excavated down to floor level. It measured 5.35m. x 2.80m. Its walls, coated with gypsum plaster,

stood to a height of 2m. The remains of vaulting were observed 1.45m. above the floor, indicating a rather low

room, intended perhaps for storage rather than habitation. The remains of a window survived in the north wall:

its upper portion were destroyed, but its/1fternal width was 45cm., and external width 20cm. In these dimensions

the window was similar in construct~ fO the window found in room 18, and both of these resembled windows

at Hatra(417) A layer of ash and bones was found in the room,about 2cm. to 10cm. thick. Traces of a considerable
i

conflagration showed in the blackening of the walls. There is no evidence to indicate how the room was
~

approached, but has been supposed for the purposes of the plan (pl. 128) that it was by a (demolished?) staircase

beside the doorway. As for room Ila (below room II >,'its doorway was revealed in the north-west part of room

(417) Andrae. 1908: vol. 1, 19, Abb. 31.
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10. For reasons of safety the excavation was not carried forward for more than 1m. inside this doorway, but the

room could have been on the ground floor.

Rooms 12, 12a. (pis. 122, 128). To the south-west of room lOis a section two stories high, the upper storey

(rooms 12 and 13) being approached by the staircase built against the south wall of room 10, as already

mentioned. Room 12 was cleared: .its south wall was badly damaged but the north wall stood to a height of

l. 35m. and on its plaster surface a number of graffiti were scratched (no. 28, pis. 172- 3). Room 12a. beneath

room 12, was not excavated.

Rooms 13, 13a (pis. 122, 12~). Room 13, 3.65m. x 2.IOm., had the remains of the lowest courses of a vaulted

ceiling at a height of 1.60m. above the floor. Room 13a was on the ground floor, immediately beneath room 13;

it was investigated from two directions. Its doorway was clearly visible; the approach passage was cleared for

some 3m. and proved to be a corridor 1m. wide with a vaulted roof. This passage also gave access to room 12a.

Room 13a was also dug down from the floor o-f room 13; part of uits vaulted roof had collapsed.

West portico (1) (pis. 122, 128, 130). Excavation continued along the whole western section of the building,

which was 32m. long and consisted of a portico (1), 12.90m. x 2.70m., placed between rooms II and 12. Against

the east wall of the portico were three buttresses which formed part of another three sunk into the mudbrick

west wall of room 10. They were built of fine cut limestone and mortar; each measured 90cm. x Im., and each

is crowned with a carved capital. Three free-standi~g piers were aligned opposite these buttresses; their presence
-"'I'-

presumably shows that the buttresses a~ piers together held up the arched supports of a barrel vaulted roof over

the portico. The piers divided the portico into three parts. The central section was the largest, being 4.10m. wide;

the openings either side were 2AOm. wide. Unidentified marks were carved on the faces of the piers and

buttresses, similar to some found at Hatra. On the left side of the portico was a doorway Im. wide giving access

to room 10. A limestone lintel, with an Aramaic inscription [XX], originally spanned this doorway. A tall arched
niche, 1m. deep, of cut limestone and mortar, was built into the wall on the left side of the doorway. The niche

seems later to have been closed off with a curtain-like mudbrick wall. The north and south walls of the portico

had arches built into the walls against rooms 11 and 12; these were supported by buttresses. The portico area was

not excavated to floor level but only to a depth of 2m., except for a small area in front of the doorway into room

10, where a sounding revealed floor level at. a depth of 6m.

North portico (K) (pls. 122, 128, 130b, 13Ia). Excavation was next carried out on the north and south sides of

the building, to establish its outline. Enough evidence was collected to show that the layout consisted of pillared

.
T/ orticoes, similar to those of the west section. Thus in the north portico (K) the pillars and buttresses were again

I ~uilt of limestone and the rest of the wall of mudbrick. The central opening of the portico was 4.20m. while the

side openings were 2.20m. wide. The only oddity in the north portico was the lack of a doorway into the

building.

Room 14 (pis. 122, 128), adjoining the north portico (K), was rectangular, measuring 5.35m. x 3m. Its

northern wall was badly damaged, but its foundations survived.

South portico (L) (pis. 122, 128, 131b). Excavation in the southern section of the building produced a portico

with the same plan as those of the north and west; the measurements were also identical. In the north wall ~as a

doorway 90cm. wide, giving access to room 24. An arched niche was located on the east side of the doorway.

Above the door was a window 57cm. high, with an external width of 13cm.
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Room IS (pis. 122, 128). This was a rectangular room, 5·30m. x 3. 70m., in the eastern section of the building;

its doorway was 2.8Sm. wide and faced east. A limestone' buttress was built on its left side; this was 1.25 m.

wide, and projected 2.30 m. from the outer south face. This room was dug to a depth of 2m. - 3m.

Room 16 (pls. 122, 128), to the east, was rectangular, 7.20m. x 8.8Sm. There were two doorways on the

north side, one leading to room 17; another one, on its south side, gave access to room 19. The debris is room 16

was sand only. This., together with the size, and the lack of any evidence of roofing suggest that room 16 may in

fact have been a courtyard, open to the sky.

Room 17 (pis. 122, 128). This rectangular room, 4.4Sm. x 3.85m., was excavated to a depth of 2 m.; a

sounding, 2.S0m. x 1.60m., was made in its south section. The inner face of the room was plastered with

gypsum. The remains of a vault were discovered in the south-east corner. The only intact pottely from the site, a

pear-shaped amphora, was found in the debris beside the doorway «S3» (pis. 209, 210).

Room 18 (pls. 122, 128), in the southern part of the east section of the building, measured 2.45m. x 2.USm.

Its walls stand 4.80m. high on the east side, and S.05m. on the south. The south part of the room contained a

doorway 86cm. wide in its upper sectin and 91ern. in its lower; its height was l. 80m. A small window, 5Scm.

high, was set in the upper part of the wall in this section. A large arched doorway, 2m. wide, occupied part of

the south wall. In the west wall was an arched doorway consisting of two limestone blocks with a stone lintel

bearing a relief placed over them. The relief (pls, 132a, 133), 60cm. long and 32cm. wide, in the centre of the

lintel, was carved with an extraordinary group of symbols also seen at Hatra(41~o; a painting of the same subject

occurred in Palmyra(419) The central motif is an eye, apparently transfixed by a dagger, and attacked on the left

by a snake and a scorpion and on the right by a long-necked and long-legged bird, identified as a bustard(420)

The scorpion is stinging it with its tail, the snak seems about to bite and the bird appears to be pecking at it. This

onslaught on the eye by the knife and these three creatures suggests that the subject of the relief is the "evil eye",

attacked so as to prevent its ill efTects(4~ I) A window wassei in the east wall, 2m. above the Door; it looked into

room 19 (pis. 132b, 134a). It is 1.30m. high, 60cm. wide, I. Sm. deep and is similar in shape both to the window

in room II and to those in Hatrene buildings, as already mentioned. The interior walls of the room were covered

with gypsum mortar.

Room 19 (pls. 122, 128, I 34a) was rectangular, 3.80m. x 4.30m. It was excavated to a depth of 2.90m., and

then soundings were made in the east and west parts of the room, which revealed its Door at a depth of 2m.

The upper part of the west wall of the room was very roughly built of mudbrick (pI. 134a), while a part of the

south and north walls was constructed of cut limestone and mortar. In the upper parts of both north and south

walls were arched remains, suggesting that the room had a vaulted ceiling for at least part of its length, but the

existence of the window in room 18 is an indication that the rest of this area may have been open. The north,

south and east walls in this room contained a doorway 1m. wide. Excavation revealed that the east doorway had

originally been 3m. wide, but had been reduced with cut limestone blocks by 2m. to become 1m. in width like

the others. The debris in this room consisted of ash, mudbrick, rubble and pieces of stucco together with sand.

(418) Safar and \Iustafa, 1974. 391.
(419) Colledge, 1976: fig. 48.

(420) Kindly identified by \Ir. \I.P. Walters of the British Museum Natural History section, in his letter to the writer dated 11

March 1980.

(421) Colledge, 1976: fig. 48.
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Room 20 (pls. 122, 128, 134b, 135-138). Excavations were next conducted in the south part of the east

section of the building. Room 20 seemed to extened eastward and then southward, forming an L-shape and

ending in an outer doorway. The other walls of this area on the north and east were also uncovered. Here a

complex passage of an elaborate right-angled (that is, L-shaped or "dog-leg") entrance was revealed. Its outer

doorway was the mian entrance to the inner building (pls. 134b, 13Sa); this was 1.1Om. wide and made up of

two limestone blocks, each 70cm. long and 6Scm. wide, with an inscribed limestone lintel [XXI] placed across

them. The L-shaped entry is also to be seen in the gates of the city wall of Hatra, datable to the period of N~RW

"maria" (A.D. 120s and 130s) [IX]{422l So room 20 was clearly a fortified entrance. In support of this su.pposition

is the fact thst its east wall contains three arrow-slits facing towards the open area bet ween room 20 and the

outer walls of the site; other arrow-slits are also directed from adjacent rooms so as to cover movement within

this area.

A staircase, starting from the entrance to room 18, :winds .around the western and southern side of room 20 (pls ..

13Sb, 136a, b). The bottom step was 1.60m. long; then the upper ones were 42cm. wide and 20cm. high. The

southern flight is .carried over a gypsum arched niche. which had a floor l Ocm. above the floor of the passage and

in which was an opening, a window or an arrow-slit; later, it was filled in with mudbrick and motar in a

curtain-like manner (pls, 13Sb, 137a). Ashallow circular hole was dug in the floor of the passage in front of the

arch, S4cm. in diameter and 4Scm. deep, the purpose of which is unclear. Above the western flight of the

staircase was a small niche at distance of 2.24m. from the floor, it was 7Scm. in heigh, 68cm. in width and S9cm.

in depth (pls. 13Sb, 137b, 138). A statue base of limestone, 60cm. square, was found on the floor of the passage

near the archway which supported the steps. From its dimensions it could have been set within the small niche.

The interior of this niche was decorated with painted figures; two show a certain 'GY (named above) who as

other evidence indicates, was the founder of this building (paintings 31-2, [XXIII-XXIV]' pls. 176-7, 179).

East portico (pls, 122, 128, 139a,b). Excavations indicated that rooms 15-20 were a later addition to the

building, so no remains of the east portico have survived on this side except for the limestone buttresse

positioned as on the other three side but incorporated into the walls of the later ~structures

Room 21 (pls. 122,128). This, 3.10m. x S.SOm., was rectangular; it was dug to a depth of 2m., and then a

sounding Sm. x 2m. was made on the north side. The walls survive to a hight of Sm., and were plastered with

gypsum mortar. A layer of ash wasfound on top of the floor, below other debris. In the north wall of the roorr

were three arrow-slits, 1.20m. above .rthe floor and directed towards the entrance (room 20). The doorawy of this

room was 3m. high.

Room 22 (pls. 122, 128), small and rectangular, was excavated to a depth of 2m. only The greater part of its

vaulted ceilling was still intact. An arrow-slit which can be seen in the west wall of the passage (room 20)was in

fact only partly located in this room.

Rooms 23, 24, 25, 26, 28 (pls. 122, 128) were excavated to a depth of 1.S0m. to 2.S0m. to establish the plan

of this section; but no small finds or special features were revealed.

Room 29 (pl. 128), in the east section of the building, was rectangular, being 1.6Sm. x 3.47m. Its en#~~5lC~'

was L-shaped, 80cm. wide on the outside and 68cm. wide on the inside, and 1.70m. in length. The reman .... V1

the walls stand 1.90m. high.
Rooms 30- 37 (pI. 122). These rooms were investigated; their east walls had disappeared, except for those in

rooms 33 and 34. The walls were constructed of cut limestone and mortar. Their doc ,ys faced, west, where

the courtyard of the building was located. Rooms 30 and 31. which opened on to . ranee passage called

room 1, could have been guard rooms.

(422) See above, p. I 2 I
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The colonnade (pis. 122,128, 140, 141a). This consisted of eight square limestone bases, each 70cm. square.

Five of them are still in position. Each intercolumniation measures 3.15m., except for the central one, which is

wider. Each base supported a column. of circular limestone drums. 45cm. in diameter and 4Icm.-50cm. high.

Some of the drums are lying in the bed of the wadi. The column bases stood on a limestone foundation 80cm.

thick. This colonnade appears to belong to an early period of construction, possibly to the same time as the
original squraish inner building. The colonnade was atsome point blocked up with limestone rubble and mortar. At

the moment it is not possible to determine whether the complex of rooms 15-19 and the entrance room 20 on

the east side of the building are contemporary with the blocking up of the colonnade. That the two sections were

for a while separate is clearly shown in the archaeological record by the masonry of a wall which joined them,

clearly difTeretiated from that of rooms 15-20 and the material used to black up the colonnade. So this wall was

later than these other constructions.

The colonnade rooms 30-36 (pl. 122). The archaeological evidence indicated that the rooms on either side of

the colonnade were a later addition to the colonnade itself, and formed part of the defences described earlier. To

the north of the colonnade rooms 30- 33 opened on to or near the passage (called room I) which gave access to

the outer entrance to the site; rooms 30 and 31 might possiblyy have been guard rooms.

Archi tcture

The site of Khirbet Jaddalah presents us with many tantalizing problems. The excavation produced a plan, and

showed that the site underwent extensive alteration and expansion during its occupation which could radically

changed its charaG~r. One particularly oanung problem is that of the purpose, or purposes, of the site structures.

structures.

Several Aramaic inscriptions, found on the site, give some help, but pose further questions [XX-XXIV]. The

name of the founder, and dat~,of (original") construction, are revealed by two limestone lintel texts, placed over

doorways. The first [XX] was over the west doorway of room 10 (and so associated with the first phase of the

building), and {he second [XXI] ov~t ~he outer doorway of the en trance passage room 20 (and so associated with

the second phasej.both, however, record the same fact, namely-that building was constructed in A.D. 141/ 2 by

'GY the son o(B' 423 In these texts the\~uilding is described by the term BYRT: this is unfortunately not as

helpful as it might seem, as the word imay-, be interpreted either as "shrine" (or "palace"), as in contemporary

P I A · (424) "f" ,,',' 1 " . A . (425)a myrene rarnaic or as ort _or caste, as In . ssyrtan .

First phase (pis. 122, 128, 142, 143). It is clear from the excavation that the building at the centre of the site,
together with the colonnade, were the first structures to be erected. With this phase of the central building is

associated lintel text [XX] placed over the west doo~\ of room 10 and dated A.D. 141/ 2. Rooms 15-20 and 29,

which occupy the ground between the main blockrand the colonnade were a later addition; if these l~er

structures were removed, what would be left is a squ~e building with a rectangular room at each corner, and

with a portico on each side (pl. 142). In room 18, the ~orway which was at the centre of the east side of the

building was most likely the main entrance, as it was aligned with central.jntercolumniation in the colonnade,

which itself, like the porticos, had a central opening wider than those on 'either side.

(423) The name 'GY doek not appear In known Hatrene.Jnscipuons, but 'B' occurs frequently there l5, 104, 140, 176, 188,225,

288]. The figure of 'GY, who is named ubovc his head .vwas painted in the small niche in the west wall of the passage called',
room 20 (paintings nos. 31-32. pis. 176-9, [XXIII, XXIV].

(424) Personal communcations from Professor J.B. Segal and Dr. S. Brock.

(425) C.A,D., 1965: 261.
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At each corner of the original building.symmerncaltyarranged. was a rectangular tower containing a room (pis.

142, 143). Between these were porticos, of which" there are extensive remains on the north, south and west sides:

that originally on the east wast largely removed to make way for rooms 15-20. These remains include. in each

case, three square piers of limestoneblocks which could have supported a portico linking each of the to\\ ers. The

arrangement of these groups is symmetrical, with side piers set closer than the central. On two sides <the west and

south) two more closely placed piers flanked an entry into the building itself; on the north ecavation revealed no

sign of an entrance, while that on the east had been largely removed so that rooms 15-20 could be built. Behind

each pier was a limestone buttresses, aligned with it, set into the wall behind. Piers and butteresses were definitely

aligned on the north and south sides, and probably originally on the east and west as well. Furthermore, the two

central columns of the colonnade were also aligned with two piers on the west side the builiding, and doubtless

originally with two on the cast also.

This kind of portico, its attachment to a main strucurc, and the interior arrangement of rooms have not yet

heen found elsewhere. But the siting of the corner tower has distant parallels elsewhere in mid-Parthian period

mdbrick buildings at Shahr-i Qumis (Iran) and Saksanakhyr (Bactria). The Shahr-i Qumis builiding was a long

rectangular structure. 43m. in length and 24m. in width, with an oblong tower, with a room inside. at each

conrner, while half-way along each long side wall there was a futher tower, again containing a single room(426l

A walldividedthe interior of the building into two parts. The south-east an open court. The north-west was a

sq uarish dwelling area with three rectangular rooms in the certre surrounded by narrow corridors. The

north-west section, in overall plan, bears some resemblance to the portion of the Jaddalah structure surrounding

room 10; in addition, both the Shahr-i Qumis north-west portion and the Jaddalah building were squarish and

had, the distinctive feature of long rectangular towers with internal rooms at each corner. The Shari-i Qumis

excavators drew a comparison between it and a strikingly similar building revealed at Saksanakhyr in Bactria,

datable to either the first century B.C. or the first century A.D.(427l They identified these buildings as large private
houses,(428)

Other .architectural features .of the fist phase at Khirbet Jaddalah were paralleled at contemporary Hatra.

Some building methods were similar, such as the technique of erecting walls with cut limestone and motar in the

lower portions and mudbrick in the upper. The colonnade, an import from east Roman architecture, and the

capitals of the piers of the porticos, were also like some seen at Hatra. Most of the Jaddalah doorways were
, h f h' 11(419lplaced near a corner, a feature also seen in Hatrene houseses and In t e east gate 0 t e city wa

Second phase (pis. 122, 128, 144). The later reworking of, and additions to, Khirbet Jaddalah changed the

character of the site. The portico on the east side was blocked up completely, the ground between it and the

colonnade was also closed, and a new complex of structures (rooms 15-20, 29) was inserted, some of which were

provided with arrow-slits. The arrangement of the chambers or passageways within these new buildings shows a

complicated zig-zag route through rooms 16.19, 20 and 18, of which the latter three were defended by

arrow-slits.

(426) Hansman and Stronach, 1970: 142-155; ibid., 1974: 8-22; Colledge, 1977: fig.• ~5B.

(247) Hansman and Stronach, 1970: 142; College, 1977: fig. 25D; Herrmann, 1977: .15

(428) Colledge, 1977: 56, fig. 25D calls it tl "fortified residence"
(429) See above,· p.j l ~()-\l.l .
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The date of this transformation of the central building is uuclc.ir Over the outer doorway lintel of room 20

was an -\ rum.uc inscrintion [\.\1] Skl!g that the buildi ng (BY RI") was built by 'G Y the son of .B' in A .D.

I~I 1111..... \..·llnfll'dll~I~. ,.... 1111...\..., .... 1...1\ t hc "",1 III l' mform.u ro n .I .... I.... giv vn 111 1\\1. 1I1 ....erlhL'llll\el IhL' luucl v-f room

III .uul ....ll lin .m "11~llldl p.u t llllhL' hlll!UI~. I he lllll~ dilfcr c ncc lie -, III .i n IIlL·le,I ....cd number "I pel' -,on-. helllg

mentioned 1111\\11 l lo « 111..',11111..' .rbou: t h.u ,'\lulld,lllllll IL'\h llf Ihe -,.unc d.uc llL'l'UI' o n 111111..'''' o ver dlllll'\\d~" uf

Ille lil"l .uul .... L·L·lllld pl1,I"L'-, ,,, 11111 clc.u I'LTIl,lp'- I Ill' d.uc \\ ,I -, ,I .... L·llh,,1 LTllIJ. pcrh.ip-, Ihe .... t o nc \\ ,I .... I'e- U\L·LI. llr a

"111111"111..'\[ rc IIl -,L'l'hL·d l l.rwc rc II 1l,IPPL·IlL·d. t hc Il'\1 c.m 11(\1 hI..' u ....L·d III d.uc 1111 ........ccond pll,1"e

\1 Illll~lll~ I he ... ,11111..' 111111..' ,I" Ihe ccntr.rl hulldlllg \\,,,", u.in .... tor mcd Ille .... Uhqdlldl out cr c nc lo .... urc w.: .... built.

consisting of a "curtain" wall heavily defended with massive towers, buttresses and internal chambers: and the

colonnade was blocked up. :\ rrow-xlits were incorporated. design~d to pro\'ide c!'ose-lire: some were double (pl.

l-l-la.b). so that two men could stand behind them together. able to fire both to the right and to the left. Between

each pair of arrow-slits was a buttress; the spaces between these buttresses were arched. This arcade ran the

Ienght of the wall. perhaps the upper sections were designed lor defensive purposscs , but this IS speculation.Thus

the buildings of the first phase. whatever their l)n~IIl,t1 purpose. were replaced by a massive and intricate

defensive structure.

Again, many architectural features of this' plld~e were similar to those of Batra in this period. The L-shaped

passage (room 20) at Jaddalah i s similar to that ill 'the Batra cit}' wall gates (pls. 86. 90)(·00) The enclosure towers

were generally similar. except that they were not completely rectangular (as at Hatra), having curved corners.

Arrow-slits were used at Jaddalah more than at Hatra. where in the city gates arrow-slits are known only in the

rooms flanking the inner entrance of the northerngate. On the other hand the forms of arrow-slits. particularly

the double ones. differ at both sites. At lIatra Illl' arrow-slits 11,,\1..' one opening in the interior leading to two

apertures outside. while at Jaddulah it is o ppovn c there being two dllt!kd apertures in the interior wall and one

outside, So the roles of the archers were clearly chllc rc n t. at lIatra one archer used the slit. while at Jaddalah two

did. Theses architectural elements show that I l.u rcn« influence was fairly pcr va .... i vc . here.

Third phase (pls. 122. I no. This consisted of the erection of a wall linking rooms 15-20 with the already

blocked up colonnade.

What have these various architectural features of, Khirbet Jaddalah , and the other finds made there, to

contribute to central structure, BYRT', used in texts [\\J and [XXI] could, it will be recalled. mean "shrine" or

"fort" The architecture of the first phase. to which theterm refers. reflects this ambiguity. I he oriuinul suructure

'" unique in plan. although \\ ith d ixumt purullcls. perhaps. in miu-Purrhrun period lort ificd d\\ cl hngx: it I~

ccrtui nly unlike any know n .... h ri nc or temp!c at l lut ru. \\ it h the hu ild ing-, of \\ hich il .....uclutcctu rul techniques

have much in common. There arc. ho w cv cr. ....orne shgh: sign .... t h,u the originu) Jaddalah ....uucturc might have

been a shrine. The colonnaded front facade occurred <It l l aua in .... hrmc-, D ("of Shah (i) ru ") and I-. ("of
"')(~ q I - 'I" I' f I . I I ( II' b I )(~ ;21 I I I\IR:\ . and an "cv I eye rc ie a so 111 uic alter as wc as In a tom at pa m~ ru -urr nctm orc. .uuncr

:\ rarnaic inscription txx I I] from the site. alt hough damaged. contains the \\ ord (Q) D\ I (~DY l. ("beli.)J·c (dn l .").
The preposition Q\)\I occurs at l latra comrnon ly before names of dl\ in itic ..... if thi .... \\ ere parallel. (;tnT might be

a divine name. \\ hich to judge b~ it~ form. could in 1~lct be an ancienl \elsion or the modern .laddalah. It also

accords with the name or lin .\rah Iribe mentioned by early .\rah \\ riter~. I hu~ Ihere are very slight indications

that the building might have been a shrine. although not enough to justil\ .\,Stein'~ claim thaI it was a lemple of

Hercules. \lorevcr. \\hatever the function of the original structure at Khirhet .ladd.t1ah. it i~ plain that in its

second and third phases it became a large and \\ell defended fort.

(430) See p. 120-121

(431) See p. p, 12'+-1:!5

(432) See p. I.+X
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lIistol')

The Iou ndat io n date of :\.D 141 / ~ for Kh irbct .ladd.rlah ([\\. \\1]) places it soon after the disastrous

.Vnat ol ian incursion of. the .\Iani tribcsrncn 111 :\.D . 135-6. shortl , after the death of the Roman emperor

Hadrian in :\.J) 13H and not long before the accession of the Parthian king Vologuscs III (or lv) about A D.

14X. In its ow n vicinity the original Inner building wa-, contemporary With the reconstruction of the wall of the

main sanctuary (Bait Alaha) at Hatru in :\ D. 13X [~7~J. and with the fortified site of Qbr Ibn Naif (no. 70). some

I l l . I' J (·n 1)z xm north 0 addalah . dated to :\ J) 13X . It is as yet too soon to establish of the construction was part of

a pattern of building in the area

Concerning the question whether Jaddalah was under the control of Hatru. or whether. for instance its

founder 'GY was a tribal vassa: of the l latrcne state. there is as yet no evidence. But the occurrence at Hatra

of administrative titles mentioning "the -vrabx": num cl ; RR' C'chicf"). RBYT' ("sle"'ard") or \11.1" ("king") D (Y)

'RB ("of the Arabs") (or D () ) 'RBY' "of -\rabaya"). in tc xts of w hich datable cvarnplcs belong to the period of

I . ( . I 17 / 7 )lol;.jl. ..the I atrcnc king from at least .v D 6 . on surclv indicates that the whole region. to the Khabur valley.
lollq

had b~ then come under the power of l l at ra. as curl x -'rah h istorians stated .

At Hatra itself. the building of new small shrines in the dwelling area. some of which arc recorded as having

been constructed by tribes. such as \'111 a (in :\.D. 9X) and 1\ (restored 111:\.1) 1(5). bv tribes. such as V and

one or two others of which (X. and V,?) were standing hy the time of NSR\\' "maria" (in the :\.D. 120s and

130s). seems to have ceased in t he period of the (d.u cd) ki ng (from A.D. 1"76/ 7 on )(ol 1(,) This could have been

due to an increase in the central power of the kingdom. leading to a more centralized system of worship. So if

Khirbet Jaddalah had been at the outset primarily a religious building, it might have lost its divine function as a

part of this process. and so been available for conversion into a fort, in response to different needs.

The thick layer of ash found lying immediately above floor level over most parts of the site, and the

smoke-blackened walls of rooms 10 and I I in the inner building, suggest that the history of Khirbet Jaddalah

ended with a fire. This could have been a result of warfare, for instance during the invasions of Septimius

Severus in A.D. 198 and 200 ("), of Ardashir about A.D. 227, or. in A.D. 241. of the Sasanian Shapur I, the

destroyer of Hatra.

7

(433) Safar, 1961; 42

(434) See above, p .~~ 1(~5.1 0<) - I III

(435) See above, p.~, _

(436) See above, P 12lJ-132.
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Introduction

Both graffiti (by which incised designs are meant here) and paintings (whether monochrome sketches or fully

executed polychrome frescoes) have been found at Hatral.D 71 and Khirbet Jaddalah . One fragmentary fresco In

several colours from Hatra has been pubiishedl41Xl In this chapter are collected a number of unpublished graffiti

and monochrome sketches from both Hatra and Khirbet Jaddalah, examples from both sites arc treated together.

as they are stylistically similar, and they are arranged accordi ng to subject matter. AII these examples. as

architectural and other indications show, date from the last century and a half of Hatra's history; where any more

precise indications of date are present, these are mentioned in the individual case.

The texts which sometimes accompany graffiti dIHJ· paintings are given in Appendix I.

Catalogue

(a) Graffiti

(i) Riding, hunting and associated scenes

No. I. Man riding a camel (pl. 145).

He holds a bow in his left hand. The camel's back is covered wilh a blanket ('?).

Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra , 1.20m. above 'the floor (pl. 90).

NO.2. Head and torso of a hunter (pl. 146).

He aims an arrow towards a lion (").

Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.60m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No.3. Two male figures (pl. 147).

These are crudely drawn. A horseman holds a bow and arrow; behind him stands a stylized human figure.

Provenance: room 5, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.20m. above the floor (pI. 90).

No.4. A horseman (pl. 148).

The man rides a galloping horse, to the flank of which is attached a quiver filled with arrows. The heads of

man and horse are missing.

Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.30m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No.5. A horseman (pl. 149).

The man's head is damaged. He seems to aim a bow and arrow.

II Provenance: room 5, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.50m. above the floor.

No.6. A man riding a donkey (pl. 150).

He wears a helmet or (royal") tiara decorated with an eagle. He holds a bow, with which he is shooting at a

gazelle; one of the arrows has already struck the victim.

Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.20 m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No.7. A horseman with deer and rabbits (pl. 151).

The upper part of the horseman is missing. Two deer, one with its head turned backwards, run away from

him, while two rabbits run towards him.

Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.38m. above )he floor (QI. 9Q).

H37) I should like to "express my "thanks to the excavator, Mr. M.S.' Abduali for- allowi-ng me to study the graffiti found in the

eastern gate of the city wall of Hatra. Two Hatrene graffiti are published by Safar and Mustafa, 1974. pis. 196, and pI. p ':)2.

(438) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 206-207, pI. 196.
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:\0. ~. lIorscm<11l lIlld lion (pl. 152>.
.-\ man rides a g,dloping horse. In front of him is a lion in an attacking posture. In the field, above the

horseman's he ad. is a st~ Iizcd leaf or tree C!)

Provenance room 5, eastern gate. city wall. Hatra, 1.0.',,,; :'b~~t2 the floor (pl. 90),

'0 9 .\ 1l1.l1l hunting two animals (pt. 153).
He stands with one of his legs resting on a rock-like object. In front of him he holds out a long rectangular

object incised with horizontal lines . .-\ circle drawn by his left leg might indicate a shield One of the animals

sho wn is a gazelle: the other is difficult to identify.

Provenance. room 5. eastern gate, ci') wall. Hatra, 1.60m. above the floor (pl. 90).

'0. 10. Figures. b;rG:i and animals (pis. 154, 155) [XVII] .
.\ number of figllre~ and obiesis arc scattered across the field. In the upper part three double triangles are

visible, with the upper part of a fourth on the bottom left; these might represent tents. Two small figures wearing

pointed headgear appear in the upper part; one is perhaps meant to be shown as with the tent ("). Above one of

these small figures is a larg bearded head with a long nose in left profile. In the centre appears a bird. possibly an

eagle, at rest, in font of which is a figure standing with a bird above its head. Below the_~e is the upper part of a

further figure. On the right a gazelle is shown at rest. To the right again is part of a frontal figure, with an object

vaguely resembling the double triangles. On the bottom left is part of another figure, while on the bottom right

are two horsemen firing arrows from bows

Provenance: room 9, house of M'N\\'. Hatra. 1.30m. above the floor (pl. lOS).

No. II. Horsemen attacking a lion (pls. 156, 157) [XVIII].

Two almost entire horsemen, and part of a third, are seen firing arrows from bows at a lion. To the top left is

a standing figure stretching out his left hand, apparently bearded and nude; thi.; might be identifiable with

Hercules (or Heracles, who is often represented at Hatra), particularly in view of the fact that the divine name

NRGL that is, of Hercules' Semitic equivalent) occurs at least twice in the many scratched texts on this wall.

Provenance: room 6, house of M'N\V, Hatra, 1.20m. above the floor (pl. I 05).

No. 12. A horseman and other figures (pls. 158, 159) [XIxt
At the top is a galloping horseman with a bow; behind him stands a bird, possibly an eagle. Below him are

shown other birds and a small niche or aedicula. To the left an apparently female figure stands on a high base

within an arched At the bottom right is another figure, also perhaps standing on a pedestal.

Provenance. Room 9, house of M'NW, Hatra, 1.25m. above the floor (pl. 105).

No. 13. A horseman and various animals (pl. 160).

All the animals are running. The horseman, perhaps with a bow, is at the bottom left. Above him, on the left,

a rabbit with short ears runs leftwards ·(while the rest move to our right). To the right of this a fragmentary

human appears strike at what seems to be a lion; beyond this is a stag. Below the lion is a horse without a rider

but with saddle cloth and what might be tasselled ornaments. Below the stag is what appears to be wild member

of the cattle (?) family.

Provenance: room 5, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.25m. above the floor (pl. 90). /

No. 14 A horseman with deer, goats (?) and a dog (?) (pl. 161) [XVI).

The horseman appears at the top, in the centre, apparently stretch ing out ooth arms and on a standing (or

walking) horse. Below, to the right. are two large horned deer leaping towards the right, one of them male.

Facing them are more deer, or goats (?), with their heads and long necks draw n differently from those of the

deer; they seem to be walking. To the right is shown a dog ("). The unhurried attitude of the horseman's mount
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might suggest he is not a hunter but a herdsman, and that the animals shown are dornesucated.

Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, I. 10m. above the floor (pi. 90).

The horseman appears at the top, in the centre, apparently stretching out both arms and on a standing (or

walking) horse. Below, to the right, are two large horned deer leaping towards the right, one of them male.

Facing them are more deer, or goats (?), with their heads and long necks drawn differently from those of the

deer; they seem to be walking. To the right is shown a dog (?). The unhurried attitude of the horseman's mount

might suggest he is not a hunter but a herdsman, and that the animals shown are domesticated.

No. IS. Standing archer (pl. 162a).

The archer stands frontally, wearing a long tunic The decorative circles on his right leg recall trouser

ornament on Hatrene statuary and suggest he, too, is meant to be s~own trousered.

Provenance: room 5, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.40m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No. 16. Rabbit (7) and two birds (pl. 162b).

At the top is the head of an animal, possibly a rabbit. Below are two similar birds standing in right profile,

perhaps partridges.

Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.08m. above the floor (pI. 90).

No. I 7. Two birds (pl. 163) [Xl].

The birds are roughly incised in left profile. The associated inscriptions suggest that the one on our left is a

partridge and the other a pigeon.
Provenance: room 5, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, I. 10m. above the floor (pl.. 90).

(ii) Religious scenes (?)

No. l~. Female figure and standard (pI. 164).

She stands frontally, with arms outstretched; her right hand touches the top of a standard, of a religious kind

seen elsewhere in Hatrene art. She has a tripartite coiffure. Her long dress has many incised folds. The figure

might possibly represent the goddess Victory personified (Nike), not uncommon in Hatrene art, but perhaps here

in an unusual wingless form, as no wings are visible.

Provenance: room I, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.60m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No. 19. Eagle in a niche (pl. 165).
The nich rises from two pilasters, and has rectangular framing above. In the field an eagle stand in left profile

on a high pedestal, holding a branch in its beak; its body is decorated with incised lines. Before it is a little altar,

from the top of which rise flames. Behind it is a (religious) standard, on top of which stands an eagle ("), again in

left profile.
Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.20m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No. 20. Eagle with spread wings (pl. 166).
The bird, frontal but with head turned leftward, stands on what seems to be a (religious) standard, with some

Aramaic letters on it. In front of it, to our left, is an altar from which flames rise.
Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.50m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No. 21. Eagle with spread wings (pls. 167, 168a).
It stands in right profile, but with both wings shown. Body and wings are decorated with incisions that might ..

represent feathers.
Provenance: room 12, Khirbet Jaddalah , 1m. above the floor (pis. 122, 128).
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i\o 22, Four birds (pl. 168b).

These are crudely sketched, all in left profile.

(a) (top left) Bird in flight, holding an object in its beak .

.(b) (top right) Head, unidentifiable.

(c) (bottom left) Wren?
(d) (bottom right) Eagle or large hawk, holding a piece of branch in its beak.

Provenance: room 20, Khirbet Jaddalah, I m. above the floor.
Date: this room was rebuilt in the sites's second phase; the first phase is dated \.0 A.D. 141/ 2.

(iii) Male and female figures in various poses.

i\o. 23. Male figure reclining on a couch (pl. 169a),
He is shown frontally in a knee-length tunic, with three pillows under his left arm. He holds a leaf vertically

in his rig-ht hand. The couch leg shown has two decorative bulges.

Provenance: room I, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.70m. above the floor (pI. 90).

No. 24. Male figure reclining on a couch (pl. 169b).

He is shown frontally, in a knee-length tunic, resting on three pillows placed under his left forearm. The two

couch legs shown each have two decorative bulges.

Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1,90m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No. 25. Seated (?) figure (pl. 170a).

This figure, perhaps male, is shown apparently seated in a three-quarters view to our right, with legs apart and

holding what looks like a musical instrument.

Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.05m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No. 26. Male bearded head in left profile (pl. 170b).

This combination of curled hair with straight-haired moustache and beard is common in representation of

Hatrene nobility (Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pls. 4,32,39,47,55-58,60-63, 199,200,212,216) and deities (ibid.,

pls. 225, 257). The profile view, however, is unusual for a representation on a plane surface, and the costume, as
shown. distantly recalls the Roman military cuirass.

Provenance: room 3, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.60m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No. 27. Two men fighting (pl. 17 I) [XIII].

The look towards each other; their torsos are frontal, their legs in three- quarters view and their heads in

symmetrically opposed inward-looking profile. The man on our left is not very fully skeyched, the other, on our

right, seems to hold a shield in his right hand and a spear in his left. Aramaic tets between them refer to victory.

Provenance: room 5, eastern gate, city wall, Jlatr a, I.30m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No. 28. Three female (?) heads (pls. 172, 173)

These are frontal.

Provenance: room 12, Khirbet Jaddalah, 1m. above the floor (pls. 122, 128).

Date: this room was built in the first phase of the site, dated A.D. 141/ 2 ·[XX), so these could date from then
on until A.D. 241.
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(b) Paintings

No. 29. Male figure reclining on a couch (pl. 174).

The scene is painted in red. The male figure is bareheaded, and wears the usual Hatrene knee-Ienght tunic and

trousers; his left elbow rests on a tall cushion. His left hand is placed against his chest; his right holds some
object. The couch with its thick mattress and turned legs is shown in considerable detail. To the right of the

couch is a (religious) standard. The fact that this scene was painted on the right hand side of the "eagle" niche of

the Hatra eastern city gate, adjoining the "eagle" relief and accompanying text of the RBYT called S~IS-BRK

~tevd to A.D. 151 [I, cf. 336], could suggest that this is contemporary with the latter, and might even repesent
SMS-BRK himself (see above, p. 101, 1(9).

Provenance: the right hand side (from the spectator's viewpoint) of the "eagle" niche, eastern gate, city wall,
Hatra, 1.30m. above the floor (pl. 90).

Date: c.A.D. lSI? (see above).

No. 30. Standing male figure (pl. 175) (XV).

This ia painted in red. The figure stands frontally with legs wide apart on high base, wearing a knee-length
tunic (?) ornamented with irregular dots. In his left hand he holds a stick or club (?) over his left shoulder, while

with his right he is possibly casting incense on to a fire altar beside him. An Aramaic inscription above his head
originally stated the name of the subjest, but this is now lost.

/ Provenance: The niche, eastern gate, city wall, Hatra, 1.30m. above the floor (pl. 90).

No. 31. Goddess above a standing male (pis. 176-178) [XXIII].

This is one of a pair of paintings in black, each showing apparently the same two figures one above the other,

almost exactly symmetrically opposed on either side of niche in the first phase wall (datable to A.D. 141/ 2 [XX])
of room 20 in the central buililding of Khirbet laddalah (see no. 32). The centre of the nich may have held a

statue. This pair of figures is on the left (from the spectator's viewpoint). In the lower register is a bearded,
bareheaded male figure (pl. 177), standing frontally with his right arm across his body and his left raised (in a

gesture of religious reverence, although the right hand is elsewhere shown performing this function, so depicted

here for purposes of symmetry?). He wears either a long coat over a black tunic, or a knee-length tunic with a

broad central balck stripe; a decoration of three dote dots appears on his right shoulder. But his head is painted
his name: 'GY presumably the founder of the building [XXIII]. Above him is a female figure (pI. 178), standing

(pl. 178), standing three-quarters to out right, in a dress flared at the ankles and ornamented with groups of three

dotsuke those on 'GY s' shoulder; whether these dots were symbolic or purely decorative is unknown.but thefact

_that they also appear on the dress of 'G Y, a mortal, favours a decorative purpose. From the waist two long,

tassell-like objests fly back; they could be the ends of a waistband, or possibly the lower parts of wings. Her right

arm apparently pointed forwards. Behind her are three lage star-like rosettes, possibly sybomlico. The figure
recalls the bronze statue of Victory (Nike) personified found at Hatra (Al-Salihi, 1980: 180, 181, figs. 39, 40)

although the lack of creates an iconographical difficulty, as Nike is normally wiged.
Provenance: first-phase wall niche, room 20, Khirbet laddalah (pis. 122, 128, 137b, 138).

Date: probably c. A.D. 141.

No. 32. Goddess above a standing male (pl. 179) [XXIV].
This is the second of a pair of two superimposed figures in black set on either side of the first- phase wall

niche (A.D. 141/ 2) in room 20, Khirbet laddalah (see no. 3 O. This is on the spectator's right. In the lower

register only the head of the originally full-length male figure survives; it is closely similar to the figure opposite,
and like it has the name 'GY painted beside the head (cf. pI. 177). Above there ias a female figure, similar to the
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. 'the arms and both hands remain, stretched
one in no. J I but in a symmetrically opposite pose. 1n this case, 'I) t snakes (cf Safar and

. .nak ( .sibly with two tat S, wo '
towards out left holding up what could be either a sna e pos Nik (V' t .

, . attribute of the goddess I e IC ory
\lustafa. 197-i: pl. 191). or else a fillet ort or wreath, a common f h d

. I ar The dress has same groups 0 tree ots
personified). Parts of the head also survive. but they are not very c e . . -, f

. . flvi t behind it again either the ends 0 the
as that of no. 3 I (pl. 178); it has a pair of tassell- hke objects ylllg ou '. .

, f . t r-Iike rosettes again perhaps symbohc.
waistbandor possibly the lower edges ofwmges.ln the field are ive sa,

. . Judd I h ,. I 1"2 128 137b, 138),Provenance: first-phase walt-niche, room 20, Khirbet a a a ,p s. -, ,

~o. 3J. Two female (") figures (pI. 180). .
. it th other in one front face of the pilasters

These were painted in black. each placed symmetncally OPPOSI e e , .

D 141 / ., [XX]) of room "0 in the central building of
nanking the niche in the first-phase wall (datable to A. . - , -
Khirbet Jaddalah (see nos 31-32). One is extremely badly damaged. Of the second (on our left), the upper part

remains with the details of the face damaged (pl. 180). The head covering recalls a female hairstyle at Hatra

(Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pis. 108. 225. 226); otherwise, it might be a helmet, again of a kind represented at

Hatra (cf. ibid., pis. 149, 150). The left arm is held at the side.

Provenance: niche in first- phase wall. room 20, K hirbet Jaddalah (pis. 122. 128, 137b, 138).

Date: probably c.A .D. 141.

Discussion

The content of these graffiti and pamungs and their accornpaying texts, where present, raises numbers of

important problems. The main purpose of this chapter has been, however, to present this new evidence; so

comment will be limited.

(a) Gra ffi ti

(i) Distribution and quality

A particular interest of the graffiti lies in the fact that they clearly represent a less formal level of culture than

the sculptures and carved inscriptions emanating from the higher ranks of wealth and officialdom. This is evident

from both their distribution and quality.

The richest collections of graffiti were those on the walls of Hatra. Those of the eastern gate were particularly

varied, betraying a great interest in animals and hunting (nos. 1-9, 13-17), and a considerable awareness of

certain aspects of religion, with a goddess (?) and religious stanard (no. 18) and several depictions of an eagle, one

of the chief deities of Hatra (nos. 19-21), with a few other male figures including twp reclining on couches (nos.

23-24), one seated (no. 25) and a beaded head exeuted, unusually, in profile instead of the normal frontal view

(no. 26); two men fighting, also shown" here (no. 27), could give a clue to who did these designs here in rooms of

gateway in Hatra's fortifications-doubtless soldiers, whiling away their times of inactivity, Those on the walls of

the private house of M'NW (nos. 10-12) were again on the themes of birds, animals and horsemen; here,

however, one scene contained some unusual double triangular motifs, perhaps meant to be understood as tents,

Khirbet Jaddalah produced the fewest, with four bird's heads (no. 22) and three female (?) heads (no. 28); but this

might have been accidental.

Quality is not easy to discuss, given the generally low level of skill all too evident. The least unskilful,

however, are probably those of the house of M'NW, with their spirited horsemen and animals shown with more

competence and greater detail than elsewhere (nos. 10- 12). This would be understandable, as the house was a

large and presumably wealthy one, creating a comparatively sophisticated environment.
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(ii) Iconography

The' graffiti are executed in the style labelled "Parthian" for convenience(439) Comparable examples have been

found at Dura-Europos'T'", and further west still at Khirbet Abu Duhur, near Palmyra in the centre of the
S · d (441) A' .ynan esert . s at these other sites, the Hatrene sketches echo certain of the preoccupations of the
inhabitants.

Hunting scenes. The fact that well over half the Hatrene graffiti included here are on themes more or less

connected with hunting is not surprising. At Hatra itself an official called a NHSRPT ("master of the hunt") is
rec_orded [U1l(442) The early Arab historian Yaqut mentioned a Sasanian ruler of Tekrit as being in the Badiyah

'(that )s, the Jazirah) for hunting (443) Indeed, until a few years ago the Jazirah area was renowned for the

b d f 't (444) "a un ance 0 I S game

The hunters themselves, where their costume is visible, seem usually to wear the tunic and trousers normal at

Hatra. They are often bareheaded, although one (no. 6) has a high headdress that might be the royal tiara, seen in
(445)

a number of Hatrene sculptures .

Most of the hunters conform in their poses to the frontality that was normal in later "Parthian" art(446)

Where possible, the full figure faces the front; if shown mounted, however, on an animal that is shown in profile

moving to one side, then at least the head, and often the torso also, of the human figure will nevertheless be

turned frontally (nos. 1, 6, 10-15). There are, however, an unusually high number of human figures with their

heads or complete bodies in profile (nos. 3 (?), 8, 9, 10); this was not normal in prevailing "Parthian"

iconography, and as these examples include some of the least skilful, the explanation might simply be that their

executants were ignorant of current conventions. The weapon that the hunters are mostly shown using is the

compound bow commonly represented in "Parthian" art, with the quiver often appearing also (nos. 1-3, 5 (?), 6,
10-12, 13 (?), 15). Many hunters appear mounted, customarily on horses (nos. 3- 5, 7, 8, 10-14), occasionally on

a camel (no. 1) or donkey (no. 6, where, interestingly, the rider wears a royal (?) headdress). Both these mounts,

and the other animals shown, the lions (nos. 2 (?), 8, 11, 13), cattle (no. 13?), deer (nos. 7, 13, 14), gazelles (nos.

6,9, 10), goats (no. 14?), dog (no. 14?), rabbits (nos. 7, 13, 16) and birds (nos. 10, 12, 16, 17) all appear in

profile. The tassels on the horses' manes in no. 12 are strikingly reminiscent of modern mane decorations still

found in the Jazirah. In no. 8 there is a leaf above the head of the horseman; this is of a type often associated

with the goddess Nike (Victory personified), and so might have been included here to symbolize the horseman's

victory over the animal. In another (no. 1I), the inclusion of a figure possibly representing the god NRGL might

be intended to indicate that he was protecting the hunters shown in the scene.

Hunting scenes are not represented in the known fromal art of Hatra (the sculpture and polychrome' wall

painting). So these constitute an interesting addition to the repertoire of Hatrene art. Figures of this general type,

however, occur in the informal graffiti on walls at nearbly Dura-Europos, where horsemen, many of them
. " (447)
probably military were sketched in the first half of the third century A.D.

"(439) Colledge, -r977: 138~144.

(440) Rostovtzeff, 1936.
(441) Colledge, 1976: fig. 30.

("442r S"ee "above, p. I J 2.
(443) Yaqut AI-Hamawi: vol. 2, p. 399.

(444) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 6.

(445) E.g. ibid., pl. 197.
(446) For corn...parisons with "Parthian" art. see Colledge, 1977: passim.'- - .-

.(447) Rostovtzeff, 1936: figs. 22, 23; Crosby, 1936: fig. 11.
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Religous scenes (nos. 18-22). Those graffiti which appear to have a religious subject are few in number and

limited in repertoire. One portrays ~ -female figure resting her right hand on a (religious) sta?~~~~~~o~_~8); he~
.. , - "'-' - -' -'--- ---- - -.----- ---------- (4410

pose, as if in flight, recalls that of the frequently represented personified victorey (Nike) ,a figure also

seemingly portrayed in the Khirbet laddalah monochrome paintings (nos. 31-32). The remainder appear to depict

eagles (nos. 19-22), the bird which was worshipped in Hatra, and referred to in inscriptions [74, 79, 88, 155].

One is shown in a niche with a burning altar before it and a (religious) standard behind (no. 19); it appears to

peck at three spirals, perhaps stylized branches. Another eagle is also accompanied by an altar and standard (no.
20).

The content of these graffiti recurs in formal Hatrene religious art. Nike, the eagle, religious standard, altar and

aedicula-shaped frame for a divine subject.. are ali part of the normal repertoire(449)

Other subjects (nos. 23-28). A number of apparently secular subject seem not belong to the two pounlar
categories just discussed. These comprise male and female- ngures in various poseil"he male ligures reclining on

) '. . - H (450) d . "P thi " rt-(451)couches (nos. 2~, 24 repeat a motif known In other examples at atra ,an common In ar Ian a

Perhaps the fact that they are shown reclining indicates a certain importance, as could be the case in the other

Hatren:e~ instances just qoued. One (no. 28) is too damged for the subject to be clear. But the other three are all

in some way unusual. If a figure (no. 25) is indeed shown full-length with a musical instrument. this is not as a
frontal bust(452). Secondlyl, there.» is the depiction of the bust of a Hatrene bearded male in the uncommon

profile view seen on some of the hunting graffiti (nos. 3(?), 8, 9, 10). Thirdly, there is a scene of two men fighting
(no. 27), again in profile, a theme unknown in Hatrene official art(453) So here the repertoire coincides only

partly with that of Hatrene sculpture.

Overall, therefore, the graffiti offer scenes and motifs of three males' reclining.' on couches, which are also to be

found in- fromal Hatrene art. There are others, such as the animated horsemen of the hunting scenes, and indeed

the hunting scenes themseleves, which are paralleled in the graffiti of Dura-Europos. and so formed part of an

unofficial regional repertoire, but which are ~bse~t from Hatrene formal work (454). Thirdly there are some

altogether unparalled. The existence of these various categories of motif throwsinteresting .on the extent to which

those who executed these graffiti were aware of more fromal art.

(b) Paintings

0) Distribution and quality

Although the five monochrome sketches catalogued above are so few, they nevertheless make a considerable
contribution to knowledge of Hatrene wall-painting, previously, represented' by the one published polychrome
fresco, depicting a female head(455)

(448) E.g. Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pI. 237; Colledge, 1977: pI. 23.

(449) See Safar and Mustafa, 1974: passim.
(450) See note449above, and monochrome painting no. 29 (pl. 174).
(451) Cf. Colledeg, 1976: 136; Colledge, 1977: 131, These figures (nos. 23,24) do not conform precisely to palmyrene examples.

(452) E.g. Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pI. 127.

(453) But cf the "cult bank" with s scene of Heracles fighting, Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pl. 290.

(454) Note also, for instance, what rabbits, shown in Hatrene hunting graffiti but in Hatrene.fromal art, appear in the dado of the

painted Tomb of the Three Borthers at Palmyra in Syria: College, 1976: 160, pl. 115 (c.A.D. 160-191).

(455) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 206-207, pl. 196.
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Their distribution is clearly significant: in each case, they were placed Ion a niche in an entrance hall. Thus the

two monochromes in red at Hatra were both painted on the "eagle" nich in the hall of the city's eastern gate

(nos. 29, 30); they could be datable to c.A.D. 151. The three. monochrome sketches at Khirbet Jaddalah were all

placed on a nich set in a first-phase wall in room 2q,' which' although altered later had almost certainly

functioned as an entrance hall in the first phase of the ~ne~lbuilding (nos. 31-33); they are probably to be dated

c.A.D. 141, and are all in black. Furthermore, in each, case: adjoining texts suggest that the figures shown were

persons of importance. Thus at Hatra the proximity-of [I}lmight indicate that the reclining man is SMS-BRK, the

RBYT in A.I]. 151, while at Khirbet Jaddalah the- 'G Y"named above each male head [XXIII, XXIV] is surely the

founder of the first-phase building known from \ [XX, XXI]\ (dated A.D. 141/ 2).

The quality of the sketches is also revealing. They are .all competently executed, far more so than even the;

most skilful of the graffiti. So their executants .must have' been trained professional painters.

(ii) Iconography

The paintings, like the graffiti, are in the isfyle called ,t'Parthian". Other later Parthian-period examples have

been found at sites in Mesopotamia, at Dura-Europos' especially, and at Palmyra in the Syrian desert(456)

The scenes and figures shown can all be:'paralleled \both in Hatrene sculpture and elsewhere in the "Parthian"

cultural milieu. Thus the male reclining on a couch recursamong the graffiti (nos. 23, 24) and Hatrene reliefs(457),
(458) " - ',,=--

and is common elsewhere ; this pose,' with both legs outstretched, corresponds to the second in use at
Palmyra(459) The standing frontal male, casting Incense.on to an altar beside him (no. 30, and-perhaps.criginally

also 31, 32), was also from the standard repertoire; at, Hatra (460) and elsewhere(46I) The Parthian \~ress',~of these

males, the knee-length tu nic and trousers (and rperh aps I also coat, no. 3 1) was normal wear, bothi atHatra and

outside(462) The personification of the goddess Victory I(Nike), probably to be recognized in nos. '31 and 32, was

another standard figure, perhaps present in graffito '. no. Ji,' certainly in Hatrene sculpture(463) and pppular

elsewhere. The goddesses (?) of no. 33 seem to have an unusual hairstyle but nevertheless one thah canperhaps be

paralleled at Hatra(464); so they, too, were probably .taken from the Hatrene repertoire. The fact that. all these

figures seem to have been selected from the standardv'Parthian": repertoire complements the 'impression give by

the quality of these sketches, namely that their' painters were trained in the tradition of "Parthian" art.

o

(456) Colledge, 1977: 119-121.

(457) Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pIS. 93, 229, 237.

(458) Colledge, 1977: 131.

(459) Colledge, 1976: 136,

(460) E.g. Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pl. 139.

(461) Colledge, 1977: 130

(462) Colledge, 1977: 133-134.
(463) E.g. Safar and Mustafa, 1974: pis. 139, 237.

(464) E.g. ibid., pis. 149-50.
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Introduction

There has until now been no proper' nuhlicauo n of pottery from Hatra, only references to itl -1 56 1 The purpose

of this chapter is to go some way towards, n:nieu ~ mg : this by presenting a selection of typical examples from

Hatra, and all !~e significant finds from '" h I d)l" Jaddalah

The pottery from Hatra comes from excavations 'undertaken between 1951 and 1955, and then again in 1976.

Deep soundings were made both during the first l period of excavation, and during the writer's excavations in

1976: these have provided a few samples of material from earlier periods. Most of the pottery found at Hatra,

however. comes from its upper levels, which represent the occupat ion levels immediately preceding/the destruction

of the city by the Sasanians in A.o. 241. Most of it, furthermore. came from the small shrines and the houses

associated with them. Some pieces were found in the sanctuary (Bart Alaha), but mostly discovered in the small

shrines, mostly roughly made with flat bases and a signle handle (designed particlarly to take water from wells "),

but as these were found, in some quantities, in an undatable context, a well being capable of remaining in use

long after the fall of Hatra. they have been omitted from this, collection'

The little pottery from Khirbet Jaddalah was discovered during the writcrs excavations in 1977-78, both in

the inner building (constructed in A.D. 141/ 2 [XX]) and in the second-prase rooms of the outer enclosure. So it

should all date between A.D. 141 and the fall of Hatra in A.D. 241.

The cataoglue is arranged chronologcally, geographically and ty pologrcally within each shape, where are both

glazed and unglazed examples, the glazed are given first.

Catalogue

(a) Early material from sounding at Hatra

«1» Part of a jar rim (pl. 18 I).

Part of the neck survives.

Material: Level IV. on floor 9 immediately above virgin soil, Sounding I" (see p. 92-93. pls 60 (1).

Ref. no.. Sounding 1-12

«2» Part of a jar rim with the neck (rl. I XI).

Material: brown clay, coated with a burr slip.

Provenance: Level IV, on floor 9 irnmcdiatel , above virgin soil, Sounding I (see p . .;2-9 3. pI. 62b).

Ref. no .. Sounding 1-13.

«3» Part of a projecting rim (pl. 18 I).

Material: buff clay, with a brown slip.

Provenance: Level IV, on floor 9 immediately above virgin' soil. Sounding I (see p. 92-93 62h).

Ref. no.: Sounding 1-1 I.

«4» Part of a rim and neck (pl. 182).

Material: reddish clay, with a brown slip.

provenance: Level 11, floor 2, Sounding I (see p. 92-93, pIs. 61b. 62).

Ref. no.: Sounding 1-2.

(465) Oates, 1959; Oates, 1968; Keall, 1981: 62, 102.
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«5» Part of a jar rim (pl. 182).

This has a short, incised neck.

vlatenat: buff clay.

provenance: level 11:\, floor 2, Sounding I (see p. 9.2-93. ph 61b. 6.2l.

Ref. no.: Sounding I-~

«6» Part of a grooved jar rim. (pi I X.2)

Material: reddish clay with a hnn\ n slip.

Provenance: Level IIA, floor 2, Sounding I (see p. 9.2-93. pis. 61 h. 6.21.

Ref. no.: Sonuding 1-3.

«7» Roughly made flattish base (pl. 182).

Material: brown clay.

Rrovenance: Level II, floor 2, Sounding I (see p. 9.2-93. pis. 61b. 6.2)

Ref no.: Sounding 1-8.

«8» Short-necked jar (pis. I XJ. I X-t).
This is complete. It is de-corated with an incised horizontal line around its shoulder. It was repaired in

antiquity with asphalt and motar.

Dimensions: rim diam. 15cm., base diam. 8m., height 38cm.

Material: Brown clay, with bright brown ship.

Provenance: Level II A, floor 2, Sounding I (see p. 9.2-9 J. pis. 6 Ih. 6.2).

Ref. no.: Sounding 1-9.

«9» Tall amphora (pl. 185).

This has a narrow mouth, straight neck, wide oval body and a narrow ring base.

Dimensions: ht. J5.4cm., rim diam. 3cm.

Material: buff clay.

Provenance: the sounding by the northern wall around the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha),

Ref. no.. HTJ 2-404; 1M 73087.

<<10» Oval jug (pl. 185).

This has short wide neck with grooved rim, and a narrow base.

Dimensions: ht. 24cm., rim diam. 9.8cm.

Material: buff clay.

Provenance: a sounding in the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha),

Ref. no.: HTIO-324.

« II» Jar with short grooeved neck and rounded hase (pl. 186).

Dimensions:ht. 23.2cm., rim diam l Ocm.

Material: brown clay.

Provenance: the sounding in the south of the enclosure of the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha), floor II.

Ref. no.: HTIO-329; 1M 73055.
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(0) Unglazed decorated wares from later periods 'I at Hatra (c.A.D. 100-241)

0) Amphora type

«12» Pear-shaped amphora with short neck (pl. 187).

This has a plain rim and rounded base. The body is decorated with vertical lines of impressed crescents.
Dimensions: ht. 5.5cm., rim diam. 3.5cm.
Material: bright buff clay.

Provenance: the area around Shrine XI (pl. 107).
Ref. no.: HT5-4

«13» Long-necked amphora (pl. 187).
One of the handles is now missing. Its long flaring neck was decorated with applied pellets and incisied stripes

of clay.

Dimensions: ht. 11.8cm., rim diam. 3.5cm.

Material: brown clay.

Provenance: the floor of house room 38 by Shrine XI (pI. 107).

Ref. no.: 1M 73094.

«14» Pear-shaped amphora with a ring base (pl. 187).
The rim, neck and two handles are missing. Wavy lines are incised on the remains of the neck, and horizontal

lines on the shoulder. The body was decorated with incisied lozenged in groups.

Dimensions: ht. 25cm., base diam. 13cm.

Material: brown clay.

Provenance: Hatra.

Ref. no.: HT-21.

(ii) .Jag type

<<15» Wide-mouthed jug (pI. 188).
This has a slightly flared neck and flat base. Wavy lines are incised around the neck and shoulder. On the

body are kinds of decoration: a group of vertical lozenges, divided by intersection lines and conatining impressed

cricular motifs; these are flanked by two vertical rows of crescents.

Dimensions: ht. 9cm., rim diam. 5cm.

Material: dark buff clay.
Provenance: Shrine VII (pis. 73, II 2A).

~ef. no.: HT5-44: 1M 56681.

«16» Jug with a moulded rim (pl. 188).
Its lower part is missing. It has an incurving neck with incised decoration in way and parallel lines. Incised

and impressed decoration on the body consists of groups of angled lozenges with circles inside, flanked by vertical

lines of irregular impressed marks, recalling the ornament of «14».

Dimensions: ht. 8.2em.
Material: reddish clay, with signs of burning inside and outside.

Ref. no.: HTI-159.
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«17» Strap-handled jug (pl. 189).

Its lower part is missing. The neck is ornamented with ridges and incised grooves. On the shoulder are applied

bosses, and impressed and incised decoration. The body decorated with recurrent patterns of four impressed

circles within an incised lozenge. The strap-handle has an applied zigzag of clay.

Dimensions: ht. 24cm., rim diam. 12.6cm.

Material: brown clay.

Ref. no.: HT4-171.

«18» Pear-shaped jug with a flat rim (pl. 190).

The neck is decorated with applied bosses and figures of a goddess ("), together with incised horizontal and

zigzag lines. On the shoulder is an impressed triangular motif. On the body is a series of incised lozenges each

enclosing a circle, recalling (14-17). The handle is ornamented with parallel lines of impressed circles with a row

of incised lines between, and the moulded head of a goat or deer.

Dimensions: ht. 19cm., rim diam 7cm.

Material: brown clay.

Provenance: the floor of Shrine XII (!Jl. 73).

Ref. no.: none.

(iii) Jar type

«19» Small jar with ringed base (pI. I 91 ).

The rim amd most of the neck are missing. The lower part of the neck remains, with incised horizontal lines.

The shoulder was decorated with impressed and incised motifs. The body was ornamented with incised lozenges

enclosing circles, slightly different in arrangement from the lozenge patterns on «14-18».

Dimensions: ht. 8.2cm., base 4.Jcm.

Material: reddish clay.

Provenance: room 6, to the north of Shrine IX (pls. 73, 113 A).
Ref. no.: HT4-25.

«20» Globular jar (pl. 191).

The neck is straight-sided, and deeply grooved. The body is decorated with a pattern composed of vertical

lines impressed crescents and groups of lozenges with impressed circles arranged in a chevron pattern.
Dimensions: ht. 23cm., rim diam. 9cm.

Material: reddish clay.

Provenance: the area around Shrine XI (pls. 73, 107).

Ref. no.: HT5-14; 1M 63436.

«21» Fragment of a jar (?) with Aramaic inscription (pl. 192) [X].

This is a fragment of a large vessel, perhaps a jar, decorated with applied bosses and a human face, impressed

circles and crescents, and lozenges enclosing circles arranged in a pattern recalling those of «14-20». The fragment~

contains an Aramaic inscription [Xl which includes the name of 'QB [SM']: this could be the same person as the
v 1/ v

'QBSM' who erected a statue to SMS'QB in the month of 'DR, between A.D. 195 and 205 [I 11].

Material: buff to brown clay.

Provenance: the floor of Shrine XII (pl. 73).

Ref. no.: none.

(iv) Rhyton type
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«22» Rhyton (pl. 193).

This has a rounded projecting rim. The side of the neck IS decorated with grooves; on the shoulder are applied
bosses.

Dimensions: ht 9cm., rim diam. 3.5cm.

Material: brown clay.

Provenance: Shrine I (pis. 73, 110 A).

Ref. no.: HT?-~(): 1M 5672R.

(c) U ndecorated wares from kiter periods at H atra (c.A, D. 100 -241)

(i) Amphora type

«23» Amphora with narrow rim and neck (pl. 194). "'

Dimensions: ht. 13cm., rim diam. 3cm.

Material: buff clay, with a bright greenish glaze.

Provenance: house room 56 in the area of Shrine XI (pis, 73, 107).

Ref. no.: HT5-8.

«24» Wide-bodied amphora with ring base (pl. 194).

This has a fiat rim and a bulging, deeply grooved neck.

Dimensions: ht. 147cm., rim 2.3cm.

Material: buff caly, with a brown slip.

Provenance: house room 30, in the area of Shrine XI (pis. 73, 107).

Ref. no.: HT5-10.

«25» Small wide-bodied amphora with ring base (pl. 195).

The rim is missing. It has a narrow neck and wide body.

Dismensions: ht. 12.8cm., base diam. 4.5cm.

Matreial: buff clay.

Provenance: Shrine VIIIa (pls, 73, I 12b).

Ref. no.: 1M 5811 1.

«26» Oval maphora with short neck (pI.195).

This has bevelled rim and fiat base. There are incised lines on the lower part of the neck and on the shoulder.

Dimension: ht. 23.lcm., rim diam. 9.4cm.

Material: buff clay.

Provenance: floor II, Shrine I (pls. 73, IIOA).

Ref. no.: HTIO-322; 1M 73050.

«27» Amphora with ring base (pI. 196).
This has a narrow mouth and short narrow neck. There are incised lines encircling the neck and shoulder.

Dimensions: ht. 21em., rim diam. 4cm.

Material: buff clay.
Provenance: S.O.A.H. excavation Area I (pl. 73) Safar, 1952: (English section) 107, Level 3.

Ref. no.: HT-6.1, 1M 56687.
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«2~h) 0\ aI-bodied amphora (pl. 197>.
This has a beaded rim. short grooved neck and narrow base; the handles are missing.

Dimensions: ht. 14.5cm., rim diarn. 6.7cm.

Material. buff clay
Provenance: the upper floor of Shrine Vll la, near the north-east conmer (pls. 73, 112B).

Ref no.: HT4-82.

(ii) Jug type

«29» Small oval-bodied jug with flat base (pl. 198).

This has an outcurved rim and tall neck.

Dimensions: ht. 8.5cm .. rim diam. 3cm.

Material: buff clay, with greenish-blue glze.
Provenance: the investigation of the inside of the east section of the wall of the main sanctuary (Bait Aalah)

(pl. 59).

Ref. no .. HTI4-485; 1:'\1 73959.

<dO» Small oval-bodied jug with faIt ring base (pl. 198).

Dimensions: ht. 10.5cm.. rim daim. 3.7cm.

Material: buff clay, with greenish-blue glaze.
Provencnce. the investigation of the east section of the wall of the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha) (pl. 59).

Ref. no.: HT 14-484; 1M 73949.

«31» Oval jug with beaded rim (pl. 199).

This has a bulbous neck and narrow base.

Dimensions: ht. 13.8cm., rim diam. 2.9cm.

Material: reddish-buff clay.
Provenance: house room 32, area of Shrine XI (pis. 73, 107).

Ref. no.: HT5-1 I.

«32» Wide-bodied jug (pl. 199).

This has an incised line around the shoulder, and a ring base.

Dimension: ht. 15cm., rim diam. 2.5cm.

Material: buff clay, with dark brown slip.

Provenance: house room 48, area of Shrine XI (pls. 73, 107).

Ref. no .. HT5-6.

«33» Oval-bodied jug with flared rim and narrow ring base (pl. 200).
Material: brown clay.

Provenance: Shrine XII (pl. 73).

Ref. no.: HT5-2.

«34» Oval-bodied jug with flared rim and narrow ring base (pl. 200).
Dimensions: ht. 18cm., rim diam . 5cm.

Material: dark brown clay.

Provenance: Shrine XII (pl. 73).

Ref. no.. HT5-1; 1M 59304.
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«3S» Uval-bodied jug with flared neck and ring base (pl. 200).
Dimensions: ht. 16cm., rim diam. Scm.
Material: brown clay.

Provenance: house room 46, Shrine XI (pis. 73, 107).
Ref. no.: HTS-S.

«36» Tall oval jug with narrow ring base (pl. 200).

This has a flared rim and slightly bulbous neck.
Dimensions: ht. IS.6cm., rim diam. 4.7cm.
Material: brown clay.

Provenance: Shrine VIlla (pis. 73, 112B).
Ref. no .. HT4-28; 1M S8110.

«37» Tall oval jug (pl. 200).

The handle is missing. This has an outcurving rim and slightly bulbous neck; on the shoulder are two
encircling incised lines. It has a ring base.

Dimensions: ht. 16.6cm., rim diam. 4.8cm.
Material: reddish clay.

Provenance: outside the back wall of Shrine VII (pls. 73, 112A).
Ref. no.: HT4-81.

«38» Oval-bodied jug with ring base (pl. 201).

This has a grooved rim and bands incised on the neck and shoulder.
Dimensions: ht. 30.7cm., rim diam. 12.lcm.
Material: reddish clay.

Provenance: floor II, Shrine I (pis. 73, 1 lOB).

Ref. no.: BTIO-323.

«39» Tall oval jug with narrow ring base (pl. 20 O.
The rim and upper neck are missing; the neck is narrow and straight-sided.
Dimensions: ht. 14cm., base diam. 1.Scm.
Material: brown clay.

Provenance: above the floor in house room 34. S.O.A.H. excavation area 4 (Safar, 1952: (English section) 13).
Ref. no .. HT2-S5.

«40» Wide-bodied jug with ring base (pI. 202).

This has the handle missing. The rim is flat and bevelled; the wide short neck is decorated with. grooves.

Dimensions: ht. 14.9cm., rim diam. 6.6cm.
Material: brown clay.
Provenance: the investigation of the eastern section of the wall of the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha), near the

south-east corner (pl. S9).

Ref. no.: HTIO-324; 1M 730S2.

«41» Oval-boOled jug with beaded rim and narrow base (pl. 203).
The cylindrical neck has a decoration of grooves.
Dimensions: ht. 30.7cm., rim diam. 12.1cm.

Material: buff clay.
Provenance: floor II, Shrine I (pl. 73, I lOB).

Ref. no.. HTIO-323.
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«42» Pear-shaped jug with nng base .p: 2U4i

The handle is missing.
Dimension: ht. I3.2cm., nrn dj",~ 3Acm.

Material: buff clay, with a dark bi,Tn shp.
Provenance: house room 6 to the north of Shrine IX (pl. II3A).

Ref. no: HT4-24.

«4J»Tall oval-bodied jug with flared neck and ring base (pl. 205).

Material: buff clay, with brown slip.
Provenance: the floor of Shrine XII (pl. 73).

Ref. no .. HT5- 2.

(iii) Jar type.

«44» Small jar with ring base (pI. 206).

The rim is missing.
Dimensions: ht. 7.4cm., rim diam. 4.5cm.
Material: bright buff clay, with a bright yellowish glaze both inside and outside.
Provenance: I.25m. above the floor of house room 6 in the area of Shrine XI (pls. 73, 107).

Ref. no.: HT4-26.

(iv) Bowls

«45» Small shallow bowl (pl. 207).

Dimensions: ht. 3.7cm., rim diam. 10.3cm.
Material: buff clay, with a bright greenish glaze on the rim.
Provenance: inside the window of house room 45, in the area of Shrine XI (pls, 73, 107).

Ref. no .. HT5-17.

«46» Small shallow bowl with rounded base (pl. 207).

Dimensions: ht. 5.5cm., rim diam. 14cm.

Material: buff clay, with a yellowish glaze on the rim.

Provenance: in house room 21, in the area of Shrine XI (pis. 73, 107).

Ref. no. HT5-7; 1M 59301.

«47» Bowl with ring base (pI. 207).

Four incised lines encircle it under its glaze.

Dimensions: ht. 7.8cm., rim diam. 20cm.

Material: buff clay, with a blue-green glase.
Provenance: the investigation on the south side of the inner section of the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha) (pI. 59).

Ref. no.: HTIO-336; 1M 73058.

«48» Deep bowl with grooved rim and flat base (pl. 207).

Dimensions: ht. 14cm., rim diam. 23cm.

Material: buff clay.

Provenance: the floor of house room 41, in the area of Shrine XI (pis. 73, 107).

Ref no.: HT5-16; 1M 59302.



(d) Lamps from later periods at Batra (c.A.D. 100-241)

«49» Lamp with handle, ring mouth and ring base (pl. 208).

Around the mouth it has leaf decoration, and an ornament of straight and crossed lmcx on the handle

Dimensions: 1.9.7cm., ht. 5.2cm., ht. 5.2em. rim diam. 2.6em

Material: grey clay with red slip, and additional red paint.

Provenance: under the pavement of room lOin the northcrn iwan of the main sanctuary (Ball .vlahu) (pi 59).

Ref. no.: HTI4-472; 1M 73944.

«50» Lamp with handle (pl. 208).

This has leaf decoration on the upper part.

Dimensions: 1.9.7c01., ht. 2.Rcm., rim diam. 3cm.

Material: reddish clay.

Provenance: the investigation of the western eourtyard of iwan groups in thc main sanctuary (Bait :\ laha) (pl.

59).

Ref. no.: HTI4-479.

«51» Lamp with handle (pl. 208).

This is blackened with smoke inside.

Dimensions: 1.13.5cm., ht. 7.5cm.,

Material: reddish clay.

Provenance: house room 40, area of Shrine XI (pis. 73, 107).

Ref. no.: HT5-20; 1M 59306.

«52» Loamp with handle and ring mouth (pl. 208).

Dimensions: 1.12cm., ht. 8cm.

Material: reddish clay.
Provenance: the floor of house room 35, area of Shrine XI (pis. 73, 107).

Ref. no .. HT5-38; 1M 63437.

(e) Pottery from Khirbet Jaddalah (A.D. 141-24))

(i) Amphora type

«53» Pear-shaped amphora with short neck and rounded base (pis. 209, 210).

Dimensions: ht. 45cm., rim diam. 13cm.

Material: reddish clay.

Provenance: the debris in room 17 (pis. 122, 128).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah 1-15.

«54» Upper part or an amphora (pis. 211,212).

The handles are missing.

Material: brown clay.
Provenance: west section of the outer wall, near Tower A (pl. 122).

Ref. no .. Jaddalah~ 1-14.
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,,55» \louldcd rim of an amphora (pls. 211. 212)

This has a pronounced ridge running round the neck. Jcm. below the lip.

Muterial: buff cluy .

Provenance. 0001' of the entrance to room 4 (pl. 122).

Ref. no.: Jaddala h I-II.

«56.» Pan of the rim and neck. of an amphora (pis. 211. 213).

Fhe rim is grooved. and the neck. very short.

Material: reddish clay. with a buff slip.

Provenance the the floor of roonm I (pl. 122).

Ref. no: Jaddalah 1-5.

« 57» Part of the neck of an amphora (pis. 2 I I. 21 3).

Material reddish clay. with a brown slip

Provenance the floor of room 3 (pl. 122).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah 1-9.

(j j) Jug t Ypc

«58» Part of the rim and neck of a jug with grooved rim (pls. 21 I, 214).

Material. dark brown clay.

Provenance: the floor of entrance room I (pl. 122).

Ref. no .. laddalah 1-6.

(iii) Jar type.

«59» Upper part of a jar (pIs. 211, 215).

This has a grooved rim, and a short neck.

Material: buff clay, with a greenish-bl ue glaze.

Provenance: the floor of entrance room I (pl. 122).

Ref. no..: Jaddalah 1-2.

«60» Part of the rim and neck of a jar (pls. 21 I. 215).

This has a grooved rim, and bands of incised lines around the shoulder.

Material. brown clay.

Provenance: entrance room J (pl. 122).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah, 1->]

«61» Upper part of a jar with grooved rim (pis. 21 I, 215).

This "is without a neck, but with a band of lines incised around the shoulder.
Material: dark brown clay.

Provenance: the floor of entrance room J (pl. 122).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah 1-3.

«62» Neck of a jar with grooved rim (pls. 21 I, 216).
Material: brown clay, with a buff slip.

Provenance: the floor of entrance room I (pl. 122).
Ref. no.: Jaddalah ]-4.



«63» Upper part of a jar with a wide grooved rim (pis 211, 216).
This has a short neck.

Material: reddish clay, with a buff slip.

Provenance: the floor 3, near its western wall (pl. 122).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah 1-10.

«64» Part of a jar rim (pls. 211, 217).

This has incised wavy and horizontal lines round the neck.

Material: reddish clay, with a buff slip.

Provenance: entrance room I (pl. 122).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah 1-7.

«65» Fragment of a jar (pls, 21 I, 218).

The body is decorated with a painted band of reddish colour.

Material: reddish clay, with a buff slip.
Provenance: the' floor of room 34 (pl. 122).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah 1-16.

«66» Fragmentary jar with rounded base (pis. 211, 219).

On the body are bands of parallel incised lines.

Material: reddish clay, with a buff slip.

Provenance: the floor of the entrance to room 4 inside Tower A (pl. 122).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah 1-10.

(iv) Bowls.

«67» Fragmentary bowl (pIs. 211, 220).

Matreial: brown clay, with a greenish glaze.

Provenance: near the entrance of room 4 in Tower A (pI. 122).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah 1-12.

«68» Fragment of a bowl (pis. 211, 220).

Material: buff clay, with a green-blue glaze.
Provenance: the Doer of the entrance to room 4 in Tower A (pl. J22).

Ref. no.. JaddaJah 1-13.

«69» Fragment of a bowl (pIs. 21t, 220).
Material: yellowish buff clay, with a bright green glaze.

Provenance: the floor of room 34 (pl. 122).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah 1-17.

«70» Fragment of a bowl with a ring base (pis. 211, 220).

Material. buff clay, with a bright green glaze.
Provenance: room 34 (pl. ] 22).

Ref. no.: Jaddalah 1-18.
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(0 Parthian-period pottery from the .Iazirah.

«7 I II Dccply groo\'cd amphora rim (pl. 2 ~ I).

\Iatcrial: huff clny .

Provenance surface find. Tcll Tw airn (nO I ~ I. pi I ~)

«72» Rim fragmcnt (pl. 221).

vlaterial. buff clay with brown slip.

Provenance surface find. Tell Al-Harim (no 96. pI. II),

I( 7.h Rim fragmcnt (pl. 221).

\Iaterial: buff clay with brown slip.

Provenance surface find. Tell :\I-Harim (no. 96. pI. I I).

«74» Rim fragment (pl. 22 I ),

Material: buff clay with dark brown slip.

Provenance: surface find. Tell :\I-Harim (no. 96. pI. II).

«75» Rim fragment (pl. 221).

Material: buff clay,

Provenance: surface find. Tell AI-Harim (no. 96. pI. II).

«76» Rim fragment (pl. 221).

l\1atreial: reddish clay with buff sl ip.

Provenance: surface find, Qal'a Jabbar (no, 90, pIs. 10, 30-34).

«77» Rim fragment (pl. 221),

Matreial: reddish clay with buff slip.

Provenance: surface find, Qal'a Jabbar (no. 90, pls. 10, 30-34).

«78» Rim fragment (pl. 221).

Material: reddish clay with buff slip.

Provenance: surface find, Qal'a Jabbar (no, 90, pis. 10, 30-34).

«79» Rim fragment (pl. 221).

Matreial: reddish clay with buff slip.

Provenance: surface find, Qal'a Jabbar (no. 90, pIs. 10, 30-34),

«80» Fragment with incised zigzags (pI. 222).

Material: reddish clay.

Provenance: surface find, K hirbet Taha (no. 106, pI. 12).

«81» Fragment with incised zigzags (pl. 222'

material: brow n clav \\' uh bu ff sl ip.

Provenance: surface find, Khirbet Jaddalah (no. 68, pI. 211).

«82» Fragment with incised decoration (pl. 222).

Material: brown clay.

Provenance. surface find, Tulul AI-Maymoon (no. 7, pis. 9, 18).
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«83» Fragment with incised decoration (pl. 222).
Materiall: brown clay.

Provenance: surface find, Tulul Al-Mayrnoon (no. 7, pis. 9, 18).

«84» Fragment with incised decoration ( 2 )pI. 22.
Material: buff clay.

Provenance: surface find, Tell Dibshiya ( 4no. ,pis. 9, 17 d).

«85» Fragment with incised decoration (pl. 222).
Material: buff clay.

Provenance: surface find, ·Tell Dibshiya, (no. 4, pis. 9, 17 d).

Discussion

(a) The wares from Hatra and Khirbet laddalah in the light of comparative material from elsewhere in
Mesopotamia.

Som~ preliminary observations' on the material catalogued above will be offerred here.

. Th~ Important excavated Mesopotamian sites with Hellenistic and Parthian occupation levels are the following:
Am Smu (Oates, D. and 1., 1959: 221-235).

A"ssur (Andrae, 1931)

Choche (Ricciardi, 1969).

Dura-Europos (Toll, 1943).

Kish (Harden, 1934).

Nimrud (Oates, D. and 1., 1958: 124-157).

Nineveh (Thompson and Hutchinson, 1929).

Seleucia on the Tigris (Debevoise, 1934).
Tell Abu Thar (Madhloom, 1959).

Tell Aswad (Al-Fitiyan and Abdullah, 1979).

Tell Heidar (Abdu AI-Rahman, 1979).

Tell Mahuz (Ponzi, 1968).

In the following dissussion the material from Hatra will be discussed separately from that found at Khirbet

laddalah.

(0 Early pottery from Hatra

This material «1-11» all comes from deep, or fairly deep, soundings, and seems to belong roughly to three

different periods.

The earliest «1-3» were all discovered on floor 9, immediately above virgin soil, in theauthor'sSounding I. Of

these «I» and «2» were roughly made, but «3» was smoother, of buff clay with a brown slip. Unfortunately their

date is a mystery, as no datable finds emerged with them, and no closely comparable wares are known.

Somewhat later than these, but still as yet impossible to date, are «4-8», from Level II, floor 2, again of
Sounding I. These were again somewhat crudely made, with «8» luckily being entire (and of additional interest as

having been repaired in antiquity). «6» was noteworthy for the grooved ornament. around its neck. As with the

items from the earlier floor 9, no obviosly cor.iparable material is known; it is interesting to note that these wares
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h f th SI'X care.fully excavated occupation .. level at HeJJenisticdo not have close parallels among t e war es rom e
N imrud(466)

Probably later again are «9- I I» from the S.O.A.H. sounding in the main sanctuary (Bait. Alaha), as the

excavation records show. thev seem to date to the early phases of the standing buildings here, which belong to
.. . ,. )(467)

the historical penod of Hatra (c.A.D. 100-241 .

Thus the pottery from the soundings at Hatra provides some of the data necessary for the construction of a

pottery sequence; but the material is Ii mited in quantity and yet obscure in date. It differs' in type from the wares

of later periods at Hatra.

(ii) Later pottery from Hatra (c.A.D. 100-240.

Quantity. The amount of pottery discovered at Hatra was comparatively small, certainly' for an ancient city of

its size. If this has not been an accident of excavation, then perhaps some special factors were operating: the

treeless semi-desert environment would provide little combustible material for kilns, and its nomad inhabitants, as

today, could have preferred light and easily portable containers and vessels of wood and skin, which would have

left no archaeological record. As the Hatrenes were so close in many ways to the desert dwellers (4(1 X), they could

have preserved this custom to some degree; it is also noteworthy that every excavated house had its own wells,

so that water would not have needed to be transported far or kept for long.

Provenances. Roughly two-thirds of the pottery at Hatra was found in ~hrines, and the remainder in or
around houses. Decorated items were discovered in both contexts, but in. considerable quantities in shrines, in one

of which (XII) an inscribed and decorated fragment «21» came to light. If, again, this disproportion is not

accidental, it could suggest that pottery was used particularly for religious ceremonial purposes.

Shapes. These seem to have been comparatively limited in number, and ancient; they can all be paralleled
elsewhere in contemporary wares(469)

The two-handled amphora, wherther glazed «23» ·or n10re often unglazed «12-14, 24-28», was fairly popular.
This form was of Greek origin(470) The shape of «23» ;-was anticipated in a Hellenistic example at Nimrud, and

(471) - . (472)
paralleled at Dura-Europos and Tell Abu Gbab ; the latter also provided a parallel for «24» .

The one-handled jug, again whether glazed «29-30» or unglazed «15-18, 31-43», was even more popular.
This again was very likely of Greek ~erivation. from the oinochoe(473). Like the amphora, it could be given

applied or incised decoration «15-18». Similarly also, some of the Hatrene varieties can be paralleled elsewhere in
M . Th 33 4 . . (474) (475)
1 esopotamia. us xo», 3 , 37» find parallels at Am Smu tc the north , and «37» at Tell Aswad as well

(466)
(467)

(468)
(469)

(470)
(471)

(472)

(473)

(474)

(475)
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Oates, D. and J., 1958: 125-132, 135.
As a distant parallel for <<10», cf the piece from Ctesiphon (Choche), Ricciardi, 1969: fig. 146, no. 10

See above, p.ol_96-98.
Cf. Colledge, 1977: 112-4.

R.~!. Cook, Greek Painted Pottery, London, 1960, 220-224.
Nimrud: Oates, 1959: fig. 92; Dura-Europos Toll, 1943: 23; Tell Abu Gbab: Faraj, 1979: 573.

Farai. 1979: 571.

R.~I Cook, Greek Painted Pottery, London, 1960, 226-9; Colledge. 1977: 113.
Oates, 1959: fi~. 21, no,s. 34, 35, 3<1 respectively.
AI-Fitiyan andA bdulla, 1979: no. 118.



Correspondences can be noted between «31-33, 35, 36,42» and wares at Seleucia on the Tigris(476), and between

«40» and an item at Ctesiphon (Choche)(477) So the Hatrene jugs constituted varieties of a widespread and
popular type.

The handleless jar, glazed «44» or unglazed but with incised or applied ornament « 19, 20, 2) (")», was less

common. This was an ancient form, with no obvious Hellenic influence. One fragment «21 », if from a jar, is of
particular interest as it bears an inscription. Again, the shape was a common one in contemporary Mesopotamia,
which can be paralleled for instance at Seleucia on the Tigris(478)

The rarer form of the rhyton is known in only one Hatrene example «22». This is unglazed, but with grooves

and applied bosses as ornament: it was found in a shrine (I). The form can be traced back to the Achaemenian
period(479)

The bowl a not uncommon form at Hatra, often glazed «45-47», sometimes not «48». Most came from houses.

The shape was an ancient and very widespread one, but the Hatrene types could have undergone some
Hellenization(480)

The terracotta lamps, whether decorated «49-50» or plain «5.1-52», that were found in the main sanctuary

«49-50» or houses «51·-52» of E otra again belonged to a genre widespread in the Hellenistic and Parthian east,
but were of a distinct ::'"7"/'; ;) All were of reddish clay except for «49», unusually elaborately decorated with

leaves and lines and made of grey clay with both a red slip and additional red paint.
Materials. These may be discussed under the heading of clay, slip and glaze.

Most of the items from Hatra were of buff clay. Examples of the amphora «]3-14», jug «17'-18,33-36,39,

40» and the rare rhyton «22» occurred in brown .clay, and of the jug «16, 37, 38» jar «19-20» and particularly of

the lamp «50-52» in reddish, while the rare grey was employed only for the decorated lamp «49».

Occasionally, utensils were given a coloured slip: brown for an amphora «24» and three jugs «32, 42, 43» (in

/ each case over buff clay) and the rare red for the best decorated lamp «49».

Glazes were sometimes applied, in monochrome. A jar «44» had a rare yellow glaze, while an amphora «23»

and a bowl «46» sported the commoner green two jugs «29, 30» and a bowl «47» the popular green-blue. Such

glazes became a common feature of pottery ornament from the later Hellenistic period onwards throughout

Mesopotamia and the western half of Iran, with blue-green predominating(482) The kinds of green found at Hatra
(483) . . (484) d f h th

echoed those of late Hellenistic Nimrud ,and of contemporary Am Sinu , an so 0 tenor

Mesopotamian area. Those of southern Mesopotamia were somewhat different, both in colour--,_with. turquoise at
. (485) (486) . d K' h(487) li ht dCtesiphon (Choche) ,yellowish-green and blue at Abu Thar , yellowish an green at IS ,Ig an

'(476) Debevoise, 1934: figs. 115, 115, 139, 135, 151, 108 respectively; for «42» cf. ibid., fig. 27"7; for «32», cf. Madhloom, 1959:

figs. 1, (Tell Abu Thar).
(477) Ricciardi, 1969: 146, no. 10.

(478) Debevoise, 1934:: figs. 63, 74.

(479) Colledge, 1977: 113.

(480) Parallels: Ain Sinu: Oates, D. and 1., 1959: pI. LVI; Seleucia: Debevoise, 1934: fig. 193; Choche: Ricciardi, 169: fig. 177; Tell

Aswad: Al-Fitiyan and Abdullah, 1979: pI. 63, fig. 131.

(481) Cp. e.g. Colledge 1976: pI. 132.

(482) Cf. Colledge, 1977: 113.

(483) Oates, 1958: 125.

(484) Oates, D. and J., 1959: 146.

(485) Ricciardi, 1969: figs. 155-158.

(486) Madhloom, 1959: figs. 1-4,6, II, 14, 17,21,23.

(487) Harden, 1934: catalogue nos. 1-8, pl. 128.
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deep green at Tell Heide/488), and blue and yellowish white at Tell Aswad(4X
t

J) , and in usage, with some
. (490) b . .fi t h ttl b fpolychrome glaze occurring in the Divala region It mayor may not e sigru ican t a a a arge num er 0

(491) .., v K N' d' h th h
sites both in north Mesopotamia, such as Dura-Europos Assur, akzu, UZl, an 10 t e sou ,suc as

Seleucia, Abu Skheir and Babylon, the :-:. .ijoriry of these glazed vessels were found in graves.

Incised and applied decoration. In many instances ornament of these kinds was applied, as was the case with

contemporary wares in other parts of Mesopotamia.

Among the types of incised or impressed decoration, the commonest was the groove that ran round the pot,

on the neck, body or both, and often multiplied. A Iso fairly freq uent were the crescent, often repeated and

superimposed in vertical lines «12,15,16,20,21», the large circle «12,17-18,21» and the wavy line or zigzag

«14, 16-18», a motif also found in the Jazirah «80, 84». Less common were the triangle «18, 20» and blob «17».

Perhaps the most striking, however, was the stamped lozenge, usually enclosing one circle «14-16,18-21», but

once enclosing four «17». Also remarkable were those pots on which several of these motifs were combined «12,

14-21 ». There were regional parallels for these kinds of ornament, with Dura-Europos, for example, providing
some for «15-16, 18»(492), and Ain Sinu for «16, 20»(493) Indeed, the parallels at Ain Sinu seem particularly

close, perhaps as a result of manufacturing or commercial links.

Applied decoration or relif was less common, but was again of types seen elsewhere 10 contemporary

Mesopotamia. Some were abstract, such as the zigzag «on a handle» «17», the stripe «22» and the boss «21-22».

Some were representational, such as the head of a goat or deer on the handle of «18)), the human head on «18,

21)) and the leaves in relief on the lamps «49-50)). One w was quite exceptional: the inscription [XL added in

barbotine on «2 b).

Outside parallels. Within the Jazirah, and so fairly close to Hatra itself, a number of sites can be demonstrated

to have been using wares similar to those of Hatra. This may be seen from the selection of typical examples

catalogued above «71-85)). Thus the amphora fragment in buff clay «71» from site no. 121 echoes «I b) from

Hatra, and the rim fragments from site no. 96 «72-75» are also similar in shape to many Hatrene examples. The

incised decoration of zigzags, grooves, crescents and other motifs on «80-85)) can again be paralleled in Hatrene

ornament, on «12- 2b). sites nos. 68 (Khirbet Jaddalah, «53- 70))) and 90 (Qal'a Jabbar, «76- 79») had wares

sharing common characteristics that differed somewhat from those of Hatra.

Further afield, as we have just seen, correspondences can be found between Hatrene wares and those from

other sites of north Mesopotamia. Amphora «23)) recalls others from Hellenistic Nimrud and contemporary

Dura-Europos in its shape; jugs «33-34, 37)) are reminiscent of some from conte-mporary Ain Sinu. The Hatrene

green glaze is similar to one at Hellenistic Nimrud and contemporary Ain Sinu. As regards the incised and

stamped ornamentt, Dura-Europos and Ain Sinu again provide parallels. 'As regards the wares of southern

Mesopotamia, the correspondences become in general more distant; so the Hatrene kinds evidently belong to

wares of north Mesopotamian type.

(488)

(489)
(490)

(491)
(492)

(493)
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Abd AI-Rahman, 1979: 82, 84, nos. I, 14. 16, 23, 29 etc.
AI-Fitiyan and Abdullah, 1979: 112.

KeaU, 198 I: 62, 102, who also says the green glaze is of Mesopotamian origin.
Ponzi, 1968: 298.

Toll, 1943: figs. 9, 22 and 4 respectively.

Oates, 1959: figs. 49, 50.



(iii) Pottery from Khirbet Jaddalah (c.A.D. 141-241).

Quantity. As at Hatra, the amount of pottery found was small perhaps c. th
JI ,lor e same reasons, such as that

many containers were made of perishable wood or skin.

Provenances. Nearly all the pottery came from the floors of rooms; there seems to be no particular significance
in these findspots. I

Shapes. Four of the popular, ancient forms also seen at Hair'! occurred here.

The two-handled amphora, a shape of Greek origin was- represented by five examples, three in reddish clay

«53, 56-57», one in buff «55» and one in brown «54»; none was glazed, but «56» had a buff slip and «57» a
brown one. I

The one-handled jug, a form very common at Hatra, occurred here in only one example «58», in brown clay
«as often at Hatra».

The handleless jar was represented by several examples.. as at Hatra, with one glazed (over buff clay) «59», and
the rest in brown «60-62» or reddish «63-66» clay, often with a buff slip «62-66».

The bowl was as frequently found here as at Hatra, mostly in buff clay «68- 70», occasionally in brown «67»,
and always glazed, with green «67, 69-70» or green-blue «68».

Conspicuous by its absence was the lamp, a form common at Hatra «49-52» and at other middle eastern sites.

Materials. The types of clay reversed the order of popularity at Hatra: thus reddish was the commonest «53,

56-57,63-66», brown the next most frequently found «54,58,60-62,67», and buff the least favoured «55, 59,
68- 70».

A buff slip was applied to half a dozen pieces «56, 62-66», over reddish clay except for «62» (brown); «57»

had a brown slip, again over reddish clay, whereas at Hatra it was used on buff wares «24, 32, 43-34».

A green-blue glaze was used for some items, as at Hatra: a jar «59» and a bowl «68»; similarly, a green glaze

was employed for three bowls «67, 69- 70». In every case (as at Hatra) the. glaze. was applied over buff clay,

except for bowl «67» (brown).

Incised and applied decoration. No items were found with this ornament, in contrast with Hatra, where

«12-22» have it.

Outside parallels. Shapes and glazes have much in common with those of Hatra. But the absence of the lamp

shape, and of incised and applied decoration, if not accidental, could indicate a different ceramic milieu. And a
•

different milieu is also suggested even more plainly by the common occurrence of a buff slip, perhaps absent from

Hatra, and a preference for reddish and brown clay rather than the buff favoured at Hatra. In this connection it is

interesting to note that another east Jazirash site, Qal'a Jabber (no. 90), has yielded sherds with the combination

of reddish clay and buff slip seen at Khirbet Jaddalah but not, on present clay and buff slip seen at Khirbet

Jaddalah but not, on present evidence, at Hatra «76- 79». This site is roughly as far south-east of the major east

Jazirah conurbation of AsS'ur as Khirbet Jaddalah «no. 68» is to the north-west of it; and what is more, the latter

was linked to A~S'ur by a significant route (pls. 10, 53). Could this indicate that the pottery of the east Jazirah,

while belonging essentially to the contemporary north Mesopotamian type, formed a branch of it distinct from

that of Hatra, possibly with its main centre at the ancient town of Qala Sharqat (Assur)? In this case, it would not

have been impossible for the pottery of Khirbet Jaddalah, which is unlikely to have produced its own, to have

been imported from the latter, and this could explain the apparent differences from the wares of Hatra.
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(b) Conclusion

The pottery catalogued and discussed above has thrown a certain amount of light on the culture ofthe Jazirah. If

the scarcity of ceramic finds in excavations at Hatra and Khirbet Jaddalah is significant, it could indicate

preference for containers of perishable wood and skin, understandable among desert dwellers. The shapes found,

the amphora, jug, jar, rhyton, bowl and lamp, wer~all common in the contemporary Parthian world, as were the

slips and the rare yellow and common green and green-blue glazes. At Hatra, the difficulty of finding parallels for

the scanty pottery from the deep soundings, and so from its easrlier periods, is particularly frustrating. In later

periods, if the fact that two-thirds of the pottery was found in shrines is not accidental, it could mean that these

wares were used particularly for religious purposes, at Hatra at least. Hatrene wares not infrequently had incised

and applied decoration (and in one case an inscription was added in barbotine), whose motifs can be paralleled in

the contemporary fabrics of Dura-Europos and particularay Ain Sinu (on the road north, pl. 53), with which

there might have been close manufacturing or commercial links. In general, Hatrene pottery, with its preference

for buff clay, was of north Mesopotamian type. So was that of Khirbet Jaddalah; but a different emphasis in clays

(with prefernces for reddish and brown); in slips (with a liking for buff) and in the apparent absence of lamps and

of incised and applied ornament suggests a slightly different ceramic milieu. The discovery of sherds~imiiarlY of

reddish clay with a buff slip at the site of Qal'a Jabbar (no. 90), and so strongly reminiscent of those of Khirbet

Jaddalah, might indicate the existence of an east Jazirah branch of the north Mesopotamian pottery, perhaps with

its centre at Qala Sharqat (Assur).

z
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The Jazirah area of Iraq became of considerable importance in the Hellenistic, Parthian and Sasanian periods,

from around 300 B.C. until A.D. 600; in particular, it·ia-w the rise to prominence of the great Arab city of Hatra,

destroyed by the Sasanians in A.D. 241. For this reason the Jazirah has attracted considerable scholarly attention

this century. The present study has sought to throw new light on its many problems through the presentation of

fresh evidence, much of it collected in the filed, and through the examination of geographical factors and lea;lv
Islamic records. . \

Concerning the Jazirah as a whole, the site survey produced some interesting results. Size and density ~f

settlement were clearly determined by the combination of two1 main factors. The first of these was the availability

of water, especially in the -. form of rainfall; water was most plentiful, and rainfall regular, in the north part of the

Jazirah. The second was the fertility of the soil, again richest i-n the north. Thus the greatest number and largest

size of settlements were to be found in Upper (that is, north) Jazirah, withi n the zone of regular rainfall and better

soil; they were fewest and smallest in the more southerly West and .Lower Jazirah, where rainfall is scanty and

irregular, springs scarce and the land semi-desert. This distribution of settlement is much the same today. The

periods during which the Jazirhah was occupied in antiquity were also interesting. Up to the end of the Assyrian

empire in 612 B.C. it was a flourishing area with many inhabited settlements. After that virtually every site was

abandoned, and in the ensuing Neo-Babylon ian and Achaern enian eras no more Lhart half a dozen have shown

signs of habitation. In the Hellenistic period, from around 300 B.C., a tentative reoccupation began, with some 25

sites inhabited (on present evidence). This process accelerated in the Parthian era, when 145 known sites were

re-used or newly settled, .bringing the level of occupation to roughly what it had been in Assyrian days. Certain

sites developed into large urban centres; chief among these were Hatra (no. 1), Qala Sharqat (A"'ssur) (no. 78) and

Tell 'Ajri (no. R4), with lesser ones at fell Tamri (no. 85) and Tulul Sukariyat (no. 88). Around each of them,

except for Qala Sharqat (A'ssur) (no. 78), grew up a number of smaller settlements; these also spread along the

Wadi Tharthar, which passed close to Hatra. To the north, a series of large rectangular structures appeared to line

a route (nos. 49, 50, 68, 71, 74 (bl), two were dated by inscriptions, with one (no. 71) standing by A.D. 137, and,

another (no. 68) founded in A.D. 141/2 [XX, XXI],. The route along which they stood was clearly one of

importance; it was probably in fact the prime route through the lazirah at this time, a continuation of the main

road running north from southern Mesopotamia which passed through the eastern J azirah, off which ran branch

routes to Hatra and Qal'a Sharqat (Assur) which likely rejoined it at laddalah (nos. 68, 69), and then continued

north and west through Tell 'Afar (no. 144) and Ain Sinu (no. 208) to Sinjar (Singara) (no. 229). Around the

time of the destruction of Hatra in A.D. 241 a number of these sites were apparently abandoned. But in the

succeeding Sasanian era the Jazirah continued to flourish, with up to 160 known sites inhabited, particularly

around Tekrit (no. 259), now a town of importance, between the two rivers Zab, and around Tell 'Afar (no. 144);

there were, however, seemingly no large urban centres in the lazirah now. except for Sinjar (no. 229) to the

north. This overall pattern of settlement, with a considerable density up to the end of the Assyrian era, large-scale

abandoment thereafter, some growth in the Hellenistic period and an efflorescence in the Parthian and Sasanian

eras, was paralleled elsewhere in Mesopotamia.

By far the greatest urban centre of the Jazirah in the Parthian and very earliest Sasanian periods was the city

of Hatra. Soundings taken very earliest" Sasanian periods was the city of Hatra. Soundings taken down to virgin

soil appeared to indicate that it began as an encampment for nomads living in the semi-desert around, presumably

attracted by the presence of reasonably good water here, together with some pasturage for their an imals. Slow lv it

became a town; its growth may have been boosted by the collapse of the Seleucid empire, which was finall ,

extinguished in 64 B.C. Other factors may have come into play, contributing to it~ rise. One of these could have,

been religion, to judge by the number and size of shrines and the variety of religious posts in historical Hatra.

Another could have been the strategic position in which Hatra eventually found itself between the empires of

Parthia and Rome; the Hatrenes may well have realized that by strengthening themselves militarily they could

play a significant role in contemporary power politics, and this was reflected in the strong city defences and its
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esablishment of control over the desert Arabs. Commerce, by contrast, seems not to have been important: not one

inscription refers directly to commercial. activites. At this stage, with the close connecctions between city and

desert dwellers evident from many texts. Hatra may have been an example of the "dimorphic chiefdom" The best

known, historical, era of Hatra 'opens around A.D. 100, with numerous texts, many of them dated, normally in

the then international language of Aramaic but sometimes in Greek or Latin; these make it clear that the

population both of the city and of the desert around was essentially Arab. The political structure of Hatra during

the first six decades of the second century A.D. emerges somewhat dimly from the texts. A leading position may

have been that of "lord" (MRY'); certainly one such, N~RW, mentioned in dated texts of A.D. 128/9, 133 and

.138, held the titlesof "chief patrician" and "chief priest" ofagod or gods, was responsible for the erection of

important structures in the shrines and gates of the city, and was the father of the future "king" (MLK')'

SNTRWQ I. Around the mid-second century A.D. occur dated references to the frequently mentioned posts of

"chief' (RB') and "steward" RBYT). In A.D. 176/7 comes the first dated reference to a "king", SNTRWQ I;

from then on Hatra was evidently rule-? .by !TI0narchs supported by an array of royal officials such as the army

chiefs, confidant, tutor and sacrificer. At the same time religious posts also apparently proliferated, with perhaps a

word for "priest" (KMR'), and other officials such as stewards of certain gods, an accountant, and singers. Sp

power at Hatra obviously became strongly centralized. The inscriptions also revealed a number of Hatrene family

trees besides that of the monarchs, including some of. architects and sculptors. Other aspects of historical Hatra

were also clarified. An important key to the reasons fo~_ the largely circular layout of the city was found to be the

local topography: the city walls mainly followed a particular contour line, many large towers within and outside

the walls were sited carefully so that their tops would be visible from one another, and the walls enclosed

depressions in which rain water could gather. In the eastern gate, two monochrome paintings in red, one perhaps
., v ---

showing the "steward" SMS-BRK reclining (and if so, datable c.A.D. 151) and another a standing male casting
incense on to an altar, belong to the standard local repertoire and were presumably executed by professionals. By

contrast, graffiti both here and-in the private house of M'NW were clearly amateur; so the fact that they show

religious scenes and a reclining male also seen in the official repertoire, horsemen and hunting known only from

the equally unofficial graffiti of Dura-Europos, and fighters and other profile figures as yet unparalleled elsewhere; ,

is of special interest. Hatrene pottery was of a north Mesopotamian type, and its shapes, the amphora, jug, jar;

rhyton, bowl and lamp, its slips, and its glazes, the rare yellow and common green and green-blue, were all of
kinds seen elsewhere in the cotemporary Parthian world; of some particular interest, however, was the fact that its. .

fabrics seemed somewhat different from those of Khirbet 1addalah to the north, and that its incised and applied

ornament appeared to find close parallels particularly at Ain Sinu, still further north. All this came to a sudden
end in A.D. 241, with the destruction of Hatra atthe hands of the Sasanians.

Probably interconnected with Hatra was the site of Khirbet laddalah (no. 68) on the main routh north.

Aramaic texts [XX, XXI] establish that the inner building was founded in A.D. 141/2 by 'GY the son of 'B' The

square limestone structure, with a frontal colonnade and a portico on each side, was described in the foundation

texts as a BYRT, a word wich may be interpreted either as "shrine" (or "palace"), or "fort"; as the plan is

unique, and finds were few, it is not yet clear which meaning was intended, although the presence of the

colonnade and of an "evil eye" relief inside might hint at an originally religious function. The relationship of the

building with Hatra is obscure; the founder's name is not known at Hatra, but the script, and many features of

the architecture, were clearly Hatrene. Whatever the structure's original purpose, it then entered a second phase

in which it seems to have been converted into a fort, if not already used as such: the inner building was made

more easily defensible, and surrounded by a strong outer enclosure wall, with many towers and surrounded by a

strong outer enclosure wall, with many towers and buttresses. An Aramaic text from the site [XXII] contains the

words (QD)M GDYL the second might be an ancient version of the modern laddalah. Three black monochrome

paintings were all executed on a niche set in a first-phase wall, and so should be datable c.A.D. 141/2. The

standing male (labelled) figure of 'GY, presumably the founder, is set amongst goddesses; the figures are from the

standard Hatrene repertoire, and were presumably done by professionals. This site too yielded some graffiti,
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executed by amateurs, showing birds and standing frontal (female") figures; the general style is Hatrene. The

scanty pottery from Khirbet Jaddalah was of north Mesopotamian type, like the Hatrene, and its forms, the

amphora, jug, jar and bowl, were normal Parthian-period ones of the area; but slight differences in fabric, and an
absence of incised and applied decoration, imply a different ceramic milieu, possibly with its centre at Qala
Sharqat (Assur). Ash on floors and smoke-blackened walls suggest that the site ended its days in a conflagration;

when this occurred is unknown, but it could well have been linked to events at Hatra.

Thus the new evidence from the Jazirah, and from its sites of\H~tra and Khirbet Jaddalah, has illuminated

many aspects of its history and culture.
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Introduction

As regards unpublished inscriptions, both text and translation are given. For published incriptions, only those

to which reference was made in the text are included, and only a translation is provided.

Inscription numbers are designated by square brackets [ 1, as throughout. Within each text and translation,

sq uare brackets are used to indicate lacunae, while round brackets signify explanatory matter. For a selection of
letter forms, see pI. 223.

Inscri ptions

(a) Unpublished inscriptions

My thanks go to M.S. Abdulla for permission to publish the texts from the eastern gate and Shrine XII, to H.

AI-Najafi. for permission to include [VII], and to S.O.A.H. for permission to reproduce photographs of three

unpublished texts.

(0 Hatra [I-XIX]

[I] (pls, 90, 92 b, 224). This is on a limestone slab, the upper part of which has the relief of an eagle, found in the

"eagle" niche of the eastern gate, Hatra.

I. BYRH KNWN D 1111 100 20 20 20 III BMLK' DY• "V
2. 'LB' 'STBW SMSBRK RBYT.

3. WIjTRY' QSYS' W D (R) D (R) Q' W'RBY'

4. KLHWN WKWL DY 'MR BHTR' WHKYN PSQ

5. DYKWL DLGNW BLGW MN fvlL' HDYN

6. WLGW MN SWR' BRY' 'YN GER'

7. IjW GWY' LQTYL BM\VT' DY

8. 'LH' W' YN GBR' HW BRY BRY'

9. LRGYM

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

In the month KNWN OF (the year) 463 0 ) (A.D. 151) at the council of
Q) v v 0) (4'

the god SMS-BRK there agreed steward, ,

h H (5) d (6). 'RBY' (7)among t e atrenes, old an young, ana
all of them, (8) and all who dwell (9) in Hatra, and thus (10) (they) decreed: (I I)

tl t h · 1 . id .. t (12)ra anyone w 0 wII steal InSI e this sore

and inside the outer wall, if he is a man
of the community, (13) he shall be killed (I 4) by the death of
tl d (15) d if he J forei (16)te go, an I e IS a oreigner,
he shall be stoned. (I 7)

The whole text of [I] is repeated in [336] from the northern city gate of Hatra.

1. The letter D was used before the year number in the inscription of Saadiya (no. 3) see below. p. 213·-214.

which is dated A.D. 125.. and in [243, 336]. text is dated KN\VN (November) A.D. 151.
2. This is the first known text from Hatra to start with this phrase.

3. The name SMS-BRK occurs again in the (later) text [79].
4. RBYT I means "steward"· for the post, see above, p. 109.

S. QSYS' here means "old" (Segal, 1967: 16; AI-Salihi, 1978· 70); cf. above, p 108.
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6. DRDQ' (?) as in [336].
7. 'RBY' in [336] means the geographical area of Arabaya (see p. 104, n. 207), and so in this text, as the context

is one of groups of people issuing a decree. it must refer to the Arab tribes of the desert.

8. [336] inserts: "and all who come in and go out of Hatra"

9. This possibly means the citizens (dwellers) of Hatra.

10. As in [336].

11. As in [336].
12. ML' in [336] was translated as "documents" by A I-Salihi (1978); but Professor J .B. Segal prefers "store", as

here (personal communication).

13. Also in [336]. This word BRY' ("external") is still used in Iraq in the form Barany, meaning "foreigner" or

"strange r"

14. Cf. LRGYM in line 9.

15. The same form is found in inscription [II].

16. Literally "external": see above, on line 13. For contrast, cr. DLBR WLGW [79].
17. RGYM also occurs in [281], again meaning "stoning"

[II] (pls. 90, 92 b, 225, 226). This is engraved on a limestone slab (possibly added after the original construction)

which made up part of the left hand side of the "eagle" niche in the eastern gate in the city wall of Hatra (in

which [I], dated A.D. 151, was found).
v ..,

1. BMLT SMSHRY [T]

2. W HPYZ ~ QSS WJ:IT [ ]

3. KLHWN HKYN PSQW [ ]
" .,

4. SLHY 'NS D LZBYN LKP [ ]
5. WLKS R, WLGS' MN H D [']. D • R

6. 'GL' DY BYT'LH'

7. MNTLT DY NSYBW 'G RD

8. BRYHWN MN BYT 'LH'

9. W 'YN LZBY MN HWN KP'

10. 'w KSRo'W G~'

11. 'w G~' 'LGRoMN HWN

12. 'GLT' LMWT MWT'

13. 'LH'

1. By order(I) of SMS-HRY [T](2)

2. and HPYZW (J) (the) 'QSS (4) (and) the Hatjrenes.]
• (5)

3. all of them, thus they decreed:
4. any SLHY (6) person (7) who shall carry (8) a stone (9) (?)

5. and straw(JO) and mortar O ) from edge (HD[,])(J2)

6. (in, of, from?) the circuit (J 3) belonging to the house (J 4) of the god
(] 5)

7. on the grounds that (these) were takentaken (16) for a reward (17)
. (18) -

8. outside them from the house of the god
. (19) ,

9. and If he sells from here stone (?)

10. or straw or mortar (20)

11. or mortar for a reward (21) (to be derived) from them,

12. quickly (?) let him die the death

13. (of) the god.
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1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

R.
9.

MLT' is found with this sense onlv here at lIatra.
" v •

SMS-HRYT is a common persoaal name at Hatra [10, 94. 119].

HPYZ\V is a personal name know n at IIatra in the form H'P' Z\\' [S9. I I X. 12 I. 12() I
This term, which essentially means ·~~Id". is unlikely to have this basic sense here: it i" more likely to he a

title, "elder" (or even "councillor"). 9n the development of this title. see Segal. 1967.7; cr. [I. 232. 290.336]

and above, p. lOX.

Cf. [I], line 4.
"Professor .J.B. Segal (in a personal communication) said that SU.IY in Hebrew means "end~". while in Sy riac

it gives bno appcopriate sense. Dr. S. Brock (in a letter of 12.2. 19H I) suggested that SI.IIY might he a

(tribal") gcntilic name.

'NS means "ordinary people"; cf. [79. 293].

The root of this word is not ZBr\ but ZBY(N). as in line 9.

The letter ' is missing at the end of this word.

10. K~ Rbhere cannot mean "camp", as possibly KSRY' does in [SH], nor does it seem connected with the Syriac

QSR' C'Iullcr"), although K instead of Q before S is freq uent in Aramaic. Cf. [9H. 104].. . .
II. The Assyrian gu~~u means "plaster" (Thompson. 1936: 14H). as docs juss in Arabic.

12. tiD, as in Arabic, means "edge" or "limit" (or "single").

13. 'GL' in line 6 means "waggon" (and has the same form in Arabic). Cf. line 12.
" V" "14. Very likely BYT 'LB' here refers to the main sanctuary, as in [107]; it is also called "temple of S\IS (Sarnas)

[272].

15. The form of the word here, according to Professor J.B. Segal, is interesting: cf. Syriac \1T\\'L or \1T\\'LT,

Mandaic MINTUL, and Orientalia Suecana, 14/15,79-81.

16. N~YBW: cf. Arabic N~B "will take" in the sense of "steal"

17. 'GR, as in Arabic, means "wages"

18. This has the same form in Arabic.

19. This has the same meaning as in line 4 (note 8), and presumably should have the same spelling.

20. 'W GS' is probably a careless repetition from the preceding line.

21 A
. .. (7)

. s in Tine

22. 'GLT' (sic) here in line 12 is puzzling. It is strange that the root 'G L shou Id have a sense different from that

in line 6, but the context demands this. It might be interpreted as the adverb "quickly" (which makes good

sense); but this would hardly have the feminine emphatic ending. Dr. S. Brock reported that he could not

think of any other suitable explanation, although just conceivably it might be taken as 'GL T· "immediately

come; (Jet him die .. .)"

[III] (pls. 73, 227). This is inscribed on the limestone base of a statue found in Shrine XII, Hatra.
v ~

I. SLM' Dy SMS 'QB

2. KMR' BR'D"", DY

3. QYM, LH 'QBSM'

/4. BR 'I:JTH 'L f:lYHY

/5. W 'L HY' BNYHY DY

6. KMR' W 'L J:lY' MN

7. DY RHM LH KLH

8. B 'DR D 5 100 I 5 I

1.

2.
3.

4.

~ v (I)
The image of SMS-'QB

. I' 'DY (2) hi hthe priest, son 0 ,w IC

d hi 'QYM' (J)erecte to irn

son of his sister, for his life
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5

6.

7.

I.

J.

4.

and for the life of his sons of

the priest. and for the life of whoever

was dear to him. all of them.
I~)

in 'DR of (the year) 506 (or 507 or 516: A.D. 195. 196 or 205).

This name also occurs in [10. I,n. 152. 156. 161. 187.204-206. 291].

The letters here are best divided into 'DY DY. 'D)" is a common personal name [46,56,57.216,217, cf. 58].

The name appears in [27}.

'DR is roughly March. The year numbers after 500 seem incorrectly written. they are I 5 I. which could be

interpretcd either as a wrongly written 10 (+) 5 (+) I, or 5 (+) I (+) I in the wrong order. or even as an

incorrectly inserted I (not in fact to be COUll ted) (+) 5 (+) I. giving possible Scleucid era year totals of 516,

507 or 506. the equivalents of .v.n 205. 196 OR 195.

[1\'] (pls. 59, 228-229). This was inscribed on the limestone base of a life-sizc statue of king SNTR\VQ I, found

in the central iwan of Temple :\ C'of the Trinity") in the main sactuary at Hatra (excavation no. HT 19-774). For

the temple, cf. above. p. 12(1.

I. ~LM' DY S~TRQ

., MLK' DY 'RB Bf<

3. NSR \\' :\IR Y' 'BY'

4. RB' 'PKL' RB'

5. 0 SI\1S 'LH' DY

6. 'QYI\1 LH '\\'Y D 'LT

7. RBYT' DY MRN

I.

J.

4.

5.
6,

7.

The image of SNTR\\'Q. II)
(' ,

ki ng of the 'R B. - SOil

(of) NSR \V the lord, chief
. .' (.1) hi f . (4)patrician, c ie pnest

" "of SMS the god, which

installed to him '\VYD_'LT,lsl

steward(6l of (the shrine of the god) MRN.

A guideline for the date is given by the existence of a dated text of king SNTR\\'Q I: [82}, dated A,D. 176/7.

I. The name SNTR\VQ is here written without the VI usual elsewhere. .

2. This title also appeared on [i 93- 194, 196- I 99, 23 I}; cf. above, p. ! 10.

3. The word 'BY' could be a title: see above, p. lOX

4. As in [IX, 67]; cf. above, p. lOX.

5. This name also occurs in [230).

6. See above, p. IOH-109.

[V] (pls.59, 230-231). This is inscribed on the limestone base of a life-size statue found in the central iwan of

building B in the main sanctuary at Hatra (excavation no. HT20-821).

1. si.xr DY 'BYGW(Y)R(D) BR

., SMSYHB 'BDTBT [']. .,
3. WRHY;'\'l 'LH' \\"'NS'. ., ~

4. DY 'QYM LH 'QBSMS

5. BR MR(D)Y(\V) BYR~-J NYSN D SNT

6. JIJI j 00 20 20 20 10 III
" "7. SMSYHB GLP DKYR



1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The image of 'B'r'GYR, (I) son

(of) SMS- YHB, (2) the benefactor v"

and the beloved (of) the god and the people (4)
.., "(5)

which set up to him 'QB-SMS,

son (of) MR(D)Y(\V), (6) in the month NYSN (7) of the year

473 (A.D. 162),
" "May SMS-YHB the scupltor be remembered,

Cf. for the name [107, 245, 301]. In Sumer, 30, 1979:

p. "d", the name is read 'BYGWD.

Cf. for the nmae [221, 232, 237].

Cf [107]. Note that in Iraq today it is the practice to use precisely the same term of someone who has died,
either orally or on gravestones.

Cf [VII].

Cf [62].

Cf [278).

Cf.above, p.' '135-1 36

[VI] (pls. 59, 232-233).."h;~" in~;('lbed on a limestone statue base from Temple A C'of the Trinity") in the main

sanctuaryy, Hatra (excavat.cn no. HT 19-429). For the temple, cf. above, p. 127.

1. [] SNT JIII 100 20 20

2. [SLM' DY] NSRW tvlRY'. " .
3. [BR NSR] YHYHB MR Y'

4. [] BR 'BDTBT'. "
5. L'HL' W L'NS' DY

6. 'QYM LH 'Q[WB]N'

7. BR TT'

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

[In the](J) year 440(2) (A.D. 128/9)

[the image oil (3) NSRW the lord, (4)
(5) ~ •

[son of NSR-]YHB the lord,
[ ] the benefactor (6)

(7)
to the god and to the people, which
installed to him 'Q[WB]N', (8)

son of TT'. (9)

The beginning is missing, but it perhaps started with the month: cf. [34-36, 82, 243) etc,

440 (A.D. 128/9): this is the earliest dated inscription of N~RW the lord (see pI. 67).

This line, by analogy with many others, could have begun:

"The image of ..."

MR Y': for the title or post, see above, p.' I 0_8~

For genealogy of N~RW the lord, see pI. 67.

This is a previously unknown title for N~RW MRY': cf. [V].

This is a previously unknown title for N~RW MRY': cf. [V].

For a name with this element, cf. 'QBN [49] and 'QWB-SMS [62].

This name appears here for the first time in Hatra, it might possibly be the Roman Titus.

[VII] (pls. 59, 68, 234). This inscription was carved on a limestone relief found in builiding B in the main main

sancturay at Hatra (excavation no. HT20-826). The discovery was reported in ~, 30, 1974: p."e"
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I. SNTRwQ MLK'

I. SNTRWQ the king.

SNTRWQ MLK' KMR'

SNTRWQ the king, the priest.

It is not certain if the SNTRWQ concerned is I or II, but in any case the title KMR' C'priest") is here

associcated with a king for the first time (It Hatra: see above, p. ~I I I.

[VIII] (pis. 90, 234). This was inscribed in the wall of the main hall of the eastern city gate of Hatra.
-- v v
l. DKYR QSBRMRYN BR NBW BN' D BYT QDM MRN NSR'

v

2. LTB W LSNPYR
l. M"ay QSBRMRYN (I) be remembered, son of (?) NBWBN' (2) the builder of the house (shrine) before MRN

NSR,(J)

2. with favour and with kindness.

v
I. QSBRMYN is probably a personal name.

2. The division of words and the meaning here are not certain. If BR is taken separately, to neam "son of',

then NBW might well be a personal rather than the divine name, as in [211], where NBW BN', "NBW the

builder", could be identical with this person. Otherwise, BRNBW could be understood as a personal name, as

in [212J; in this case, BR ("son of') could have been omitted before it.

3. The deity MRN NSR', whose name means "our lord the (divine) eagle", was clearly an important one at

Hatra, as it is mentioned elsewhere; cf. ,(79).

[IX] (pIs. 90, 235-236). This is inscribed on the lintel of the inner doorway of eastern city gate of Hatra (no

excavation number).

I. [ ] NSRW 'BY' RB' 'PKL' R[B'] DY SMS 'LH' [Q]SYS' [

2. [ ] SWR' D [V] KP' LHWH HW'

3. [ ] SMS 'LH' LM (?) [ ]

4. [ ] SMHWN W'QBH D [N]~RW [MR] Y'

5. [ N] S[RY] HN DKYR L'LM [ ] MTY(W)SM(?)S(?)

l.
2.
3.

4.

5.

[ ] NSRW, chief patrician, chief priest of SMS the god, elder, (I)

[ ] th~ wall of the arch (?), (2) to his

[ ] SMS the god LM (?) [ J

[ ] SMHWN and who was the successor of NSRW the lord,
'" (3) •

[son of N]SR-YHB. To be remembered for eternity [(?)...]

This inscription is of great importance, as the lintel on which it was placed formed part of the eastern city

gate, and so this structure may be dated from it to the time ofN~RW the lord (A.D. 120s and 130s: see pI. 67).
For the gate, see above, p. 121-122.

'" vl. The titles of N~RW are as is [IV] (q.v.), except for QSYS', for which see above, p. 108, and [II], line 2.
2. 'KP' may also appear in [IIJ, 4; cf. KPY' [140J.

3. For the genealogy of N~RW the lord, see pI. 67.

[xJ (pls. 73, 192, 237). This text was added (in barbotine) to the jar (?) fragment «21 », found on the floor of
Shrine XII (no number).

I. DKYR 'QB [SM' (?)]

2. QDM NBW W SI:I [RW]

3. MRT [N (?)]
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I.
2.

3.

2.

To be remembered 'QB [SM' (,?)]1I1

"before (the god) NB\\' and (the god) SIIR \\
MRT [N ('?).} (21

...
In Shrine XII statue base [Jill was also round. dated to A.D. 195.196 or 205: it \\as erected h~ 'QBS\!'. w ho

could be the person concerned here.

MRT [ ] could be MRT Clady") as in [XII]. or the nurnc or the god de" \fRT:\ ("our I"d~ ")

[Xi] (pis. 90, 163). Thi« text IS incised on the plastered wall of the inner hall of eastern Cil~ gate of l Iatru. in
association with the gr» !"fi or (1,\0 birds (no. I 7).
I. 0 BDSr~;,,' !-j \\.

3.
4.

5,

6.

I.
2.
3.

t

5.
6.

1.

2.
3.

4.

MNHZZ GYZ(N)n(Y)'

N(L)R~--fM

HL(D)

DM LHGL

'BDSMY' has()

two (?) messenger birds (") (2 I

(?)(J)

(?)
. (4)

permitted

blood to the partridge

ti\V' is normally used of the possession of animals.

The element ZGYL, "messenger bird" in Arabic, might be present here.

The element RJ:fM might be present here.

This would be in a religious sense, as in Arabic. Cf. above, p. II ().

[XII] (pis. 73, 237). This text is inscribed on a limestone block in Shrine :\ II. Hatra
-I.-MRT MSLIj' SMY"

2. DY NBW 'LH'

I. The lady MSLJ},C)1 heard by.

2. from NBW the god.

"I. Professor J.B. Segal commented that this word might contain the element SL~', "armed"

[XIII] (pis. 90,. 171). This is incised on plaster in association with the graffito of a fighting scene (no. 27) in room

5 of the eastern city gate of Hatra.

(to the right)

I. DKYR DKYR

(to the left)

J. N(Y)LYD 'H(S)R(D)'
"v "'.

2, BHMS S'YN BLYLY' SW' HYN'D(R)
v

3, H S\VYY KS"

(to the right)

I. To be remembered, to be remembered
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<to t he left>
I. :\(Y>1-1) (is horn .~) one ('~) on" day 7 (?) victory (or: victorious '?) five ('?)

, at the fillh hour in the night S\Y' now D(R)

J . (")

[\1\"] (pis. 90. 92h. ~JS-~J9). This text is painted in red inside the top of the "eagle" niche of thc eastern city

gate of Hatra.

(i n one hand)

I. K Z ('?) \Y ('?) R (.~) Y H B ('~) BR Z:\ [ ]
."

, PLH' D~ILK' I.TB QD\I :\YS'. .
J. D G!':D' D 'B\\·I.' \\'\1:\ D R1.I\I I.H

(in a different and larger hand)

4. DKYR '\"YIYSR BR [ ]

5. BR 'STNQ LTB

6. QD\I ~fRN

(in one hand) \

I. K Z (?) w '?) R ('?) 1\ ('?) Y HB ('?). son of ZN [ ]

., the workman, of the king. with favour before thc (religious) standard

J. of the (deity) fortune (II of thc gate (~) and whoever was dcar to him. (in a di ffcre nt and larger hand)

4. To be remembered '\\'YD'SR.l.ll son of [ ]

5. son of 'STNQ, W with favour

6. before (the god) MRN.

I. 0 GNO'· cf. [58. 97].

2. D 'B\VL': cf. (272, 297) where 'B\\'L' appears: this word means "city gate" in Assyrian, as it could' do here.

3. This name is mentiond in [.\\1. 204. 227].

4. Cf [56].

[XV] (pis. 90, 175). This text was painted in red beside a red-painted standing male figure (no. 30) in the niche of

the eastern citv' gate, Hatra.

I. SLM' 'YZ (?)
• (I)

I. lamge of 'YZ (?).

I. Cf. the name 'YNY mentioned in [269].

[XVI]" «pIs, 90, 16 I). This text is incised on a wall in association with the graffito perhaps of a herdsman (no. 14)

in room 3 of the eastern city gate of Hatra.

(in one hand)
" v v "

I. SMS 'S SSL OYBW R(I)YO)D(I)..,
2. WSQL "-

(in a different hand)

3. OKYR QN YRBW OKR'

(in one hand)
'lI tI 'lI V

I. SMS S SSL wolf destroyed (or: 3?)
II

2. WSQL

(in a different hand)

3. To be remembered QN (or: has ?) Keeps sheep.
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(XVII) (pis. 105, 154-155). This text is incisied on a plastered wall in association with various graffiti (no. 10) on

a wall of room 9 in the private house of M'NW at Hatra.
I. WHKMH

2. WBYT MP' BR MRHZ III

---I. WHKMH (I)

2. I and the house (of) MP', son of MRHZ, 3.

I. This might contain the element HKM, "rule", or HKM', "wise"

<,

[XVIII] (pis. 105, 156-157). This is a collection of texts in various hands incised, in association with the graffito of

horsemen attacking a lion watched a god (?) (no. I I), on the plastered wall of room 6 of the private house of

M'NW at Hatra.
(a)

I. B DKYR QDM NRGWL GRB [ ] H [ ] 'S WLNNN(IOO II I) WLKW~ NKN B(W)MWT '[G'?]

(b)

I. KRYM DKYRN LHW

2. LMWT

3. 'G' LBYK BH

(c)

I. DKYR 'BWTM NTKHBRK

(d)

I. LTB D'WT

2. 'L HMY'

(e)

I. YNGWN 'BDY YWBW

2. NZT DBRZ' HKWL

/'

(a) /
I. To be remembered before (the god) NR9WL GRBY (?)(I) [ ] I! [ ] the patrol (2), 103 (?) WLKWN NKN the

death of '[G' ?](3)

(b)

1. A precious remembrance to him

2. at the death
3. (0 'G' for your (the god's) service. (4)

(c)

1. To be remembered 'BWTN(S) NTKHBRK

(d)

1. With favour, a good wish (prayer)

) 2. to the father-in-law.
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I.

2.

J.

2.

J.

4

5.

6.

7.

To be saved, my servant Y\\'BW (?)
(6) (7)

(who ?) lusted to fight warmly

This could be GRB': cf. [7 J].
'ass, in Arabic, means "to make the rounds by night") or "patrol (or guard) by night"

For the name, cf. (b), Jines 2-3.

LBY h. this word means, as here, "1 am at your service" (j.e., here, in the hands of the god).

'BW: cf. [30, 228] and 'BY [6, 202].

NZT: in Arabic means "lust"

BRZ'· in A rabic means "fight"

[XIXJ (pls. 105, 158- I 59). This is a collection of texts in various hands incised, in association with a graffito of a

horseman and other figures (no.I Z), on the wall of room 9 of the house of M'NW at Batra.

(a)

I.

(b)

1.

"DKYR 'STT

"DKYR 'B [,] [NSR] YHR BR 'B' (?) QDM MR [N] LW(Z)N 'HMN

(c)

1. vSY(W)' [ ] QDM MRN W MRTN

(written above)

2. SHR(D)W BYWM 'NH [ ]

(a)
'"l. To be rememhered 'STT.

(b)

1. To be remembered 'B['] [NSR] YHB, son of 'B' (?), before (the god) MRN (?).

(c)

1. SY(W)' [ ] before (the god) MRN and (the goddess) MRTN

2. [] (the god) SHRW (?) on the day 'NH [ ]

(ii) Khirbet Jaddalah. [XX-.\XIV]

~'<X] (PI.S. 122, 1?8., 240). This is inscribed on a limestone lintel set originally over the west doorway of room 10
Il1 the inner building of Khirbet Jaddalah.

1.
2.

I.

2.

204

v

BSNT IIII 100 20 20 10 III B'DRN' DY 'LH' KLHWN
BN' 'GY BR 'B' BYRT LNPSH

(])

In the year 453 (A.D. 14I/2) with the help(2) of the gods
'G (3) , , (4)

Y ,son of B, built the shrine (or: fort) (5) for himself.



I. In Hatra the month is usually added where a year number is g ivcn ([290] i:-. an cxccpt ion )

2. B is the r re rJc,-.; it io l1 ; the verb 'DR means "help": d. [107 J

J. 'GY: this name «ccurs here for the first time in the context of Hatra and it:-. e n viro nx '(;' occur" at

Parthianvperiod Qala Shaqat (Assur) (no. no: \\' Andrae and P Jensen, '.IDO(;. 60.1920. I-54. '(~Y

appears in the Syriac Doctrina Addai (Brockelmann: Syriac Grammar. 20, line .:n
4. 'R'· this is a common name at Ii atra. cf [5, 104, 109] cct

5. BYRT': the meaning of this is not clear. In Assyr i.m it signifies "fort" ( r "citadel (Ass) rian Dictionary. 1956:

vol. G). Professor .J. B. Segal pointed out that in contemporary Nabatacan it meant "tern pie". and he

pcrcfcrrcd that sense here in view of thc reference to the gods and of the formula of dedication in the

inscription. Dr. S. Brock commented that in Syriac rVRT' can also mean "palace"

[XXI] (pis. 122, 128, 240). This was inscribed on a limestone lintel set over a doorway of rebuilt cntruncc room

20 in the inner building of Khirbct Jaddalah. the lintel could have been re-used from t hc carlixt ph.».c of the
building.

I.
2.

3.

4.

.,
BSNT 1111 100 20 20 10 III R'DRN' DY

'LH' KLHWN BN' 'GY BR 'R'.,
BYRT LNPSH 'L HYYHY \VIIY' RNYIIY. .., .
\V'HYHY WHY' 'WYD'SR DDH \V PITY' KLII\VN

" .

I. In the year 453 (A.D. 141/2), with the help of

2. the gods, all of them, 'GY, son of 'H', built

J. the shrine (or: fort) for himself,C)1 for his life and the life of this sons

4. and his borthers, and the life of 'WYD-'SR his uncle (~l and the PL ~'Y' LH, all of them.

This whole text is closely similar to [XX] (q.v.), but with an addition at the end. It hears the same date.

although found in a rebuilt section of the building: perhaps the stone block was re-used.

l. Up to this point the wording corresponds with [XX]. After this comes the additional material.
v

2. 'WYD-'SR: this personal name was in use at Hatra:

cf. [204, 227],

3. A gentilic?

[XXII] (pis. 122, 128, 241). This is a graffito incised on the plastered wall of the north portico (K) of the inner

building of Khirbet Jaddalah.

1.

I.

1.

[Q]D(R)M GDYL
()

Before (?) GOY L.

GDYL could be associated with the present name of the site of (Khirbet) Jaddalah One factor might suggest

that this was a divine name: na.nely, that it may have been preceded by the preposition QDM (before"),

commonly used at Hatra before a divine name. It is interesting to note that early Arab writers speak of a

pre-Islamic branch of the Tay tribe called the Jadil.,

[XXIII] (pIs. 122, 128, 176-177). This is painted in black above the head of a male figure painted in the niche in

the first-phase wall of passage no. 20, on the spectator's left (no. 31), in the inner building at K hirbet Jaddalah.
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I.'GY
I. '(;' III

I. 'G Y is a male personal name, and the person pictured is persmumably the same as the 'GY named as the

founder of the building in :\.D. 141/2 rxx. \\1).

I
[\\lyJ (pis. 122. 12X. 129). This is painted in black above the head of a now largely destroyed male figure

painted in the niche in in the first-phase wall of passage no. 20, on nrc spectator's right (no. 32), in the inner

building at Khirbct Jaddalah.

I. 'GY
I. 'GY (II

I. 'G Y: I hix male personal name presumably refers to the '(J Y mentioned in [XX, XXI. XXIIIJ.

(h) Published inscriptions to which reference "as made in the text

"'here a plate refcrense is given, this means that the author has hcen able to work from a photograph or

drawing of original: where none is given. this means that the author has had to quote the translations of others

(usually of F Safar).

(j) Hatra (no, I) [1.341 J

The principal publications have been the following:

Journal

(see Abbreviations)

Berytus, 18, 1969,85-104

M USJ, 47, I972, 3- 8 I

M USJ, 49, I975- I976, 47 I- 488

Syria, 52, 1975, 181-206

Sernitica, 27, 1977, 123-143.

Sumer, 28, 1972, (Arabic section) 26-27

Sumer, 31, 1975, (Arabic section) 171-88

Sumer,. 34, 1978, (Arabic slftion) 69- 74

MDOG, 60,1920, I-54

Syria, 29, 1952, 89-118

Syria, 30, 1953, 234-246

Syria, 32, 1955, 49- 58

Syria, 32, 1955, 59-69

Syria, 32, 1955, 261-272

Syria. 40, 1963, I-I I

Syria, 41, 1964, 251-272

WO, 5, 1969-170, 222-236

JO, 20-23, 1973-1974, 402-422

~' 1978
Hospers, J.H. 1973 (see Bibliography), 315

Aggouls, B,

Al-Salihi, W

Auther

Andrae, Wand

Jensen, P.

Caquot, A.

Degen, R.

[207, 281-92J

[293-294]

[295- 335]

[336-341]

Inscri pt ion

number (s)

[65J

[1-27]

[28-42]

[43-57]

[58-78]

[79-105]

[106-206]

[214- 230]

[231-280]

[281-335]
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[t -27]

[28-42]

[43-57J
[58-78]

[79-105]

[106-206]

[214-230]

[231-280]

[281-292]

[207-213]

Ronzcvalle, S.
Safar,T -_.

Teixidor, J.

Mashriq, 15. 1912.509-522

Sumer, 7(2), 1951 (Arabic section)l70-84 \

Sumer, 8 (2), 1952 (Arabic section) 183-95 '

Sumer, 9 (2), 1953 (Arabic section) 240-9

Sumer, 11 (I), 1955 (Arabic section) 3-14

Sumer, 17, 1961, (Arabic section) 9- 35

Sumer, 18, 1962, (Arabic section) 21-64

Sumer, 21, 1965, (Arabic section) 31-44
Sumer, 24, 1968, (Arabic section) 3-32

Sumer, 27, 1971, (Arabic section) 3-14
Sumer, 20, 1964, (Enghlish section) 77-82
Syria, 41, 1964, 273-284

I

For Arabic translations of [1-292J, without comment, see: Safar and Mustafa, 1974: 405-41.9.

v
ill.(pl. )42). BRNNY, son of YHBS, the architect, and his son, sculptors.

~ (pl. 242). To tbe remembered BRNNY before SMS (the sun god).

~ (pI. 242). The NYS' (divine eagle) of (the god) MRN and the SMY' (standard) of the family of 'QB'

[4] (pl. 243). GOY [H], sonofZR[Q'l, carved. (the statue 00 NNY (the goddess) for the life of NSR-YHB his son.
To be remembered [with favour"].

~ (pl. 244). The image of. SMY, daughter of 'G', son of'STTY, son of SLW~)K, installed by 'G' her husband,
son of 'B', the priest of 'TR'T' (the goddess). 'B' sculptored, son of 'G' ZRQ'

ill (pl. 244). KNZY, son of 'BY, son of KNZY, installed (this statue). To be remembered with favour.
[8] (pI. 244). To be remembered KNZY, the great coppersmith and carpenter.

- oIv v v V v

[10] (pl. 2~5). To the remembered SMS-'QB, son of 'LH-SMS, son of 'KIjW, son of SMS-f!RYT, son of
'PJ:IW-SMS. ?
[12] (pI. 245) TO be remembered M'N'-- ..,
[13] (pl. 245). TO be remembered GDYHB, son of NSRY, son of 'G', and 'BS', son of 'BONRGWL, the fuller, his

friend, to be remembered with favour befor ZQYQ'; and everyone who remembered him .should be remembered
with kind~ess. '\ -. \

[16] (pl. 245). Remembrance and perpetuation for 'QWB' the ste~ard ~f (the god) [B'LSMY(BRMRY)]N,'son of

/ 'BO-SLM', before B['LS]MYN the "king (?) remembrance and perpetuation for J:lBWS' the architect, son of /
'WBOW, son of 'NNY, before B'LSMYN the king (?).

l!2l (pl. 246). [Remembrance and per] petuation for blessing [before] B'LSMYN the king [and"] the god.

[21] (pI. 246). The image of'TLW the king NTWN'SRY, worshipper of the/god and bless~d by the god.

[24] (pI. 246). 0 BL (the god), to be remembered BRZQYQ' before (the god) MRN and B'SMN the god., with

favour. I (am) 'BOY: I wrote (this); anyone who reads it should be remembered with favour; also may SM'NW be

remembered with favour.... 'oJ

[25] (pI. 246). To be remembered and blessed NSR- YHB, son of 'BO-'LY, son of 'BO-SLM', the chief priest,

before MRN, MRTN, BRMRYN AND B'LSMYN the great gods, to be remembered with favour and kindness, and

to everyone who is a friend, with kindness and favour.

[27]. NSR [ ], son of 'QBSM' BR'Y, the priest of (the god) BRMRYN.

[28] (pI. 247). [ ] SMY', mother of 'BO-SMY' the PSGRY(B)' (crown prince"), son of SNTRWQ the king, for

the life of SNTR WQ the king, father of her sons. v v

[30] (pl. 247). The image of 'BW. daughter of GBLW, installed by'S', son of SMS-LT~, her husband. She died
(in her) year [1 ?] 8. A prayer to (the deities) MRN and MRTN and BRMRYN an~ B'LSMYN and 'TR'T'\for the

punishment of him who killed her and who rejoiced at her misfortune, and for NS' and against the women who

talked about her and said something bad against her honour.
[33]. N$RW the lord (MRY') WLGS.--
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'[)\) ,. I' ,.' 5 tl (\ [) ., 1,,) the imuuc (Slllllle) or \IRI B\\" prleSleSS of [']S[R] HI..
Iqj (pi .,~X) 111 the monrh ,0 llC ~l:dl ~l). _. - ~ v .
_._ - . BRO»)' I ., 'HI) SB l' Sl)11 of HR(Dr the priest. and
[ J dau ch tcr or T"(',I)I{(())\1. invtallcd lor her h~ leI Sl)I1,-" . I . Iri d

-oJ .••. • I ,. ., d" . til' Ilk of cvcr vo nc who IS t ie ir nen .
.HD .. I B \ \ S' 11 i" b ro t hc r. Il) I rh c II' Ii Ic d 11d ,o I' l he IIIe l)IIIell"o 11 s ,111 l)/ C .

SHI has sculpted (lh,,,)
[JS] (pI. 248). In (the month of 'LWL in the year 549 (A.D. 238) the image (statue) of QYMY, daughter ~~
'BD-SMY' the wine merchant (HMR'), the wife of NSR-'QB, the scribe gf (the god) BRMRYN, which 'SRBL the

virgin (goddess) erected for he;self, for her life and for the life of NSR- 'QR, her husband, and for 'BS' his
brother, and (for the life) of all the dwellers inside and outside (the shrine) of BRMRYN and the life of whoever

is dear to them, all of them. v

[36] (pl. 249). In the month TSRY of the year 549 (A.D. 238) the image (statue) of SPRY, daughter of SNTRWQ
the king, son of 'BD-SMY' the king and BTSMY, the mother of the PZGRY(B)' (crown prince"), which installed
for her [ ], son of 'BD-'GYLY, son of STNBL, her friend (or (as Professor J.B. Segal suggested): may I have pity

on herl. ~

[37J (pl. 249). The image (statue) of SIvIY, daughter of SPRY, daughter of SNJRWQ the king, (erected for) her

-[- J son of 'BD- 'GYLY. (Note: for date, see [36]).

[39]. Image of BD' the priest.
[43] (pl. 249). 0 MRN (the god), to be remembered MRHWN, son of M'N', with favour beflore] GW [ ], the

master of singing. v

[46] (pl. 250). Sculpted by 'DY and ZBYDW and Y [HBSY].
[48] (pI. 250). 0 BL ( be god), to be remembered 'G', son of HYRW the tall, with favour before MRL 'T-- . "
[49] (pl. 250). On the ninth day at dawn of the 8 (th day) in (the month 00 TSRY [ ] rest for 'QBN, son of
____ v ~

'QB, the accountant of the temple of B'SMN, who died in TSR [ J....
[51] (pl. 250). 0 BL (the god), to be remembered 'G', son of 'BDSM', the prilest] of (the god) MRLH' (?).

[56] (pl. 25I). The' image (statue) of 'BG-SMY', chief of the standard, son of 'STNQ, son of 'DY. .
[58] (pi. 251), To be remembered 'D'. son of K~Y', son of 'BS', before GND' (the deity of fortune) of the camp

(garrison), with favour and kindness.
[59] (pl. 25 I). To be remembered HP'
_. " v
[60] (pl. 252). The shrine (or: place of cedar, or: house of cedar) which was constructed by MQYM-SMS, son of

WRWD, the steward (?).

[61] (pl. 252). 'BD-MQYM-SM[S].
[62] (pl. 252). In the month MRJ:lSWN of the year 476 (A.D. 165), a shrine (or: place) and a table were built by
'BD-MLKY, son of WHWB', and 'QWB-SMS his son, for their life and for the life of their sons.

[63] (pl. 253). GDWT, the wife (of ?) 'BD-MLK.
[64] (pl. 253). 'QWB-S[MS], soln of 'BD-MLYK].

[65] (pl. 254). In the month KNWN of the year 498 (A.D. 187), A standard was installed by '[B] D-SMY', son of

WHWB', for the invocation of [ J SMY' (standard) of 'WDW.

[66] (pl. 254). The house (dynasty?) of TTNY.

[67] (pl. 255]. With good fortune [ ] for the life of N~RW the lord (MRY'), the chief priest of the god.

[68] (pl. 256). Table of 'BD-[MLYK, son of], son of I;INYN', for his, life and the life of his sons and [ ],

[77] (pl. 256). To be remembered and blessed 'BI:IYRN the smith, before (the god) MRN, with favour and

kindness.
[78] (pI. 257). QR(D)' (reads ?) 'RBY' before MR[N ?].

[79] (pl. 257). The victorious, whose GNDH (fortune) is with the gods, the son of 'BD-SMY' the king, (the statue)

~hi~h was erected on his lucky b~rtheay at which thier family rejoiced, YHBMRYN and 'LKWD, the sons of
SMS-BRK, son of'LKWD, son of SMS-BRK, son of 'LKWD, and their posterity, and YHBRMRYN and 'LKWD

. and thir sons and their descendants outside and within (Hatra T), with our lord the eagle in his kingdom 'and with

GND' {the deity of fortune) of the Arabs and with the standard of MSKN', and with the fortune of SN1RWQ the
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king and his seed and all his sons forever, (either: may \1':\'. son of S:\'!'R \YQ the the king, never. or: the rc.e-on

these nobles left (Hatra) and other people from the sons of their uncles, (" a,,) hy the violence of \1':\' ....on of

SNTR\VQ the king). To be remembered always at lIatra and (in) 'RH\\"Y(\\') (the region of\rahla ").

[80] (pl. 258), The image (statue) of 'BD-'GYL\\", son of 'LK\\·)). son of S\IS-HRt-..:, [ 1 the Ille of hi" "on" and

the life [of his brolther and whomsoever is dear to him, to he remembered with favour. The image ("tatuc) of

[']BD-- 'G YLW, son of 'LK W D, (was installed) by 'Lt-..: \\'[D and] 'BD-S\I Y'. sons of 'B))- '{j Y1.\\' [i n the mon] the

of MRI.1SWN in the year 549 (A.D. 238).

[81], To be remembered and hlesses 'BD-S\1Y', son of S\IS-BRK, with favour and kindc,,, before (the deities)
MRN, MRTN and NRG\VL 10'

.., oJ

(82) (pl. 258). [In the month on the year 4HH (A.D. 178/7) [ ] SI':TR\\'O the king [ ] 5\IS the god [

N~RW the lord (M RY'), to (the dei tics) \1 RI': and \1 RTJ',; and BR\1 R'1':\ (and) 'I.T and S\ IYT' (the rcliuio ux
standard),

v
[85] (pl. 258). To be remembered 'S'1', son of SDY\1.., '.,
[92] (pl. 259). To be remembered 'BSY, son of '{j' 'SY', with favour.

v
[93] (pl. 259). To be remembered NDR, son of 'G', son od NSRY, son [- ." """[94] (pl. 259). SLWK, son of 'SIT, son of SL\\'K, son of S\1S-HRYT. the steward.- . .
[96] (pI. 259). To be remembered 'BD, son of 'BS' with favour.

[98] (pl. 259). To be remembered NB\VBN', son of 'DB, the fuller (or: the short), w ith favour and with [ ].

[100] (pl. 259), 0 BL (the god), to be remembered NSR- YHB, the confidant.

[101] (pl. 259). To be remembered NSRY, son of 'BD-\lLYK, and 'BD(Y) his son, before <the god) \IR;-";. with

favour. May HNY, son of YH[ ] BGN, to (the god) MRN, to whoever reads this inscription and does not

pronounce (words) and is silent, be remembered.

[102] (pl. ~.59), To be remembered WR\VD, Son of 'ORBN, with favour.

[103] (PI-\259): OL [ ] (a deity), to be remembered 'BDMLK, son of 'BDMLK, with favour.

[104] (pl. 2'59). 0 BL (the god), to be rememered i'Bl.r-Slvl Y', son of BBY the fuller (or: the short).
-- 'l/. OJ

[106] (pl. 260), [Z]BYDW and YHBSY [sons of] BRNNY the architect, son of YHBSY the architect, whom the god

taught in a dream. ."v

[107] (pl. 260). [ ] son of 'B', [son of] GDY, son of [']BYG R, son of KBYR[\\'], from the tribe of RP-S\1S, (I)

was helpful to SMS the great god, the benefactor, (in the construction of the) BYT J:IDY' 'L Y' (higher "joy" house

?), th~ shrine of the chief temple which (the god) BRMRYN extended for ~MS (the god) his father. For his life'

and the life of whoever is dear to LWK(R).

[108] (pl. 260). In the month [']DR 422 (A.D. 112).

[109] (pl. 260). 'B', the steward of (the god) BRMRYN.

[110] (pl. 260). The image (statue) of SLWK the chief, son of YMLK.

[112] (pl. ,)60). The image (statue) of SNTRWO, s.?n of SNTRWQ, the master of the hunt, installed for hi,m by

YHBRMR',YN, son of 'BD-SMY', the follower of SPRY (presumably the princes~: see [36] (A .D. 238».

[113] (pl. 260). The image (statue) of 'LKWD, son of 'STNQ, son of"NTWN' SR.

[114). [The imge (statuel] of [LKWD, son of 'S]TNQ, son of NT\\!N'SR.

[116] (pl. 260). GZBRY, son of NSR-YHB, the steward, to be remembered before (the god) BRMRYN, he and

whoever is dear to him. "
[117]. 0 MRN (the god), to be remembered 'G', son of RHZW, son of NSR', with favour.

[118). 0 MRN (the god), to be remembered ~P'~W, son of RZHW, V:ith favour and kindness.

[119]. 0 MRN (the god), to be remembered SMS-J:lR YT, son of MTLS.

[120). To be remembered SNTRWQ the king.
'"'[i2l]. 0 MRN (the god), to be remembered J:IP'ZW, son of RZHW 'v with favour.

[122] (pl. 261). 0 BL (the god), to be remembered 'BDLY, son of 'STT-

[123] (pl. 261). 0 BL (the god), to be remembered '51'1, son of WR WD the lord (MR V').

[126] (pI. 261). To be remembered 'BD-SMY', son of I:fP'ZW(Y).--- 209



[127] (pi 2(1) 0 HI. (the god). tn be remembered '\\'I) PDIIS' before (the god) BR\IRYJ\:.

[129] (pi 2(1). 0 HI. (the god l. to he remembered IIR YS, with favour.

[131] (pl. 2(1). In SHr or the vcar [ ], .

[I 34] (pi 26 I). Tn be remembered SRT'. son of -w Y<..;'

[139] (pi 26 I) The unagc (statue) of ~SR - YII H. son of :\[Y]II R' son of SNTR \\'0 the king, installed by ~INYS

the confidant. for the life of S:\TR \\'0 the king and for the life of \lNYS. v

[140] (pi 2(1). (The image (statue) of) the \IR' (lord. or: master) KPY'. so]n] of \\...GS \IR' (lord, or: master),

installed by '8'. the chief of his guards. for his life.

[141] (pl. 2(1), [0 B]1. (the god). to be remembered R PS' son of 'BD- 'G YI.\\·, and 'SR - BRK [ ] 5\15,
[143] (pl. 26 J). The image (statue) of S\\'Z:'\HI. HTHS' (chief of thc army").

[144], The image (statue) of \\'R\\'!) the steward. son '01' HRl\SR' the steward, for thc life of SNTR\\'O thc king,

[145] (p). 2(1) [ ] installed for him 11) BRKI.H'. (son of) 'BDS\IS. the priest (of the god) NRG\\'L, thc chief of

guards,
~ ~

[146] (pl. 2(2), To bc remembered \IKY. son of/:,\SRY. blessed before (the deity) SHYR\\' To be remembered
v •

\11. YK\\' son of R B!'\:. and blessed before (the deity) SI}YR\\'

[150] (pl. 26n, With favour. 'BD-SI.\I' ~\I\\' (the archer"), to be remembered before you,

[153] (pl. 262>, To bc remembered with favour II B'. son of 'BD- 'G YL\", before (the deities) \IR Nand SHR \V

[ ],
" v v

[156] (pl. 262). To be remembered HRYS\\' son of S\IS-'QB. with favour.__ • 01

[160] (pl. 262>, 0 BL <the god), to be rcmebcrcd ['BD]I.Y, son of HYRS', before (the deities) T\'IR Nand r..,IRTN and-- .
[BRi\I]RYN, with favour, v v .,

[161] (pl. 262).0 BL (the god). to be remembered 'TYS. son of Sl\IS-'QB, before (the god) i\·IRN. To be-- ~

remembered 'RSK ("), with favour.
'" .

[164] (pl. 263). To be [rernemberlcd NSR-YIIB. son of QYl\ITY. D ('?) BH' (the sacrificcr '?) of thc king, with-- -.
favour.

[166] (pl. 263). To be remembered with favour SL\\'K, son of RHMNY ..., .
[167] (pl. 263). To be remembered 'BD-NSR'. son of 'BD-GYL\\', with favour before (the god) MRN.

[170] (pl. 263) ..To be remembered with favour SI.\YK, son of RHMNY (cf 166).

[P6] (pl. 263). To be remembered 'B'

[177] (pl. 263). \Vith favour, TMLT, son of 'BD-HDD,
-- v
[181] (pl. 263). 0 MRN <the god), to be rememered 'BD-'SR, son of'STNQ.
-- "'II
[183] (pl. 263). To be remembered JjR YS\\', son of NSR- YH B.

[184] (pl. 263). 0 MRN (the god), to be remembered TYMLT, son of 'QYB', son of TYM, forever before all the

gods with favour.
v ." .,

[187] (pl. 263). To be remembered HRYS\", son of SMS-'QB.

[188] (pl. 263). The image (statue) of lj" the .prince (?), (which) erected to him M (?) TLYSM and 'W'
-- "0.0# •

[189] (pl. 264). [ M]'NW [ ] SBS', son of [WR W]D the lord (MRY'), 'BYD (?).

[190] (pl. 264). [BRY)' the smith, s[on ].--.,.., 'II'"
[192] (pl. 264). KRS', son of [H]N-SMS, gave an ingot for his life and for the life of HN-SMS his son, and (for

the life 00 his brothers.
~

[193] (pl. 264), The image (statue) of WLGS, king of the Arabs, (which) installed for him GR'LHT, son of HYY.

[194] (pl. 264). The" image (statue) of SNTRWQ, king of [the Arabs], thevictonous, son of [N]SRW the lord
(MRY'), son of [N]SR-YHB. .

[195] "({pI. 264). The image (statue) of SNTR WQ the king, son of 'BD-SMY', king of the Arabs, installed for him

by NSR-YHB, the steward of (the god) MRN, son of ZYD'LT, for the life of 'BD-SMY', his\son, the [P]SGRB(Y)'
(crown prince ").

[196] (pI. 264). The image (statue) of SNTR WQ, king of the Arabs, son of NSR W the lord (MRY').

[197] (pl. 264). SNTRWQ, king of the Arabs, son of NSRW the lord (MRY').--.,;. .
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[198] (pl. 264). [ ] NYHR', son of [S]NTRWQ, kirr[g of] the Arabs.

[199] (pl. 265). This portico was built by SNTRWQ, king of the Arabs, son of NSRW the lord (MRY[']).

[2~0] (pl. 265). NJ:lTB, son of SMY', [ ] (the god) MRN gave to 'QY B', which he installed in the house of
NSR-YHB.

[202] (pl. 265). (The third altar): The master of singers (or: smiths). (The fourth altar): TW'Y, the carpenter of
SNTRWQ the king. .

[203] (pl. 265). The image (statue) of 'B D-SLM', son of BR'Y, the tutor of SNTR \ArQ (II), the king of the Arabs,

the victorious, son of 'BD-SMY' (the king), installed for him by 'G' [ ]. .
v V v

[204] (pl. 265). SMS-'QB, son of 'WYD-'SR.

[207] (pl. 266). 'BN', the architect, and his assistants built the customs _house; to be remembered. (See F. Safar,
~, 27, 1971, 14.) "

[211] (pl. 266). To be remembered NBW the builder (BN').

[212] (pl. 266). BRNBW the shoemaker, (son of) 'SY', and his friends.

[214] (pl. 266). In the year 409 (A.D. 97/8) the tribe of TYMW and the tribe of BL 'QB built (this) shrine to

NRGL at their own expense, for their life and the life of their fathers.
v

[215] (pl. 266). To be remembered 'STT, the scribe, before (the god) BRMRYN.

[216] (pl. 267). KP'NNY, son of 'DY, the archiltect.]

[217] (pI. 267). KP'NNY, son of 'DY, the architect.
-- ,,\I

[218] (pI. 267). To be remembered SMS-'DRY, the steward, and 'BD-'LH', MQYMW B' (either: the general

collector of taxes (Safar's translation); or: the personal name MQYMW with some other element).

[219] (pl. 268). 'STR', the trumpet player.
-- v.., 'V

[22 I] (pl. 268). To be remembered GD-YHB, the steward, and 'STT, the scribe. Carved by SMS-YHB and HBYB.

[223] (pl. 268). The image (statue) of 'PRHT, the steward of the Arabs, installed to him by 'QB', the ste~ard of
-- \I"
(the god) BRMRYN, son of SMSY, the steward, for the life of 'BD-SMY' the king (reigning in A.D. 192/3) his

lord, and for the life of his sons.

[224] (pl. 268). The image (statue) of 'PRHT, the steward, son of 'PRHT, the steward, installed for him by 'QB',

the steward of (the god) BRMRYN. (For the date, see [223].)

[225] (pl. 269). 'B' the arlchitec]t offered to (the god) N[R]GWL 'SPK ("). May 'B' himself be blessed, and his

sons..
\I \I ~

[227] (pl. 269). 'WYD-'SR [ ] to (the god) SMS.

[229] (pl. 269). The image (statue) of SNTRWQ the king, the victorious and the benefactor, son of 'BD-SMY' the
-- • \I

king, installed for him in the month [ ] TSRYN.
\I \I v

[230] (pl. 270). 0 MRN (the god), to be remembered before your feet SMS-BRK, son of MHRD'T, BRS', son of-- .., "
M'NW, and SMS-BRK, son of 'WYD-'LT, with favour forever.

[231] (pl. 270). [ ] the chief of the Arabs, and SNTRWQ (I), the king of the Arabs, son of N~RW the lord

(MRY'). .., ..,
[232] (pl. 270). (a) Altar of MR' (the lord, or: master). (b) SMS-YHB, son of G(')GLY' the architect, the builder of

the shrine of (the god) MRN.

(c) Altar of SNTRWQ the lord (MRY').

(d) 'G' ZRQ', son of G(')GLY', the architect of (the shrine of) BRMR'y'N the god, the barefoot, the recluse.

[233]. WRWD the lord (MRY'; inscribed on an iwan wall in the main sanctuary, Hatra).
-- oJ

[234]. BRNNY, son 'YHBSY son of W (?).
,p35f 0 MRN and MRTN" and BRMRYN and SMY' (the standard) and GND' (the deity of fortune) (all deities),

jbefore. you, SLMN, son 'of 'QB [ ], son of DRSY [ ], to be remembered. This inscription was written in the
v

Imonth TSRY [ l.
'J236].; ~BD "LH['], son of 'TPSR " to be. remembered.
. . ..", v .-
[237], SMS1.YH[B] the sculptor.
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[240] (pl. 27)). GO', son of BR'Y, son of DRY', (offered) J\fN Y' (a weight) to the altar of the shrine.

[241] (pI. 271). 33 MNYN (a weight), for the life of his brothers and his sons.
[242] (pl. 27)). [ ] offered 'SLM and KS [ ], sons of YHYB\V _ and [ ] YHYBW, son of QDM, his brother,

[fr]om the (tribe of the) 'SYL Y'. 54 'STR (a weight) [ ]. For the date, see [243]).

[243] (pl. 27)). [In the monlth KNWN of428 (A.D. 116) 'SLM, so~ o~YHYB\V, (from the tribe of the) 'SYLY',

offered 3 MNYN (a weight) [ ] 15, for his life and the life of ~MS-BRK, son of 'YZL', his lord (MRH).

[244] (pl. 272). [ ] 100 10 5 (?) YHYBW, (from the tribe of thc}'SYLY', brought 10 MNYN (a weight) to make

an altar (?) for his life.
[245] (pl. 272). [ ] 'BYGR, son of KBYRW, son of 'BYGR, brought 8 'S (of the) Parthian (?) weight to make an

altar (?) for his life amd the life of his sons.

[248]. To be remembered 'BYD" with favour before (the god) BRMR YN.

[250]. N~RW the lord (MRY').

[251]. To be remembered '1' 'QB, the steward.

[266]. WRWD the lord (MRY').

[267]. WRWD the lord (MRY').
[272] (pI. 272). In the [monlth 'YR of the year 449 (A.D. 138), the wall and gate which N~R[W] the lord (MRY')

built in the house (of the) god (s) (BYT 'LH', the main sanctuary, Bait Alaha), [for his life and the life of] his sons
'oJ v

and brothers and for the life of the favourites of the lord who built the house (BYT, temple) of SMS the god [ ]

the house (of the) god (s) (BYT 'LH', main sanctuary) built (or: standing). I, 'BD-'LH', son of TPSR', son of
v

N~RW, built them for the life of NSR-YHB the llord (MR[Y']) and] the life of (his) solns].
[273]. NSRW the lord (MRY').-- . '"
[274] (pI. 272). N~RW the [I]ord ([M]RY'), [N]SR-YH[B] the lord (MRY').

[277]. [ ] son [ ] to 'BD-SMY' the king.

[278]. The cella of YHYBW, the steward, son of MRY', the steward.

[279]. To be remembered GDYHB, son of 'DRY, the priest, son of NBWDYN, with favour before (the god)

NRGWL, DHSPT (the guard").
• • v v

[180] (pI. 272). The standard of the tribe of 'QLT, which belongs to (the god) BRMRYN, son of SMS the god.

[281] (pl. 273). Invocation to (the deities) MRN (our lord) and MRTN (our lady) and BRMRYN (the son of our

two lords) against whoever takes a tent or a sledge-hammer or a shovel and an axe or a pick and a basin and a

crowbar and a hoe belonging to the work of (the god) BRMRYN and whoever takes one of the leather flasks

belonging to (the god) BRMRYN, the dream has shown that he shall surely be stoned.

[283] (pl. 273). The banqueting place of 'BD-S[M]Y' the bleacher, for those who love him.
'"[285] (pl. 274). The image (statue) of WLGS the lolrd] (MR[Y']).

-- v
[286] (pl. 274). The image (statue) of MYS', the priest, son of [ ] plries]t [ l, which belongs to WLGS, the king:\
[installed to] him 'BD-'GY[LW I.
[287] (pI. 274). [ ] for the life of SNTRWQ, the king of 'RBY' (Arabaya, Arabia Arab lands) and 'BD-8MY' I

PSGRYB' his son, for the life of [ ]' and the life of his ~ons J l. ' , ,

[288] (pl. 275). (c) In the month NYSN of the year [4] 60 (A.D. 149), I, ['B]NB, son of [N]SRW, sonof'B', the
brother of G RML1', the chief, I erected PKR' (altar") to the (deity) frotune • '

(a) 'R[ ]BY [ ]W (?) (the province of Arabia?) (and) I erected my image for the life of M'NW the lord (MRY'),
and the life of BRZL and BD' his sons

I

(b) The (deity) fort~nevof 'R[ ]B [ ) on the 14th day in the year 420 (?) after one day [ ] by one week [
for that to R~M-SMS, son of I/RYSW, son of [ ]
(d) Before (?)

[289] (pl. 276). To be remembered ZBDY, the scribe. To be remembered BR-NSR', the sculptor.

[290] (pI. 276). In the year 504 (A.D. 192/~) the arcade [ ] the great table for (the god) BRMRYN [ ] the

confi~ant, the priest from the tribe of HRNPS [ ], 13 KPP;/ (in the) (arches) and the closed part of the wall, for

the life of 'BD-SMY' the kinjg] and for the life of every member of his family and for the life of r 1 /
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[292] (pl. 277). The image (statue) of \\·).\\\·R.

[293] (pl. 277). In the mon(11 1.l/YR:" of the year 400 i [ 1. the tribes of '1 Y\I\\' a nd BI.'QB built d tomb

Nobody shall cremate their dead bones. (:\'ote: found in the <arne tomb <.1\ [~t)-ll. .r 3)

[294] (pl. 277). In the month '1 SRY of the year 420 L\. D lOX). HR:" Y' built [ I ('.:ote: Iou nd 111) he <.unc tomb
.>:as [293], J 3). .

[295] (pl. 27S). To be, remembered R(D)BY, the carpenter, son of 'HD-S\IY', bcrfo rc :"IUd., the chief ol>guarLl\

[297] (pl. 27R). \\'ith! favour, to be remembered R\I\\', son of SB\\', before (the god) \IR'.: and the GJ)' (dc itv of

fortune) of the gate, forever.
v v

[305] (pl. 27R). To be remembered YIIB-S\lS. the architect.

[333] (pl. 27S). SNTR\\'O the pious. son of 'B[D]-S\IY' the king, son of S:"T[R\\'O]

[334] (pl. 278). SNTR\\'O the pious built V ] YIIH-S\lS. the architect. son ~)f IIY[ ]

[335] (pl. 279). [ l' buillr] S\1 II of ~~R \\. ['I~R \\. and his descendants r ] 'STT, the architect

[336] (pl. 279). (As [I] (q v.), hut with the lower part missing).

[338]./ln the month 'DR of the year 444 (A.D. 133), the table was erected by 'BD-'LII', son of TPSR' to S\IY'

(the religious standard) which belongs to (the goddess) \IRT:". for the life of :\'SR-YIIB the lord (\IRY') and for

the life of N~RW the cldcr.,
"[341] (pl. 280). [SN]TR\VO the pious, son of 'HD-S\IY' the king, [ ] and with the :"SR' (the religious eagle)

MRN (the god) for the wisdom of his father r I ,111<.1 the rule of those who succeeded him.

on Wadi Hauran [WHI-81

/These inscriptions were published by F. Safar, Sumcr, 20 1964, 9-27. Safar's numbering has been followed

here, but the numbers have been prefaced with a \\'H, to distinguish them from those found at Hatra itself and

given the same numbers.

[WHJ]. In the month 'DR of the year 409 (A.D. 98), ZBYIY, son of 1I\\'\II., camped (planted") during the

strategia (governorship) of MR [ ], and pastured (his animals) here at' S'DY. Greetings [ ]. May GD', the

herald, be prosperous. May B'LY ML' 'LH (?) W be prosperous.

[WH2]. And HYRN, son of SM'WN, son of ZBYD' In the month 'DR, the year 409 (A.D. 98).
--_." v v
[WH 3]. To be remembered 'NS ('?), SO~1 of 'M YN (?), TYM H', son of TYMS'[D\\l and O\\'P', son of SRY K\V,-- , .
(son 00 YRJ:lY, who parstured (their animals) here. (In) the year (when) ZBYD' (son of ") J:1\\'\lL (camped here).

[WH4]. In the month 'DR, the year 409 (A.D. 98) [ ].
-- v
[WH5]. In the month 'DR, the year 40[9] (A.D. 98), ZBYD', son of H\VML, was here [ ]. The tribe of MSKN'
-- ., \ v '..,

from TYM' [ ], HGGW, son of NS', J-:lRS' l ] and '\\'YD' [ ] and SKYY, son of-:BT, NB\\'L', (son of) YR~

(?) [ ].

[WH8]. Greetings. In the month 'DR, the year 409 (A.D. 98). To be remembered and blessed TYMRS\V and

H'GGW, the sons ofTYM', (son 00 SWYD', and ZBYD', son ofTYM'MD, (son 00 MSK\V, (and) YRB'L", son of

TYM', (son 00' BRYK (?).

(iii) Sa'adiya (site no. 35) (pl. 280)

Publications, in chronological order, have been as follows:

Safar, F., Sumer, 17, 1961, (Arabic section) 36-40;

Caquot, A., Syria, 40, 1963, 12-14;

Teixidor, J., Syria, 41, 1964, 273-279;

Aggoula, B., MUSJ, 47, 1972, 45-49;

Milik, J.T., Dedicaces faites par des dieux, Paris, 1972, 167,356,398;

Aggoula, Semitica, 27, 1977, 138-143.

In the month NYSN (of the year) 436 (A.D. 125), a garden (or: stopping place, or: stage) and altar of the god
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\IRI.II' ~)r QRQBS, w ho li vcd in the I.lP (\\e1I'?L which made 'BD-T\', son of DI.1'Y, THE interpreter of

people \\ Ill' "l'l' dreams.•uid he ha~ m.utc <I gurdcn (~)I': ~lOppin~ place. or. stugc) for (the god) l'RG\\'L which

hcllln~s t~) liSPS' \\ Ill' live... in \11 II' ItH the life or his father and brother and his sons, and for everyone. may

he he remembered \\ ith li.l\ our

(iv ) Qhr Ibn 'air (site no. 71) (pi ~:-:())

Publications Safar. F.. Sumcr. 17. 1961, (Arabic section) 41-41; Caquot. :\., Syria, 40, 1963,14.v .,

In the mont h SBT of the ~ ear 44:-: L\. D I J 7), the tomb (remains) belongs to ZB YD\\', son of RPS', and to
w v v ..,
S\IS-YIIB. his son [ ] IBYD\\ son [ ] S\IS Ilis lord

(v ) 'Ibru ·\I-Saghi~ ra (site no 2()9) (pi 2:-: I)

Public.uion. :\I-:\Ioosi, S.. Sumer. I () (I L 1954. (Arabic section) 145-51.

In the month QN\\'I\ of the year 195 (116 B C) (or 495 t: :\.D. IHJ? See ubov c. p 73)
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Introduction

The unique position of l Iatra as a powerful Arab kingdom heron: the rise of lxl.un len a deep imprc ........ ron on

the minds of later Arab poets and historians. So it is not perhaps inappropriate to include here a brief review 01

their contribution. Poems on l l at ra and its violent destruction in :\ J) ~41 wcrc al rcudv he mg composed in\rahic

before the end of the Islamic period: Arab historians. however. \\ rote later. in the earlier Ixlanuc period. and often

made use of what thc poets had said.

Sources

(a) Poets

The following comprises a small selection of poems composed in thc period after l latras destruction in .\1)

241, at a time whcn a similar kingdom. of the late Sasanian period. was rising in southern vlc ....oporanuu .•ll

AI-J:lira. These poems wcrc quoted hy later A rab historians. such as :\ l-Tabar i (1961: \'01. 2. p 4()- SOL

AI-Mas'udi (1966. vol. 2. p. 4(4), Ibn Khaldun (1956. vol 2. [l .q·n Yuq ut Al-flamawi (1906: \01. 3. p.

290-292), AI-Asbahani (192~ vol 2. p. 139-142), lbn.Vl.v Athir (1357 II: \'01 I. p. 303-3(4) and .\I-BaKn

(J 945: vol. I, p. 33X).

Abu Dawud AI-Ai~'adi

I see death hanging over Al-Hadhr. over

the lord of its people, AI-Satru n

Ibn 'Umran bin AI-liar bin Qu~a'ah

We, a gathering of 'Ilaf faced them

with strong. fearless horses.

Thus Faris were received with exemplary

punishment from us, and we killed the fire

worshippers of Shah raz ur.

We invaded the 'A'ajim from afar, in a

crowd flaring up like a desert:

AI-' A 'sha Maimun bin Qa~'s

This poet was born in Yamarnah inA rabia in the pre-Islamic era. He died in A. D 6 ~ 9. He was described as a
• (ol

')ol)messenger bet ween the Persian and Arab kings.

Have you not seen AI-I)adhr and its people

living in happiness, and is he, who lives

in happiness, eternal? Shapur established

his army in it for two years. But his

god did not help increase his power, when

his god observed his deeds. He did not

carry out vengeance and die an honourable

death with sword in hand.

and that death is feared only by those who

surrender.



't· ma r I hI) 'l h

II<I\~ vou IWI been saddened b~ the spreading

new s about \\ hal confronted the leaders

of the death of .vt-Dhai/an. hi-, fcllow« and

the brave protectors of t he regiment \\ hich

belong;... to Tavid Shapur invaded them

with clcphunt-, and soldiers and dcst rovcd

the pilllars of .\ I-Ll adhr. \\ hose remnants \\ ere

hkc lumps of non

't'd,' hin Zaid

This poet. bor n in \ D ~~(). lived In :\I-I.~ira and was "'did to hav c been to first person to write in Arabic in

the "Di wan" office of Choxroc .... the Sasanian king. and to h.iv c been the private interpreter between the king

and the\rabs 'L d~ .il-,o acted as Sasa man rcprcscnt arivc 10 the 13) z.mtinc emperor in Constantinople. I.atcr in

. . C ,I \ I II' 11.1 ' , I' 1 \ I) _c ,I..I7 II r 5 t) () I ~'I , Ihis life he rct urncu III . -. Ira. c ureu In ,1l10Ul : .. 1'"

Al-Dh.u/an. his power c vtcn dcd from t hc Tigris

10 the Khabur. w ho buill .\I-lIadhr of

marble and enveloped it w ith limestone. and

made it so high that birds had their nests

on its top. Still. it \\ as not feared h~

fate. and \\as therefore reduced 10

dcst itution

(h) Historians

The early Arab historians who wrote about Hatra and its end depended mainly on the Arab poets of the

AI-I.Jira area who had been active from about three centuries after the city was destroyed in A.D. 241. Two

h d .I. d b I I" k .. f II .. C ( ) S (·PJ(, ) () . (~ 'J7IC aracicrs were eserine y t re ustorians as II1gs 0 atra at Its fall. 1\1- atrun and AI- Dhaizan

Some of these sources say that Satr un and Dhaizan were the same person, while others make them two separate

individuals.

AI-Tabari. Muhammad I hn Jarir

(~l)X)

This historian lived from A.D. 839-923. He settled and died at Baghdad.

He slates (vol. 2, p. 47- 50) that Satrun, called Dhaizan by the Arabs, was at Hatra.

(4'i4) "I-Zirklh, 1970 \01 R, 300-301. Sharkhu. 1967: 357-399.

(495) "I-/irkl!. 1970. vo] X, 161; Shaikhu, 1967: 4]9-474.
(496) This j" very likely a corruption of the recorded Hatrenc royal name SN'!I{\\Q

(-l971 Dhaizan j" "did in both old modern Arab dictionaries 10 mean "confidant" or "\<1\ collector". it can also signify the person

\\ 110 marries t hc divorced or widowed wife of h ix own father Two st.uucs of gods n.uued .vl-Dhaizun were said to have been

placed at the gall' of \I-I.lira hy vl unthir the Great (Ibn Manzur. 1956. vol. I J. p. 254~ \l-Zahidi. 196Cl: vol. 9, p. 263- 164.

(-ltJS) Kahhalah , 1960: vol 9. p. l-lh-147.
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Ibn I-Iusham, 'Abd AI-Malik Ibn Ayub

Ibn Husham was born at Basrah and died in Egypt in A.D. 828. (499)

He indicates (vol. I, 76-77) that Satrun was king of Hatra.

AI-Mas'udi, Ali Ibn Hussein

AI-Mas'udi lived in Baghdad, and died in Egypt in A.D. 957. (500)

He says (vol, 2, 401-404) that Satrun, the king of Hatra, was the son of Asytrun, the king of the Assyrians,

and that Nu'man, son of Munthir, the king of AI-J:lira, was the son of Satrun. He also states that both Satrun

and Asytrun were titles held by Arab kings of the Syrian people. AI-Mas'udi separates Satrun and Dhaizan,

saying that Dhaizan was the son of Me'awiyah from the Arab tribe of the Quda'a and became the king of Hatra;

he allied himself with the Romans. but his rule ended with the month-long siege of the city by Shapur.

Ibn Khaldun, Abd AI-Rahman

This historian was born in A.D. 1332, and died in Cairo in 1406. (501)

According to him (vol. 2, p. 290), the king of Hatra was one of the king of city states of this area. who led an

army of 400,000 soldiers, collected from these states in Iraq and Persia, against the Romans; he captured Antioch

and arrived at the Gulf. Then Ardashir, son of Papak, captured Antioch and arrived at the Gulf. Then Ardashir,

son of Papak, captured Mosul and Iraq (here called the Sa'wad), and advanced to Al-f-:lira, where the nomad

Arab tribes of the Tanukh forced him to leave the region. Ibn Khaldun regarded Satrun as the king of Hatra, and

repeats what AI-Tabari and Al-Mas'udi had said about him.

AI-Hamdhani, Ibn AI-Faqih

He says (pl. 129) that Satrun, the king of Hatra, was succeeded by Dhaizan from the Arab tribe of the Quda'a,

he attacked the Sasanians in a battle which took place in Shurzur.

One other interpretation could be mentioned here, as it depends to a certain extent on these early Arab

writers. Safar and Mustafa (1974: 35), using their evidence, concluded that during the decline of Hatra in the late

Parthian period many Arab tribes entered Iraq from the west, while the Sasanians came in from the east. They

suggested that these tribes were allied to one another under the general name Tanukh (meaning "alliance"), and

founded Al-Hira as their base, after which they scattered into Iraq and Syria; then the area of these tribes was

invaded by Shapur, the Sasanian king. with the result that they went to Hatra under the direction of Dhaizan, son

of Me'awiyah AI-Tanukhi, and they were protected within its city wall. The authors supposed that this leader

(Dhaizan) allied himself with SNTR\\"Q II (that is, Satr un), the Hatrene king, after A.D 238. when Hatra was at

its peak, and that both SNTR\\'Q II and Dhaizan shared the war against the Sasanians, during which Hatra was

besieged and ultimately destroyed.

(499) ,\I-Zirki\i. \lJ70' \"ol...t. p. 314.

(500) :\I-Zirkli. 1970: \"01. 5. p. 86.

(501) AI-Zirkili. 1970. '·01. 4. 106.
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AA

A.A.S.1.

Abb.

AION

AJA

AMI

ANRW

AS

A.S.1.

BASOR

BCA

BM

BSOAS

c.

CAD

cf.

CIS

em.

cp.

C.S.I.

D.G.A.I.

diam.

ed (s).

et al.

EW

fig.

GJ

ht.

HT

IA

IGJ

ILN

1M
JAOS

JESHO

JGIS

JNES

JNI

JO

JRAS

JRGS

.. ABBREVIATIONS

Inscription number in Appendix I

Pottery catalogue number in Chapter 6

Jahrbuch des deutschen archaologischen Instituts, Arch"ElOlogischer Anzeiger, Berlin

Atlas of Archaeological Sites in Iraq,

Abbildung

Annali dell 'Istituto U niversitario Orientale di Napoli

American Journal of Archaeology

Archaeological Maq of Iraq, Raghdad

A ufstieg und Niedergang der romischen Welt, Tiibingen

Anatolian Studies, London

Archaeological Sites in Iraq

Bulletin of the American School of Oriental Research

Bulletin of the College of Arts, College of Arts, University of Baghdad

Bibliotheca Mesopotamica

Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, London

circa

Assyrian Dictionary

compare

Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum

centimetres

compare

Census Statistics for Iraq, Baghdad

Directorate-General of Antiquities of Iraq, Baghdad

diameter

editor (s)

et alii (and others)

East and West (New Series), Rome

figure

The Geographical Journal

height
Hatra, site catalogue number of object

Iranica Antiqua
Iraq Geographical Journal

Illustrated London News
Iraq Museum, Baghdad (with catalogue number)

Journal of the American Oriental Society
Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, Leiden

Journal of Geography of I raq Society

Journal of Near Eastern Studies, Chicago

Journal of Numismatics in Iraq

Jaabericht ex Oriente Lux
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of London,
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JRS

JSOR

k m

I.

LE

m.

MOOG

i\1xI

Ml\l,\1

MUSJ

I\I.S.R.I.

n.

NC

NESE

p.

PBA

pI.

PSBA

q.v.

RA

ref.

S.O.A.H.

vol (s).

\\T.

\VO

'lVDOG

ZDMG
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Journal or Roman Studies

Journal of the Society of Oriental Research

kilometres

length

Lands East, Washington

metres

l\litteilungen der deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft, Berlin

Mosul Museum (with catalogue number)

Memoires de la Mission Archeologique en Iran, Paris

Melanges de I'll niversite Saint-Joseph, Beirut

Meteorological Service: Rain fall in Iraq

note

Numismatic Chronicle

Neue Ephemeris fur Semitische Epigraphik

page

Proceedings of the British Academ)

plate

Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology

which should be seen

Revue Archeologique

reference

State Organization of Antiquities and Heritage, Baghdad

volume (s)

width

Welt des Orients

Wissenschaftliche Veroffentlichungen der deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft

Zeitschrift der deutschen M orgenlandischen Gesellschaft
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AI- Fari sivah , ~9

AI II a ra m, 9 I

AI-Iladhr. set.' Ilatra

AI-Iii ra . 97. 2 I 7- 2 I 9
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Arah poets, 29,107,217-218

Arab t r i he s. 2 9, 32, 34, 94, 9 6 - 98 , I 0 I, I ()3 - I 04 ,

110, 139, 195-196, 208-209, 212-21.1, 219

Arah writers. see g~ograplu.·rs, hivtor ian v, poets

Aramaean, 98

Aramaic, 20, 22, 34, 47, 52-54, 73, 86,

9~, 95-99, 104, n s, 121, 126-127, 129-1.10,

135, 139, ISO, 160, 172, 190, 197

Arbl I (Arbela), 32, 98

Archaic per lod , 90, 96- 99
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arehitcct , 116, 2()7, 207. l09. 211. 113

Ardashir I, 34,104,106,114,1.16,153,219

Arm~nia, 32, 98, 102
tv-:-:

arrowsl it s, 120,144-146,149.151-152.
l- -

Arsaces (Arshaq J, 94, cf. 'RSK

Arsacid , 96, 98, I 18

Arslan , 3-1

Artabanus II, uo

Ashkar (dcpression}, 27

Assur, 17,26,2<1, T:', 4~, 54, 56, X4-87, 91, 95,

116. 128, 138. 143, 181, 184-186, 18Q, )91

A~'ria, 94-95
AS"iH!ar, iJ-14., 2 c', 31. 39, 43-5\, ~~!-6Q" 83,

85, H7- ~ d!: 9 L q 4- 95, I 19, I H9, I (} 7. 202. .205,

2.9
·\~ ..trun, 219

J\~3h{::::, 34, Hli

AtargaHs (goddess, 'TR "T'), EI" l29, l34, 207
/ /

Atttc. t 43 '
August {month, 'B), 135

Ayad , 32

Azerbaija« (Atropatene), 32

'3 (month), 135

'8" 98. 9t), res. 150, 190, :fQ-10S, 207,

209·-2 I 2
<I

Sa 'ai , 30, 84
'It V

Ba "alshamin (god), see BLSM'VN

Baalbek , 125, 133

Ba 'araha~'a, 36

Bahylou, 96, 104, 184

Babylouia, 26, 56, 9 r, 96-98

Babylonian, H7. 134

Bact ri a, 150- I 51
Baghdad, 28 . .l0--D, 4H, 72, 8.1, 91. t 58

Bahadra. 32, 36

Baijan. 79, f()5

Baiji.16, .W, 137
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Ba i II A1- '\ a h ra i II. .1 2
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17,29,90-94.10.1-105.116-119. 123-12·L 126.

12H-IJ4. 1.18. ISJ. 169-170, 17"'-177. IX2,

211-212

Baker (f ri he l, J.t

Bakru (king). 101

Balad (Balat, Eski \lo..lIJ). 40. 6.1. 8X

ha II i ,1 a. J] 7

Ba(I(Pi, 27- 28. .1 I, .t 0. 8.t

Hari ma , .11. S7

Bartl "id • .16

Barsamia, lOS

Baxhmauah , 27, 49, 5.1

Bavilcuv (r ivcr l, 29

ha "ii Ii ca , 7.t

Ba ..rah , 219

Haza bd i , JL .16

BU', 99, 20X. 212

'BU, 115, 209

'BD-'(;\ L\\, 115,209-210

'BD-'(;\ L\' (?), 20(~

'BD-III;' 2Ui

'B D-- 'Ln' , I' 5, 21 i - 2 i J

'B P- LB\\' S'. J.()H

,B ~~ f .Y, 2() t; --2 W

'BD-M!K., J 15, 1U9

'nD-MI.KY, 208

'BD.-MQYM-SMS, 208

'BD-NRG\\·L. 207

'BD- NSR" 2l 0
\I

'BD-SBT', 108
.,J

'BD-SLl\i', 207, 210-211

'BLt-SMS, 2JO

'BD-S.',/:y· (king), 103, ~05-t06, 109-114,

126-127, 208, 210-213

'BD--SM v i pdncd, HI5·- a06, J 12, l ~ t, 207, 210,

2Ll

"BD-SMY', 201, 208-207-:~J)4. 211-212

'BD-'SR, ! 15, 210

'BD''-, 210, 2!2

'RDY', 115
,.~~ D-?,~', 21·1

Hl'duln, sec nomad

Be~ (god), ! 27, '33-t34, 208-210,

B,+HI h see BL 'Q B

BC\{'lt Sinjar. 26, 76-77, 84

HL {goP 117,133-134,209-210
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"KSL\\"L and I\1RIIS""~seeDecember (mouth,

Dem Tepc, 6H

Dhaizan , 21H-219

DII~Y. 214

dimorphic chiefdom. 97-9H. 115. 139-140. 190

Directorate (;eneral of Antiquities, sec State

Organization of Antiquities and Heritage

Ditch, 15. 17. 56. H]. 118-121.

Diyala, 40, HH. I H4

Dlyar , ]1,

Diyar Bakr, ]1

Diyar Mudhar, ]1

Diyar Rabla, ] I

dog. 158

dog-Leg entrace, sec gate, I.-shaped

'Dr (month>, 1]5-136, 208-209, 213

dream, 214

DRSY, 211

'DRY, 212

DRY', 212

Dura-Europos,' 16.96-98. 109, 116, 118, 134,

138, 140vr(3-165, 181-182, 184, 186, 190

'DY, 115, 208, 211

eagle, 120, 159-160, 162, 164

eagle niche, 117, 120-121, 159

Early Dynastic, 39, 54, 61, 75

Early Islamic, 35

early scttement, 92

chiefdam. 97-9H. 115, 1.19-140. 190

Choche , I HI-I H.1

Christian. ]2-]], H4. 14]

church. 74

cit~ wall. sec \\ all

Classical \\ riters, 95- 96

colonnade. IH. 144. 150-152.

column. 12]-125. I ]0. 1]2

column base, IH-19, 14]. 150

column drum. 4]. 74. 77. 91. 95. 14]

confidant. see '1IIY'I:\'

contour Line, 117-11 H

co nt ou r map. I 6, I 9 . I I 7- I I H

Corinthian. 126 .,
crown prince. sec PSGRYH'

Ctesiphon, ]].102. lOS, 117. IIH. 182-IH]

customs house. I ]H. 140

Darahgerd, I 17. II H

Dariga, 55

DBII·. 112. 114.210

bleacher. H7
BI. 'QB (tribe}. 97. II]. 116, 1.10, I]]-I]~ 1]9.

21]
v

H'I.S'IY:\ (gud)' IOH-IU9. 111. 11~. 129. 1.12.

1.1~. 207-20H

B'I.Y. 21.1

'B:\·. 116. 211-212

British 'lusl'um. 1~H

BR'IR':\ (gud)' IUH-IIU. II~. 116.126-127.

1.1~. 207-Z12

BRh.I.B·. 210

BR:\B\\.211

HR:\:\Y. 112. 2U7. 2U9. 211

HR:\SR·. 99. lin. 116. 21fl. 212

HR·Y. 99. 2U7

BRZ I.. 21Z

HRZRQ·. Z07

'HS·. 20H

BTI,IS·. n z. 11~. ZIO. ZIZ

BTLII (virgfn), 1]0

BTSl\lY. 20H

Building .J. 12]

•B'''. 207
'B'''L', 202, 212

'BY', 101

'BY' RH', 108. II]-II~, 121, 190, 19H

BYRT·. 150-151. 190. 204-205

BYT UDY'. 209

BYT '1.11' (Bait Al.aha, main Sanctuary, Hatra),

sec Bait Alaha

calendar. 96

caliph, ]0

caravan, 30

caravan routes. 52, 63, 83, 197

carpenter, 116

castellum, see Fort

cella, 123-124. 125,212

Central .Iazlrah, 39-40, 42-43, 84

Characene , 13, 23, 119

Charax Spasinu, 16, 118

chief, see RB'

"chief of the Arabs, see BTHS' and ZNPT'. . .".

chief of the guards, see RB D HSYHY and
v
SHPT'

chief of the singers, see RB QYNT'

chief of the standard, see RB' SMY'

chief patrician, see 'BY' RB'

chief temple, see Bait Alaha
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Eastern gate (Hatra), see gate, eastern

East Jazirah, 41, 52, 84,185, 189
Ecbatana, 118

Edessa, 96, 108, 133
Egypt, 107, 118,219

elder, see Qsy~'

Elias, 57

engaged column, 126-127; cf. 144-148

entrances (Bait Alaha), 123

Es-haqi, 29

Eski Mosul, 40, 63, 88,
Euphrates (river), 25-26, 31, 39-40, 57, 78-81,

85,91,94,97,102,136,

evil ege, 17, 148,152, 190

Fadhat Baqqa, 55

Faris, 217

Fars formation, 25

Fat-ha, 31, 40, 85
't/

February (month), see SBT.
fersakh, 29 .

Fertile Crescent, 87

Feshabur, 32
fluting (column), 123

fort, 13, 15, 33, 49, 56-57, 63, 66, 74, 78, 81-83,
85, 98, 150, 190, 204-250
fuller, 116, 209

'G', 207, 209, 211

gate, eastern (of Hatra), 16-17, 95, 106, 117,

119-123, 137, 157-161, 190, 195
gate K, L (Bait Alaha), 124

gate, L-shaped (dog-leg), 149, 152

gate, northern (of Hatra), 17, 103, 107, 117,

119-121, 136, 195
GBR, 115

GO', 212-213

GOWT, 208

GOY, 115, 209

GO-YHB, 99, 207, 211-212

GOYL, 152, 190, 206

genealogy, 100-101, 104-106, 115-116

geography, 13-114, 23, 29-30, 85, 98, 138, 140

geology, 23-25

GGLY', 116, 211

Ghasan, 197

Gir Bir, 75

Gir Fir, 75

Girgi Khadrog, 77

Gir Khazneh, 76

Gleieh, 78

GLP (sculptor), 116, 198-199, 207, 211
'GLY', 116

GND', 116

GND' (deity of fortune), 208-209, 211
Gordian (emperor), 107 -

Gordyene, 98

. Greco-Hippodamian, 118

. Greco-Semitic, 118

. Greece, 118

Greek, 95, 99,104,108,116-118,125,134-135,

185, 189-190

Green church, 32

GRM'LHT, 210, 212

'GY, 86, 149-150, 153, 161, 165, 190, 204-206
GZBRY, 209

'G'ZRQ', 207, 211
Hadhira, 91
Hadhr, see Hatra
Hadidi, 29

Haditha, 28, 31-32, 34, 37, 40, 78, 84, 88

Hadrian (emperor), 103, 165

Hafat Al-Shannanat, 27
Halabiyyah, 57

Halaf, 39, 48, 52, 59, 66-70, 72, 74-75
half-column, 105,126

Hama, 76
Hamadan, 118

Hamat, 91
Hamrin, 95

Harran, 187

Hashak, 29
Hassuna, 39, 43, 45, 59, 66, 68-69, 74

Hatra (Hatrae, IffR', Al-Hadhr), city of, 16-17,

34,39-40,43,73,86,91,99,106-118-120,136,

138, 160-161, 164, 184, 186, 189-191, 196-19'
Hatrene divine triad, 127
Hatrene fire, 91
Hatrene fire, 91

Hatrene months, 135

Hatrene sculpture, 99, 163, 165

HB', 210

HBYB, 115-116, 219

HBWS', 116
HOO (in a name), 210

Hellenistic, 39, 48, 55, 58-5~, 62-64, 66-68, 75,

83-84, 118, 124-125, 134, 181-184, 188

Hellenistic temple, see Temple E
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~ .

Heracles (god), 130, 158, 164

Heracles, niche of, 120-121

Heracles, statue of. 107, 121, 130-131, 134

Hennas (river), 26

Hermes (god), 58, 125

Heza, 32, 36

Hit, 25, 31, 91

Hival, 32
• ~ v

H 1\-51\15, 210

HNY, 115, 209

HNYN', 208

horseman, 157-158, 163-164

house of M'N\\', 17,93,128-128 159,162-163,

190, 203

house of the god ts), see Bait Alha

house, Seleucia , 17, 128

~P', 208

J:lPYZ,,,. 196-197, 209

HRYS, j 15. 210. "
HRYS"', no. 211'.., ~

HSPS, 114

H~~, 214
hunter, J57-159, 163-164

Hurrian. 39. 83

Hwaish (site 0:1 the Tigris), 86

Hwal sl: hire iii Upper .lazlrah), 64

H\Y~1L. 213

HYKL' RB', see Rdt l\.lha

~YRN, 213

I!YR\V, 208
BYY. 210

f.IZYR~ (month), j 35-136, 212

Ibn .Iubair, 5~, 83

'Ibra Al-Saghiyra, 73, 87, 137, 191, 214
imam Ch irirn (Abu Ai-1\fakarim), 82

inner wal l of Batra, see wall

inscriptions, 94, 99,103-104,100,112,128,138,

191-214

Ionic column, I 24

Iran, 118

Iranian tribes. 98

Iraq, 17. 22, 25, 28, 33, 35, 39-40, 55, 66, 73,

85,88,91,93,96,137,159,188,219

Iraq Antiquities Department, 107, 117

Iraq, Government of ] 07

Iraq \1 useum , 83, 107

Islamic, 23, 30-31, 33-35, 39, 43-55, 58-81,

83-85. ! 16, t88, 215
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iwan, 124-125, 127, 177

Izates, 98-99

Jacobite, 32

Jaddalah (region), 28-29, 52-53

Jaddalah (site), 52, 140-165, 177-179, 185-186,
204-206

Jaddalah (spring), 28- 29

Jafna, 97

January (month, TOT), 135

Jasim, 66

Jazirah, 22-32, 34-40, 84-86, 89, 19, 95,

137-138, 140-143, 184-185, 188-191
Jazirat AI-Qala, 80

Jazirat Ibn Omar, 30, 36

Jazirat Lubbad, 80
Jebel ':A-ddaia, 26

Jebel 'Atshana, 25-27

Jebel Hamrin, 25-----Jebel Ishkift, 26

--Jehei .Iauran, 25, 27 I

Jebel Khanuqa, 56,138 -!
Jebel Mak-hul, 25-26, 29~! 56-57, 86. 138

;--
.Icbe. Maki-heel, 26, 138

Jebel Nejrna, 26-2~

Jebel Qaiyara. 26

Jebel QUa 'at, 84

Jebel Sheikh Ibrahim, 26

Jebel Sinjar, 26, 29. 33, 79, 143

Jebel Tell 'Afar, 26

.Iebel Umm Al-Shlnin, 25, 61

.Iedaydah, 54

jerib. 35

.Iern, 28

Jewish, 98

Jifrin, 83

J uboor (tribe), 29

Judaism, 98

.Julv (month, Q'\iY"'·i), 135-136

June (month, SY\VN or HZYRN), 135-136

Jupiter-f133

.Iyea , 61

Kaaba , 140

Kaaba.hcel, 30, 80, 29, 57
Kak zu, ] 84

Kalhu (Nlmrud), 58 1 95, 181_-182, 184
Karsi, 76, 84

Karst, 76, 84

Kassite, 39, 78-81



KBYR\\, 209, 212

Kerbela, 25

Kerkh Sluk, 106

Kfr-'Aza, 32

Khabur (period), 39, 62, 64 66-67, 70, 73-74

Khabur (river), 26, 137

Khabur (valley), 31-32, 104, 153

Khan AI-Khirnina, 83

Khan AI-Zanazil, 59

Khan Jaddalah, 52

Khanuqa, 56, 138

Kharaiyb H walsh, 64

Kllarai)'h II haish;-64

Kharaiyb Mahlabiyah, 63, 67

Khazneh, 67, 76

Khidhr Elias, 66

Khirbet Abdalah'Othoman, 62

Khirbet Abu Duhur, 163

Khirbet AI-Diniya, 81

Khirbet AI-Farisiyah, 49

Khirbet AI-Naddas, 46
Khirbet Al-Tair, 60

Khirbe, AI-Yazidi, 61

Khirbet Bashmanah, 53, 87

Khirbet Chim Legleg, 74

Khirbet Gritoluk, 177

Kh irbet Hassan A1-Yasi n, 62

Khirbet Hussein AI-Thud, 44

Khirbet Jaddalah, 52, 86, 93, 137, 140-165-169,

178-179, 181, 184-186, 189-191, 204-206

Khirbet Mslhli, 54

Kh irbet Nofan, 55, 86- 87

Khirbet Qbr Ibn Naif, 86, 112, 114, 153, 194,

214

Khirbet Sheikh Ibrahim, 63, 87

Khirbet Taha, 180, 60

Khirbet Umm 'Adham, 62

Khirbet Zanazil, 59

Khirbet Zazia, 49, 87

Khirnina (hilD, 83., 85

Khnizirat, 27

Khorasan, 32

Khribeh, 53, 86

'KI!W, 207,,~_.
Kilab (tribe), 34

king, see M LK'

Kish 40, 56, 88, 181, 184
"Mil' 1",i• ..H. 99. 105 106,111,114.127,134,

190, 197, 200

KM RT' (priestess), 106, I II, 114

KN\\"N (month), 135-136, 195, 208, 212

KNZY, 207

KP'NNY, 211

KPY', 112

KS L\\" L (month), 135

Kufa, 91

kur , 36

Kura, 31-32

L-shaped gate, 149, 152

Late Assyrian, 39, 46-47, 50, 56, 66-71, 74, 83,

87

Latin, 76.

Leheeb (tribe), 29

'LH-SMS, 207

'LK\VD, 208-210,

Lord, see MR', MRY'

Lower Fars, 25

Lower Jazirah, 28-29, 37, 42, 81, 85

Lower Zab (rived, 29, 31-32, 57-58, 88

'LT, 123, 134, 209

'L\VL (month), 135-136, 208

'LY, 100

Mahlabiyah, 33, 40, 63, 67, 84

Maki-heel, 25

main sanctuary, see Bait Alha

Malhat Al-Rug'ai, 48

Mandaic, 197

Maphrian, 32

Maqberat Ali Bin Zahran, 79

Maqberat Mohummad Abu AI-Rabi, 76

Maqberat 8alal, 76

Maran, see MRN

March (month, 'DR), 135-136, 208-209, 213

Mardin, 102

Marduk, 134

maria, see MRY'

Marwan, 33

marzuban, 32

Masei, 94 "
master of hunt (NHSRPT), 112, 114, 163

Mas "ud , 34

Maudud, 34

Maymoon, 43

Mayyafariqin, 31, 36

Me'althaiya, 32
Mecca 91
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Medes, 58, 87, 96

Media, 96, 89

Mediterranean, 28, 125

merchant, 138

Merj, 29, 31-32, 36

Mesene (Characene), 15, 23, 28, 32, 85, 98, 118

Mesopotamia, 16,31,33,35,87,94-96,98-99,

102-103, 118, 132, 140, 143, 165, 181-184,

189-191

MHRO'T, 211

MHYMN', 111, 114,210,212

Middle Assyrian, 39, 63, 66-67, 69-7], 74-75,

79, 80, 83

Middle Miocene, 25

mihrab, 68

milestone, 76, 107

minaret, 80

Mitanni, 39, 43---44, 47-50, 52-54, 59, 61, 67-70,
74-75

Mithradates II (king), 98

<Mkhazaga, 26

MKY, 115, 210

MLH', 52, 210

MLK' (king), 101-111, 113-115, 137, 140, 153,
198, 201, 208, 210-213

MLK' 0 (Y) 'RB (king of the Arabs), 101,

105-107, 110-111, 114, 138,140 153, 198

MLK' 0 (Y) 'RBY' (king of Arabia / Arab lands),
106, 110-111, 114,138, 140, 153

MLKWTH, 110

MLYKW. 210

M'N', 207, 210 /

M'N' (son of king SN1RWQ In, 106, 208
M'NW (Arab ruler), 102

M'NW, house of, 17, 93, 128-129, 162, 190, 203,
M'NW (maria), 99-102, 108, 212

MNY' (weight), 212
"MNYS, 210

moat, see ditch

Monobazus, 98
mosq ue, 33, 80

Mosul, 25, 29, 31-37. 39, 42, 54, 57-58, 74,
82-84, 90, 107, 116, 138, 143, 219
MQYM, 112

MQYM, 112
MQYM;' B', 112

MQYM-SMS, 208

MQYMW. 211

240

MR', 112, 114,210-211

MRBYN', 111, 114, 211
v

MRf:lSWN (month), 135-136, 208-208

MRHWN, 208

MRLH' (god), III, 208, 214

MR'LT', 208

MRN (god), 108, 114, 123-124, 126-127, 134,

202, 204, 207-213,

MRTB\\', see KMRT'
v

MRT MSLJ:I', 201
MRTN (goddess), 108, 127, 134, 200-201, 204,

207, 209-210

MRY', 90,96,99-101, 103, 108, 112-114, 127,

134, 190, 212
v

MSKN', 208
v

MSKW, 213
v

MTLS, 209

'MYN, 213

MYS', 101, 212
Nabataean, 205

Nabu, see NBW

Naddas, 27-28, 87

Najaf, 25

Nani, 127

Nasr, 115

Natunia, 99

NBW (god), 116, 130-130, 133,200

NB\\' (name), 200, 211

NBWBN', 209

NOR, 209

Near East, 102, 105

Nebu, see NBW

Nejma, 25, 27

Neo-Babylonian, 39, 80, 84, 87, 188

Nergal (god), see NRGL

NHTB, 211

N~§RPT, 112, 114, 163
Niger, 105, 136

N ike (goddess), 159, 161-165

Nimir, 32, 34

Nimit Ashtar, 65

Nimrud, 58, 95, 182, 184

Nineveh, 31, 36, 58, 73-74, 95, 181
Nineveh V (period), 39, 45, 51, 59, 63, 68, 70,

72, 74-75

Nisibis, see Nuseybin

NNY (goddess), 134, 207
'NNY, 207



nomad. 30. 33-34, 44, 91, 9]-94, 96-98, 107,

lIS, 134, 139-140, 189

northern gate (Hatra), see gate, northern

North Iraq, 25, 40, 96, 188

north iwan , 124, 127, 177

North .Iazirah. 35, 85, 18H

North Mesopotamia, 88, 99, 136, 140, 185-186

November (month, KN\"N), 135-136, 195, 208,

212
NRGL (or NRG\"L, god), III, 113, 129-132,

158,163,203,207,209,211, 213-214

"'NS, 213

NSR', (MRN), 200, 209, 213...
NSR-'QB, 208

NSRW (maria), 99-104, 108-110, 113-114,

119-121, 124, 126-127, 129, 131-132, 134,

136-137, 139, 149, 190, 198-199, 207-213

NSR\' (name), 102, 104,115, 120, 12~, 125, 152

N~RY, 148-149
~ ~

NSR-YHB (maria), 99-100,108,113,127, "199,

210-213
"NSR-YHB (name), 99, 100, 107, 204, 207,

209-211., .
NSR- YHB (sculptor), 207

., '"
NTWN- 'SR, 209

NTWN'SRY, 99, 207

Nur-ed-Din , 34

Nuseybin, 31. 36, 73-74,99,102,118, 137, 14~

Nuzi, 184

NYHR', 105, 210, 211

NYS', 202. 207,
NYSN (month), 135-136, 198, 212-213

October (TSRY), 135-136, 208, 213

oil wells, 91

oinochoe, 182
Old Babylonian (period), 39. 45, 54-55, 78, 83"

Omar, 35

Orontes (river), see Antioch

Othuman, 35

our lord, see MRN

OUR LORD, SEE MRN

outer wall (Hatra), 118-119

painting, 32, 156-157, 162-165

Pallaconta (river), 29, 94
Palmyra, 97-99, 101, 106, 112, 116, 118,

125-126, 136-137, 139, 140, 148, 150, 163-16,

183
Papak, 219 ;. : .

Parthian, ] 7, 22, 39-40, 43-8 J, 83-88, 95-98,

102-106, 118, 129, 131, 13 ..L 140, 1~3, 152, 163,

165, 188-189, 191, 219

Parthian art, 163

Parthian em pire , 98, 106

Parthian era, 125, 188

peristyle 124, 127

Persian, see Achaemenian

Persian (language), 31

'PH\V-SMS, 204

Pious (WZDQ), 111, 213

'PKL' RB', 101, 108,113,115,122,131,198,

207-208

Pleistocene, 25

PLTY', 205

podium, 125, ] 26

poets (Arab), 95, ]07,2]7-218

political structure, 97

portico, 123-]25, 1-47, 149-151, 211.

Poseidon, ] 25

Prehistoric, 40, 49, 54, 58-59, 63, 73, ] 3';

Pre-Islamic, 30, 32, 91, 118

'PRH~', 99, 109, 1]0, 211

priest (KMR'), 99, 105-106, 111, 114, ]27, 13q,

190, 197,200

priestess (KMRT'), 106, Ill, 114

PSGR~' (PSGRYB', PZGR~'), III, 113-114.

208, 210

Qadimli, 69

Qala AI-Bint (Qala Qsir Al-Bint), 56

Qala Ertaja, 81

Qala J abbar, 56-57, 180, 184-186

Qala Makhul, 56

Qala Ert aja , 81

Qala .labbar, 56-57, 180, 184-186

Qala Makhul, 56

Qala Rayya sh , 83

Qala Sharqat , see A;~lIf

Qala Thrivhir, 51

Qara Saray, 34

Aarat AI-Qasa, 26

Qarqisiya , 31

Qashir, 34

Qasr Seri] , 74

Qasr C mm AI-Tus. 80

'QB, 208

'QB', 109, 207

'QBN, 199, 208, cf. 209
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Qbr Ibn (Abu) Naif, 86,112,114,153,193,214

Qbr Mella Jasim, 66
v

'QB-SM', 172, 210
" "4QB-SMS, 199, 208

QDM (name), 218

Qinytra, 58-59

'QLT', 92, 212

QNYN (month), 135

QN''''N (month), 214
"QRQBS, 214

QSR' (fuller), 197

Q~~, 101, 108, 196-197 cf. QSYS'
" ~QSYS', 101, 108, 113, 195

Qtr Siubi, 27

Quda'a, 34, 219

'QWBN', 199, 208
" .,

'QWB-SMS, 208

QYMTY, 210

QYMY, 129, 208

QNYT', 109, 112-114,208,211

rabbit, 159

Rabia (tribe), 34, 50

Rahman, 115

Rajim Albu Hamad, 45

Rajim AI-Mowelhi, 46

Rajim Sihail, 45
Rania, 40

Raqqa, 31

Ras AI-Ain, 31, 36

Ras AI-Asir, 45

Ras AI-Rug'ai, 47

'RB, 104-105, 109-110, 198,211

RB', 99,108-109,112-115,153,190,198,

207-212 .,
RB D I!SYHY, 109, 112-113,210

RB' D 'RB, 109-110, 113-114, 211

RBN, 210

RB QYNT', 109,113-114,208,211

RBN, 210

RB QYNT', 109, 113-114, 208, 211
RB SMY', 109, 113, 208

'RBY, 104-105, 195-196

'RBY', 104, 1l0, 208, 212

RBTY', 99,101,106,109-110,113-115,190,
195, 198, 207-213

'RDKL' (architect), 116, 207, 209, 211, 213

RHMNY, 115, 210., .,
RHM-SMS, 212
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RMW. 112, 210
Roman, 27, 29,33,39,49,52,56,61,73-74,76,

84, 94- 95, 98, 102, I 04, I07, 119-1 21, 125, 131 ,

134,136-137,140,143,219

Roman Attic column base, 143

RPS', 53, 86, 127, 2211, 214

RPSMS, 97, 209.,
'RS'D, 115

"'RSK, 116

'S (weight), 212

'S', 207

Saad, 115
Saadiya (region), 21, 26, 47-48, 52

sacrificer (DB~ '), 112, 114, 210

Sadam, 115

Sadir AI-Marfu', 85

Sado, 115

Saih, 34

Saksanakhyr, 150-151

Salamiya, 35

Salmani, 94
Samarra (period), 33-34, 66-72, 111

Samarra (region), 25-26, 28, 39, 4]. 45. 59. H7

Samas, see SMS

Sanatruq, see SNTRWQ

Sargon, 58
Sasanian, 26, 30, 32-33, 39-40. 118-120. 1]6.

153,163,169,188-190

Satrun, 217-219.. .,
SBS, 210

SB1' (month), 135-136, 210, 214

Scenitae, 94

sculptor (GLP), 116, 198-198, 207, 211

Sdiyra, 58

S'DY, 213

SDYM, 115, 209

second millennium B.C., 66

Sehil (stream), 28 cr. 43, 91

Seleucia on the Tigris, 86, 95, 105, 118, 128,

, 181, 183-184

Seleucid, 36. 73, 88, 95-96. 139, 189
Seleukos, 109

semi-desert, 136, 140, 188

semi-nomadic, 94, 98, 133, 138

senator, 101

September (month, 'LWL), 135-136, 208

Septimius Severus (emperor), 95, 105, 114, 137,

153



settlement. 14. 32, 49, 55, 57, 84-85, 89

Shaharja, 33

Shahrazur, 217

Shahr-i Qumls, 150-151

Shalmaneser I (king), 58
v ..,

Shamash, sec SMS

Shammer (tribe), 29, 33, 107

Shapur I (king), 14,26,107,119,131,153,219

Shargat, 25, 40, 53

Sheikh I brahim (region), 63, 84

Shjarah, 31, 57-58

shoemaker, 116,211.,
S'1PT', 112, 114,213

shrine, 82, 88, 92

Shrines I-XIII

Shrine I, 128,-129, 132. 153. 173, 175

Shrine II, 128-129, 132

Shrine III. 99, 129. 132

Shrine IV, 129, 132

Shrine V, 130 9 t 32,

Shrine VI, 130, 131

Shrine VB, i 31. 171, ~ 75

Shrine VIHa, 92-93,96,128, 130, 132, 134. l.V~.

I 53, 173-175

Shrine VIHb, 130, 132

Shrine IX. t07, 130. 132. 153, 172, 176

Shrln X, 131-132

Shrine XI, 128-129, 131-132

Shrine XII. 131-132, 172, 174, 176, 182, 195?

201

Shrine XIII, 131
'I
SH (Y) RW (deity), 125, 134, 200~ 210

Slaatruces, 104

singer (QYNT'), 109, 112-114, 208, 21 t
Slnlsla, 26

Sinjar (region), 25, 29-30, 37, 39-40, 56, 76, 81,

84, 86-88, 102, 107, 137, 143, 189

Sinjar (valley), 29

Sinn, 31-32, 57-58
Of

'SLM, 212
v
SLMN, 211

Siubi, 26

SLWK, 109, 209-210

smith, 111

SM'N\V. 207
SMS (Samas, god), 94, 101, 105, 108-109, 121,

134, 200, 202, 209, 2tl-212, 214

SMS-BRK (steward), 10i, 109, 113-115, 131,

161, 165, 190, 195, 198,209

SMS-·DRY, 211
.,J v
SMS-HRYT, 99, 196-197,207,209
v v •
SMS-LTB, 207

SMS-·QB, 207

~MSY, 109, 211
v v 211SMS-YHB, 86, 109-110, 116, 198-199,

SMS-YHB (sculptor), 110, 116, 198.211

SMS- YH B (sculptor), 110, 116, 198, 211

SMY, 130, 207-208

SMY' (Sarnia), 109, 126, 207. 211

SMYT", 209
SNTRWQ I, II (kings). 102-106, 108-115,

126-127, 139-140. 198, 207-212.; See also

Satrun
SNTRWQ (maria), 102, 108, 113, 211
Sounding I, 92-94, 96, 119, 18J
Sounding II, 93

South Arabia, 97
South Iraq, 40

South iwan, iU,·J, 124, 126-127

South Mesopotamia, 86. 183. 189, 214
SPR', uu, 113
-./

SPRY, 106, un, 112. 129, 208-209
-J

'SR. 99; cf. ·BD- 'SR,
~.,.

NT\VN-SR (Y), o~~VYD-'SR

'~RBL (goddess), 11i, 130, 132, 134, 208
'SR-BRK, 210
v
SRT', 210

steward, see RBYT'
STNBL. 208

'STNQ, 203, 208-210
stone age, 76
'STR I weight), 212

syategic, 74, 76. 86-87, ] 36, 189

'~TT, 116, 204, 209, 211, 213
<0{

'SITY. 207
o ' v' ",'

sun god, see 1\1RN, Sl\1S

Sur .lur'eh, 78
'Ii

S\VYD', 213
'SY, 210
'5YLY', 97. 212
~Y\YN (month), 135

Tabula Peutmgerrana, 52. 73, 91, 137
Taghlub (tribe), 32, 34

Tanukh, 219
Tartara, see \Yadi Tharthar
Taurus, 25
Tayy (tribe). 19

Tavarat, 21
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Tavrahan, 32
'rBT (month), 135
Tekrit. 29,31-37,40-42,55,57,81-85,88,

137-138, 163, 189

Telbis (Telbis), 79, 85

Tell 'Abarty Gharbi, 48
Tell 'Abta, 26, 30, 40, 50

Tell 'Abta Shamali, 50
Tell Abu Arabid, 46

Teli Abu Dhahir, 74
Tell Abu Gbab, 182

Tell Abu Jarathi, 61
Tell Abu Nijir, 44
Tell Abu Tawa , 45

Tell Abu Thar, 181, 183
Tell Abu Wajnam , 74
Tell Adhaman, 44
Tell Adhamlya, 44

Tell 'Afar, 29-30, 32-33, 35, 38-41, 60, 65, 84,
88, 143, 189
Tell Ahmed Agha Kabir, 75
Tell Ain Khanaszirat, 53
Tell Ain Mahlabiyah, 63
Tell Ain Shridah, 60
Tell 'Ajr], 55, 84-86, 137, 189
Tell AI-Asir, 45
Tell Al-Athori, 50
Tell Af-Bayea, 59
Tell Al-Benat, 73
Tell Af-Buqer, 65
Tell Al-Darrajlya, 81
Tell AI-Daym, 61
Tell 'Algana, 72

Tell AI-Ghuzlaniyat, 46
Tell AI-Hafel, 65
Tell AI- Harim, 180
Tell 'Aliba, 46
Tell 'Aliban, 46
Tell 'Alibat, 46
Tell AI-Jern, 59
Tell AI-Karkashi, 51
Tell AI-Khirab, 53
Tell Al-Khwain, 59, 61
Tell AI- 'Omryni, 62
Tell AI-Rahmaniya, 64
Tell Al-Rimah, 40, 66-67, 70
Tell AI-Rumih, 64
Tell AI-Sybat, 83
Tell Al-rSwaje, 45
Tell AI-Thalya, 46
Tell AI-Yazidi, 61
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Tell Anjor, 50

Tell As-Sown, 71

Tell Aswad , 53
Tell Aswad (Baghdad area), 181

Tell 'Awad, 70

Tell 'Ayar , 65

Tell Aziz, 66

Tell Aziz Gharbi, 66
Tell Aziz Junobi, 67

Tell 'Azu, 71
Tell Bachir, 31

Tel! Bander, 59
Tell Belyoz, 63, 67

Tell Blida, 74
Tell Buraich, 31, 57
Tell Buthat AI-Rug'ai, 48
Tell Buthat M shirfa, 51
Tell Daghash, 70

Tell Dam •Aboosh, 65
Tell Dara, 77
Tell Dehala, 59
Tell Dekhil, 64
Tell Dibshiya, 43, 181
Tell Dwylib, 43
Tell Egdimi, 48
Tell Fudga, 52
Tell Gehif, 50
Tell Gehlfa, 45
Tell Girmish. 53
Tell Hachim J unobi, 72

Tell Hachim Shamall, 72
Tell Hatim Sharqi, 72
Tell Hadhail, 72
Tell Halaf, see Halaf
Tell Hamra, 67
Tell Hanu,77
Tell Hassu, 75
Tell Hatimiya, 77
Tell Hawa, 74
Tell Heidar, 181, 184
Tell Hilu, 70
Tell Hiyal, 77
Tell Hussein AI-Thud, 44
Tell Hussein Amin, 64
Tell H uta, 64
Tell 16aah, 83, 85, 87, 137-138

Tell 'Ibra AI-Saghiyra, 73, 87, 137, 193, 214

Tell Jaboq, '5
Tell Jaddalah 'Uliya, 52, 143

Tell Jadu', 75
Tell Jed.y...., 54, 8'



Tell Khalif, 72

Tell Khamira, 67
Tell Khatah, 6]

Tell Khathir, 6J

Tell Kidalik, 70
Tell Mahlahivah, 63
Tell Mahuz , 181

Tell Majari n , 62
Tell Malha, 52

Tell Marag, 75
Tell Matu Dhahi, 55

Tell Mdaraj, 48

Tell Mihrab, 68

Tell Mkgazaga, 48

Tell Mqlbra , 71
Tell M richaiz , 50
Tell Mshirfa, 51

Tell Mshirfa AI-Jisir, 51
Tell Mutalah, 70
Tell J\ti utar, 63

Tell Nebi Yunis, 58
Telloh, 40
Tell Qara Tepe, 66
Tell Qasim, 65

Tell Qaza , 70
Tell Qehwa, 65
Tell Quyunjik , 58

Tell Ras AI-Asir, 45

Tell Rug'ai, 47
Tell Rumdhaniyah, 47, 86
Tell Saadlya Gharbi, 47,136,143,191, 21]-214

Tell Saadiya Sharqi , 47

Tell Sblha , 55
Tell Sgala, 47
Tell Shanan, 75

Tell Shewa , 72

Tell Shibha, 67
Tell Shikhan, 44, 60
Tell Shirea, 46

Tell Siubi, 48
Tell Sultan Saghir, 5 I

Tell Sultan Kabir, 51
Tell Tamri, 55, 84,-85, 183
Tell Tar AI-Rufie', 57, 86

Tell Taya, 66

Tell Tubail, 71
Tell Turki, 47
Tell Twaim, 62, 180
Tell Urnar, see Seleucia on the Tigris

Tell Urnilih, 52
Tell Umrn AI-Ma'alif, 49

'I'l'l I l'l11l11 .\I-Qanatir. 61

Tdl t n1l11 AI-Qita. 56
Tdl l'l11lll AI-Shihahit, 71

Tell ll1l111 AI-Shinin, 61
'I'd I ll11l11 (; roOI1. ~H

Tdl l'l11l11!uhuq. 50
Tell •L'nuq .Jad da Ia h. ::; 2. I ~ J
rei I 'L'w ina t. 74
Tell Yal. 64
Tell Zuqav , 76
temple, vee also Sh rinc

Tl'l11 pie. A (Hat ra). 34. 124, 127. 199

Temple B(lIatra), 34. 92-94,123,125,127,198
Temp le C (Hatra) , 10], 126-127
'I e mp le l) ( II at ra ), I 25- I 26 , I 52

Temple E, 123-125, 143, 152
Temple It (or Square Temple. l l atra}, 93,

I04-ln6. 124, 215. 202
Temple I (Harral. ,127

Temple, Square, see Temple II

Thaivvliat , 28
Tharthar, see \\ adi Tharthar

thi rd millenni urn H.C., 64. 66- 70, 7]-74, I]2
tiara, 99, 157, 16]
Tigris (river), 25-26, 29, 31, 54-58, 81-H2,
84-86, 91, 94, 102, 104, 136-138
Thrithir, see \\'adi Thrithir
''1'1,\\' (king), 98-99,103.110-111. 113-114,129

tomb, 62, HI, 98,92,97,117,1.12-1.14.164.214
Tomh J .1, 132, 21.1
Tomh J 6, 1.1]

Tom h J I I. 132
TPSR', 212, 213
'T'QB, 212
Trajan, 95,102-103,114,126,136-137
'TR'T (goddess), I I I, 129, 134, 207

'IT', 199
TTNY, 208
Tulul Ahmad Al-Husseln, 43
Tulul Ain Al-Baqara , 60
Tulul AI-'Arysh, 61
Tulul AI-Bug, 54
Tulul Al-Mavmoon, 43, 180-181

Tulul Bashmanah, 49, 53
Tulul Duhyshi , 43

Tulul Ghwiniq, 44
Tulul, Kirmash, 44
Tulul Qbr Ibn AI-Shatrah, 46
Tulul Sukariyah, 56, 84-85, 189
Tulul lJmm Adham, 48
Tur-Abdin, 31
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PL. 41

W SUe DO. 259, city wall

(b) Site no. 259. 3 faces of city. wall.
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PL. 51
Table of sites and .....r periadI or occupation (nos. 1-134). (x = occupied).

~ ~
(? = occupied ?)e

~.1"4 ·rot .,..
~ a.~ = ~ a ~ ~~ .; ~co fa." a sCQ ·rot s:= ; U 0 ~.",s:=~uo ~ ·rot ~ ~ c 0~ ~ 0 .,.. pC; ~ 0 ·rot ~ ~ 0 .,-t ~

,......,-t~g ,......,-t~~ ~.,-t~g• Q)CO~S:=CO • Q)fO~~CQ • Q)CO~~(Qg ~ CQ,.o Q)·2 ~ U 8 ~ co,.o Q)·S ~ U 0 ~ (Q.c Q).,-t ~ 0
~ c< J! a ·rot .,-t ·rot ~ ~ J! I CD :a ·a ·rot

s::l ~ c(.8 a s:: .r-i ·rot ·rotQ)CD..c=s:=m Q)Q).Q;mQ)
cLQ) l.m""".f.) as CD cLQ) I~"""~ m CD cLQ)'~r-t~+' ~2 ,.....~cor-t

.f.)
~o ,.....fa~r-l ~·rot ~..! UQ) asro ·rot &.: Q)UCD (Q ·M &.:~2()~~!@Uia) Z~::r:~fI2H fI2 ~Z4(t:Q~tQH fJJ ~Z<t:Q~tQH

1 ? x lt6 ? ? 91 xx ?
2 x 47 x x ? 92 ?
3 ? 48 ? ? 93 xx
4 x 49 ? ? 94 xx x x ? ?
5 xx x 50 ? ? 946 x x x
6 x 51 x xx 95 ? ?
7 xx xx x 52 x xx 96 xx '2' ? x
8 ? 53 xx x 97 x x
9 x 54 x xx ·98 xx
10 x xx 55 ? ? 99 x
11 xx ? ? 56 xx x 100 x x ? ?
12 x x 57 xx 101 ? x x x
13 x x 58 x x 102 ? ?
14 ? ? 59 x x 103 ? ?
15 x 60 xx x 104 x
16 xx x 61 x xxx 105 x ? ?
17 x ? ?' x 62 x xxx 106 ? ? x
18 '2: ? 63 x x 107 ? x x
19 ? ? 64 x x 108 X ":' ?
20 xx x 65 xx ? ? 109 l'
21 x ? ? 66 x x 110 x
22 x x 67 x ? l' x III ? x
23 ? ? 68 x 112 x x ?
24 ? ? 69 ? 113 x x x
25 xx x 70 x x 114 x ? ?

26 xx x 71 x 115 x ? ?
27 x x 72 x ? ? 116 x x x ? ?

28 ? ? 73 x 117 x
29 x x x 74 x ? 118 x x
30 x ? ? 75 x x 119 x
31 x 76 xx ? ? 120 x xx
32 x ? ? 77 ? ? 121 x x xx
33 x x 78 xx x 122 ? x xx
34 ~' ? 79 xx x 123 x xx
35 xx x 80 xx xx 124 x x

36 xx x /81 -x x x x 125 ? ?
/

37 xx x ? 82 xx x ? ? 126 x x
38 xx x 83 xx x 127 x xx
39 x ? 84 x xx 128 x
40 x ? ? 85 x x 129 x
41 x xx 86 ? ? 130 x x
42 xx ? ? 87 x 131 x x '1 '1

43 x x 88 xx xx 132 x x x
44 x x 89 ? ? 133 x, x ? ~.

45 x x 90 ? ? 134 xx
299



PL. 52
Table of sites and their periodl ~ occupl!tioa (DOL 13S-261). (continued)

(x = occupied)
(? =occupied ?)

•
8
Q)
~
.r-!
til

'.

x

x

x

x

xx
x

xx
x

x
?
?

x
x
?

x
xx
xx

x x x.
x

x

x x
xx

xx
?

x
xxx
xxx
x x

x

x

xxx
xx

x

x
x x
? x x x

x
xx
? x
x
x

x

?
x x ? ? ? x x

x
x
x

225
226
227 x
228 x
229 x x '?' ?
230 x
231 x
232
233
234
235
236
237 x x
238
239 x
240 x
241
242 x x
243 x x
244 x x
245
246 x
247
248
249 x x
250
251 x x
252 x
253
254 x
255
256 x x
257
258
259
260
261
262
263 x
264 x
265
266
267
268

x

x
?

x
x

x
x

x
xx

xx
x
x
xx

x ?
x

? x ?
l' ? x

x
xx
?
xx

x
xxx
xx
? ? x
? ?
x

x
xx

xx
xx

x
x
x
xx
x
x
x

? ?
x
xx

x
x
xxx

x

180 ?
181 x x
182 ?
183 x x
184 x x
185 x x
186 x ?
187 x
188 x x
189
190 x
191 x x
192 x x
193
194 x x
195
196
197
198 x
199 x
200 x
201 x
202
203
204 x x
205 x
206 x
207 x
208
209 x
210
211
212
213 x x
214
215 x
216 x x
217 x
218
219 x
220 x
221 x
222 x x
223 x
224

x
'? ? ?

x ?: x
x

x ? ?
x ? ? x

? ?
x
x

? ?
x ? x

?
x
x
x
x
?
?
?

x

xx
xx
x
xx
xx
x

? ?
x

x x
x x
x

x
x x ? ? ?

? ?
? x x

xxxx
x
x
x
xx

x ? '2
? ? x

x x
xx
x

135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143 x
144 x
145 x
146
147 x
148
149 x x
150 x x
151
152
153
154 x x
155 x
156 x x
157 x
158 x
159 x x
160 x
161 x
162 x x
163 x
164 x
165 x
166 x
167 x
168 x
169 x x
170 x
171 x
172 x x
173
174 x x
175 x
176 x
177 ?
178 ?
179 x300
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58. (a) The lake of Hltra

(b) Tile depreaion at Hatra.
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Plan of the main --sa.nctuary .(Bait Alaha) at Hatra.
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<.) hp' I .........

(b) Sounding I at Hatra, occupation levels tmarkeu ·"L·").
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(a) Sounding I at Hatra, Level II

PL. 62
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PL. 64
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a

(a) ~n B-B. Soun~!l.JL Hatr~

5, 6
I
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(b) Floors 1- 7. Section B- B. SouD.di.na I. Hatra.
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,PL. 65

w ............
Hatra, view
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(a) Excavation of the house of M'NW, Hatra

PL. 46

314
(b) Excavation of the house of M'NW, Hatra, showing occupation levell.



Genealogies of MRYl ("maria" or "lords") and MLK) ("kings") ..~.,~

SN!RWQ (lord) [2321

WRWD (lord) ti23, 189, 266-7],
IJ_.~. _

f, ,

a ~

~pl~) ~89J )STT [1231
I ,.
I I
I I
I I, ,

MINv (?)[189] q}DtY !J-22,1?4],
I
I
J
I

Sr-1RWQ [12:~)

WLGS (lord) l28~

WLGS (ki~)
[i.93, 286J

[288JBRZL

MCNtI (lord) [288 (A.D.149~,
I

NS~-YHB (lord) [VI, 272, 274, 338]
I,
I .--------------, I
I I

NSRW (lord) [IV, VI (A.D.128/9), IX, BD) [288]
., 33(?), 82, 194, 196-7,

-- -. - - .J 199, 231, 250, 272 (A.D.l38),
I : 273.:-4,,335, 338 (A.D.133'>]

TPSR) SNTRWQ I (king) [IV, YII, 82 (A.D.176/7),120(? ),
[236, i 139(1),194,196-9, 202. (?),
27f,388} :231, 287 (?), 333-4 (?), 341 (?)1

,ab-LH) ~~--------~b-SMY) (PSGRY) [2871
.(236, ~ Q.39,198] ! (king) (36, 79,.195, 203, 223, 229,

272,388j I ',I 277,,290 (A.D.l.92/.3), 333, 341]
I " ,
I I

N~R-YHB 'SNTRWQ II (king) [VII (?), 28, 36-7, 79, 1~0(?), 139(?),
g.391 :. 195, 198 (or I?), 202 (?r I~), 229,

: 287 or I?), 333-1f '(1), 341 (?)}
v·r-------------------------,-------------,

~ SPRY MCNJ [79} '-BD-SMyJ (P~GRY')
(36 (A.D.238), 37) [28 c», 195},

I
I

SMY (371

------------ = relationship definite

- - - - - - = relationship uncertain .
."
r'
1'\....

w

V'I
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Relief from Temple 'B ("of AIlIt") in the main -.:Nil')' •

Hatra, with inscription [VII].
(
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0.........".1 tables of families oLHatra.

(a) :tPHW-SMS ,[10]
•
I
I

~MS-HRYT [10]
I •I
I
I

(10]3KHW
•
I
I

"JLH-~S -' [10]
I
I I
I

5MB- cQB [10J

(b) 5MB- CQB (156, 187J
I
I
I

HRY~W [156, 187]
• I

I
I

[IBn} LY [1601

(c) ('G) (5, ~~
-~

I
I
I

[5, 325])!TTY
I • \
I
I
I

[5JSLWK

(d) NSRJ [117)
I
I
I
I [117] <,RHZW
I
I

I-----------l-------T
I I
I I

[121JHpJZW (G)

• I
I
I
I

[126J(BD-SMY)

PL. 69

. 317



10. ~gkal tables of families of Hatra.
~:itaa:i!s'-

'-'-:C: ..~.
. .'.J

PL. 7.

i
I

~S-BRK
I
I
I
1
i
I

'LKWD
I
I
I
1
1
I

SMS-BRK
I
1
I

\791
L -J

i79J....

1 1
I 1

[81})LKWD [79] YHBRMRYN (' ':'J (BD-SMY)
I
I
I
I
I

[801(BDI:GYLW
I
I1------------------- _
I I
I I

lLKwD (80 (Aen.238il (13D-SMY) [80 (Aene238»

/

(b) '~-)HY
1 '
1
1
I
I
1

YHBw
I
1
I

[242J

[242, 243, 244 (AeDel04~

1
I

KSYJ

318

----------------------------I
I

181M [242, 243 (A.n.llS)]



Genealolies of 8\;!lltccts and sculptors at Hatra.

------------ = relationship certain

- - - - - - = relationship uncer tsin

(~)

I
!
i
I
I
I

B&~Y [1; 2(?), 106, 234, 336J
(architect)

I
I
I

~l,·'\T'.!f.C~'? , ~1.6, 217J
( E' ;~ ~~; t,..::,. i

KP1NNY (216, 217J
(architect)

1
ZBYDW l46(?), 106j
(scul:ntor)

I
I
I
I

YH~y [46(?), 106,336J
(SCUlptor) (A.D.151)

GGLY)" (or cGLY) ?)
(architect)

.--------------------------~-----I
t
I

(G~ J L) ZRQ or fGl ZRQl [5, 232]
I
I
I
I- - - - - - ----------------------------

W-YHB [232]
(builder)

I

GDY [4} (nson of ZRQl")
(sculptor)

I
I
I
I

)B) [5]
(sculptor)

319



·Aerial photograph of Hatra.
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PL. 77

3/1 I()() ~o :

(f G Gullini Mesopotamia, 2, 1967, fig. 298).Site plan of Dura-Europos rom. ,
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PL. 78

\I ~OO 1000 \300 200) 2:>00 01.

(a) Site plan of Antioch on the Orontes

o ~OO Bfj) 1200 160:-1 2000 2-l00 Ill.

(b) Site P-Ia.."LOf Alexandria (from G. Gullini, MesoM 2. 1%7, figs. 288-9).
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PL. 80

laJ Buildinl B to tbe ... of the -.. pte, Hatra

-

(b) View 01 *- ...bor'l excavation or the inside of the inner wall of
Hatra .
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100
I

o 500

330

82. Plan demonstrating the visibility of main wall towers and buildilJll B from central tower F, Hatra.
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PL. 83

Plan demonstrating the intervisibility of main wall towers and buildings B, Ha.....
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J
(a) Main wall of Hatra with northern gate, ditch in front

and bridge over the ditch

(b) Inner face of the main wall, with the

inner wall behind it, Hatra.

Pl.. 85
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(a) Inner side of the northern pte, with "Heracles
niche. Hatra

(b) Arrowslits in the DOI1Jlern sate. Hatra, from outside.
4
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PL. 88

/
~/

Si~_arrowslit in the northern gate, seen from outsfde. .......

---- - - -- ----- --------



Cal Inner sid~of the nonncrn Pic:, Hatm, 1Il0wina rUe _~ground levei,
~r re~ened by fire and "Heracles" niche

(b) Tower of the inner' .-., northern gate, Hatra,
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PL. 9.
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PL. ,.

(a) The ...... .... H_tea. dUri... excavatiOD

(b) The eastern gate. Hatra. abr e~avatioD.
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PL 'Z

i!1."
Ca) {he inner IeCtion of the eastern pte. Hatra

(b) The "eqIe" mebe, eastern gate. Batra, "ith inscriptions n. II, XIV]..
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PL. 93

lCb) Inner side of the eestern gate, showing missiles, Hatra.
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PL. 94

(a) Area called the "nalace" near the northern gate, Hatra

I
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(b) View of the main sanctuary (Bait Alaha) from tbe east, Hatra.
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PL. 96

~~~ Emem lection of the wall of t. main uDCtuary, Batra,

(b) Eastern section of the wall of the main sanctuary, IMltra with

semi-circular buttress from a previous phase. .
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(a) The main iwan group in the main sanctuary, Hatra

(b) North iwan group in the main sanctuary. Hatra.
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PL. 98

(a) -Third iwan group (on the north) in the main sanctuary, Hatra,

(b) Interior of great no~h iwan, Hatra, showing altar.
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(a) Temple E ("of_MRN"l. Han

(b) Temple E ("of MRN). Hatra.
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Ground plan of Temple C ("of the Samia"), main anctury,
Hatra (from Sarar and Mustafa, 1974, 343 plan 6)
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II

Ground plan of the square shrine behind the great south iwan, main sanctuary,

liatra (from Safar 8Dd MUItafa, 1974): 335, plan 4)
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PL 104

(a) East section of Temple B ("of Allat"), Hatra

(b) Detail of Cll&t leCtion of J'emple B ("of Allat"),
Hatra, with camel reliefS



105. Ground plan of the house of M'NW Hatra (from Safar and Mustafa, 1974, 351, plan 10)
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A· Shrine I
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B. Shrine II
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(.Shrine III
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Ground plans of (A) Shrine I (B) Shrine II (C) Shrine III (from Safar aDd M__ .

1974: 351, plan 10,353, plan 11,355, plan 12)
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A. Shrine VII
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B" Sh r i ne VIIIa
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Ground pland of (A) Shrine VII (B) Shrine VIlla (C) Shrine VIIIb (from Safar and Mustafa,

1974: 3$9. plan 17. 361. Dian 11)
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Shrine XIII, Hatra, under excavation
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(a) View of the site of laddalah. with the Wadi Jaddalah

./

(b) View of the sprina of JIIddalab
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PL. 12"

(a) View fII .... _ .. or tbe mauDd or Khirbet.

Jaddalah, before excavation

{b) C10Ier view of the east side of Khirbet Jaddalah, with column '-eI
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(a) 'Western section of the wall of Khirbet Jaddalah

(b) Western section of the wall of the Khirbet Jaddalah, during excavation
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\(b) Tower A, Khirbet Jaddalah
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PL. 124

(a) ButtRIICS d in the outer wan (west sectionI 'Khirbet Jaddalah

(b) Buttresses f in the outer wall (west section), Khirbet Jaddalah
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(a) West side of Khirbet Jaddalah, before excavation

(b) West side of Khirbet JaddaJah, after excavation
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(a) Doorway !leadina from room 3 (into
- - room 4), Khirbet Jaddalah

~~rn secnon of the main bU.CIlftl, Klltmet J~alab
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(a) ~oom 10 (on tho ~U artd part o! Portico J (no the left).

Khirtn Jadda1ah

(b) Portico J ,Khirbet Jaddalah
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PL. 130

(a) We. leCtion of the main (inner) ......... acavatioa

Khirbet J8dda.h

(b) View of tbe maiD buiJdin. flOm the 1IOItII-•• .,

uafttion, Kbirbet Jaddalah
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(a) Viewof tbe •• ~ JaliIbet Jedde.... form the .........

Wadi Jaddalah on the left

(b) Portico L 08 the _ala Iide of the .. (m-)

bllililll. Khirbet Jaddal}lh
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PL. 132

(a) LimClioDe lintel ov~r tile doorway from room 18 <into room 23)
with "evil eye" relief, Khirbet Jaddalah

lb) Window Iot\m.a from room 19 into room

U I Khirbet Jaddalah
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PL. 134

(a> View inside room 19, showing bricked-up wiDdow Ed springing 0(

vault, main building Khirbet Jaddalall

(b) View of (entrance) room 20, main buUdina. KbiJbet Jlddalab



PL. IJS

(a) View inlide (entrance) room 20 main buildina.

Khirbet Jaddalah

(b) View inlkle (entrance) room

20 showing small and IarJe (on

left) nicbes. main builidina.

Khirbet Jaddalah
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(a) Stain:ue inlicle (entrance) room 20.~
bui)idirllj, Khirbet Jaddalah

PL. 136

384

\bJ View form above or (entrance) room 20 ill ttle

main buUdina. Khirbet Jaddalah.



PL. 137

(a) LarBe nicbe in (entranQl) room 20, main buildiDi.
K hirbet Jaddalah

lb) small. nieM in fIn&-.... • AI ia (....,.,.. room 20,.

main building, Khirbet Jad~alah
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PL. 140

Colonnade on east of main building, Khirbet JaddaIah
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(a) Portico pilaster capital
(profile view)

view)

(b) Portico pilaster capital
(frontal view)

(c) Column bases of columns on

east side of main building
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144. (a) Drawing of arrowslit at Hatra
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Graffito no. I?- and J, mscription [XIX] , Hatra
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